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Introduction

ablesand chairs are the workhorses of furniture. They areat
the center of our lives aswe sit down to enjoy amealand
someconversation,or maybejust take a break from the hectic
pace of modern living. Atable may be calledupon to servea banquet
and then be clearedto handle afamlly craft project or a teenager's
homework. Chairs arc calledto duty aseverlthing from instant stepstoolsto quick placesfor anap.It's no wonder then that so many
woodworkers want to build tables and chairs.
These 28 articles from the pagesof Fine Wood.working magazineoffer a
wide variety of stylesand types of tables and chairs forwoodworkers to
build. Tablesinclude everlthing from a dining table that expands to
accommodatel4people to a simple end table. Chairsrangefrom the
refined beauty of a bowback'Windsor to the sturdy comfort of a Morris
chair. But it's not all iust projects: Mixed into thesepagesare countless
pructicaltechniques that can be applied to other furniture-making
endeavors.There afe tips on carving chair seats,working greenwood
and designingchairsthatfit. Awhole menu of joinerytechniques is also
servedup.
So,lay the book out on atable,pull up a chair andread.I suspectit
won't be too many pagesbefore you startfidgeting in your seat,
wanting to move to your shop to build somenew tablesand chairs.
:The Editors
The "Bestof Fine Wooclutorking"seriesspansten ye arsof Fine Woodtuorking magazine.
There is no duplication between these books and the popular "Fine Woochaorking
on..." series.A footnote with each article gives the date of first publication; product
avallability,suppliers' addressesand prices may have changed since then.

Making a'Walnut Occasional Table
A simpleprQectfrom a singleplank
by Richard Kapuaala

utting up a large, rough plank of wood is alwaysexciting for
me, but I can't help feeling a little anxiet.v I worry whetl-ier
tl-refurniture I intend to build will enhance or detract from
the wood's natural beauqt,This was my dilemma when I set out to
walnut plank. It
build an occasionaltable from a roughsawn,1x1,3x96
was hard to tell what the piece of wood was like beneathils exterior;
but upon resawing,I saw dte lovely color and grain pattern lnside,
and I adapted my design ideas to fit tl-re character of the wood The
resulting table, shown here, has a slngle drawer n''ith all-wood
guides, a cllstom-madewooden pull, and a top large enough for a
Iunp, magaztnesor other accessoriesConstructionis based on ioinery that you're probably familiar with: dovetailsfor the drawer, mordses and tenons for the legs and aprons, siiding dovetails for the
aprons and bridle joints for the panitions Evenwith tl-resmall details
IVe added to make tl-retable more visually interesting,building it
should take you about 30 hours. The drawing on dle facing page and

Tbe autbor's occa.sional tctble taas designed to fit tbe cbaracter
16hualnut tbat be resauted
of tbe taood.: a single plank of
for tbe
book-matcbed top, m(ttclred pairs of legs and most of tbe otber
parts. Tbe top bas room for mctgazines, a lamp or otber accesso'
ries, Tbe table bas a single drantter uitb all-uood guides and a
custom-made uooden Dull.

The Best of Fine Wooduorking

tl-iebill of materials on p 11 include the dimensions for all the parts
To help you get started,I'11tell you how I built my table
Sawing ttre parts After a little handplaning, I knew m1. walnut
planks were richlv colored with deep critnsons and purple streaks
\il/hat I couldn't see until after I had resawn the planks was the
r,-ood's beautiful flame-figured grain pattern, with dark, u'ingshape intrusions at the edges \ilhen I set the pieces side b1'side
and in mirror s).rmmetry,I knew the figure would look best if the
tabletop was book-matched. Since the table's legs required the
tl-rickestmaterial, I cut them out before resawing the plank to
%-in thick stock for the other parts Becausethe plank was more
than twice the thickness needed for the 1%-in.-squarelegs, I cr-rt
them out in pairs, so they would match and the grain would be
svmmetrical. It's a good idea to match the legs of any piece to
minimize problems in case there is anv moisture-related fwisting
or bowing: The opposing pairs of legs will warp symmetrically. If
you can't saw matching legs frorn the same piece of stock, choose
stock with straight grain for less chance of warping
After crosscutting the plank into lnore manageable, shorter
lengths with my radial-arm saw, I jointed the bark-side edge to
remove sapwood from the walnut, ancl then I ripped the sections
to rough widths. Using a standard bandsawfence and a %-in -wide
blade, I resawed the sections of the plank to about % in. thick
(except for the legs). This left enough stock to thickness-planethe
sectionsto'A in. or thinner, as required for the parts,Before final
thicknessing,sticker d-ieresas,nstock and let it stabilizeat shop temperature and humidiry for a few davs This way, ,vou can take out
slight warping with the jointer or planer and set aside ar1' stock that
warps more severell, Finally, I use the tablesawand radial-arm saw to
cur all the parts to widd-rand lenp;th,following d-rebill of materials.If
some of the par-tson the bill appearto be oversize,the exlra stock is
either for joinery or it will be trimmed awa1,later.
Cutting the joints-First cut the 5-in.-wideby 1-in.{ong tenons on
d-reends of the front and back aprons that will join the legs. There
are manv good machine or hand techniquesfor cutting tenons,but I
prefer to use my tablesawand a shopmadetenoning jig, which holds
t1-restock upright during the cut lily procedure is similar to the one
described in Fw\Y +66, p. 70. Nert, I cut the sliding dovetailson the
ends of d-reside aprons, again using nry tablesawand the tenoning
1ig As with tenons, the jig holds the workpiece ver-tically,but the
blade is tilted 12' to cut the male dovetail (see the left photo on
p. 10) I prefer this method to using a router and a dovetail bit because
it allows me to change the angle of the dovetail if I desire.
Next I cut the female dovetail slots into the front and back
aprons A regular miter gauge fitted with a special wooden fence is
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Knob detail
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Notch to interlock
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Constructiondetail
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are screwed to collar.
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maple scraps) so you can shift them around to adiust the drawer
tracking in the future \fith the drawer front flush with its opening
in the apron, position each guide block to lightly contact the outside edge of each runner, and screw both to the back of the drawer with round-head screws and washers.
Before flipping tl-reapron assembly over, I make the table's partition and the four corner braces it will be screwed to. In addition to
keeping the apron from racking, the partition supports the drawer,
like a dust-panel frame in a dresser, and provides a surface for the
drawer to slide on. The 3A-in.-rhtckpanition frame is ioined at
the corners with bridle joints These joints are cut on the tablesaw in
much the same way that the apron tenons were earlier.
The corner braces, made from maple scraps with 45o cuts on
each end, are screwed to the inside corners of the apron through
angled holes (see the drawing on p. 9). Before securing the braces,
I scribe a line around the inside of the apron to mark where the top
edge of the partition will be when installed. This way, when the
table is upright, the top of the partition is flush with the bottom edge
of the drawer opening. Since the pafiition screws to the braces,this
Linealso determines where the bottom edge of each brace will be'
When everything jibes, I screw on the braces,but I leave the patition offuntil the top has been attached.
Gluing up tlle tabletop-If you haven't aheady glued up your
tabletop, do so now. I used blind splines to join the two 9fa-in.wide book-matched walnut boards, but ,vou may prefer biscuit
ioints or just glue. In any case,after the glue is dry and the excess
is scraped off, I lay out the top's curved outline with the splineand-weight method described rn FVV #71., p. 4!. However, I
didn't have real architect's weights; so I used regular C-clampsto
1/a-in.maple strip, and tl-renI bandhold the spline I made from a
sawed the top. The table's edge detail consists of two small cove
cuts, one on the top of the edge and one on the bottom. I would
have preferred to use a 3/"-in.ball-bearing-piloted cove bit in the
router to shape the detail, but since I didn't have one, I used the
cove portion of my Roman ogee bit.
Small cabinetmaker's buttons are screwed to the underside of
the top and attach it to the table; a small tongue cut on one end of
each cabinetmaker'sbutton engagesthe groove around the inside
of the collar. The buttons allow the top to float: an important feature since wood can get very cranky if it's denied freedom to expand and contract I space the sk cleats around the collar; you
might want to use more than six, but don't use fewer or the top will
move whenever you touch it. \X4renyou set the cabinetmaker's buttons, make sure the tongues don't bottom out in the grooves,as drat
would restrict the'top from moving and defeat the purpose of the
cleats. Once the top is attached, screw the par-tition to the braces.
Now, flip the apron/top assembly over and make sure the drawer
slides smoothly Adjust-fie guide blocla if ttrey rub too hard against
the runners and wax them if necessary.
Shaping and mortising the legs-N7ith the top on and the drawer
in place, it's time to attach the legs to the occasional table. Taking the
blanks that were cut out earlier, hold the top end of each leg against
*re bonom of the tabletop with one edge butted to the apron tenon
it will yoin Now, with a marking knife, scribe lines at the top and
bottom of the tenon to show where the mofiise will begin and end.
Repeatwith all the legs, and then lay out the width of the morlises,
tlre in. from the outer face of each leg. To chop the
centering them
mortises, I used the mortising table attachment on my combination
jointer/planer. However, a router witLr a straight bit and a good mortising jig, like the one describedin F\FM #80, p. 46,will also work. If
you chop the mortises by hand, you may wish to leave a "horn" at

the top of each leg to prevent the short endgrain at the top of the
mortise from splitting out (it gets cut off after mortising)
I wanted the tops and bottoms of the legs to be slightly rounded, and so instead of shaping those profiles on the router table or
shaper, I used a combination of files, planes and spokeshaves
First, I ease the edges with a small block plane, and then use the
files and spokeshavesto create the soft contours on the edges and
ends. Finally, I finish-sand the legs before gluing them to the
apron, since it's a real pain to try to sand after glue-up.
Making tl.e drawer pull-Since I built my occasionaltable from an
original design, I wasn't about to settle for a store-bought puli for the
drawer For this design, I came up with the pull shown in the drawing becauseit seemedto fit the mood of dre piece. The design has a
central knob glued up from small pieces of ebony and cocobolo,
with a horizontal maple '\lling" intersectingdre knob.
To make the knob for the drawer pull, I cut out three round
hole saw in the drill press. This yields
blanks using a 1,3/8-in.-dia.
three !1/',-in.-dia.discs tl-iat I laminate together: two %-in.-thick
ebony with one Yz-in.-thickcocobolo in between. After the glue
dries, I clamp the knob in the vise on my workbench and cut out
the notch for the wing, proportioned as shown in the drawing I
used my Japanese dovetail saw for the cuts, but any thin-blade,
sharp handsawwill do. I then shape the knob to its soft contour on
a stationary belt sander, holding the knob rn a pair of channel
locks with padded jaws so I don't sand my fingertips.
The pull's maple wings are marked out with a compass and then
cut out on the scroll saw. I set my pencil compassto 37/8-in.radius,
^
and then sketch an arc on the %-in.-d-rickmaple stock. After sawing
the arc, I cut out the notch to fit the krob with a standard dovetail
saw Nex1,dry fit the pieces and trim the notches to fit. Gradually use
finer and finer grades of sandpaper to polish the pull. Finally, glue
the knob and wing together, drill two lre-n.-dia. holes on the back of
the wings, and screw the pull to the drawer front.
By now your occasionaltable should be ready for a good finish
I used several coats of tung oil, with a final coat of beeswax after
the tung oil had dried A11the work I put into my table seemed
worthwhile tl-iefirst time I saw the midday sun hit it, sending shimmering ripples of light across the walnut top.
n
Richard Kapuaala is a professional woodworker in Salinas, Cal.
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Description

D i mens i ons(Tx W x L)

Legs
Top
Aprons (front and back)
Aprons (sides)
Collars (front and back)
Collars (sides)
Drawer front
Drawer sides
Drawer back
Drawer bottom
Drawet runners
Drawer guide blocks
P^rtitlon frames (ftont and back)
Pattition frames (sides)
Corner braces
Cabinetmaker's buttons

3Ax
3/rr x
3Ax
3/+ x
3Ax
5/e x
lzx
lzx
3/s x
lzx
lzx
3/Ex
3hx
3/+ x
3hx

Includes l-in.-long tenons
on both ends.
*>k Includes 3/e-in.-longsliding
dovetails on both ends.
i Trim to final size.

l5/e

it
#
##

',
xt 'hx24

LSrA x 265/Bi
5j/a x 243h*
53/4x l5Y2**
1rt/r6 x l6+i
It3/ft x l43Arl
33/+ x 123/E+
35Aex l4t
35As x 723/++
16 x 123/4i
l1/fi x 133/si
3 /n x2
2 x 16##
2Ys x l43h
2Y4 x 2t+
l Y2 x2

45" mitet on both ends.
Includes Tt'-in.-thick
tongue on one long edge.
Includes bridle joints
on both ends.
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Krrockdown Red-CedarTrestle Thble
Works Well Indoors or Out
Hand-choppedmortisescomplementsimpledesign
bv Tonv Konovaloff

This red.-cedar table's mass is lightened. aisually by its gently rounded and beueledged top, taperedfoot and thin, slightly tapered uedges. Just the sa.me, the table is built
solidly to tttithstand'years of use and. abuse. both indoors and out.

hen I was a student atJames Kfenov's woodworking
program at the College of the Redwoods, money was
tight. Having virrually no furniture, though, I needed to
make some basic utilitarian pieces including a kitchen table. I went
to the local lumberyard and purchased lust enough 2x stock to
make a trestle table like the one in the photo above. I liked that first
table's lines and wanted to try it in a nicer wood, so I chose clear,
vertical-grained red cedar because it's highly rot-resistant:The
table can be used outside as well as in the kitchen or dining room
Building this table can be done just as easily with power tools as
with hand tools and may even be slightly quicker. Bur the scale of
the joinery and the simplicity of the design also make this an ideal project on which to practice cutting joints by hand.
I use hand tools exclusively, partially because acquiring and
practicing hand-tool skills is what initially attracted me to woodworking. But mostly I use hand tools because I really enjoy plan12
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ing and cutting joinery by hand, and I really don't enjoy the
screamof electric saws,routers and sanders.

The tresfles
I built the two trestles first, then the related pieces (stretcher,
wedges and battens) and, finally, the top. By having the trestles
and related pieces readywhen I finish the top, I can attach the battens to the underside of the top right away, connecting top and
base before there's any chance of major wood movement. If I built
the top first, it could have warped while I was building the base,
making it difficult to connect the two.
I used dimensional red cedar for this project, which I cut to
length, planed smooth and laid out for mortises and tenons. I
clamped each of the trestle members in my bench vise and bored
holes for the mortises using a brace and expansion bit (see the top
left photo on p. 14). I set the expansion bit to the width of one of

Photo this page: David Scherrer

trestle dining table

Indoor/outdoor

Detail: Tabletop-edge bevel
Tabletopdimensions,
34x74
in.,from center
Curve,3/+
to cornerson table ends;
Cuwe,lz in.,from center
:o cornerson table sides

TablesupPorts
beveled45'at ends
Stretcher,
1lzx5x63

Overallheight,
2 9%in. high

21 in. betweentable
supportand
foot piece
All trestle members are
.oughly 3% in. sq'

Foot piece
Stretcher bows uP % in.
over 43 in. between trestles'

Wedges insert into
kerfs in tenons.
Ba tte n s,1 x2 % x2 4
Eletail: Stretcher wedge
31/t

Diagonalker{s
for wedges

21/e

Stretcher's wedge moftise extends
1/ain. into leg post to allow for cross-grain
shrinkage of the leg Post'

.--.itlofiise chiselsanclpositioned a depth stop to iust lessthan half
' l d e p th of t hem or t is e. To e n s u re th e h o l e s a fe p e rp e ndi cul arto
. sllrface of the workpieces, I clamped the work so that my
bit
- -,1ingmotion keeps the bit naturally level I sight along the
to
wandering
from
bit
the
:r rhe sides of the workpiece to keep
the
from
I
repeat
stop,
= 1eftor right. After boring to the depth
-,cr sicie,leaving just a wisp of wood in the middle'
iieaned out the moftises with a mallet and a registered mortise
, .e1.which has square sides but is not as thick as a standard
rise chisel (see the photo at right on p 14) I kept the blade
rtendicular to the length of the mortise, and I chopped from
::- end of the mortise to the other, staying iust shy of the marked
' : :rnd the bottom shoulder lines. After hogging out most of the
- :-Lisewith the bit and brace and the fegistered mortise chisel,
:-.me back with a paring chisel.I pared the mofiise clean, squar: : r11eends and making sure the sidewalls are relatively smooth
. .\ceptwherc

notecl llllcenlLaurence;

cilawingr Lee Ilov

and square (see the bottom left photo onp.74')'
once I,ve finished all six tfestle moftises (four for tfestle assembly, two for the stretcher), I cut the shoulders and then the cheeks
on the tenons of the vertical trestle members, smooth all tenon
(see
surfaceswith a shoulcler plane and kerf the tenons diagonally
outthe
toward
diagonally,
the drawing above). Kerfing the tenons
of
sections
outer
the
causes
side of the tenon (see the drawing),
the
redtlce
kerfs
Diagonal
the tenon to splay, almost like a hinge.
likelihood of a crack extencling beyond the tenon when I cirive the
wedges home later Cracks are also less likely with diagonal kerfs
because the plane of the sawkerf does not follow the grain'
Next I shaped the two horizontal trestle memberci a 45" bevel at
the ends of the top pieces (which suppoft the tabletop l, a 7s-il-r'taper on either side and a 5/s-in taper on the top of the foot piece
both sidesol
isee the drawing). I also planed dovetail rabbetsinto
battens o::
into
the
slide
both top trestle members where they'll
Tables and Chairs
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BORING,

CHOPPING

AI\[D PARING WIDE MORTISES

Boring hol.es perpendicular
to theface of a utorkpiece Qejt)
uith a brace and bit isn't dfficult if you position the workpiece
uertically and at a height that automatically leuelsthe bit. To keep
the brace from uandering left or right, just align the bit uisuallj,t
utith the sides of the uorkpiece.
To cka.n la.rge, pre-drilled. mortises, Ltsethe registered mortise
chisel (belou). Its squa.re sides and thick blade keep it snug
crgainst the sides of the mortise and parallel to the ends. With a
sharp edge on one of these chisels, its rnass tuill make quick work
of any lnortise.

the underside of the tabletop. I rounded the ends of the foot
pieces slightly to reinforce that motif in the tabletop. Then I relieved the bottom of the foot so that it would rest on its fwo ends,
and I slightly chamfered all sharp edges.With all trestle pieces finished, I applied glue to all mating surfaces,started the wedges into the tenons, inserted the tenons into the mortises and then
clamped the trestles closed. I tapped the wedges home. The next
morning, I sawed them flush and then planed smooth those surfaces on which the tenons were exoosed.

Stretcher andwedges

A sharp paring chisel will smooth a.nd.
square the utalls of the mortise (aboue),
ensuring a good,,snug fit of an accurately
sized tenon in the trestle.

t4
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I planed the stretcher stock smooth, crosscut it to length and
marked out the tenons. Then I crosscut the shoulders, ripped the
cheeks and cleaned up the tenon surfaces with a shoulder plane.
I installed the stretcher tenons into the two trestle mortises,
marked the stretcher for the wedge mofiises (see the drawing for
taper) and then disassembled and chopped the morlises (see the
photos on the facing page)
Becausethis mortise is so narrow (7/rcin.widei),I skipped drilling
it and just pounded out the mortises with a mallet and a sash mortise chisel. Some furnituremakers like to work from the middle out
when chopping mofiises. I preferworking from one end (just shy,
actually) to the other, being careful at the ends not to round over
or crush the crisp shoulder of the mortise. Also, because this mortise is tapered, I was pafiiculady careful not to gouge the inclined
plane against which the wedge will bear. The more perfect the
wedge and this inclined plane mate, the less prone the wedge will
be to slip and the more solid will be the table's stftictural elements.
As a final touch on the stretchers,I rounded the ends side to side,
using a rasp and a file, to go along with the foot and the tabletop.

From Fine Wooctrworking(Mtty 7994)106:60-63

CHOPPING

NARROW

MORISES

Chopping from just shy of one end.
nearly to the other loosens the top layer oJ the mortise (left). Keeping back
from the markecl lines at either end keeps
the shouldersfrom being crushed.
Continuing to remooe one Leaelof chips
at a time (belou), as deepas a mctllet blou
takes you, yields a mortise quickly. The
thickness of the mortise chisel bla.dekeeps
the mortise true betu)eenthe marked lines.

I cut the wedges from scrap The taper is slight: 7<in. over a foot.
li's imporlant that the taper not be too steep becausethat would
Jensethe wedges to become unseatedwith the slightestbump to
le table. I chamfered the top of both wedges, so they wouldn't
.plit out when tapped into their rnortises.I did the same to their
rottoms for the sake of symmetry. I left the sides with crisp edges
.c maximize the bearins snrfacein the mortises

Tabletop
For the top, I edge-jointed, glued and clanped three red cedar
\12s I sprang a batten on each of the two sidesto mark subtle fair
that sweep from the centersof the sidesin1/zin. to the ends.
--r-rrves
I also marked fair curves along the ends in 7r in. from the centers
:o the sides (see the drawing on p 1l). These curves make the
:rble. I scrub-planedtop and bottom roughly flat, left the bottom
.hat way (I like the texture) and smooth-planecl the top
I scribed the underside of the table 23/s,
in. in from the edge, and
I
marked
the
edge
down
1
in.
from
the finishecl top surface
-hen
.or a bevel to lighten the appearanceof the tabletop I used a
.lrawknife to eliminate most of the waste, fol1owecl up with a
scrub plane and finally took the bevel to the two scribe lines (ancl
io a finished surface) with a smooth plzrne I chamfered both top
rnd bottom arrisesof the table's edge with a block plane.
I ripped, crosscut and planed the four battens that connect the
rabletop to the trestles(see the drawing) and drilled and elongated screw holes in the battens.I screweclthem to the underside of
rhe table using the stretcher-connectedtrestlesas spacers.
n
Tony Konoualoff is a professionalfuntituremaker
\Yash.

in Bellingham,

To square the end. of the mortise, position the chisel beuel side
in, ancl chop doun along the marked line (aboue), being careful
to keep the chiselperpenclicular to theface of the piece, For the tapered (outboard) end of the mortise, pare graclually from both
sides until you haue a straight uninterrupted plane, top to bottom,
Tables and Chairs
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Gate-LegThbleIs Lightbut SturdY
Preciselyroutedand tablesauni oineryl
giuesthe table itsstrength
by Gary Rogowski

was shown a picture once of a gate-leg
dining table. It had eight cabriole legs,
and it looked like an insect with a
tabletop on it. I delicately convinced my
prospective clients to let me design atable
with a little more grace that still had the
drop leaves and gates they wanted. The
tabletop was to be an oval large enough to
seat eight comfortably. My concern was to
lighten the base visually and still provide
adequate suppoft for the leaves.The table
that resulted satisfied my clients' needs for
utiliw and complemented its surroundings
well (see the photos above).
Gate-leg tables were designed to save
space. A leg-and-apron assembly, or gate,
hinged to the table or pivoting on pins set
into the table's framework, swings out to
16
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Contentporary lines and thin gate legs
giae this table a light feel (top). The
ia.ble'ssize, 60 in. by 84 in., seatseight, but
uhen the leaues are dotttn, the table is
rnore compact and can be moued against
the wallfor morefloor space (bottorn)'
suppoft a leaf that's hinged to the tabletop'
In this way, a small table can be transformed easily into a larger one' A single
gate cal suppofi aleaf on a smaller table'
or double gates can be used for larger
leaves, such as on this dining table. The
gates can also be on one or both sides of
the table, depending on the function of the
table and how much extra space is desired'
'When not in use, two leaves take up hardly more space than one. For the finest appearance, rule joints are used between the
leaves and top. This ioint looks clean and

provides support for the leaves. (For how
to rout rule joints, seeF\X/Wt80. p' 48 or the
reprint of that article in The Best of FW4Y:
Router Projects and Techniques.p. 106.t
Double gates can pivot either toward or
away from each other. I decided to have
the gates pivot away from each other so
that with the leaves down, the gate legs
would sit side by side. Measured together,
the pair of gate legs are 2lz in' wide, or the
same width as one of the outer table legs.
This lightens the table visually by making
it look like there'sonly one leg in the center of the table rather than two

Joinery and Pivots

The table is made of cherry I used I2/4
stock for the legs to avoid laminating thinPhotos dlis page:Jim Piper

: ' r:ock to get the 2%tn Iwanted. Crosst hisr hi t k c a n b e a p ro b I so r net hing
\ Ilz.-in. leg is too thick for a 10-in
'
when the leg is riding in a
-i',r\\'blade
-icr,ltcarriagewith a3/+in. base.I got
-.rrcithis by using two miter gauges
- :r fence screwed on between them
L l ri 5r ! v o- nlit er - gat rgsce tu p .I c a n c L l t
'( way t hr ough r he l e g s i n o n c p rs s
: l\ o gauges also minimize any side-. .le slop that might occnr with iust one
- .-le and the long wooden fence bethe two gaugeslets me clamp a stop
--n
, io index the length of my cuts for ac. ..,e multiple cuts.
-r:eclmortise-and-tenon constrllction
: .:ll the joinery on this tab1e,routing the
rises

- :\cept

r n,l

.f
rffi n o th
F
. _.....r
...-'tenons

s'here notecl: \iincent Ltulence

on m ) t J -

Drill bit marks pioot point. After trimming piuot posts to size and checking the
fit of the gates, the author marks tuhere
he'll drill for the bushing and hinge pin.
He clrops a drill bit through the bronze
bushing in the rail to make a mark.
blesaw.The jigs I used for these two operations are as simple as could be, but they
do their jobs well and take practically no
time to make (seethe box on p. 20).
The leaves neecled to fold down without
binding on the top of the gate. For this to
work out, the gateshad to pivot out of the
way into the table base itself (see figure 1
o n th e f,ol l ow i ngpage).
After cutting, l'outing and dry-fitting all
the joinery, I cut notches in the top and
bottom rails where the gate legs will nest,
cladoingthem just 7ain. deep. Keeping the

dadoesthis shallow ensuredI didn't weaken the rails It also meant I'd have to notch
the legs later, so they'd tuck into the rails
insiclethe plane of the table's outer legs. I
made the notches in the rail a little wider
than the cornbined width of the two gate
legs to allow for the swing of the legs as
they open and close.
I debated bemveenusing wooden dowe1sor steel pins for hinging the gates and
ended up opting for the steel pins, which
I set in bronze bushings. This choice allowedme to dealwith glue-upswith something approaching leisure, letting me add
on the trvo gate assemblies later. Another
advantageof using steel pins and bronze
bushings is that they will probably last
through more than a few dinner parties.
Tables and Chairs
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Fig. 1: Gate-leg table
Measurementsdo
not include tenons.

Rulejoin ts

E n d r a i l ,1 T +x 3 x 1 8 %
Top raif, 13/cx3x55
Detail: Pivot post
Leg, 2%x 2Vz

Bottom
steel
p tn ,
1%in.

i
E\

V ert icalco lumn ,1% x 1 % x 18/ z

Both rails and gate legs are
notched, allowing drop leaf to
hang straight down.

Gateleg,
1 %x 1 %x 2 8
Pivot post,
1 %x 1 %x 1 8 %

Steel pins in bronze
bushings in rails and
pivot post form hinge
for the gate.

The plug in the
bottom rail keeps pin
from dropping out.

Gaterails,
1 %x 1 %x 9 %

ttom rail, 13/rx 13/rx 55

Fig- 3: Tablesaw tenonin_gt'jig
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I drilled the rails for the gate-pivot pins
and bushings on my drill press. For the
1i-in.-OD, 3/e-in.-IDbushings I found at my
hardware store, I used a /z-in. brad-point
bit and drilled exactly lz in. into the rails.
\ext I centeredal3/tz-in. bit (7s in. was just
l little too snug for the steel pins) on the
dimpie at the bottoms of the
cushing holes in the rails and
drilled all the way through the
rails into scrap to prevent
:earout.Then I took a smear of
.poxT and glued the bushings
:nto their holes in the rails.
The bushings were rlvice as
-ong as I needed, so I came up
n ith a simple, quick way of
Lurningone into fwo. I marked
ihe bushings with a pencil
lidway along their length,
sruck a 7s-in.dowel most of the
n-ay through the bushing and
-hen chucked the dowel into
Jeedrill press.
I set my hacksaw on a wooden block and adjusted the drillrress table so that the hacksaw
rlade was even with the pencil
:lark and the blade's teeth face
rnto the rotating bushing. I cut
Jre bushing with the drill press
set at its lowest speed (see the
choto at right). I could tell
.r hen I was through the bushng because the blade started
spitting sawdust. I deburred
:he inner edges of the bush:rgs before epoxying them in-o the legs and pivot posts
-\s a last step before gluing, I
Jrv-clamped each half of the
rase togethef to ensure that
;r-erything fit well. And then I
larked and mitered the ends of the upper
:ell tenons on both the ends and sides.

Glue-up sequence
I glued the vertical columns to the long
:ails first, taking care to make sure that the
;]ame went together perfectly square by
emporarily dry-clamping the legs to the
iails. Next I glued the long side rails to the
legs.After that joint set up, I joined the two
iong assemblieswith the short end rails.It
helps not to be too liberal with the glue for
he long side rails because you'Il have the
glue puddling up inside the morlise for the
end rails Then you'll have to wipe or chip
ihe mess out.
I checked both gates as I was gluing
them up to ensure they stayed flat, and I
l-as careful not to overclamp. A twisted
gate will cause major problems when you
From Fine \Yoodworking (.September1994)108:82-86

try to fit it to the table. I sighted across the
posts and rails of the gate to see that they
were in line. If they had been out of alignment, I would have used some judicious
clamp-tweaking to pull them flat. After
the gate assemblieshad dried, I notched
the gateJeg posts on the tablesaw so that

A hacksa.to blade makes quick tr.tork of
an oaerlong bushing. With his drillpress
set at its louest speed,the author makes
hao lz-in. bushingsfron', one 1-in. bushing.
It's easy to tell tuhen you're through the
bushing because saud.ustfrom the doutel
starts coming off the blad.e.

table, I marked centers on the pivot posts
by dropping a3/e-in.bit down through the
bushing in the top rall and pushing it up
through the bushing in the bottom rail (see
the photo on p. 17), Then I just repeated
the procedure I went through for the rails
on the pivot posts, drilling for the bushing
first and then for the steel pin.
I plugged the hole in the bottom of the bottom rail later to
keep the pin f,rom dropping
out with the gate attached to
the base.
I also slightly beveled the insides of the outer gate legs
where they come together, so
they wouldn't bind when both
were opened together. Then I
marked and trimmed the bottoms of the legs so that with
plastic glides on them, they're
just touching the floor. If the
legs are too short, they won't
support the leaves. If they're
too long, they'll lift the table
and stressthe hinges connecting the leaves to the table
Each gate leg also needs to
be tall enough to support its
leaf without any sag. Leaves
that are perfectly flush with
the center portion of the tabletop are what you're looking
for. The probiem is that if your
leg is at just the right height,
there's virtually no clearance
to swing the gate by the leaf
without scraping the bottom
of the leaf. To prevent this
scarring, I cut the leg between
lAein. and 7sin. less than I really wanted it to be, and later I
screwed a wedge in place on
the underside of the table to make up for
that shortfall (see figure 1). This provides
the necessaryclearance and gives a nice
flat appearanceacrossthe whole top.

Making the oval tabletop
they would mate with the notches on the
rails and be out of the way of the leaves.

Fitting the gates
I set the two gate assembliesin place so
that the center of the pivot posts lined up
with the centers of the bushed holes in the
rails. I trimmed the pivot posts as necessary to fit beween the top and bottom rails
without binding and without too much
play. I also checked to ensure that the reveal between the gate legs was even top to
bottom. Once I was satisfied with how the
gates looked in relation to the rest of the

The tabletop is an oval measuring 60 in. by
82 in I laid out a quarter of an oval on
some thick paper folded in quafiers I cut
out the quarter-oval, unfolded the paper
and retraced the whole oval onto a sheet
of cardboard to get some idea of how the
tabletop would look. I used this rough pattern to lay up boards for the tabletop If a
board had a knot or defect at one end, I
used it where that end would be cut off
during the final shaping. I glued up my top
and leaves,sanded them, cut and shaped
the rule joints and hinged the leaves to the
centerof the top, all beiore I cut my oval.
Tables and Chairs
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cially at the two sections where I was cutting against the grain. The final pass,
which uses the entire cutting edge of the
router bit, needs to be done very slowly
and carefully. Once it's cut, though, you
have a perfect oval that needs just a bit of
sanding along its edge.
One other feature I added to the top is a
pair of battens beneath each leaf to keep
the leaves flat. I positioned them right be-

I ror-rghedoLlt the oval with a sabersaw,
e good blac1eancl a steady hand. For the
finish-cut. though, I created a router jig
b:lscc1or-rrhe instructions for drawing an
ellipse in ErnestJoyce's Encyclopedia of
Fi u'rt tt t t r e -lIalalng (SterlingPublishing Co.
Ir-rc. 198-) A similar jig is shown in FV\V
=ii2 p 88 I used my plunge roltter to
rr'.rkethe cr-rtsjust % in. deep each pass.I
rook r-n1'time to minimize tearout, espe-

Jigs andfixtures:

Simple and. accurate mortising. The
author's template-guide fixture makes
for accttrate mortises as long as they're
laid out properly and the router is held
square to the uorkpiece. He plunges and
routs d little at a time to saue 1ae6,ron
the router's bearings.
From the scrap bin, a. seraiceable, d,epend.a.ble tenontng jig. It may not look
like mucfu but the author's tenoning jig
has seen more than afeu projects go out
of the shop ouer the years. An accurate
90" back stop is all it takes; careful guicling ofthe utorkpiece does the rest.
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Gary Rogoutsleidesigns and builcls custom
furniture and teachesuoodutorking at the
C)regonSchool ofArts and Crafts.

Thny don't ha.ae to befancy to u;ork u)ell

I like low-tech solutions, and I'm not given to buying expensive jigs or fixtures
when I can make my ow.n. For the mortises on this table, I made a templaterouting fixture for my plunge router. It
consists of a little piece of Masonite
nailed to a squared scrap of hardwood,
and it takes less than a half-hour to lay
out and build (see figure 2 on p. 18).
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hind the s-edges.so they also prevent the
gates frorl rotating too far. The center part
of the tabletop extends far enough out to
the sidesthat the top rail doesn't get in the
way of the battens or prevent them from
hanging straight down.
I

I use a piece of Masonite wider than
my workpiece and the scrap hardwood
side by side to give my plunge router a
stable platform. The hardwood scrap
should be a little less deep than the
workpiece, so the workpiece can be
clamped to the bench. I figure out the
distance from the inside edge of the
hardwood scrap, which sets against

the face of my workpiece, to the center
of the workpiece and mark this distance
on the underside of the Masonite.
I make the clrtout in the Masonite as
wide as my template guide. To get the
coffect moftise length, I add twice the
offset distance (from the edge of my
router bit to the outside of the templateguide collar) to the mortise length and
mark that overall length on the underside of the Masonite (see the detail in figure 2 on p. 18).
To make the cutout in the Masonite, I
set up the fence on my router table so
that the bit is centered on what will be
the center of the mortise cutout in the
Masonite, and I rout away. I use the penciled marks on the underside of the Masonite as my stop marks. Because the
hardwood block is squared, I can use it
as a reference surface against my router
table's fence.
To rout the mortise, I simply clamp the
fixture to my wotkpiece, clamp the
workpiece to my bench and have at it
(see the photo at left). The template
guide takes care of the rest.
My tablesaw tenoning jig is simpler
yet. I take a length of pl1-wood a bit
shorter than my rip fence and glue and
screw a 4- or 5-in.-high block of hardwood scrap to it so that the forward face
of the block is at 90' to the table (see figure 3). Ifyou screw the block to the plywood as I did, make sure you do so
above the maximum height of your tablesaw blade. My right hand presses the
workpiece and pl1-wood tight against the
rip fence My left hand keeps the workpiece snug against the pl1-wood and the
hardwood block as I guide the workpiece through the blade (see the photo
at left). You could also attach a toggle
clamp to the hardwood block to hold
the workpiece in place for more safety.
I cut the shoulders of the tenons first
using a regular crosscut box, and then I
rough-cut the cheeks on the bandsaw. I
take the cheeks down to final thickness
(dictated by my mortises) on the tablesaw with this simple iig- -G.R.

Albble for Breakfast or Banquets
Dr"opdoutn lngt support expansion ncechanisnc
by StevenM. Lash

'

!rtra
and rigidity to tables thctt expand belegs add support
,td the usuctl additional 2 ft. or j ft. Drop-dotun legs hidden in
' : expansion mechanism enable this
Queen Anne dining table to
. ':,ttttd to more thctn 14ft. long,
,i. ith the center legs retrqtcted into channels in the beams of the
:,nttsion mechanism, the ends can be pushecl together to shrink
:: table from 14 ft. long to just 60 in. long.

s a reprocluctioncabinetmaker,I am constantlylooking for
examples of 18th-centuryAmerican furniture that can inspire new projccts.My unsuccessfulsearchfor an expand- : Qr,reenAnnc dining table lecl me to clesign and builcl a table
:r un unusual extension slide rnechanism:It incorporates hid:-r 1e!asthat can be clropped down to provide extra sLlpport
- rre table is expandecl The legs remain concealed inside the
-,.:rs of the sliclernechanismwhen they're not needed.
:re convenience of drop-clown legs was zrcrucial factor in my
:raL1table design.I wanred m1,table to have a pair of fluted, pil:'-.rncl-clawpedestals(rather than four'legs) as its principzrlsup:.s I alsowanted significantexpansion capaciry-frotn 5 ft. long
' .:rc closed positlon to over 14ft long with all the leavesin place
-:i: the photc'rsahor-e.)In this article, I'11desclibe a smaller ver- r of the extension sliclernechanismthat I useclin mv table
How the extension
slide works
rc lmnf trble extension mechanisms,mine extendsanciretracts
.clescope fashion. Fixed to one encl of the table is a central
. l)ir li lJalrkerr.lra\.inc:

Ilob I;r Pointe

beam-the narrowest part of the telescope. The remainlng beams
in the mechanismftinction in pairs,sliding againstthe edgcs of acljacent beams as the table is extendcd. The outermost pair of
beams is flxed to the opposite encl of the table (seefigure 1 on the
following page)
Although I knew that drop-don n legs would help to stabilizernrtable in stretched-out form, I still rvanted to miniurize sag ri herr
the mechanism was fu11yextended A good s,'ay to c1othis is to
maximize beatn overlap when the mechanisrnis fulh'estenclecl I
clivideclthe 4S-in.long beam into thirds, allowing for ln or-er1apof
two-thlrds and an extension of one-thilcl, or 16 in. (The bearr
length is detennined by the sizc of the tabletop,allou'ing spacefor
overhang and apron thickness.) Once you knou. the maxitnum
beatn extension,yo'-rcan calculatehow many beam pairs r'l-illbe
required to achieve the fu1lextenslon of your table
The only major limitations in designing a table around my extension tnechanisrn are the v'idth ancl thickness of the mechanism.
It can't exceeclthe spaceyou have availablebeneath the table and
between the table aprons (see figure 1). The extension-assembl-v
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beams arepairedaround a larger central beam (see figure 2 on the
facing page). The wide central beam is mofiised to receive a tenon
that eritends from the top of one pedestal.
,\s rn anr- expanding table design, it's very important for the extension mechanism to be solidly anchored to the table ends. In a
pedestal-ti'pe table like mine, table-end construction must include
solid connection details for the pedestals as well as for the extension mechanism. \flith this in mind, I designed a drawer-like compartment, or sleeve, formed by the tabletop, rwo side aprons and
a bottom support board in each table end. A pair of steel angles
and a %-in,-thick steel plate reinforce each sleeve.
The erlension mechanism and the pedestals are secured to the
bottom sllpport, not to the tabletop. The tabletop, fastened to the
aprons with machine screws and threaded inserts, is easily removed for accessto the entire extension mechanism.
One pedestal has a tenon that extends through the bottom support board, through the steel plate and through a mortise cut in the
central beam. Wedges and screws add rigidity at this critical connection. The other pedestal is screwed to a 3-in.-dia. pipe flange
that is, in turn, screwed to the steel plate.

The drop-down legs
I carved the drop-down legs in Queen Anne sfyle, tapering from
the square top section to just above the carved pad foot. The top
edges of each leg are radiused so that the leg can swing freely
without binding against its channel.
Removable, brass pins hinge the drop-down legs to their respective beams. I made the pins from brass rod, threading one end of
each pin and cutting a straight screwdriver slot in the other. Then I
held the leg in its correct position in the beam and drilled a pilot
hole through the beam and leg. Next, I enlarged the pilot hole in
the leg to accept a length of brass tubing. The tubing prevents the
Fig. 1: Table expansion mechanism houses drop-down legs

Wood dovetails and brass guides
In a well-functioning extensiorr mechanism, the beams are coupled together and glide smoothly against one another. In my initial
design, I planned to couple the beams wirh sliding doverailsbeam-long dovetail pins that would slide in dovetail slots milled
along beam edges.To test the design, I built a mock-up mechanism out of 2x4s.
The mock-up was a good idea. I learned that the overall weight
of my test mechanism caused the dovetails to bind. This prevented the beams from sliding smoothly against each other. If weight
was a problem with fir 2x4s, it would only get worse with the
maple I planned to use for the finished version.
To solve the binding problem, I added some guides made from
brass angle stock. The guides have a leg that rides in a slot milled
along the edge of the adjoining beam (see figure 2). There are
more guides on top of the beams than on the bottom because the
hollow section in the bottom of each leg-carrying beam doesn't
leave enough wood for guide slots or moftises.
To make the sliding surfacesmore slippery, I let in a pair of plastic strips on either side of each beam's dovetail slot. The central
beam has dovetail slots and strips on both sides. I cut the plastic
from a sheet of high-density polyethylene (HDPE), available from
Laird Plastics,Inc., 1400 Centrepark Blvd., Suite 510,\fest palm
Beach, FIa.3340I; (.407)689-2200.Similar to reflon, bur less expensive, HDPE is easy to cut on the tablesaw.
I made some staple-like stops from brass rod (whichis available
at most hobby shops) and drove them into the upper guide
grooves to prevent each beam from sliding beyond its maximum
extension of 16 in. Also, I screwed a small stop into the dovetail
slots to prevent each beam from sliding beyond the closed position, To close against this stop, the adjacent beam,s dovetail pin
needs to be trimmed. By removing the end stops, and a few central brass guides, it is possible to completeiy disassemble the
mechanism.
Making the beams was faidy straightforward. I milled the dovetail slots on my shaper, using a lz-in.-dia. dovetail bit. The rest
of the work was done on the tablesaw: cutting out the dovetail
pins, rabbeting beam edges to receive plastic strips and cutting
guide slots Making multiple passeswith the dado cutter, I cut the
channel for each drop-down leg. This channel needn,t extend the
full length of the beam. Instead, it can be stopped a couple of
inches from where the base of the leg will fit.
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Threadedinsert
Steelangle,lxlxll

Tenonwedges
Bottom support

Steel plate, %x 12x 16,
is bolted to bottom suppoft.

Machine screw,
%in. dia.by 372in. long
The bottom support, fastened to
the aprons, forms a sleeve to
house the extension mechanism
and anchor the pedestat. The
tabletop is easily removed to
expose the mechanism.

Pedestal

From Fine WoodworkingQanuary 1993)98:85-87

enables me to fine-tune the leg length to accommodate floor
irregularities.
I glued some felt in the channels where the drop-down legs fit.
The felt is most useful near the base of the leg to protect the carved
foot from scraping against the beam as a leg is returned to its concealed position. In addition to its protective function, the felt is a
fine finishing touch for a mechanism that you're bound to be
showing off.
!

rom enlarging the hole with use. After installing a threaded inreceive the threaded end of the pin, I installed
-::r :n th€ beam to
-= ieg by inserting the pin through one installation hole and
-: ugh the leg and screwing the pin into the threaded insert.
r- rrass ball catch holds each leg in place in the beam channel
,, , rhe leg is pulled free. I used a Bt'tlssoball catch (available
- '::r The 'Woodworkers' Store, 21801Industrial Blvd., Rogers,
' :: 55374;612-428-3200).
For more holding leverage,install the
- .- .1as far down the square section of the leg as possible.
.-:;ustable floor glides are an important feature on my drop. ,-e legs. The threaded insert that fits in the bottom of the foot

Steuen Lash builds furniture
Hills, Mich.

as an auocation in Bloomfield

Tabletop

Flat-head machi ne screw,
%in. dia., is driven
into tapped hole
in pipe flange.

, ,FEr

f=-**---r=
Taper starls 5 in.
from top of leg.

P i p ef l a n g e ,3 i n . d i a .

Drop-down leg

Screw,#12
by 3 in. long
Pipe,%in. dia.
by I in. long is
epoxied to
pedestal.

Position drop-down
legs at center of
table when opened.
To minimize sag, beam extension should not
exceed one-third the length of the beam.

Fig.2= Table expansion

slide

Srassguides and plastic anti-friction strips
\elp the sliding dovetail ioints in this table
=xoansion mechanism move smoothlY.

Brassstop, %zin. dia.,
limits beam extension.

L eg beam

1f2

Brassguides,
lex 1l/ax23/t

w

Guideslot.%zin.
wide by %zin. deep

Drop-downleg
Brassball catch

Centralbeam

in. insidedia.
Brasstubing,7gz

1Y2

tl
1tAs

Plastic strip, %x %, reduces
friction between beams.
End stop for dovetailpin
in adjacentbeam

K

(
Radius top leg edges.

*,?'ik!if;a
?[?j;i^,!'
insert in leg beam.

Expansion space should be about 2 in. greater than combined width of all
Ieives to allow sufficient room for inserting and removing the last leaf'
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Shaping rqfines a table's design. The author first uses
models, nl.easurements and
full-scale drauings to u,tork out
a dining-table design.Plytoood
templntes (foreground) help
execute that design. But euen
so, subtle shaping in the shop
makes the table more inaiting
to the touch and to the eye.

'M*l';i:;r#

ably. If the owner entertains
reguiarly, you'll want to make a
table with an expanding top
that doesn't require a complicated ieaf system or a forest of
legs. I consult a number of references (see the further reading box on p. 25) to get ideas
for seating needs. They are only a startingpoinr.rhough.General rul e s t ior exam ple, t he
commonly given 24 in. of elbow room per person) may
have to be increased or decreasedto take into account the
type oftable, the spaceneeded
for the chairs or how else the
table might be used. Figure 1
on p. 25 shows a typical table
plan for seatingsix people.

with." So said Sam Maloof, the
noted chairmaker, and this
same guiding principle is at the
heart of the furniture I build
Optimum comfort certainly
applies to chairs, and the same
holds true for dining tables.
Vhen building a dining table, I
start by finding out how the
owner likes to dine and where
the table is going. I use this information to come up with
rough sketches and scale models, which convey materialand
proportions better than drawby PeterTischler
ings. Then I measure everything-people, dining room,
rugs, existing furniture and china-so I can translate dimenBasic dining dimensionssions to drawings and occasionai mock-ups. This multi-step
I've found that the most comfortable height of a dining table is beprocess almost always leads to atable that best suits the customer.
fween 28 in. and 28lz in., which is a bit lower than what the
textbooks say. But for a family, that height is more informal and
Design is always a compromise
makes the sitters feel relaxed. The height, of course, depends on
How a dining table relates to its users is just as important as how it
the chairs and whether the table has an apron that will limit leg
relates to its surroundings. The best tables are the ones that make
clearance(see figure 2 onp.26).
tiny compromises. For example, when building a table for a famiThe width and shape of a dining table's top also affect seating
ly with children, the durabiliry of the finish on the rabletop outaffangement Most chairs are 20 in. wide or so, but you will need
weighs the need of the finish to be authentic to the table,s style
better than 24 in. of place-setting width for most people and even
period. Fortunately, there are some simple guidelines that will
more if you're dealing with squirming teenagers.For the minimum
help with design decisions.
overall width of the table, I use 36 in. A table much over 40 in.
wide will lose any feeling of intimacy between earerson opposlte
Seating-The first step is to determine the number of people to be
sides An oval top offers more side seating than a rectangular top
seated, so you can figure the table size that will fit them comfortof similar squarefootage (It's easierto squeezetwo more people

Carefulmeasuringand

cornmon senseensL,tl'e
stability,

cornfortand goodlooks
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Photos: Alec Waters

' takes more than a. meai;,i,r-irrgtape for good table
;tsigrt. ITte author uses s?nall
;els. full-size chair ctnd
,. board mock-ups, full-scale
, :i irigs and templates.

may have to do some h).brid
designing to come up with a
table that matches a sicleboard
or china hutch. Slmilarly, if
you're making a contemporary table, it's useful to knou'
the tastes of your client because you're likely to borrou,
the lines or elements of his or
her favori tc ftt r nit Lr r epicces
Here'swhere moclelscan he1p.
\fhen I build quarter-scale
table models, I make several
variations to hep the cLlstomer
vlsualize diff'erences in proportions and materials I ttse
various woods to show what
color, figure and grain patterns
will look like in the room A1ternative shapes for the toP,
such as free-fbrm edges and
book-matchecl halves, are another example of what models
can depict. Moclels can also
present a varicty of base
fotms, which show how tnttch
room there will be under the
top and how stable the footprint will be (for more on this,
seeFWIV #92, p.28) The following are the four most common base types I use.

_n &rter-scale models shoto
, ,; rle options-From
the left,
' - ute.tdel bases are single
..stsl, double pedestal, tres, , .:ttd leg and rail. Models al-tsenl wood choices.

Fig. 1: Dining dim e n s i o n

guidelines

Single pedestctl-In terms of
stability and looks, the tnahoganyrnode lt t hc f ir stone in
l- - r l
the botton-rphoto; shows the
Formal dining
relative proportions a singleII
tables can be up
pedestaltable should have.An
to 42 in. wide.
I
oval top resting on zr single\feasure evefything
36 in .
pedestal
base is probably my
lrctbre you cut anything
-:: \'ou've figured out the
favorite dining table, partly be':rg a n d ov c r all t al' r les i z e .
Trestle
or aoron-af,
cause it allows for extra sitters
Because this type of table has
{
)r.lt
-.
a tape measure.sit at
in. wide
20
Side
c
hair
,
a central cohttnn, it makes
:lfortable dining table ancl
senseto have an even nltmber
r-, about the relationships
For single pedestals, limit circular tops to 54 in. dia., rectangular
irrrerto chair to table
of people on each side (an
tops to 72 in.
- r n strr t r ak ins r eal- lif cd i ,rtl d numhcr cr n ( r em l) t he
'.i o rrs.\ili1ht he biggests i tperson sitting in the midclle)
-:rr a relaxed,seatedposition, measurethe distancebetween his
Single pedestals also lend themselves well to a round t()p. but
' :ier elbows ancl knees Measure knee heights, and add a little
there is a size limit that the pedestalwill sqtport. I limit round tops
to 54 in. dia., unless the undercarriageis quite hear'y.A rectanguhon'
. . :r to establish the bottom of the apron height. Measure
' 'i,rw:lrd the person likes to put his or her feet. Measuredinner
1artop on a pedestalshouldn't be much over72 in. long.
going.
Exis
. es.serving plattersand the room where the table
Double pedestal-A double-pedestaltable (the seconclrnodei in
-. limensions aren't as important as how they all relate.Once yoll
the bottom photo) will fit an odd nttmber of sittersper slde stag(see
you'Il
photo),
already
the top
-: io the final shop drawings
gered around the columns The model shows how a fiee-form top,
,'e
consecluently,
.
a good idea of how the table will 1ook, and
here in wormy recl maple, looks over a walntLtbase,The top's
it
x it will match the room and furnishings that sr-trror-tnd
slightly asymmetricalshape, which vu'idensin places, actually offers extra knee spacewhcre the cttrveclvertical members are.The
propoftions
styles
and
\todels show table
two pedestalsspread or-rtthe center of gravity,so the table can be
sr-tch
as
tables,
. st styles of furniture offer variations for dinlng
quite long Dor-rble-pedestal
tables are good for expansion (using
looking
for
It's
worth
bases.
r shapes,woods to use and options
place
settingswill be in the right spots
leaves)
the
you
becar-rse
clraw
period
you're
in
because
working
lrts of examples of the
. :ire ends of an oval when
-:r:urycomes over.) But be-. sqllafe and round tables
. .- Lp lessspace.they often
-:rier in small dining areas.

16- in.m inim um
overhangat end

/-"

,

2 4 - i n .m i n i m u m
place-setting
width

/tr

illlin

' *' ^__' d' - - ..'

. rrgsr Nhlia Nleleschrili
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De signing for family needsThe author had the family in
mind uhen he designed this
table to seat six comfortably,
uith roomfor a high chair. He
used end leaues to allou plenty of elbou and leg room utithout diuiding or disrupting the
figure in the tabletop's center.

Trestle-Trestle tables (see
the third model in the bottom
photo on the previous page)
are great for accommodating
nanr- peopie because there
are lots of expandable-top
options. Even without leaves,
a trestletable can be long because the length mainly depends on the strength of the
stretcher and how far the top
boards can span.In the caseof
the trestle model, the bookmatched cherry top has butterfly keys joining two large
boards, similar to classic
George Nakashima tables The
model also shows that the
base uprights are shaped inward at knee level to accommodate sitters at the ends of
each side.
There are two major drawbacks of a trestle table: First,
it requires lots of overhang
(compared to a leg-and-rail
ta b l e l at eac h end to g i v e
enough room for end sltters
To allow for this, pull a chair
up to the edge of a dining
table, and measure how far in
the ends are. I generally allow
16 in. as a minimum amount of
overhang all around the tabletop. Second, the trestle's feet
interfere with people seared at
the ends of each side.

But to work out final construction details and to produce
templates, I usually make fuIlscale drawings. I then use the
templates to shape the parts
(see the photo on p. 24)
Fig.2= Seating clearances for dining
There are benefits to using
solid wood for the whole
table, including the top. For
table height
me, the durabiliry variation in
is 28 to 28% in., 29 to 30 in.
grain and smooth transition of
for apron tables.
top to edge make solid-wood
lops worth the effort lsee the
photo). Though veneered tops
T a b l e t o pt h i c k n e s s1, t o 1 %i n .
may be stable and show consistent pattern and color, there
Bottom of apron is 24Vzto 25 in.
are ways of achieving similar
from floor. AIIow clearance
resultsin solid wood.
for knees; shape trestle ol
pedestal for leg placement.
For stability, I use only wellseasonedst ock. To keep t he
seat height is 17%to 18 in.
boards flat, I rough-mill in several sessionsover two weeks
I eg an d r ai I-Le g- and-r alI tato acclimate the wood to my
bles, such as the fourth model
shop. The best way I've found
in the bonom photo on thepreto keep consistent grain and
vious page, can be strong, as
figure patterns is by using the
Designing Furniture by Seth Stem, The Taunton Press, PO Box
well as quick and economical
5506, Newtown, CT 06470
widest boards available. \fide
to build. But becausea table's
boards are usually much easiEncyclopedia of Furniture Making by Ernest Joyce , Steding
legs can take up much of the
Publishing Co. Inc., 387 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016
er to match than narrow ones.
sitter's leg room, I give each
For color continuity, I like
Fine Wooduorking on Tables and Desks, The Taunton Press,
sitter at least 28 in. of width for
PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470
the logs that are to be cut into
comfoft becauseabout 3 in. is
tabletop stock to be sawn clear
lost around each post Or a
through . lFt his isn't pr acr ical.
leg-and-apron table can be fitted with a bow-sided top, like the
seiect boards from the same lot, and buy all your wood at the same
model, and the legs spread out to the corners to provide more
time. Then when gluing up the top, go for the best grain match
seating room. I build leg-and-rail tables siightly higher-about
rather than trying to orient a1lthe end grain a certain way.
29 rn.-to allow enough leg clearance because the apron will take
Changes in top thickness as small as 1Aein. can have a dramatic
up some height. To do this, determine the bottom of the apron
effect on how we perceive the table as a whole. My tops vary from
height by measuring the largest sitter in a chair. Chairs are typicalI to 71/zin. thick. I al1owextra thickness for planing the wood a few
Iy 171/zto 18 in. high at the sear.Allowing 5 to7 in. for the thighs to
times before matching up the boards for glue-up. Longer boards
go under the top, the bottom of the apron should usually be
will likely be cupped or twisted, so give yourself enough wood
24t/zto 25 in above the floor (see figure 2).
rather than under-sizingrhe top's thicknessjust to get it flat. .ffhen
connecting the top to its base, allow for seasonalmovement by LrsThe importance of scale drawings and materials
ing screws in siotted holes or cabinetmaker'sbuttons
fl
Proportions are such an important part of overall design. I,ve
found that one-quarter scale drawings and models bring up the
Peter Tischler is a North Bennet Street Schoolgradunte tDho runs
design issuesand questionsthat I need to presentto the customer.
a chairmaking and cabinetmaking shop in Caldwell, NJ.

Further reading
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From Fine lVoodworking Qtnuary 1995) 110:61--63
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mahogany and glass, Gene McCall met his clients' need for a sofa table that fit aesthetically tttithin a room
By skillfuly
combining
oj mixed styles. To do this, McCaIl designed. the piece with a uariety of decoration, like the cotwer fret detail (belout).

hen a husband and wife asked
me to design a sofa table for
r hem . I k new th a t th e p i e c e
n'ould have to go with the other furniture
:r their living room and fit easily into the
in ques--ontext of their home. The room
.on was decoratedwith an eclecticmix of
-ormal 1Sth-centuryAmerican and English
-ntiques. The imposing look of the room
r-as softened by colorful floral fabrics and
rriental nrgs, as well as by a contemporary
:offee table. Even the house itself was
:clectic architecturally. Because of these
irings, I decided that the sofa table should
rncorporate different design motifs (see
:he photos on this page) and joinery that
r ould harmonize with the restrained elelance of the home and its furnishings.

Design and materials
tside from lovelywood and a rich finish, I
elt the real snap of my clients' sofa table
.hould come from details, like delicate
-loldings and live1y frets. The design I ar:ived at (Chinese Chippendale in spirlt)
rlends well with most any room featuring

: : rtr'nFine Woodu orking ( May 1993) 100:63-(1
5

English or American period furniture.
In the corner of my shop was a particttlarly lovely piece of highly figured mahogany with wild dark grain streaks.It was
ideal for the table's lower shelf. To make
the shelf more visible and also to help
maintain a feeling of lightness about the
table, I chose to inset the tabletop with
three pieces of g1ass.This meant I needed
to finish the aprons and corner frets inside
and out. For the aprons, moldings, legs
and top-frame parts, I selected pieces of
straight-grain maho gany.
I cut all the pieces to rough width and
length, leaving exlra length for end tenons.
After I squared all edges to their faces, I
thicknessedthe pieces. I cut the leg mortises and apron tenons and drilled and
countersunk holes in the aprons (see the
drawing on p. 29) for screwing on the top
and shelf

Shaping the legs
To create the profile on the outside corner
of the leg faces, I first shaped the corner
bead. I adapted a cutter by grinding down

a standard rh-rn.beading cutter until each
shoulder came to a point. Beading the legs
required oniy one depth and one fence
setting, but I had to make four passesfor
each leg: fwo passes(each in a different direction) for the center bead and one pass
each for the two other corner beads. A1though I used my shaper to do this, a
router table would also work.
I used similar multi-step cufting to fbrm
each face's swell. Using two passes, I
Tables and Chairs
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frame, don't go by the opening sizes. The
length and width of the glass will actuaily
be lz in.larger to allow the glass to rest on
the rabbeted edges. Because the glass is
not retained by applied moldings, the inset fit is critical for appearance. To get a
precise fit (no more than %ein. between
the glass edges and the wood), I cut out
paper templates for the three glass pieces.
Instead of ordering the plate sizes from a
glass shop, I sent the templates to a glass
factory,which furnished me glasswith 90"
polished edges Before I inset the sections
of glass, I darkened all the edges with a
walnut-coiored design marker. Darkening
the edges makes the inset look neater.

To cut cha.rnlfers utith a jointer, McCall
clnnxps a stop on the outfeed table, tilts the
fence to 45', setsthe infeed sidefor afull cut
and passes the leg corner oaer the cutterhead up to the stop. Once the chamfer's ending arc is cut, he backs and lifts the leg off.

Marking and carving the frets

Rabbets cut on the shaper connect the
tabletop's crosspiecesto raik. Using rabbetand-douel joinery in the top frame alloLas
McCall to inset the glass patnels easily and
precisely. He drills the douel holes before
rabbeting the rail edgesand crosspieceends.
shaper-cut two curved flutes to form a gentle crest in the middle of each face. Again,
single depth and fence settings did the
trick. A couple of passes with a block
plane, followedby hand-sanding, rounded
off the center crest of the swell. Finally, I cut
off the leg blanks'tops and bottoms.
To lighten the legs visually, I chamfered
the inside corner of each from the floor up
to a point slightly below the frets.To cut the
chamfer and its graceful lamb's-tonguelike arc, I pressedmy jointer into unusuai
service. I carefully marked and taped (to
prevent tearout) each leg where the chamfer ends in the upper leg. Then I clamped a
stop block to my jointer's outfeed table the
same distance from the cutterhead. Finally,
I set the jointer's fence to 45" and the infeed table to the chamfer depth. Because
depth of cut is critical, it's a good idea to
make a few trial passes on a scrap of
17s-in.-sq.stock before you risk your good
wood. For safety,make sure the test piece
is at least 16 in. long. Once your jointer is
adjusted properly, slowly feed each leg until the end butts the stop (see the top photo). Back the piece off an inch or two from
the stop, and lift the leg from the jointer.

Preparing the shelf and apron
After cutting out the shelf to dimension, I
routed the half-round on the shelf edges.
Next I made a 7s-in.-thickply'wood template to lay out where the legs would meet
the shelf corners. I sawed along the shelf's
marked off corners and edges, while
checking to see that each cutout fit against
the chamfer of the corresponding leg.
I fit the under-shelf aDrons and corner
28
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blocks next. Each end of the apron meets
at a 45" angle to fit the leg chamfer and is
mitered to fit the adjoining apron. I secured the aprons and corner blocks to the
underside of the shelf and drilled holes in
the corner blocks to acceDt screws that
fasten each leg.

Framing the tabletop for glass
The tabie's three pieces of 7a-in.-thickplate
glass are inset within a top framework rabbeted and doweled together. The frame's
rail-to-crosspiece joinery is the same for
the ends and the intermediate crosspieces.
I marked and bored dowel holes in the
ends of all four crosspiecesand in the inner
edges of the rails where the crosspieces
join. By doing this now instead of waiting
until the glass rabbets have been cut, you
avoid the nightmare of trying to drill into a
profiled edge. After I dry-assembled the
parts with the dowels to check their fit, I
shaper-cut the lq-in.-deep, full-length rabbets for the glass.I also cut the mating rabbets in the ends of the crosspieces(seethe
bottom photo) Again, I dry-assembled the
entire frame, so I could check the joints before gluing up.
After I removed the clamps, I shaped the
frame's outside bead (the same size as the
one in the legs) and the curved edge leading to the bead. The covedmolding, which
goes under the bead, should not look applied, but instead, should appear integral to
the tabletop. To achieve this effect, I extended the molding underneath the top,
which also let me easily glue and screw the
molding to the underside of the frame.
\When sizing the glass for the inset in the

The 7a-in.-thickfrets, which visually brace
the leg-to-tabletop corners, are made of
solid mahogany. Before I cut out the frets,
I made a template from 7a-in.birch plywood. The template extends past the actuaI fueLpattern (see the drawing detail);
once the shape is cut from mahogany, the
extra wood at the edges reinforces the unsuppor-tedfret spokes. These edge stiffeners strengthened each fret while I was
sawing and carving its shape.
I traced the template onto eight pieces of
mahogany that had the grain running at a
45" angle to the edges. I then cut the frets'
corners square. (If the leg-to-apron angle
is not exactly 90', fitting the frets will be
difficult ) I bandsawed the frets' outer
curve, and with scroll and coping saws, I
cut away the interiors, ieaving the edge reinforcement intact. Because the frets must
be carved in pairs with their grain opposing (four left and four right), I marked the
front face of each. Next I drew ridge and
depth carving guidelines on all the front
faces Much like the roof of a house, the
ridge line describes where the two sloping
faces of a fret spoke meet; the depth lines
indicate the bottom of each slope.
\fhile carving the frets, be mindful of
short-grain and the inherent delicacy of
the fret spokes. I've found that gently paring away thin slices of wood with a razorsharp chisel is best. Once I carved all the
frets, I sanded them smooth. Then, to remove the edge stiffeners squarely, I used
my tablesaw as follows: First, I set my Accu-Miter gauge to 90' and positioned its
fence close to the blade (because the
fence supports the work right up near the
cut, I didn't have to use a hold-down,
which might fracrure the delicate spokes).
Then, holding the piece right to the fence
with myhands well clear of the blade, I cut
an edge stiffener off each fret. It's best to
make the cut in a few passes,as you grad-

Sofa table assembly
j.,'erall dimensions are 13x 28% x 64.
iomponent dimensions do not include tenons.
Glass size allows /zz in. gap
around perimeter in frame.

7/ex 3x 64

.tegral molding,
-sin. x 3 in., is mitered
:: corners.
En d ap r on,
7hx 23/rsxTshs

'

Rabbet,
'/4 X '/1

Be a d ,7 +i n
r a d ru s
End crosspiece,
'/8x.5x

172

Si d e a p r o n ,
7/ex23Asx58s4a

Shelf. % x93/tx603/n

Under-shelfapron,
% x 1, lengthto fit shelf
Detail: Fret pattern

35As

Screwapron
Dowel shelf

I

:ally approach the pattern lines. Finally, I
otated the fret 90" and repeated the pro--essto remove the other stiffener
and finishing
-{ssembling
drilled
7a-in.
holes
to receive dowels that
the
shelf
corners
to the inner cham-,rach
:ers of the legs. Before assembling the
-able, I sanded any parts that weren't al:eady sanded and stained the table a malogany color \When the stain was dry, I

'"oros

Charley Robinsonr d.a$.in!l: Vnce Babak

assembled the major components, and
then I finished the table with lacquer and a
topcoat of padding lacquer, which I
rubbed out by hand.
To attach the frets, I clrilled one edge of
each fret where it would be doweled to
the 1egand drilled a corresponding hole ln
each leg I positioned each fret by aligning
its dowel to the 1egand carefu1lydrilled up
through the fret into the underside of the
apron \flith the fret and its 1eg dowel

glued in place, I inserted another dos el
into the apron hole. I trimmed the end of
this dowel flush to the fret. Although rhe
dowels won't be vlsible once the table is
in place, I stained and lacquered all the
dowel ends, so they'd match the fi'etsbefore I waxed the entire table
Gene McCall is a furnituremaker itt Ettglewood, Fla He also teachesscttlpttrrc a,
the Ringling School oJ'Art in Sarasoto
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A Butterfly Expansion Table
Self-storingleaf bidesunder tbe top
br- Paul Schtirch

1r a bunerfly-leaf table, a hinged leaf stored r-rnderthe top pivT
ots up and unfolds to exlend the table. This leaf-storages)'srem
I
I eliminates the need to handle the heav_v,
bulk1.leavesnormally
used in an extension table and also avoids the possibility that forgoften leaves will be left behind in the excitement of loading up
the moving van. Just this past ,vear,I've had two jobs making and
rnatching table leaves to replace ones that had been lost. So when
commissioned to design and build an extension table, I decided
on the bunerfl,v-leaftable for its practicalit,v,aestheticsand absolute ease of operation
The butterfly mechanism is not as complicated as it may appear,
and once the basic geometry is understood, the mechanism can be
built easilv.The hinged{eaf sections counterbalanceeach other, as
shown in the photo below, and move almost effortlessly The key

Tabletop
glides

centerguide
Dovetail-shaped

The butterfly-leaf
table derioes its name from
tbe motion of its folcling leaf as it is moued from tbe
stored position betuteen tbe rails to tbe open position in tbe extended table.
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Photo

this pagei

Paul Schiirch;

dmwings.

Bob

k

Pointe

Fig. 1: Butterfly-leaf table construction

Locatingkeys

Leaf pivot
block
Frame'sbase block

Grain
direction
Groove underside
of tabletop to clear
pivot block, if necessa1
Slot for
centerguide

Flat steel stock,
%x 1 x 1 0 ,l e t
into side apron
for reinforcement
Biscuits join
frame's base block
to end apron.

Colum n

laying out the mechanics of the leaf is to build a fttll-scale mock.:r based on the cross-sectionalview of the butterfly leaf and
-::lronsshown in figure 2 on p. 32. You mllst take into consider.-ron that the leaves need space to su'ing freelv under the table
:rd that the aprons are an important structural part of the table
.rith the exception of these restrictions, there is consiclerableflexi-r-in'in designinga butterfl)-leaftable, The top can be just about
..::r'shapeor size and can be supported b,va tresrle base like the
::e shown in the photo at left or with a more traditional four.={eed base. The table's base-and-apronassembl1,are stationary,
.:ld the ends of the tabletop are screwed to glides that ride in
::oo\res cut i11tothe side aprons. Fof gfeater extension capabili:s. the table cor-rldinclude multiple butterfly leaves,
In addition to the mechanics of the folding leaf, there are some
-r-rerke-v areas that this article will touch or-i,The material from
=,rich the table is rnade will not onll' affect the appearancebut
r-ro can have an irnpact on the function of the rnechanism. For
. rxnlple, woods with excessiveseasonalmovement matr interfere
-.'rth the operation of the leaf. The hardu'are for the folding leaf is
.-rrprisinglysimple, and much of it is easi11.
shepmade,as are the
glides
and
that
the
table
ends
slide
on.
And, finally, I'11dis--rides
lss the pivot blocks, n'hich ensure smooth operation and the 1o-.-.ringke1's,n'hich position the leaf in relation to the tabletop. In

-: \ Fine lttoodtunrking (May 7.).)2)94:50-54

the sidebar on p. 34, I'11describe the sirnple templates I use to Lor-rt
the moftises and tenons that connect the top to the base.
Making a mock-up
of ttre butterfly
mechanism
A ftrll-scaledrawing of the leaf in both the open and closed position and a working mock-up of the table{eaf mechanism are essential for planning and laying out a butterflv leaf that opens easih .
aligns properll' *i 1t the tabletop and stores without interference
below the top To make the mock-up, draw a cross-sectionalr.ies'.
as slrown in figure 2 on p. J2, ona smooth piece of pl1.wood.Ts-o
thin strips of plywoocl. fastened together u'ith a fabric hinge ar one
end, represent the hinged table 1eaf,Drive a nail through the rnock
leaf at the approximate pivot point, as shown in figure 2, Pr,rtanother nail into the pllvood drawing to represenr rhe edge of rhe
leaf support, Novu'you can move the mock leaf through its entire
range of motion and experiment with the location of the pirot
point and the leaf supporr. As rhe top half of the leaf is lifted. the
bottom half should ride on the leaf support and just barelv clear'
the apron To gain more clearance,you could move the apror-is
farther apart, but having rhe aprons as close to the folded leaf a.
possible provides the best balance and support for the open lezrf
To make the mock leaf, rip nv-ostrips of %-in.thick pllwood as
wide as the tabletop is thick (11<rn for the tabletop shorm in thrs
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article). A piece of fabric glued onto the ends of the pllmrood strips
slmulates the action of the soss hinges used in the actual leaf. The
location of the folded leaf between the side aprons of the table is
nor crirical, although I positioned mv folded leaf so that it is centrall-v located between the aprons and parallel to the top The
space benveen the folded leaf and the underside of tl-retabletop
must accommodate the pivot block without interfering with the
top as it slides open and closed As this space becomes larger,
ho-errer, the side aprons must become wider to conceal the leaf
t/" in. clearanceis ideal, but becauseI wantbelow the table About
3/a in, and, consequently, had to
ed narrow aprons, I left oniy
groove the unclerside of the top to pass over the protruding crossiail pivot blocks, as shown in the bottom photo on the facing page
pivot-point placement is very critical and needs to be carefully
laid out. After positioning the folded mock leaf on the drawing in
the closed position, outline the leafs exact location on the plywoocl and remove the leaf mock-up Then draw a line from the
closed leaf-joint center (point A in figure 2 below) to the open
leaf-1ointcenter (point B, which must fall at the table's center) The
pivot point lies at the middle of this line
Now, reposition the mock leaf on the drawing and glue a semicircular block with a small hoie drilied through it onto the leaf, so
the hole aligns with the pivot point. A finishing nail, driven
through the hole servesas the pivot point while a second nail driven into the pilwood drawing simulates the contact point benveen
the leaf and the edge of the leaf support Clamp the pl1m''ooddrawlng in a vertical position so that the leaf hangs on the pivot naii
and gravir,vholds the bottom half of the leaf against the leaf-support nail Pull the top half of the leaf up, over and into the open
position, while checklng that the iower half of the leaf slides propL.1;,or-tthe leaf support and clears the side apron by atleast Yt in
Also, be sufe the trestle of other substructuredoes not interfere
with leaf movement. Although the leaf is balanced and moves with
very linle effort, it shouid not open on its own lf the leaf does not
sta1,in the closed position, the pivot point needs to be moved
toward the hinged edge of the leaf, which in turn necessitates
repositioning the leaf and possibly the leaf support It takes some ,
experimenting, but once this mock-up functions properlv, you are
assured that the actual tabletop will operate flawlessly
,r,''

the right wood for ttre top and leaf
Choosing
Most of the references I found on making bunerfl-v-leaftables recommended againstusing solid wood becauseseasonalmovement
or warping can causethe mechanism to bind or causea mismatch
between the leaf and the tabletop ends. My solid-wood table, now
six years old, was built with wood movement in mind Even
though tl-retable is subjected to humidity swings of 25 percent to
55 percent, it still works very well.
Wood selection is very important. I used teak for this table, but
mahogany,oak or even pine will do, if it is high-qualit,v,stabilized
wood The wood must be properiy air- or kiln-dried (with no internal tension) and stabilized to d-re shop's environment Boards
with a wild and undulating grain pattern or those that bind or
warp when ripped are sure to have internal tension and should be
avoided. The grain of the tabletop should run acrossits width, and
to equalize or minimize warping, I recommend using the opposedheart methocl when gluing up the top, as shown on the table's
edge in figure 1 on p. 31.To allow for seasonal movement of the
leaf. I left 7+in. between the leaf and each pivot block. And because the aprons are the main structural support and form the
glide system for the tabletop, quarter-sawn defect-freewood, with
its grain oriented as shown in figure 2 below, is preferred'
Selecting and making the hardware
I joined the leaf halves with three heary-duty Sosshinges (see the
Sourcesof supply box on p 34) t"ntpermit the halves to fold back
on themselves yet are completely invisible when the leaf is open
I/+in-dia by
The pivot pins that hold the leaf in the table are tvvo
3l'-rn.-long solid-brasshinge pins I had to scavengethem from a
set of brass buts after I found out that I couldn't iust buy the pins'
I mieht have been able to use the butt hinge leaves to make the

o,,

Fig.2= Cross-sectional vaew of butterfly-leaf mechanism and aprons
the butterfly-leaf mechanism, make
To work out-d|u*ng,

Leafpull

a,nd*" t*o hinged

L"ritiiiut"

sticks to simulate the movement of the
leaf as it unfolds.
-/

't--

Directionof travel --J

J

I
J

The space between the
folded leaf and the bottom
of the tabletop can varY
between 3ain. to 1 in., but
Vain. is ideal.
Point B - Open leaf-ioint center
is at table's center.

Tabletop glide

Point A - Closed leaf-ioir
center.

S i d e a pr o n

Leaf in open
position
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Leaf supporl is screwed
to cross rails.

1:<
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pivot plates or table stops if I hadn't already cut them from some
%-in.thick by 7Yz-rn.-wideflat, brass bar stock. I also made a table
lock from the brass stock. I cut the brass with a coarse metal-cuttir-rgblade mounted in a sabersaw and used drops of water as a
cooling lubricant. I recommend wearing safety glassesto protect
\our eyes from flying brass chips. After roughing out, the brass is
easily filed to shape, buffed to a bright shine with a felt buffing
s-heel and soft-metal rouge compound, and, finally, spra_vedwith
Agateen 2-B cellulose-nitrate lacquer. Because these brass pieces
rre rarely handled, the lacquer provides a durable shine and prei-ents tarnishing.
To facilitate the removal and reinstallation of the tabletop, I
screw'eda threaded insert into the end of the tabletop glide, so the
crass end stop could be fastenedwith an easily removed machine
screw, as shown in figure 3 below. A hook-and-screw table lock,
ri-hich holds the table ends together when the leaf is not in use, is
irounted about 3 in. from the perimeter and across the joint on
he underside of the table ends. \X4renthe table is fully extended,
Lheweight of the leaf on the locating keys prevents the table ends
:rom being accidentally pulled apart, But if you prefer, locks also
,-ould be installed on the leal
To strengthen the aprons against the leverage exerted by the
ertended tabletop, I reinforced the top ends of the side aprons
l-ith 1-in.-wide strips of 7s-in.-thickby 10-in.Jong flat, steel bar
irock, as shown in figure 1 on p. 31.I screwed the steel to the side
;prons with three #1.2 by 2Yz-in.-longflat-head screws,positioned
:o avoid the slide groove on the aprons' inside edges. The steel,
,ocated under the table ends, is not visible even when the table is
lull,v ertended on its glides.

The table glide extends tbrouglt
uiticlt is
tbe end. epron,
douetailed to tbe side apron. Also shou,rc are tbe douetail joints tbctt
connect the frame's base block and. the cross rail to tbe side apron.
Tbe butterfly-leaf
includes the cross-rail piL'ot
mecbanism
block, tbe leaf piuot block and pin, and. tbe Sossbinges tbat join
tbe tuo balues of the leaf. Tbe a.utbor grooued tbe underside of tbe
tabletop to ctccommodate tbe piuot blocks' lanuckles, but this
could be auoided by lotaering tbe piuot point sligbtly.

Guides and glides
:or each table end, there are two tabletop glides and one center
quide, as shown in figure 1 on p. 31 The guides and glides should
re made from a dense wood with the grain angling across the
s:ock at 45o when viewed from the end (as shown in figure 2 on
re facing page), which offers more lateral Ntd shear strength. The
;nd aprons and the cross rails are notched to al1owpassageof the
:rbletop glides, as shown in the top photo at right, and the end
-,prons are also notched for the center guides. The dovetail-shaped

Sliding dovetail
joins crossrail to
side apron.

Machinescrew

i5oros

except

where

norcdi

Sandor Nagyszalanczy

Brasstable stop
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center guides provide additional support and prevent undue stress
orr the glides if the table is picked up by the top. The guides also
pre\-errrracking q-hen the top sections are slid in and out and even
cirn ser\ e as stops if positioned to hit the cross rails when the top
i> tullr closed,
The guides and glides are screwed to the underside of the tablerop u-ith round-head screws and flat washers through oversized
holes The oversized holes permit adjusting the glides and guides
ro their respective slots and allow for normal wood movement
rr'ith seasonalchanges in humidity.
Locating keys
-rlthough locating keys and their corresponding mortises along the
mating edges of the leaf and table ends, shown in figure 1 on
p. 31,may be optional on other types of extension tables, they are
necessaryon a butterfly-leaf to secure the folding leaf in the open
position. The locating keys also align the leaf with the table ends
and when the ieaf is folded, align the table ends to each other. I
have found that three kevs across the width of the table are sufficient. The key located near the leaf joint is positioned on the lower
half of tlie leaf (when the leaf is closed), so it will clear the
pivot block on the cross rails when opening or closing the leal
The 1-in.-t1-rick
cross-rail pivot block automatically provides ample
clearancebetrveen the locating keys (which should protrude about
5/ain.) and the table's ends I've found drat it's best to wait until the
ieaf is ready to be installed in the table before cutting the mortises
and setting the locating keys into the edges of the table ends and
leaf. Then I can make last minute adiustments to be sure everything is perfectly aligned.

Mounting
the pivot blocks
Because the leaf pivot blocks bear considerable weight and are
subjected to some abuse as dre leaf swings in and out of the table,
I dovetail them into the leaf. Each of these joints is further reinforced with a brass pivot plate mortised into the side of the leaf, as
shown in figure 3 on the previous page, and screwed to both the
Ieaf and the block.
Before installing the cross-rail pivot block, make sure that the
table ends slide freely together and apart in a smooth, predictable
fashion, and then mortise for and install the locating ke,vs.To
locate the cross-rail pivot blocks, clamp the tabletop ends and leaf
together in the full extension position, and from under the table,
screw the pivot blocks to dre cross rails with a single screw.
Gently swinging the leaf open and closed will reveal if anv final
adiustments are needed before securing tl-ie pivot blocks wlth
three more screws
f-l
Paul Scbtircb is a custom fur"niturernaker in Santa Barbara, Cal

Sources of supply
Soss hinges and threaded brass inserts are available from Woodcraft
Supply, 210 Wood County Industrial Park, PO Box 1686, Parkersburg,
vY 26702; (8oo) 225-rr53.
Brass bar stock for making pivot plates, stops and table locks is available from Industrial Metal Supply Co., 3303 N. San Fernando Blvd.,
Burbank, CA 9r5o4; (2r3) 849-3184.
Agateen 2-B lacquer for coating brass is available from Agate Lacquer
Manufacturing Co., Inc., 17-73 43rd. Road, Long Island City, NY
1 1 1 0 1 ;( 7 1 8 ) 7 a 4 - o 6 6 o .

Ternplatesfor tbrougb-mortisq
I connect the trestle base of my butterfly'
leaf table to the upper assemblywith a
through wedged mortise-and-tenon ioint,
as shown in the photo below It's a
challenge to lay out and cut this joint
exactly where I want it, with tenons that fit
tightly into their mortises. However, the
simple ternplates shown in the drawings at
right make lay out easy and ensure perfectfitting joints every time.
-P.S.
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Trestle mortise-and-tenon templates

l

I

I

Step
' 1: Cut a piece of %-in.-thickMaeonite to
matci the toD of the trestle column. Cut
the mortise openinga; then scribet cut
and fit the tenon templates to the opening,

Step 2: Position the mortise template on the
column end, drop the tenon templates
into place and, after predrilling the
Masonite, nail the tenon templates onto
the column with brads. Remove the
mortise template.

Step 3: Rout away the waste, taking about %sin.
per pass with a flush-trimming bit with
the bearing mounted above the cutter.
Be careful not to contact the template
until you've cut deep enough for the
bearing to ride along the template.

Step 4: Position the mortise template on the
frame's base block and rout awav
waste in the center of the moftises.
Again, keep the router bit away from
the template until the bearing will
ride on it. Souare up the moftise
cornerswith a chisel.

3/+-in.Becksuoort
made tbis glass-top
coffee ta,ble from
tbick stock rescued from tbe scrap bin. Tlte legs are mitered.
togetber at tbe coruters and also mitered to tbe aprons, so
tbere is no endgrain sbouing on tbe finisbed table. Tbe inset
pboto sbotDs tbe gently curuing sbapes created by tbe bentIaminated gl.ass supports.

Glassjlop Coffee Thble
Bent-laminated glass-supportsuitbin a mitered base
ci- Christian Becksvoort

hen a client asked me to design a glass-topdining table,
I decided to build a coffee table as a prororlpe to work
out the joinery and design details. The resulting table
:hown above) turned out well and required less than 7 bd. ft. of
--in.-thickscrap lumber.
The table's construction is relatively simple. The four leg-and-oron units are assembled with miter joints strengthened with
roating tenons. These units come together with glued miter joints
-eatmn the lengtl-i of each leg. The glass top sits in rabbets in the
. rp inside edges of the aprons and is further supported by glue:minated diagonal rails joined with half-laps and screwed into
re inside corners of the aprons (see the drawing on p. 37). Using
!€

miter joints throughout the table's design resulted in an unexpected benefit: I didn't have to contend with finishing any endgrain.
Mitering
and joining
the leg-and-apron
units
I cut and assembled the four leg-and-apron units before tapering
the legs and shaping the underside of the aprons to ensure a
smooth transition. To make the leg-and-apron units, I first cut the
eight legs and four aprons to the dimensions in the drawing. I
then mitered each leg on one end and each apron on both ends.
Whether you cut miters on the tablesawby s:tting the miter gauge
to 45", as I do, or on a radial-arm saw or a chopsaw, always test the
setup by mitering two scrapsand checking the joint with a square.

photo: Kip Brundage
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Becauseend miters, like those on the legs and aprons, are strucruralh *'eak joins, I strengthened chem with %-in.-thick floating
tenons. *-hich also increasesthe gluing surface.I laid out the mortises for the tenons so that they would be f in. from both the rop
of the aprons and the outside edge of the legs, as shown in the
dras'ing on the facing page, to keep the tenon from interfering
sr-iththe rabbet for the glass.I used a slot mortiser to cut the mortises. but r'ou could also bore them on a drill press or with a doweling flrture and portable electric drill. The morrises could also be
cut ri-ith a table-mounted router and fence or a hand-held router
and template. \Thichever method you use, be sure the mortises are
centered so that the surfaces of ttre legs and aprons will be flush
rihen assembled.Making passeswith each side of the leg or apron
againstthe fence or table will automatically center the mortise but
may also leave it a bit wider than Ya in. However; this is not a
problem because the tenons will be cut to fit into the mortises,

and tenons should be Ytz in. shorter than the combined depths of
the mortises. A few test curs will yield a perfect fit.
Dry-assembling each leg-and-apron unit ensures that the miters
are tight, that the tenons don't bottom out in the mortises and that
the legs are square to the aprons. I did most of my gluing on my
saw's outfeed table since its plastic-laminate surface is easy to
clean. After applylng glue to the miter faces and inside the mortises, I reassembledttre first leg-and-apronunit, holding it together
with three bar clamps, I iaid ttre first clamp flat and parallel to the
apron, to squeeze the top of the legs to the apron miters, and
tightened it slightly until the joints began ro slip. Then I posirioned
the two remaining clamps upright from the bonoms of the legs to
dre top of the apron, as shown in the top photo on this page, and
began tightening them. The trick was to tighten all three clamps
alternately so the miters pulled togerher perfectly without slipping.

Tapering and shaping the legs and aprons
Nex1, I laid out the curves and profiles of rhe rapered legs and
underside of the apron, as shown in the detail of the drawing. I
drew the curve between the legs and apron using a coffee can. I
bandsawed to the waste side of the line and then finished to the
line with a belt sander, a pneumaric sander and by hand-sanding.
After all four leg-and-apron units were bandsawn and sanded, I
mitered the outer edge of each of the eight legs. My first inclination for cutting these long miters was to use the tablesawwith the
blade tilted to 45o,However, this didn't work well becausethe rip
fence was too far away from the cut, resulting in chatter and vibration at the unsupported bottom end of the legs. I found that I
could get nearly perfect miters by tilting my jointer's fence to 45o
and making a series of passesuntil the last passiust met the face of
the leg, as shown in the bottom photo at left. After both legs of all
four units were mitered this way, I used the tablesaw to rip the
rabbet for the glass top in each apron. Becausethis rabbet will be
visible through the glass,it had to be sanded carefully Before gluing up the leg-and-apron units, I also sanded all inside surfaces,
starting with 120-grit paper and working up to 320-grit

Joining ttre four leg'and-apron units
Tbree clamps pull tbe miters together and preuent tbe pieces from
slipping uben tbe leg-and-apron units are glued up.

Mitering tbe edges of tbe legs on tbe jointer is easier and prouides
better results tban doing tbem on tbe tablesaut.
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Gluing the leg-and-apron units together is an ideal job for an
eight-armed Hindu goddess. It's nor difficult, but it musr be done
quickly and efficiently, so laying out the clamps and planning
aheadare essential.dmost any clamping arrangement will work. I
used a band clamp around the apron and spring clamps and rubber bands along the legs. Before gluing, I dry-assembledthe four
units, using tape and rubber bands, checked the miters along the
legs and touched them up as needed with a handplane. After gluing up the table, I allowed it to dry and then sanded the outside
faces to 320-grit.
Making and installing
the glass support rails
The curved support rails were made by laminating three strips of
cherry over a curved pl1'wood form. To simplify the procedure, I
first laminated two wide strips and then ripped them to form the
four required rails.
The form for the laminations is simply a stack of five pieces of
3/q-in.-thickpllwood glued and screwed together
into a block. I
Iaid out and bandsawed a 36-rn.-radius convex curve along one
edge of the block and then disc-sandedthe curve fair and smooth.
I made the strips for the laminations by first resawing two
%-m -thrickpieces of cherry, 3Yq in. wide by 44 rn. long, inro six
3Ae-in.-thickpieces on the tablesaw.Then I planed
each strip to its
l"-in. frnal thickness. Becausemy planer has a minimum capacity
of only Yt in. thick,I used a piece of 3/<-in.-thickp\wood as a tem-
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Glass-top coffee table
Detail: laying out mortises and inside
cuts for leg-and-apron units
3/ax 1l hx 385/a

Glasstop

Apron blank
for glass

Bandsaw
to line and
sand smooth.

Leatherpads

Radius,
2Tzin.
Floatingtenon
Mortise.% in.
deep by % in.
wide by 2%in
rong

Rabbetfor glass,
% in. wide by % in. deep

Side aprons.
3/ax23/tx20

Front and back aprons.
3/+x23/tx34
Leg, beforetapering,
3/tx23 /+ x 17lz

Leg tapers to 1 in.
wide at bottom.

Miter leg edges to 45" and glue them together.

porary planer bed and screwed a lip to the underside of the plywood to keep the bed from being drawn through the planer.
To laminate the curved rails, I applied glue to three of the strips
with a narrow paint rolier, wrapped them in plastic to minimize
the mess and held them tightly to the form with a 3-in. hear,y-duty
band clamp After the first lamination had dried for 24 hours, I
repeated the process for the second set of rails. \7hen the second
lamination had dried, I scraped off all the excessglue and fointed
one edge, Then I ran the jointed edge against my tablesaw fence
and ripped the laminations into the four lYz-in.-wrde rails.
The placement of the miter ioints between the two pairs of rails
is taken frorn the table, but the table must first be square. Measuring the diagonals will reveal problems, and a clamp can draw the
table back to square if necessary.I placed one rail at a time diagonally across the top of the table, so the outside edge of the rail
intersected the inside corners. !(/ith a square, I transferred these
intersecting points along the slde of the rail and marked the top
edges at each end. Then I aligned a straightedgewith both marks
across the top of the rail to define the table's diagonal and to bisect the angle between the rails I scribed lines across the top of
the rails with a knife, bandsawedclose to the lines and disc-sanded
to them \trifi the first rail marked and cut, I clamped it in place
inside the table to help align marks for the second rail. I repeated
d-iesesteps to mark and cut the other rails. After sanding the rails to
J2}-grit, I glued pairs of them together, taping acrossthe miters, to
form football-shaped glasssupports (see the inset photo on p. 35).
'il/hen the glue was dry, I dry-assembied the glass supports into
the table to mark for the half-lap jolnts where the suppofis inter-
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Chtrley
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dra{'hg:

Screw, #6 by 1 in. long,
holds glass suppott
rail in place.

\ ince Bab*

sect.First I slid one support into place diagonally between the corners of the table frame until it was about % in. below the rabbet.
Then I positioned the second support unit diagonally between the
opposite corners, directly on top of the first. Spring clamps on the
table legs prevented the supports from slipping farther down. !(ith
a knife, I scribed the bottom of the top support and the top of
tl-rebottom supporr where the curves intersected.Then I removed
the supports and extended these lines halfway up the sides. After
cutting along the iines with a dovetail saw, I chiseled the bottoms
flat Finally, I slid the two units together and trimmed them with a
sharp chisel to get a perfect fit.
Once the giass supports fit properly, I glued them together and
inserted them into the table. Vith spring clamps holding the supports in position, I drilled a hole for a wooden plug and then a
pilot hole for a screw in each of the long aprons' corners and into
the curved supports' mitered corners, as shown above.After inserting the screws and plugging the holes, I gave the entire table a
final sanding with 320-grit paper Four hand-rubbed coats of Whtco
oil provided a satisfyingsatin sheen.
Experience has taught me that it's better to take the finished table to a reputable glass shop and have a glass top cut to fit than it
is to phone in the dimensions of the glass.For a finished look, I
had the edges of fie %-in.-thick plate glassground, and to protect
botl-r the glass and the table, I glued round leather pads in each
corner of the table and at dre intersections of the supports,
tr
Cbristian H. Becksuoori builds cttstom furniture in New Glouces'
tsr, Maine, and is a contributing editor to FWW
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This table's openframeutork has en open jfeel, making it stronger tha'n it looks. The one'
piece top seats eight comfortably, and the conxponentsare easillt shaped using templates.

Building arr Open-PedestalThble
Doubledmemberssimpltfyjoinery);
makeshapingpartsquick and eaq)
tencplates
byJohn Burchett

he open framework that supports
the elliptical table shown in the
photos on this page has a light and
airy look that belies its strength. Doubled
members that form the feet and tabletop
rails, as shown in figure 1 on the facing
page, reduce overall mass, add interesting
detail and simplify joining the legs to the
feet and rails.
In addition to the elementary joinery,
I used some template-shaping tricks to
greatly simplify construction. The elliptical
top, w'ith its gently curved edges, was
shapedand edge-moldedwith a templateguided router And the many duplicate
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parts of the base were all quickly and easily cut on a spindle shaperusing a template
that rides against a special fence

Working with templates

Doubling the frame rnembers reduces
the ma.ss in thefeet, legs and tabletop supports. It also simplifies the ioinery and
adds uisual interest.

Templates are particularly useful for
speedier and more accurate small production runs. I added extra length to the templates for tenons and for fixing the
templates to the stock during machining.
Templates that are slightly long are safer
to use because they begin rubbing against
the guide bearing or fence before the
stock hits the cutter. Any errors in the templates will be reproduced in every cut

From Fine Wooduorking (November 1994)109:72-75

Fig. 1: Open-pedestal

table

Top, 1' : l n. ti r c i (

Straig htforwa rd joi nery
makes assembling this
table quick and easy.

Top mounting block is glued and
screwed to underside of tabletop.
Elongated mounting hole allows
top to expand and contract.

Filler blocks, Iow-grade stock
edged with walnut veneer,
are glued in the space between
the two center rails.

Carpenterb button in elongated slot
secures top to supplementary arm.

Centerrail,
1 % i n . th i ck

pins top mounting block
between side rail.

Side rail

Supplementary
side rail

Leg, 13/ ei n . t h i c k

Detail: Short-foot to long-foot joint

Short foot

Outside
sh o u l d e r

Long foot, 1% in. thick

Floorpad

paft, so it's worth some extra time to be
sure that the templatesare perfect.
From the full-sized front and side elevations of the table's base (see figure 2 on
p. 40), I made templates for each part from
7<-in.-thick medium-density fiberboard
(MDF). I also made a qtrarter-arctemplate
of an ellipse for cutting and shaping the
top. I allowed the template to extend
slightly beyond the quarter of an ellipse
Iimits and outside the true circumference.
That eliminates the possibiliry of the router
cutting a depression where one quarter
meets another when moving the template
to shape the four quarters of the top.
Photos: authorj drawings: Bob la Pointe

Through-mortises and wedged tenons provide
a strong joint. The mortise sides are relieved
toward the back edge for the wedges.

I've also found templates helpful for selecting stock and laying out the cuts. I juggled the templates around to find the most
satisfying grain configuration and economical use of timber before cutting out
the blanks of American walnut. Then I surfaced and thicknessed the blanks for shaping. I also machined the boards for the top,
so they could settle before re-machining.
\fhen shaping large pieces, I prefer to
use a hefty, hand-held router guided by a
collar or bearing. But for pieces smail
enough to handle comfortably, I prefer a
spindle shaper.The larger table, arbor and
cutters of a shaper produce a smooth,

clean cut. A shaper fitted with an ordinary
pair of straight-edged steel cutters and a
shopmade ring fence works great for template shaping. A different fence is needed
for each diameter cutter used, as shown in
the photo on p. 40.
I make my ring fences from birch plywood with an
to match the cutter's di^rc
ameter and infeed and outfeed areas The
infeed and outfeed areas make shaping
safer because the template can be registered against the fence, and the stock is
supported before it reaches the cutter. I
set the height of the ring fence with plywood spacersof varying thickness.
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Fig.2: Scaled template drawings
Templates
madeas shownbelowsimplifyshapingthe numerouscurvedpafts.

Supplementary

mine joint positions, as shown in the drawing detail in figure 1 on p. 39. The renons
on the shor-tfeet and side rails are wedged
I left them abottt IAe in. shy of the full
thickness of the long foot and center rail to
allow for any possible shrinkage in the
thickness of the mortised members. The
moftises were cut with a sqltare, hollowchisel mortiser, and I relieved the sides of
the mortises at the back with a chisel to a1low for the expansion of the wedges
To mark the tenons at the bottom of the
four legs, I clamped each leg between its
corresponding feet and scribed the curved
shoulder line on each side of each leg I
hogged off the tenon waste on the radialarm saw and cleaned up the tenon surface
with a shoulder plane. The convex curves
of the shoulderswere pared with a chisel.
I dry-assembled and clamped the legs
and feet to mark the tenons at the upper
ends of the legs The shoulders were
scribed and the tenons cut as before At this
stage,I marked and cut one joint at a time
and assembled ancl clamped it together
while I marked the next joint Assembling a
project one step at a time seelns the only
way to proceed in custom work involving
curved shapes.In fact, this is the way I approach most of my cabinet work. Still, I've
found it necessary to make small adjustments to the top joints at final assernbly aftef the bottom joints were glued.

Ttre assembly procedure

Ringfence makes shaping easier-It's easier to spinclle-shape curuedpieces ulith a shopmade ringfence thatfollows a templcnteattached.to the stock.
The templates are screwed to the blanks
in areas that are cut off later. With the machinc set perlectlyand thc wasteto be rcrloved at a minimum, the operation is safe
and pleasant. After the joints were cut, I
molded gentle curves on all the show
edges with the shaper. I left the edges
sqLlareat the 1egintefsections
Cutting the joints
Ordinarih'.I cut my joints before shaping a
piece. so I can 1ayout from flat and square
taces But for this table,the baseframework
n as bar-idsas,nfrom large slabs and tem40
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plate-shapedto conservetimber. The only
pieces that had straight reference edges
were the top rails. For laying out joinery on
the feet, I established a reference sr-rrface
by extending a straightedge from the flat
floor-contact area of the foot to the joint
area A block between the straightedge and
the foot's curved section (seethe top photo on the facing page) kept the straightedge
positioned while I marked the joint lines
with a try square.
The first joints I cut were the tenons of
the shor-tfeet and their mortises in the long
feet, using the full-sized drawings to deter-

To simplify assembly, I glued up the base
into two units, each consisting of a long
foot, a pair of short feet and a leg
Clamping shapedwork callsfor some ingenuiry but I find it is this sort of challenge
that makes woodworking interesting. I
overcame the problem of clamping the
short feet to the long foot by adding blocks
to the outside faces of the short feet. as
shown in the bottom photo on the facing
page These blocks provide a bearing surface for clamps to pull the foint together. A
softwood block between the pair of short
feet holds the feet at the correct spacing I
glued abrasiveto the blocks on the outside
of the feet to prevenr slipping when the
joint is clamped I checked this assembly
dry and pulled the ioint apartwith the shor-t
feet still clamped together with their spacing block. Then I glued the rnortises and reinsened the tenons.The rwo main clamos
w ere ti ghtened.everything checked f br
alignment and the wedges driven horne I
cut the wedges flush with the ends of the
tenons The samecl amp ing ar r angem ent
was used to glue the side rails and the supplementary side rails into the long rails.
I checked the accuracy of the shoulder

lines of the legs to the feet and rnade fine
adjustmentsto the tops of the feet using a
scraper rather than trying to alter the
shoulders themselves.To clamp the leg in
place during glue-up, I screwed through a
block spanning the bottom of the feet and
into the end of the leg to pull the shoulder
ti g h t to t he t op ol r he f o o t
The upper part of the frame was fairly
straightforward; it glues into two half-assemblies consisting of one center rail, a
pair of side rails and two supplementary
rails.One of the half-assemblieswas glued
and clamped in place to three of the legs
Fiiler pieces,their lower edgesalreaclyveneered with walnut, were then gluecl and
screwed in place, as shown in figrrre 1, to
form tight-fitring mortises at the tops of the
legs. The second half-assemblywzrsthen
glued in place.
Apart from making the four floor pac1s,
the only remaining work on the frame was
shaping and drilling the four walnut
block.s that attach the top. These blocks,
vr'hich fit between the ends of the paired
rails, are screwed, counterbored and
plugged on the underside of the tabletop.
The blocks are held to the rails with 7z-in.dia. ebony pegs. The holes in the blocks
between the short rails are elongated to a1low the top to expand and contract.

Ia.ying out joinery on curaed pieces is clfficult becausethere are no straight i'eferettce
surfaces. The author add.sblocks and straightedges as needed to ouercome this problenl

Gluing up the top
I handplaned the eclgesfor the simple butt
joints I useclto glue up the top. Two details
are wofih mentioning when handplaning
or shooting a joint: controlling the plane
anclchecking for square.
To control the cut, the left hand does not
hold the plane's foreknob but grips the
plane's side near the front wlth thumb on
top and index finger rr-rbbingagainst the
side of the wood being jointed. The rubbing finger provides the control needed to
move the plane either left or right to adjust
the squarenessof the cut.
\7hen checking for squareness, the
squareshould be helclwith its body on rhe
planed edge and the blade exrended down
the face of the timber. The angle between
the long blade and the f'ace exaggerates
error, making inaccuraciesobvious.
I glued up the top wirh the hearrwood
facing up to avoid any exposed sapwood
on th c rr hler op T hat w a 1 . a n y c u p p i n g
woulcl be conver on the upper surface
and easierto restrainthan a concave top.
After edge-gluing the rimbers, I cur rhe
completed slab to a rough elliptical shape
and handplaned it flat, planing first across
the grain and then along the grain I cut the
slab to a true ellipse with a straight, tu'oflute router blt using the ellipse ten'rplate

Clamping long and odd-shaped pieces-Blocks are clamped,to the sides of the sltc,t'.uith a properly sized spacer betueen eachpair offeet. The blocksprouide surfaces - ..
lel to the longfoot to appb) clamping pressure during glue-up.
and a collar-guided router I couldn't find
a stock router bit to cut the gentle curve I
wanted on the top's eclge,and I didn't
want to wrestle the heaq, top across the
spindle shaper. So I reground a straight
ronter bit and worked the lower palt of the
curve first with the top upside down. Then
I reground the cutter to a slightly rnore
pronounced curve before turning the top
over to work the Llpperpart of the curve. I
finished off this asymmetricalscotia shape
by fairing the two clrts toEletherwith a
curved scraper, constantly referring to a
template to keep the edge uniform.

Finishing
up
I gave the underframe a couple , linseed oi1 and polished it ofi r
coats ol ' tl l rk w l x B ecur r sc . .
ceives more abnse,I appliecls.,
of a mix of linseed oil, poh ri:-:
mineral spirits as a base for' -=
hand-rubbed, hot, raw linsec.ovcr a monrh.Thc t l i cntconr .
ishing process by apph-ing .
month for the lrext 12 monrh[ohn Burchett is a custortt.f)tt
in Copnor, Portsmouth,Ertg,.
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Drop -LeafBreakfast Thble
Cabriole legsand knucklejoints make it compactand uersatile
br RobertTreanor

s an apartment dweller, I
Knuckle joint is linchpin
am constantly fighting a
The knuckle joints are at the
losing battle for space.In
heart of the table, and I start with
one small, narrow hallway in my
them. The joint and the aprons it
apartment, the phone and its
connects must be accurately
paraphernalia has to share space
aligned to ensure the fly leg
with one of the precious closets
stands vertically both in its
Little room is left for a table on
home position, where it must
which to write messagesor to
meet the end apron squarely,
place small items. It seemed to
and in its open position, where
me that adrop-leaf table, narrow
it mllst support the leaf at just
when closed, would fit the space
the height of the fixed top.
and provide terms for a tnrce in
A knuckie joint is basically a
my iittle battle. And as a peace
fi nger j oi nt wit h ir s iinger s
dividend, I could always open
rounded over and the bottoms
up the table and use it elsewhere
of its sockets coved. To provide
for special occasions.
a positive stop for the swing leg
The small table I made, as
at90", the joint has mating 45'
shown in the photo at right, is a
chamfers on both aprons, as
good example of a late Queen
shown in the drawing detail.
Anne breakfast table. The 18thThe knuckles can be cut on the
century form combines grace
tablesaw with a finger-joint jig
and versatiliry and making it deand then finished with hand
mands the same attributes in the
tools. rVith only two joints to cut,
craftsman The half-blind dovethough, I opted to make the entailed aprons,rule-jointedleaves
tire joint with hand tools.
and the knuckle joints on the
Cutting and fitting the joint is
swi n g leg: all r equir e p re c i s e
not difficult, but accurate layout
work. And shaping the comis essentialto success.Begin the
pound clrrves of the cabriole
Mod.esty and ruajesty-This small Queen Anne breakfast
layout by marking in from the
table contains a broad range ofjoinery. Pinned tenons, knucklegs needs a steady hand and
end of each piece by the thickle joints and half-blind. douetails connect the aprons and legs,
eye. The skills are not difficult to
ness
of the materral.Then carry a
and rule joints run betzueenthe leauesandfixed top.
master, and the effort will be reline around the apron at that
warded with a useful and elegant
point Draw diagonal lines in the
table. The original on which my table is based was made of walnut,
square you've created on the top and bottom edges of the stock,
but I built mine of cherry. Maple or mahogany would also be apand draw a circle, as shown in the top photo on p. 4,1.
propriate. I used pine for the small amount of secondary wood.
The short section of the diagonals between the circle and the
original layout line is the chamfer line. To make chamfering easiTaking stock
er and more accurate,you'll need a relief cut Draw a line parallel
Begin the table by milling the required material. Leave the 1egbilto the first layout line, and score along it with the corner of a sharp
lets slightly oversized, and set them aside for a few days so any
chisel guided by a square. Then chisel a shallow V-groove on the
movement can later be planed out The pieces that will form the
side of the line nearest the end of the board. The groove provides
side aprons should be left a few inches over finished length at this
a channel for your saw to ride in as you start the relief cut Make
point The extra length will allow you to recut the knuckle joint for
the relief cut with a tenon saw or dovetail saw, stopping just as the
the hinge of the swing leg if necessary Cut the fixed top and the
kerf touches the circle laid out on rhe edge of the board Now
leaves from the same board, so color and figure will be consistent.
make a guide block beveled at 45' , and ride a rabbet plane on the
12
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Photos Jonathao Binzen

Drop-leaf table
Tabletop diameter is 26 in., thickness,3l in.;
center section is 9% in. wide, including rule ioint.

n t h in g e

Cabriole knee is shaped
to provide transition to apron.

Filler apron is face-glued
to inner apron and fixed apron.

Inneraprons,% in.

Fixedapron,% in.

T.
3y,

Pinnedtenon

{

Knucklejoint

Overalldimensions
of apron assembly,
6lz(wl x 17Tzlllx 4Tz(hl

Lee IIov

E n d a p r o n ,4 T z i n . l o n g
(including% in. tenon)
by 4%in.by3/tin.

Detail: Knuckle joint

bevel to cut the chamfers,as shown in the center photo on p. 44.
Shapethe barrels of the hinge with chisels and a block plane. Ret-erto the circles on each edge of the board as you proceed. Begin
the rounding by planing a series of facets from end to end. Conunlle cutting narrower facets until the barrel is round. You could
also use a router for some of the rounding over. A piece of scrapsr-oodcan be coved to the same radius as the barrel and used as a
sandingblock for final smoothing.
Lay out and cut the sockets between the knuckles next. Divide
rhe board into five equal units across its width, and extend the
division lines around the barrels. Using a backsaw, cut down
dre waste side of the lines to the chamfer, and then chop out the

lrawingi

Half-blind
dovetail

Post block of leg
is 1%in. sq.; total
height of leg
is 25% in.

Chamfers provide
positive stop at
90owhen swing
450 leg is opened.

waste material with a chisel, as you would when cr-rttingdovetails, working from both sides to avoid chipout.
The bottoms of the sockets must be coved, so they mate with the
radius of the knuckles. Use gouges that match the sweep of the
cope for the end sockets and a straight chisel to shape between
the knuckles, as shown in the bottom left photo onp 44.
I used a piece of 3/rc-in.drill rod for the hinge pin. A length of
brazrng rod or dowel rod would also work. To drill the hole, assemble the joint on a flat surface, and clamp it together end to end
with a pipe clamp. Then clamp the whole assembly to a fence
on the drill-press table, and drill the hole. To avoid bit wander, drill
a little more than half way through the joint, and then flip the
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assemblyand complete the hole from the opposite edge
Drive the hinge pin into the ioint, and check the action of the
hinge It should move smoothly without binding or much squeaking. \7hen the joint is open to 90', the two chamfers should form
a gapless line Set the aprons on a flat surface to ensure that they
sit perfectly flat both when in iine and at90".

Joining legs and aprolrs

Lay out the knuckl.e joints a.ccura.tely, and you're halfway to
a good hinge. The diagonals d.etermine the hinge centerpoint.

It is best to cut the leg-to-apron mortise-and-tenonjoints before
shaping the legs. \7ith the legs square, the whole process is easier
and more accurate The fly legs each have one mortise and the
fixed legs have two. I cut the mortises with a plunge router, holding the legs in a simple box on which I guide the router. You could
also chop them by hand or with a hollow-chisel mortiser. I find it
quick and efficient to cut the tenons with a dado head on the tablesaw.For these tenons,which arc 3/,'in.long, I stackedthe dado
set3/qin wide and made the whole cut in one pass.
The end apfons have a tenon cut on one end and a half-blind
dovetail on the other. Star-tthe dovetailing by laying out and cutting the tails on the pine inner apron. Then use the tails to lay out
the pins on the end apron. Before putting the end aprons aside,
cut the ogee detail on their bottom edge.

Cabriole crrrves ernerge

Run a rabbet plane along a guid.e block to cut the chamfer that
limits the suting of the knuckle joint hinge.

Scoop out the center sockets tuith a
straight chisel. Coue the outside sockets
uith a gouge of
radius.
'tppropriate
44
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Named after the French dancing term for aleap, cabriole legs do
give furniture a certain vitality or spring. And they're not all that
difficult to make. A small portion of the work is done on the
lathe-the foot and the pad beneath it. The rest of the shaping is
done with the bandsaw and hand tools.
The leg blanks have been milled square and motised by now.
Leave the horn at the top (the extra inch that reduces the risk of a
split during mortising) to provide waste for chucking on the lathe.
Make a full-sizedtemplate of the leg out of thin ply'wood or poster
board, and use it to lay out the cabriole curves on the two adjacent
inside surfaces of the leg. Then cut out the legs on the bandsaw
Cut the curves only; don't cut out the post block (the section above
the knee) until you've turned the feet. If you were to cut away the
post-block waste now' it would be difficult to center the leg blank
on the lathe. \7hen you've cut one curve, tape the cutoff back into
place, and cut the second face (see the bottom right photo)
Untape the cutoff, and mount the leg between centers on the

Bill.et rebuilt-With the blade guide lozaeredto just aboae the stock, bandsatu along the
layout lines. Tapethe cabriole cutoffs back in place, and turn the billet 90" to make the second pctir of cuts.After turning thefoot, clean up the bandscu.ancuraes uith a spokeshaue.
Frorn llne Wooduorking 0^nuary 1994)101:90-93

lathe. Then turn the major diameter of the foot. Measure up from
dre bottom /', in., and use a parting tool to establish the pad of the
ibot. rlflith the major and minor diameters defined, use a small
gouge or a scraper to shape the foot's profile, as shown in the bottom left photo below. Finally, before removing the leg from the
lathe, sand the foot. Then you can take the legs to the bandsaw
lnd cut away the waste above the knee.
The remainder of the leg shaping is done at the bench with an
rssofiment of hand tools You can hold the leg with a bar clamp
clamped in your bench vise. The first step is to fair the bandsawn
curves with a spokeshave. Be particulady careful working at the
rop of the foot because this is end grain and will chip easily. The
iiont arris of the leg, though it moves in and out, should be a
straight line when seen from the front.
Once the spokeshavework is complete, use a cabinetmaker's
rasp to cut chamfers on the corners of the leg. Leave the corners
slrarp in Ihe area above the knee. Next use the rasp to round over
dre chamfers and blend the curves of the leg, as shown in the botrom right photo below. The cross-section of the leg should be circular at the ankle and square with rounded corners just below the
knee. \7hen you've finished the coarse shaping with the rasp, re:ine the curves with a file. Further smoothing can be done with a
hand scraper and sandpaper.
Next shape the knee to provide a transition berween the leg and
.rpron, as shown in the drawing on p. 43. Lay out a curved line
:rom the top of the knee to the pointwhere the apron joins the leg.
Then cut away the waste above the line with a sharp bench chisel. Sfith the same chisel, shape the knee in a smooth curve Once
rhe shaping of the legs and knees is complete, saw the horns from
rlre legs. Give all the parts a final sanding, and you are ready to
glue up the table base.

Assembly and subassembly

bar clamp. Set all four subassembliesaside to dn or emishr.
To complete the base assembly,you'll need tn'o tiller -lirroni
made from secondary wood. They are face-glued berri cer- tl-t<
fixed section of the hinged apron and the inner apron rsee the
drawing on p. 43). The tit has to be perfect, so dn-assemble ilre
subassemblies,measure the gap and mill the filler apron at thar
point. Glue the filler apron befween the inner and ollter aprons.
keeping all three aligned with brads or biscuit joints.
The final glue up is best done with the base upside dos'n on a
flat table. \7hile the pieces are dry-clamped, check that the hlnge
will open through its range unimpeded. Then glue up the last tri-o
apron-to-1eg joints. After the glue-up, pin all the mortise-andtenon joints with %-in.-dia.pegs.
Rule joints
I cut the rule joints that connect the leaves and the fixed top before
roughing out the circular shape of the top. I do mill the boards
carefuily, though, and scrape or plane off the millmarks before
cutting the rule joint. I find it easiestto cut the joint on a router
table. First cut the roundover on the fixed top with a %-in. roundover bit. Guide the top against a fence, and make trial cuts on
scrapwood. Leave a 7s-in.fillet at the top of the cut. Then chuck up
a /z-in. core-box bit, and cut the leaves to fit the fixed top.
\fhen installing the rule-joint hinges, leave some leeway for the
top to expand and contract with variations in humidiry Instead of
aiming for a joint that will close entirely on top, offset the hinge
barrels leq in. to ltz in. toward the leaf.
Once the hinges are in, lay out the top's diameter on its underside. It can be cut olrt by hand or with a bandsaw or a sabersaw.
Scrape and sand the edge to remove the sawmarks, and shape the
edge to a slight bellywith planes, files and sandpaper. Give the top
a final sanding, and attach the base to it with screws driven through
slotted holes in screw blocks attached to the inner aprons.
I finished the table with several coats of a tung oillDanish oil
mix. A coat of paste wax was applied after the oil finish was completely dry. Make sure the underside of the top and the inside surfaces of the aprons receive the same amount of finish as the visible
surfaces.If you skimp on finish underneath, the table will take on
and lose moisture unevenly and could be prone to warping.
I

With 10 separate pieces comprising its apron, this table presents
an unusual chalienge in the gluing up. The way I do it, there are
rhree stages.First glue up the half-blind dovetail joints that link the
end aprons to the inner aprons. Make sure the aprons meet at exaclly 90' before setting them aside to dry Next glue one flxed and
one swing leg to each of the hinged aprons A bar clamp with pads
on the jaws will work well. To keep the hinge from pivoting, use
handscrew clamps with light pressure to clamp the hinge to the

Robert Treanor is a cabinetmaker and teacher in San Francisco.

Shaping thefoot-Only the louerpart of thefoot and thepad are
shaped on the lathe. Toprctaide good purchase for the liue center,
leaue the legfull-sized aboue the knee until after turning.

Sha.pe and blend the curoes of the cabriole legs zuith rasps
andfiles. The leg should be round at the ankle and square uith
rounded cornersjust belou the knee.
Tables and Chairs
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Low TeaTableHighlights Joinery

Sliding douetailsand butterfljt keysmake strong connections
bv C. Michael Vogt

Butterflykey,% in. thick by 3% in. long

Table assembly

Slide halves of top over
dovetail tenons on rails.

Top overhangs rail % in.
Chamfer edges with router.
Corners have 1 in. radius.

Upper rail, % x 1%,has
dovetail tenon on top and
two mortises on bottom.

S t r e t ch e r ,% x1 % x1 6 % ,
slides into lower rail
sockets.

Lower rail.thx2l/t

Overall height of base and tabletop is 17%in.
Overall tabletop is% x 15%x 39, including
%-in. space between boards. Let-in bunefily keys
hold boards together on upper rails.

L e g sa r e % x2 % .
Inside edge tapers lVein.
over its 16 in. length.

Note: Dimensions include
length of tenons and dovetails.

Router setups for sliding dovetails
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Drawings:David Dann

joint, both aesthetically and
J find the dovetaii an appealing
I structuraliy. Although its traditional use in carcase and drawer
is well known, a sliding version of the dovetail
I.onstruction
;an be used to connect fllrniture components such as tabletopsto
heir bases.I relied on sliding dovetailsto join a top to two upper
rails in the walnut table shown in the photo at right And I used a
more visible variation of the dovetail, butterfly keys, to connect
fie halves of the tabletop. The table is quite easy to bui1d, but because its joinery is pre-eminent, the table requires craftsmanship
$-1thboth machine and hand tools. I'11describethe router setupsI
.rsedto cut the sliding dovetails,and I'll also explain how I inlaid
:he table's butterfly keys (see the box on p. 48).
atable for tea
Designing
Nrhen I made the table for a juried craft show, I knew it would be
Jisplayed near Japanesepottery. So when I designed the table, I
envisioned it for drinking tea while seated on the floor. I borrowed
raditional details, such as sliding dovetails, but I was also influenced by modern work-that of the late George Nakashima. I pureosely left a1/e-in.spacebetween the halves of the top, so I couid
nlay butterfly keys the way Nakashima did in his altars and tables.
The keys are bold and functional. In my table, they join two
natching boards; in Nakashima'swork, they stabilize checks in
large slabs of wood (for examples, seeFIV,X/#79, p.99).
Because the table's components and overall form are simple,
:m material and manufacture are pronounced I built the original
nble from walnut (see the photo above), but when built from oak,
he table takes on an almost Craftsmanlike look. And though this
:able is small, you can use the same ioinery techniques to make
-arger and more robust pieces. However, if you build a table for
heavieruse, such as a coffee or end table, I suggestyou move the
legs closer to the ends of the top to reduce the cantilever and
nake the table more stable.
the base and the tabletop
Building
The tabletop is suppor-tedon a base, which is just rwo end frames
lsee the drawing on the facing page) Each end frame consists of
e pair of legs connected by lower and upper rails. The lower rail
has tenons on each end that enter mortises in the sides of the legs;
rhe upper rail has two mortises on its underside that slip over
renons on the tops of the legs. Full-length dovetail tenons on the
,ops of the upper rails slide into stopped grooves in the underside
of the top Three butterfly keys loin the halves of the top and lock
rhem onto the base's sliding dovetails. Finally, a stretcher spans
betrveen the two end frames, ioining the lower rails

Step C: Plow stretcher

Vogt
The elegance of simplicity and craftsmanship-Tico
made this table for a craft show exhibiting Japanese pottery' so_
he d.esigned the utalnut table iust 17 in. high for floor-seated
tea d.riikers. Tofurther reflect Oriental lifestyle, he used simple
conxponentsand. traditional i oinery.
Selecting sfock-The low tea table is a nice project for bookmatching resawn 8/4 stock for the top. The base looks best made
from straight-grainedwood, so the components' shapeswill be
emphasized. After you have resawn stock for the top, let the
boards move around with stickers between them for a week so
that they will be flat when you work them. Plane the boards a bit
over 5/sin thick, and crosscut them a few inches longer tl-ian thelr
final length. Rip out all the base pieces, and plane them to % in
thick Also, saw a few extra 6-in Jong by l7<-in.-wide pieces for
testing the fit of the sliding dovetails.
Iegs and. rails-It's tempting to use biscuits instead of tenons to
join the end frames.However, when I built a biscuited mock-up, I
concluded the weaker plate joints compromised the integriry of
the project. So go with the mortises and tenons. First saw the top
rails to their final length, but wait to saw the curve on their ends
until the clovetail tenons have been shaped (see the top photo on
p. 49). Next crosscutthe legs and bottom rails with enough iength
for their tenons. Then bandsaw (or taper-rip with a tablesaw and
jig) the angled inner faces of the legs, and plane off the sawmarks'
Use a tablesaw to cut the end tenons, and then angle the tenon
shoulders by hand with a chisel. \faste the morlises with a router,
and square them with a chisel Once you've dry-assembled the
joints, bandsaw the profile on the underside of the bottom rails

socket in lower rail'

Assembled

Clamp backuP block
to lower rail to
orevent tearout.

Photo this pagc Joseph Levy
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Ajigfor routing the top's douetail grooues-To plow the top's
dor-etai1groo\res.I relied on a spacerstick and a jig. First make up
a ir-in -s-ide spacerasthick and as long as the top with 1-in.notches s-here the grooves will go (this is the entry point for the router
bit r Clanp the tn'o halves of the top arottnd the spacer. Squarely
muk off the ends for length, and mark centedines for the keys
\ert transfer your cutoff lines to the underside and measure in
tiom tl-remto layout the centers of the grooves. With a handplane,
l1anenthe boards. Then set up the router iig shown in Step A on
p +6. \\,ith a dovetail bit set to t/+in. deep and dropped into the
notch in the spacer,rout a Elroovein each direction, stopping % in
fron the edges.Lift the router when the bit is over the notch, so yott
can make the second groove Also groove a piece of scrapfor testfitting Finally sand away any fuzzy edges left by the router.
Routing doaetail tenons on the upper rails-Arouter table is
great for shaping dovetail tenons on the upper rails. To get the
tenons to fit the tabletop grooves perfectly, use the practice pieces.
First rnake an auxiliary fence (see Step B on p 46), so yoLl can
rnicro-adjustthe cut Set the bit the same height above the table
as the groove is deep. Run each side of a scrap piece, top down,
along the auxiliary fence. Then use shims of paper between the
fences to fine-tune the width of the dovetail When the tenon
s1ldessnugly into the test groove, use the same router-table settings, and repeat the cut on the actual rails. Test their fit
To allow for expansion, squafe the ends, so the tenons are %ein
shorter than the grooves in the top. Then use a chisel to carve a

round shoulder on each end The arc on the tenon ends should
match the semicircle of the stopped router groove. Again, sand
away any fuzz, and wax the sides of the dovetail tenons Next rip
the spacer board to 7sin. wide. Slide the top boards onto the rail
tenons, drop in the spacer and clamp the top together. \fith the
rails in place under the top, secure the assembly on the bench, and
check for flatness (I handplaned the boards diagonally to eradicate a sma1lamount of cupping in my top.) Now saw out the butterfly keys, and size and cut their mofiises (see the box below).
Assembling the end,fra.rnes-Once the keys have been fit, take
the top apart. Then glue and clamp up the end frames. \7hen the
glue is dry and you've scraped and sanded the frames clean,
install the top, so you can measure the length of the center stretcher. Measure shoulder to shoulder on the lower rails, and add lz in.
for the lq-in. dovetail tenon on each end Next dlsmantle the top.
Place each end frame on the router tab1e,as shown in step C on
p. 47, to plow the sliding-dovetail socket on the inside of the
lower rail Use the router table to shape tenons on the ends of the
stretcher simiiar to how you dovetailed the rails. A carefully
squared backup block clamped to the stick as yoLrrun it vertically
past the bit keeps it straight and stable (see Step D on p. 17').
Installing the stretcher a.nd butterfly keys-The real pieasure
of building this table comes from assembling the last few joints.
First chamfer the bottom edges of the stretcher dovetails. Next put
the top back together with the spacer, slide in the frames and glue

Making a,nd inla.ying butteffiy keys

Bandsawing keys: George Nakashima
slightly beveled the edgesof his
butterflies, but becausemy table's keys are

shallow, I just cut the edgessquare.First, I
make a butterfly pattern and trace its
shape as many times aswill fit on a scrap
block. Secorid,I bandsaw the block to
divide the pattefns, which leaves me with
stacksofkeys. Third, I bandsaw the
butterfly shape (see the center photo
below). Fourth, I slice off individual keys
to roughly 7ain. thick, Fifth, I plane and
sand away sawmarksfrom the faces.
Finally, I squarely chisel and file the edges
to the line . Becausethe keys vary slightly

bandsatus a
Cherry butterflies-Vogt
stack of keysfrom a block of cherry.

1) Scribe the outline of the key uith a
knife or an aul.

V/hen making the walnut tabletop shown
in the photo at left, I chose rosewood
for the butterfly keys. And when I
built the table in red oak, I used cherry
keys (see the photo at right below). In
both examples, I had purposely saved
small scrapsof contrasting wood
for the butterflies
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' : .lamp in the stretcher Then apply a thin even coat of gh-reon
' ': mating surfaces of the keys and butterfly mortises. Tap the
" :. s home, and use cauls and clamps to distribute pressure.A1' ' rgh the keys go against the wisdom of no cross-grain con- -rction,I've never had any problems. For extfa insurance,you
- .:: drive a screw up from the bottom into the center of each but'::lr- before you allow the table to dry overnight Because the
1/pin. shy of the key thickness, beltsand or
-rerfly mortises are
-r:lpe the keys flush to the table surfaceonce the glue has cured.
Finishing touches-Keep the spacer in place while you saw and
- --rthe top to its final shape (The spacer protects the inner edges
-:' :ll tearout and gives the router bit a continuous surface to bear
--,rinst.) First scrapethe entire table surface)or use a random-or-,. sander because they work par-ticularly q,'ell for smoothing the
- rssing grains of the keys and top. Next cut the tabletop to final
rrqth using a crosscut box on your tablesaw.Then round the four
rrrerswith a sabersaw,and chamfer the top edge all around with
:outer (The beveled edge makes the top look thicker, and it's
::sier on the elbows.) Finally pop out the spacer,and hand-sand
, rl-reparts.For a finish, wipe on a mixture of oil and varnish.
\ Tokyo furnlture-store owner once saw my table at a gallery. He
l- .-ked it up and examined it closely.Then he placed it on the floor,
kneeling on the top, racked the table back and forth. His nod
--:-rcl
approval made all the careful joinery well worthwhile.
n
, \Iichael (Tico) Vogtis afurnituremaker in Saratoga Springs,N.Y

Rounding off the d.oaetail tenons-After shaping the upper
rails'douetails on his router table, the author usesa lz-in. straight
chisel to trirn the ends. Rouncling the ends ensures that the clouetail tenonsfit the stoppedgrooues in the underside of the top. Next
Vogt uill bandsaut the curue marked on the rail.

:: size, I number each, so I can match the
:,cvs to their butteffly mortises later.

photo at right on the facing page). Then I
remove the key, so I can deepen the lines.

Cutting butterfly
mortises: I individually
rark out keys rather than use a patterr'l
recause even minute differences befween
<ev sizes or shapes will be apparent in
,neir fit to the mortises So I lay a key on a
-ocation line on the tabletop, clamp it in
rlace and follow these steps to scribe and
rofiise the butterfly shape:

2) Using a tazor-sharp flat chisel, I carve a
shoulder all around the outline, as shown
in the photo at left below The shoulder
pfevents teafout from the routef.
3) Using a plunge roLlter, I waste most of
the butterfly cavity to a depth of the
thickness of the key les s 1/p in I work a
r/+-in.bit as close to the outline as I dare
(see the center photo below).

1) Using an Exacto knife (or an awl), I
rarefully scribe the outline of the bottom of
:he butterfly, making sure the bevel of the
nnife stays tightly to the key's edge (see the

4) Using chisels, I pare the rest of the way
to the outline . A3k-in. straight chisel works

2) Carae a shoulder
uith a chisel.

3) Plunge-rout
straight bit.

Frot11Fine Vtoodutorking

around

the outline

(Septcmber 1993) 10lr++-+-

the mortise

well at squaring the edges (see the photo
at right below), and a chisel with its
tip ground to a point nicely cleans up
the butterfly's corners.
Insetting keys: To inlay the keys, I first
number the mortises to match each key I
fit the keys tightly to allow for shrinkage; it
should take a bit of force to start them. To
help, I chamfer the bottom edges so that
they will iust ease into the mortises, but I
don't drive them into the top just yet.
Once I have fit all the keys to their
mortises, I set them aside. Later, when I'm
assembling the table, I tap the butterflies
home with a mallet. -C.M.U

tuith a l/+-in.
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Mortising
and turning
tl.e legs
I cut the leg mortises with the old drill-and-chisel method. This is
rne of the simplest methods for cutting mortises if you don't have
-r horizontal moftising machine, hollow-chisel mortiser or router.
-\ drill press and a chisel or two are the only equipment needed, I
-;tartedby cuuing the stock for the legs to the dimensions given in
rhredrawing on p. 53. To avoid splitting the wood when mortising
near the top of the legs or when turning the narrow feet, I cut the
jquare blanks about 7Yzin. oversize on each end.
Next, I laid out the moftises and bored out the space betlveen
ihe iayout lines using a brad-point bit with a diameter just slightly
smaller than the width of the mortise. as shown in the bottom

photo on the facing page. If you don't have a correct-size bradpoint bit, you could also use a Forstner or spur bit. A fence
clamped to the drill-press table helped me align the holes. After
boring out as much waste as possible, I squared the mortise walls
with a chisel (see the left photo below) Al*iough the side walls
can usualiy be pared with hand pressure alone, you malr need a
mallet to drive the chisel into the tougher endgrain
After the mortises were chopped out, the legs were ready to be
turned If you don't have a lathe, you mav prefer to use a squaresectioned tapered leg, a characteristicof Hepplew-hite design. For
stabiliry while turning, I mounted the end that u-i1l har-ethe least
amount of stock removed, in this case the square top section. on
the lathe's headstock,as shown in the photo at right belos-. Then I
measured down each leg to locate several checkpoints: the transition point benveen the square and turned section: the largest
diameter, which is at the midpoint of the turned section: and the
diameter of the bottom, as shown in the drawing on p. 53. Basically, my method was to turn the blank to the required diameters at
the major checkpoints with either a parting tool or a'/z-in roundnose scraper, Calipers worked well to gauge the diameters -\fter
establishing d-recheckpoints, I used a roundnose scraper (see *re
photo at right below) to blend the rest of the leg with the three
diameters I had established.(If you don't have a roundnose scraper, ,vou can use a sharp gouge.)
After turning the first Ieg, I realized that taking additional
measurementswould help in locating other checkpoints. 'When I
measured my first leg, I found tl-ratits diameter was 1% in, at
a point |Y, in. from the bottom of the transitional collar, and
1 in. in diameter 143/a,in. below the collar. Establishing these
checkpoints, in addition to the original three, not only ensured
that all four legs were consistent,but it also sped up the turning
process by minimizing guesswork. Next, I smoothed the roughedout leg with a sharp gouge and a roundnose scraper, and then I
lightly sanded the leg. If you work carefully and check the leg
with calipers as you turn, all four legs should come out prett),'
close to the dimensions I've given in the drawing on p. 53. I dldn't
sand the transitional collar while the piece was on the lathe becauseI didn't want to soften this crisp detail. Instead,I sanded it bv
hand after the leg was removed from the lathe, and then I crosscut
it to final length.

The ridges lefi by the d.rill bit are pared anoay with a sbarp
chisel. Hand pressure is usually sufficient to pare the side ualls of
tbe mortise, but a mallet is betterfor squaring up tougber endgrain.

Tbe legs are turned a,fier tbe mortlses are complete. Isaak
mounts tbe top of tbe leg in tbe beadstock and, then usesa scraper to
shape tbe transition betueen tbe square top and tbe rest of tbe leg.

first became interested in Shaker furniture because of some
pieces my mother owned. I was drawn to the Shakers'simple,
unadorned designs, their restrained, but strong joinery, and
rheir uncompromising insistenceon quality. As I examined my famih's furniture and studied pieces presented in books and museums, I also became fascinated with the way Shaker designs had
reen influenced by Federal furniture built in the United Statesbe:ri'een 1782 and 1815 The ideas of designers like Duncan Phfe,
Robert Adam, Thomas Sheraton and George Hepplewhite can be
easily identified in many Shaker originals.
Since I like this diversity of design ideas, it's not surprising that
nv table, shown finished on the facing page, is not an exact replica
rf any one piece, Rather, it incorporates the features of several
\ew York and Massachusettspieces. I based the overall size of the
rable and the shape of its legs on a New York original, but I modijed the turned legs to capture the graceful look of Sheratonfurni:ure. The single drop leaf is from a table at the Hancock Shaker
]luseum in Massachusetts
Like its Shaker ancestors,my table is very functional Its small
.rze and rwo shallow drawers make it ideal as an occasionaltable,
end table or nightstand.And there is nothing tricky about building
}re piece; all the work can be done with a few simple tools. Stock
Dreparationis relatively easybecausethe components are so small.
The legs were milled into square blanks, mortised and then turned
:o shape After cutting the aprons to size, I tenoned their ends to fit
tre leg mortises. The top is two edge-glued boards, with a routed
:u1e joint for the drop leaf.

Photo

of ffnished

table

vesley

Bender
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rCase construction
I cut the apron tenons and drawer-rail tenons shown in the drawing bv making multiple passeson my tablesawwith the workpiece
laid flat on the tabie and guided by the miter gauge. I made the
cut: s-ith a regular sawblade,although you might prefer to mount
a dado head on your saw to speed the process.Each of the 5-in.rtide apron tenons is lz Ln.thick by % in. long. The drawer-rail
renons ran- in size, as shown in the drawing. The tenons on the
top rail are flush with its upper surface, while the tenons on the
bottom rail are centered in fie %-in.-thick stock. The %-in.-thick
tenons on the center rail are Y, in. wide by % in. long.
I was then ready to assemblethe table frame. Firsr, I dry-fit the
ni'o front legs and drawer rails, and pared the tenons slightly to
achieve a good fit. I glued up the front assemblyfirst, making sure
*rat the assembly was square and that the two legs were on the
sarne plane while drying. The clamps may need to be readjusted.
Care at this stage is well invested; if the case is twisted or out of
square, the drawers will fit poorly. Next, I assembledthe two back
legs and the back apron. Becauseof the wide tenons, this assembly
should square itself if the mortises have been cut straight.
Now, I notched the left side apron for the pivoting leaf support.
I angled the ends of the notch and the supporr so they would
swing past each other easily and blend together without an apparent break when closed. I cut the 45o angles with a dovetail saw,
and then I formed the opening by bandsawing away most of the
waste. After trimming ro the line with a chisel, I cut and fit the
matching leaf support. With the support screwed in place, as
shown in the drawing, I then pianed it until the top surface was
flush with the top of the apron. This ensured that dre raised leaf
would be level with dre rest of the tabletop. Be aware that the
screw head must be well countersunk to avoid damaging the plane
iron. To complete the table frame, I glued the front assembly ro
dre back-legs-and-apronassembly,again making sure that the table
was square and true. I assembled the frame upside down on my
bench and then measured from corner to corner after applying the
clamps. The clamps may need to be adjusted to make the diagonals equal. A-fter the frame was dry, I pinned the tenons with
lAe-in -dia. dowels and sanded them flush. Besides strengthening
the frame, the dowels add a nice design detail. To complete the
case,I glued on the cleats,which secure the top.
Drawer constfuction
After assembling the frame, I measured each opening and assembled ttre drawers to fit with about'Ae-in. clearance on the top and
sides. I used half-blind dovetails on ttre front corners, but made
through dovetails on the back because I think these are essential
components of high-quality work. In keeping with my affection for
the Shakers,I cut the loints by hand. Over the years, I've found
handwork satisi/ing, and it doesn't take much more time than setting up a router and jig, once I get into the swing.
Each drawer bottom is a %o-in.-thickpiece of ash, with its grain
running side to side. I glued the bottoms into rabbets in the drawer
fronts and fastened the bottoms to the sides with brass brads. Bottoms that float in grooved drawer sides were more common in the
Federal period, but my research showed that the Shakers often
used nailed-on drawer bottoms for very shallow drawers. Apparently, they felt that the floating panels wasted roo much space.The
brads flexed enough to allow seasonalwood movement and to
prevent the bottom panels from cracking I turned the pulls shown
in the drawing by mounting each one like a small spindle between
centers on my lathe. After turning, I trimmed off the waste with a
saw, and then I hand-sanded each pull as it was spinning in the
Jacobs chuck of my drill press.
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The nex step was to position the supporting runners to ensure
smooth-sliding, Ievel drawers. I screwed the filler blocks in place,
as shown in the drawing, clamped the runners for each drawer
into position and slid in a drawer. If a drawer slid without binding and its four corners contacted the drawer runner, I screwed
in the runners and glued in the drawer stops. Otherwise, I adjusted as needed.
Making tlle top
I edge-glued tvvo pieces of wood to obtain an 18-in.-widetop. After
d-retop and leaf were squared up and cut to the proper dimensions, I made the rule joint. I milled rhe top pieces enough oversize so that an offcut was Ieft that I could use for testing router
setups for tl-rerule joint.
The rule joint, when done correctly, adds avery attractivevisual
detail, My method is pretfy simple; I used only a %-in. roundover bit and a lz-in. cove bit. First, I rounded over the edge of the
tabletop that will butt the leaf. I made this cut deep enough to
Ieave a %-in. shoulder. Similady, I made a cove cur on the leaf rhat
was deep enough to leave a lr-in. lip that will mate with rhe tabletop's shoulder cut
Hinge locations are crucial for a good joint, and so these specialIy made hinges should be bought before the maring edges are
shaped.The hinges are avarlablefrom Paxon Hardware Lrd., 7818
Bradshaw Road, Upper Falls, Md. 21156; (3OI) 592-8505,or Lee
Valley Toois, 1080Morrison Drive, Ottawa,Ont., CanadaK2H 8K7;
(613) 595-0350,and several other supply houses To ensure thar
*re leaf will move smoothly, the center of the hinge pin must be
mortised in iine with the shoulder created by the roundover on
the tabletop. To locate the cemer of the hinge pin, I marked down
from the shoulder on each edge of the top wirh a try square and
connected the two points with a straightedge on the underside of
the top, The hinge pin goes directly on this line or slightly roward
the table's edge. If you move the hinge pin's center l/y in. toward
the leaf, the leaf will fit tighdy ro the shoulder when the leaf is up,
but will gradually draw away from the roundover as it is lowered;
this way, parts do not rub, regardlessof the season.The hinges can
be mortised in with a chisel or router. I used two hinges, each
placed about 2Yzin. from the end of the joint (For more information on making a rule joint, seeFV'X/ #80, pp. 48-52.)
Before assembly,I sanded all parts of the table wirh 150-grit and
220-grit paper. To make sure everythingwas smooth and clean before finishing, I resanded agarn after assembly.I appiied six coars
of tung oil becauseI thought this finish would be most in keeping
with the oil finishes and thin varnishes rhat the Shakersused. fl
Greg Isaak makes period furttiture

and teacbes in LaFox, Ill.

Drawer details

Solid-ash drawer bottoms
are glued to the fronts and
nailed to the sides and backs
Top drawer

Photos
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Hinges are located2t'z in.
from edge of top.

Leaf,3/tx10x23

Shaker style table

Top, 3/ax 173/cx 23

rable,29 in. high,including
top

\

/z in. thick
-enon,
cy
% in. wide by
t e in. Iong, is flush
rvith top of rail.

Iop overhangs at front,
back and sides.

Top of leg, 1% in. sq.

Screw pivoting leaf
support to apron.
Top- and bottom-drawer
'ails,% in. thick
r y 1% in, wid e

\

Pinedrawer stop
Pinedrawer runner

Cleats have slotted
screw holes for
securing top.

Bevel ends to 45".

1

Front cleat

6V2

)

All aprons are % in. thick
bv 6% in. wide.

Dowels,
3t in. dia.,
iock tenons
to legs.

Filler blocks center
drawer in opening.

Apron tenons,7zin. thick
by 6 in. wide by % in. long

f e n o n ,l/z in . th ick b y % in . wid e b y % in . lo n g

17rsin. dia.

/
Tenon,7ein. thick by 7zin. wide
by % in. long, centeredin %-in.-thick
drawer rail

17cin. dia.
Leg, 28% in. long

137€

% in. dia.
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Tuin aprons, tapered legs, ed'ge charnfers and sculpted joinery detaik enba.ncetbeseotberlaise sitnple, clean-lined halt tables.
Loose tenons in rnortises milled in botb tbe aprons and tegsjoin tbe base togetber.

Refining Table Design with Details
Ttain aprons, sculptedjoints and cbamfers
by RossDay
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From Fine Woodworking (November 7991)91.:72-75

ith a successfulpiece of furnlture, the closer you get,
the more interesting details there are to discover. This
was a point stressed by
teacher, James Krenov. I
-y
kept that thought in mind when I was designingatable a couple of
\ears ago. I wanted something different from the typical affangement of a simple apron and tapered legs supporting the top, so I
came up with a few variations to enhance the design. First, I split
d-rewide apron into rlvo thinner members, connected midspan
ri.ith smal1supporting posts. To add visual intrigue, I joined these
nvin aprons to the legs at raised-and-chamferedmortise sockets,
and chamfered most edges on the aprons, legs and top. Finally, I
beveled the tapered legs almost diamond shaped in cross section
and allowed their ends to come within 3/e<rn. of an inset top *rat
has ebonlr string inlay, which leads your eye around and through
the corner chamfers and the reveals under the top. These design
details can be seen in the tables shown at left.
\{triie I was pleased with the look of these details and the way
thel'kept a simple tabie from resembling a featurelessproduction
piece, I wanted a table that could be produced in multiples. Fortunately, I came up with a combination of hand and machine operations for the joinery and details tl-iat kept the process efficient
enough for limited production pieces and that resulted in work
that was up to the standards of the best one-off furniture. The
method has been so successfulthat I've incorporated these details
into a number of other tables and casework pieces, including the
coffee table and stereo cabinet shown in the photo at right. I don't
alwaysemploy all of these details; in some cases,I've used iust the
raised-and-chamferedioint with a single apron, as shown on the
nightstand in the bottom, right photo on p. 57. On other pieces,
I've doubled up the suppofiing posts between the twin aprons, for
both strength and visual interest.
The legs and twin aprons are constructed and loined as shown
in the drawing Both the legs and the ends of the aprons are mortised and joined together with loose tenons. The raised-and-chamfered area is sculpted at the top of the legs after mortising. This
detail is created by routing widr a Dremel tool mounted in a router-type base and hand-chiseling using an angled block as a guide.
I'11take you through the process of making one of my leg-andapron assembliesfor a simple table; you can alter the forms and
dimensions to suit fie type of furniture or cabinet you wish to
bui1d. The process includes cutting out and mortising the legs and
aprons, chamfering, final assemblyand fitting the top.
Beveling and mortising
the legs
After selecting stock that's thick and wide enough for the leg profile I have in mind, I joint and mill the stock square and cut each
1egto final length. Then I lay the four legs on my bench, decide
how they'll be paired and which ends will be up or down, and
mark each leg with a cabinetmaker's pyramid. This allows me to
keep track of each leg's orientation during subsequent operations,
and it prevents me from having three left-hand legs. Next, I bevel
each leg's two outward-facing surfaces on *re tablesaw with the
blade at 75o.(For some furniture, I bevel the legs at 85o instead.)
Note tlrat these are straight cuts; the taperc are made on the two
inner faces1ater.Finally, I check to make sure the two inside faces
are square, and I make any necessaryadiustrnentswith a handplane
I mark out the two pairs of monises for the twin aprons at the
top of each leg, locating them as shown in the drawing. I arrutge
them so that the upper apron will be below the end of the leg by
the thickness of the top. This allows the top of the leg to show, and
further enhancesits diamond-shapedprofile. Nex1,I plane dre outside faces of each leg to eliminate the sawmarks,making sure to
keep the surfacesstraight and even.
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Day's frame joinery a.nd. d.etailing enhance bis cttstom
utork, including tbe ubite oak coffee table and stereo cabinet
sboun bere.Botb piecesfeature tuin aprons and pairs of connect'
ing posts tbat span behueen tbem. He combined band and macbine operations so that tbe process taasn't so labor-intensiue.
Top
lnside faces
of legs taper
from below
moftises to
bottom of
leg.

Cut outside
faces^of leg
at 75" angle.

All edges have
slight chamfer.
Post, % in. thick,
lotns aprons.

Loose tenons,
% in. thick

Raised area
around joints
is routed
and chiseled.

Chamfer tapers from 3/s in.
at toD to shzin. at floor.
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Day's sbopmade borizontal mortiser chops mortises in tbe
ends of tbe aproTzsand tbe sides of tbe legs.He prefers to uork freeband.,gauging eacb mortise's deptb by a line clraum on tbe table.

Tbe raised areas around the joints are routed using a Drentel tool fitted u,,itb a special router base.A small-diameter end
mill remoues the u)aste around eacbjoint prior to cbamfering.

I cut all the mortises using a horizontal mortising table, shown
in the photo above left. This shopmade machine uses a mandrel
fitted with a drill-rype chuck to a fixed shopmade plr.wood framework. A t/z-up,I,735-pcu motor underneath the table, which holds
the work, supplies power via a V-belt drive. To make the mortises,
I mount a l+-tn.-dla.four-flute end mill in the arbor chuck. By using this qvpeof end mill to make shallow passesback and forth, I
feel confident mortising without any fences or hold-downs You
must, however, use a fence and hold-down if you mortise with a
router and regular straight bit; otherwise, the high-speed bit might
grab the part and pull your hand into harrn's way. You may also do
d-remortising with hand tools. I make the length of each mortise
% in. less than the width of its corresponding apron member. All
the mortises in the legs are about % in. deep; I put a pencil mark
on the horizontal mortiser's table as a depth guide.

fits flush to the angled face of the leg; I plane or scrape any discrepancies Then I scribe dre end profile of each apron onto the leg.
These lines provide the layout for the chamfers where each apron
joins the leg. Another set of layout lines, marked around each set
of apron profile lines, shows about where the chamfers will end
(see the photo above right). I then use a Dremel tool fitted with a
specialrouter base and a %-in,-dia end mill to remove wasteiust
outside the second set of layout lines, as shown in the photo above
right. I like the end mill becauseI can rout freehand without worrying about the bit grabbing and taking off. I leave stock at the tops
of the legs untii they have been tapered.
Now I use a sharp chisel to cut the chamfers. First, I clamp a
wood block that's been cut at a 42" angle to the leg on the workbench and use the block as a shooting board to guide the chisel
during chamfering (see the top, Ieft photo on the facing page). I
cut three chamfers around each mortise, but I leave the ones below the lower aprons until after the legs are tapered. At this time, I
decide on the degree of taper for the legs. I mark the tapers,
which should start iust below the bottorn edge where the lowerapron chamfer will be. Becausethe tapers stop at the chamfers,it's
best to make this stopped cut on the bandsaw. \{ritl-itl-ie bandsaw
table tilted, I saw the taper on one side of each leg and tape the
wastepiece back on the leg to keep it level while the other taper is
being cut. Then I return the bandsaw table to square and saw the
remaining tapers (see the top, right photo on the facing page). I
remove the sawmarkswith a small handplane held skewed to cut
as close to the chamfers as possible. I finish cieaning up the tapers
by scraping the surfacessmooth, Now, I reclamp the angled block
and chop the bottom chamfers so that thel'meet the tapers cleanly
Any sawmarks or chisel marks that remain around the chamfers
can be cieaned r-rpwith a handplane, scraper or file.
After rechecking the fit of the aprons to dre legs, I disassemble
a1lparts and sand them down to 220-grit, cleaning up any remaining defects. Next, I run small chamfers, each only about %e in.
wide, on all the edges of the aprons, using a 45obit fitted in my
router table. I chamfer the edges of the legs using a handplane
instead of a router because the legs' angied faces don't a1low the
piloted bit to work correctly. In places where the handplane can't
reach, such as around fie apron-joint chamfers, I finish the detailing with a small file Handplaning also allows for some subtle variation. I diminish the chamfer on the outside edge of the leg (see
the bottom, right photo on the facing page), where the angled
facesmeet, from almost %e in, wide at the top to less than % in. at
dre bottom. This accentuatesthe taper of the 1eg.

Mortising
tl-e twin aprons for loose tenons
Nert, I mill the twin apron members from %-in,-tl-rickstock, ripping the lower one a little narrower (about % in.) than the upper
one BecauseI mortise both legs and aprons and join them together with loose tenons, tl-ie apron stock is crosscut to exact length.
Now, I cut the mortises in the ends of the aprons to recei\.e the
loose tenons, centering the mortises with regard to both width and
thickness To keep any minor discrepanciesthat creep in during
mortising consistent, I hold the outside face (marked earlier) of
each apron member down on the mortising table. At this time, I
also lay out and mortise for the short posts that connect the twin
aprons Depending on the length of the apron, I'll use either one
post midspan or two located at visually pleasing interwals.I make
the posts the same thickness as the loose tenons 1t/. tn.) so that I
can use the sarnemortising bit and setup, and also so that I can cut
the posts at the same time I cut the tenon stock.
I make the tenon stock by first ripping %-in.-thick rock maple
strips to the width of a 1eg-to-apronmortise. Then, using a l/a-inradius roundover bit, I rout all four edges of the strips Finally, I
cut the individual loose tenons to length (about ll/e in in this case)
on the radial-anr-isaw The lenons can then be glued into their
mortises on the ends of the aprons, I also rip a shorter, narrower
strip (from the primary wood of the table or case) for the posts,
round over the strip's edges and cut the posts to length.
Chamfering
around ttre mortises
I dn=assemblethe legs to the aprons, carefully driving the tenons
into their sockets I make sure that the outside face of each aoron
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tbe author uses a
To guide tbe cbisel during clcamfering,
sbooting boa.rd, ct, uood block tbat's been cut ttt a 42" angle,
clamped to tbe leg.

Tbe taper on eacb leg is ba.ndsanon after the rnortises are
clropped The scrap from tbe taper cut on one side of a leg bas been
taped on to leuel tbe leg tubile the taper is cut on its otber side.

Filing betueen tnortise sockets
(.aboue)is one of tbefinal stepsto complete tbe cbamfered details before tbe
table frame ba.luesare glued togetber.
Altltouglt this niglctstand features a
single apron, tbe piece (rigbil still
emplq) s tbe same raised-and- cbamfered
tnortise socketsas in Day's otber tables.
Assembling
tl-e frame and fitting ttre top
Before final assembly of the frame, I finish-sand all the parts to
iOO-grit.I also prefinish the inside surfacesof the aprons and the
posts, as these areas are hard to get to after assembly.I prefer a
shellac finish, which I mix m1'sglf using flake shellac thinned at
least3-to-1s'ith denatured alcohol.
I begin assembling the frame by gluing each pair of aprons togetl-r
er with their posts. I appl1,glue sparingly in each post mortise, to
avoid having to scrape excesssqueeze-out.I r-rsespacer blocks between the aprons to keep the apron members parallel during gluing
I also use clampingblocks on the top and bottom, for even pressure.
Next, I glue the apron assenblies to the legs, working ln pairs.
First I do the two long sides of the table or case To apply even
pressure to the ,oints, I made angled clamping blocks from scrap
hardwood cut at an angle to match the legs' profile and lined u''ith
thin cardboard. \Whenthe assembliesare dry, I lay each faceup on
my workbench and carefully file the chamfers on the edge of the
legs in the area between the mortise sockets,which are between
the aprons (see the bottom, 1eftphoto). Now I glue up the remaining short apron assembliesto complete the base and finish up by
filing the detailing betrveen the short side aprons.
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Jim Boesel

The top, which is designed to be flush with the ends of the iegs,
is constructed from a veneered-plrrwood center panel with four
trim strips glued to the edges. These strips create a space at each
corner that fits around the end of each 1eg (see the bottom, right
photo) For the center panel, I glue %z-in.-thick veneers to botl-t
sides of %-in.thick Baltic-birch plyu,'ood,and then cut the panel to
width, minus the width of two trim strips. Next, I glue the srrips on
the long edges of the panel and crosscut it to iength before I fit
and glue on the short strips. Then I rout and glue in the ebonv
string inlay at the seam between the panel and strips, and clean up
d-retop with a handplane and scraper. I fit the top orlto the assembled base, trimming as necessaryand taking ca1'eto keep the reveals around each leg equal, Then I finish-sand the top and the
ends of the legs. I chamfer all edges of the top with a ror-rter,as I
did on the aprons, and I touch up the chamfer's inside corners
with a fi1e. Finally, I apply' tlvo coats of shellac, followed by two
coats of clear lacquer for moisture protection.
n
RossDay builds furniture and cabinets in Seattle, Ixr'ashHis hall
tables were includecl in the ,1990 Krenou and Friends show at Pritam and Ean'resGallery in New York (seeFI /W #91,pp. 9497)
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Making atrEnd Table
J,Iulticolor laminates accent a design
br Tage Frid

wood looks best in its unadorned, natural form, and
T believe
dre more you embellish it, the more you detract from its beauI
I ry. So when designing the end table shown be1ow,my goal was
to make a simple piece that would be strong, yet appear light, and
include subtle details that entice you to look closer.
As shown in figure 1 on p. 60, the Zz-in.-high table is based on
straight, crisp lines and sharp corners. The sense of lightness is
strengthened by dre legs, which taper to half their square dimension
from top to bottom. And the angled joinery required to fit tl-relegs to
the aprons isn't difficult. You can morlise the legs with a router and
jig, and cut the apron's angled tenon shoulderswith a ablesaw.
At first glance the table appears to be made entirell' of cherry;
but a narrow rabbet in each leg's outside corner reveals that the
legs are actually three different woods: layers of cherry and maple
laminated to a black walnut core, which appears as a thin line in
the rabbet's inside corner. The various parts of the table also relate
to each other wel1.The leg rabbets are tAein square,the top overhangs the frame only t/+ in. and the apron is set back from the face
of the 1eg less than % in., d-rethickness of the outer cherry laminate. Don't let fie simplicity lull you into carelessnessBecauseof

Tbe lines of tbe autbor's end table a.re straigbt, tbe corwers sharp
to one anotber. Tbe legs are
and crisp, and tbe parts proportional
tbin strips of cbercy and maple laminated to ct ualnut core, uisible in tbe rabbet on tbe leg's corners.
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the crisp lines, an error will stick out like a sore thumb. Everything
must be shaped rneticulously. To achieve this precision, first make
a full-size drawing to help,vou work out proportions and measure
angles and dimensions. For this table, I drew an elevation of tlvo
legs and one apron and a plan view of tvvo aprons and one leg.
As I made m1' drawings, I considered constfuction and assembly
details. For example, notice that the tenons don't meet in a miter
(see the detail in figure 1). If they did, the leg would be weak wirh
so little wood between the tenon ends and the rabbet Nso, the
apron's %-in.-thick tenons are offset with a %e-in.shoulder on the
outside and a t/rc-in.shoulder on the inside, to position the tenon
as close as possible to the middle of the leg for strength. By using
haunched tenons the full width of the apron, the top of the leg is
stronger and you needn't clamp the mortise sides to the tenon
cheeks when gluing Finally, I left a l/re-in. spacebetlveen the end
of the tenon and dre bottom of the mortise for excess glue that
could compress and split the top of the leg during assembly.
Preparing stock-After I made the drawings, I developed the bill
of materials on p. 61 listing the necessary angles and dimensions.
Initially, leave everlthing about 1 in longer than called for and
trim later Also note that the bill of materials recommends some
pieces be left oversize to simplift assembly;the pll,wood edge facing, or edgebanding, for instance, is easier to apply if it's a bit
wider than the thickness of the plywood it's glued to.
Begin building the legs by gluing, one at a time, the maple lami
nates and then the cherry laminates to the black walnut. Spread the
glue sparingly and evenly, As shown in the 1eft photo on the facing
page,,voucan glue and clamp laminateson tlvo legs at the sametime
if you sandwich the laminates betlveen the walnut. If you spread the
glue neady, vou won't need wax paper between the laminates to
keep them from sticking to each other. By beginning with oversize,
1%-in.-squarewainut leg stock, you can clamp directly to the wood
without pads, becauseclamp-dentedwood will be ripped awaylater.
Use three clamps, appl.ylngpressure from the middle clamp first and
wiping away excessglue with a damp rag If you wait until the glue is
dry and d-ren chisel it off, you can dull your tools or chip away
enough wood to make the leg look as if mice gnawed it
After the gh-rehas cured, saw or plane and scrape the protruding
laminate edges flush with the leg stock. You can remove this excess
widr a smoothing plane, but I rip it on dre tablesawafter fitting a
3/qxllzxl,B auxiliary fence to the rip fence. Because of the 1ow
height of the auxiliary fence, the laminate doesn't interfere with the
accuraqr of the cr-rt The walnut core bears againstthe fence and the
laminate overhangs it while you rip the excessfrom the leg's other
side, as shown in fte top, right photo on the facing page.\{hen ripping the excessfrom the first maple laminate,set the auxiliary fence
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Aboue: Excess laminate on one side of tbe
ualnut leg extends ouer a llz-in.-ltigb auxil'
iaty fence as tbe excess is ripped from tbe
leg's otber side. Belotu: Aftet clam'ping a leg
in tbe nxortise jig, Frid guides tbe router
fence against tbe jig's side and Sauges tbe
m(trt,J,e's lengtb tttith tbe iig's stops.

Frid clamps one lamina.te on ea.chof tuo legs at once by sandtaicbing tbe laminates
betueen fhe stout taalnut. Clamp pa.ds a.ren't necessary beca'usetbe inside of the legs
uill be cut auay uben tbqt are tapered.
1% in. from the blade. If you use a hollow-ground blade for these
narrow rip cuts, the wood won't tear and the surface will almost
be planer smooth. I finish the surfacewith a sharp cabinet scraper
before gluing on another laminate. Remember to move the fence
away from the blade as additional laminates are glued to the leg.
all the laminates are glued in
Cutting the leg mortises-After
place, each leg will be 11/ain. square and must be ripped on the
in. squarebefore mortising. I use a
inside surface and finished 1'3/a,
plunge router and the iig shown in the bottom, right photo above
to mortise the legs to accept the haunched tenons. The 1ig is a
three-sided box in which the leg is positioned against a stop,
shimmed to height and clamped on one side. The router's fence
bears against one side of dre 1ig,and tl-relength of the mortise is
determined by stops set on the other side of the jig to limit router
base travel. For more on the mortise jig, see Fine Wooduorking
on Joinery (The Taunton Press.1985).
My square-baseplunge router has three depth settings l use one
for a%e-in.-deepmortise for the haunch and one fot a'3Ae-in-deep
mortise for the main part of the tenon. After positioning the leg
and setting the jig's stops for 2-in.-long mortises, I gradually
plunge a 3/"-in.straight bit into all the legs until I've reached the
haunch depth. Then, I reset the stops for the l%e-in.-long tenon
and gradtally plunge to the tenon depth. Since the mortise is' offset to one side of the leg, turn the leg end for end and reset the iig
to cut the moftises on their opposite side. After routing each mortise, I square the corners with a chisel and mallet, and then slightly
undercut each one to receive the angled tenon end.
Next, rip the full-length taper in the leg on the tablesaw with the
pllvood jig shown in figure 2 onp 61.The jig should hold the leg

snugly as you taper it from 1% in square at the top to % in. square
at the bottom, which is large enough not to cut into carpet or dent
a wooden floor. Cut the same amount from each of the leg's two
inside surfaces,but leave tl-ie dimensions slightly hear'1'so each
surface can be trued on the jointer.
lastly, rabbet the outside corner of each leg to reveal the laminates.I remove most of the waste by npping the rabbet slightly smaller than shown on the drawing. Then, I finish the rabbet to %e in.
square with a straight bit in a table-mounted router. Since most of
the waste was removed on the tablesaw,the router will leave surfacesthat only need light sanding.Be careful not to round over the
corners of the rabbet when sanding.
Making the aprons-The apron ends and shoulders are angled to
fit the leg's full-length taper with some simple tablesawsetups.Before cutting the aprons to length, you should mark an X on their
best side. Then, measure the angle betlveen the leg and the apron
and the aprons' length (including tenons) from the drawing. I measure the angle with a sliding bevel and duplicate it between the miter
gauge and the blade, and then crosscut one end of each apron. By
clamping a stop to the gauge, you can cut duplicate lengths of the
two long aprons before resetting the stop to cut the short ones.
To cut the tenon cheeks, I use a 1ig made of two pieces of plywood with a piece of wood, the thickness of the saw fence, sandwiched in between (see the top photo on p. 61). The pllnvood
edges slide on the table, and the jig is guided by the fence. To cut
the cheeks, I clamp the apron to the jig so dre angled end of the
apron is flat on the table, set *re blade height at % in., square to the
table, and locate the fence to leave the proper-size offset tenon. For
more about this tenon iig, see my book, Tage Frid Teacbes WoodTablesand Chairs
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Cherry plywood, lzx18x24

Fig. 1: E n d t a b l e

Cherry edge facing,
% in. thick, mitered
at corners.

Top, including facing,
overhangs base % in.
on all sides.
Cherry apron, 3/+x2x1
63As,
includingtenons
Fasten each cleat to
tabletop with two
#6 by 1 in. flat-head
woocl screws.
Cherry cleat,
3Ax3/u14lt
Detail: Apron-to-legjoinery
211/ z

Cherrylaminate,

M a p l el a m i n a te ,
1Aoin. \
Cherry apron, 3/cx2x223Aa,
includingtenons

Blackwalnut
Rabbet is
sla in. square.

Leg is 1% in. square at top
and tapers to 7/ain. square at bottom.

/

%.J [=.,-i'

I
..
^
Jano
off

)

zc.ql %
I

corners of
endgrain.

Cherrylaminate,% in. thick
Morlise depth is /n in
deeper than tenon length.

tL:ot'kiitgBctctk1 -loineq,'(The TaLrntonPress,1979),p. 131
To cut the shoulders,remo\€ the tenon jlg and use the miter
gallgc preriouslr- set tor the shoulder's ang1e,based on the leg's
taper Clamp a 1x2x6 block to the rip fence abor,rt6 in, in fronr of
the b1acleanclposition the fence for a'/+in.-long tenolt by measuring benleen the blade and the b1ock,Using the block as an end
stop provicles clearance befiv'een tl're blade and rip fence to pre\-errrrhe curoff fr, )rn gerring trapped and kicking back
\\l re r rc LLt I ir rt g,
lt elc n (,n .b u rrth e e rrdo f th c rri l rg ,a i rrsr
the bl ock
and then grp the rail tightl,vto rhe miter gauge fence as vou make
the cut Set the blade lieight at lAe in for the ir-rsideshoulder and
test the cut on a scrap ro ensure the shoulder is parallel to the
rail's end Becanseof the offset tenon and the opposing angleson
opposite ends of the apron, 1'ou n'ill have to cr,rtthe two righthand, %e-in shoulders,rcversc the rniter gruge angle and cut the
ieft-hanc1,%o-in, shor-rlders.Then )rou can raise the blade for the
%o-in-deep shoulder, make the left-hand cuts and again reverse
the miter gauge angle to make the right-hand cuts. I avoid having
to change the miter gauge ang1e,n-hich can lead to inaccr-rrao.,b,v
r,rsingtn-o gaLlgespreset tO the satr-iebut opposing angles,Then I can
jlrst inrcrclunge miter gallgesfor eid'ier a left- or right-hand cr_rt,
I banclsax-the tenon's haunch bv clan-rpinga fence Zc in, from the
outside of the blade and a stop Ze in behind the blade's cuning
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edge Before a-ssembl,v,
pare a Yte-in.bevel on tl-reend of the tenon,
so it's easierto push home in the mortise,
Sand eve4'thing before fran-ieassemblv Since the leg stands off
the face of the apron a 1itt1eless rhanV" in., the leg's line is distir-rct
from bottom to top and presandingis possible Lightlr'sandnith 180grlt paper just enough to dull the edge so it won't cut 1,or_rr
finger.
Assembling the frame-Before assembly,scrape and sand the inside of the four legs and the front and bottom of d-reaprons Don't
tr.r,to glue the entire frarne in one operarion or \,'ou'11
have a difficult time squaring it. Glue the short aprons to rw-oof the legs first,
maklng sure each apron's thickest shoulder is on the olrrside of
the leg, Applv gl,,re sparingll' onl,v to the outside corners of rhe
mortise and on the front part of the tenon cheeks;dtere'sno need
to put anlr on the end of the tenon ,{s vou press the par$ together
b1,-hand, the glue will spread evenl,vo1t the telton cheeks and the
sides of tl-remortise If the tenons must be forced, pare off anv
burnished high spots.You need only sns clamp (u.ith pads), set
parallel to the apron, to hold the assemblvrogerher,
The frarne lnust be square in order for the table's four legs to be
flat on the floor at the same time I check for squarenessnith the
bevel gauge,previously set to the inside angle between the 1egand
apron, and a framing square,lbr the 90ooutside angle. If the frame
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ings Vioce B.ib.rk

Apron tenons are cut utitb a plytuood jig tbat is gttit...
saut fence, Tbe jig bolds tbe apron so that its end r:.
against tbe sau table.
Frid guides a modffied router around tbe table's top attd ;: surfaces to flusb-trim excess facing. A piece of 3/+-in pl.1 :,, '
fastened to tbe router base arul tbe yr-in.-ditt. straigbt bit -t.-""is nearly flusb tuitb tbe plytuood base.

Bill of Materials
No. Descriotion

2
2
4
8
8
2
2
1
2
2
8

Wood

Aprons
Cherry
Aprons
Cherry
Legs
Black walnut
Laminates
Cherry
Laminates
Maple
C leats
Che rry
Cleats
Cherry
Top
Cherry pll.wood
Edge facings Cherry
Edge facings Cherry
Flat-head
wood screws

AngIe

Dimensions (Tx\f

3" *
3'*
90'
90'
90'
90'
90'
9Oo
Mitered
Mitered

3/s x 2 X 163/te+
3A x 2 x 22346*
l5/B x l% x 2lr/z**
ls x l1/e x 2ly2**
% X l1/s x 2ly2+*
% x % x 743A
3/+x 3A x 2O3A
Y2 x 1a x 24
l+ x eAex 18y2'4+
Tt x e/t x 24yz*+
#6 bv I in

xL)

x Angles and lengths copied from full-size drawings for accuracy.
*x Ripped wider than their finish dimension for easier alignment during assembly.

isn't square,adjustthe direction of the clamp'spressureby slightly
moving one or both of rts ends. Before setting the gh-redsubassemblies aside to dry, check that the legs are paralle1and rhe ourside diagonalsare equal.
After the glue is set in the subassemblies,complete dre frame bv
gluing dre subassembliesto the long aprons Again, y-ouonly need
one clamp per side, but you may need one acrossdre top to adjusr
the frame sqLlareas vou look at it from above Recheckd-ratthe legs
are parallel and fteir diagonals,as well as those of tl-retop, are equal.
Before you fasten the top in p1ace,block-piane or belt-sand rhe
tops of the legs, if thev extend above tl-re aprons If vou plane
them, pare the inside top corners away so they don't tear out as
.vor-rplane in from the outer edges of the frame. Finall,v,glue rhe
cleatsto the inside and the top of the aprons, as shown in figure 1.
Finishing and frstening on the top-Since the edges of the
cherry phv,'ood tabletop aren'r atrractive,I cover them with cherry
edge facings.Drv-clamp the four facing pieces to the outside of the
pllwood, to ensure that the mitered ends fit well, as shown in figure 1 Ren-iovetwo opposite pieces, applv glue to their joining surfaces, but not to the miters, and clamp them to the pl,rnvood's
edges until the glue sets. Then, remove the other two facing
pieces, apply glue to all their joining surfaces (including the

miters) and glue them in place, tighth, aligning the n.iirer's
want to avoid miters, .you can butt-joint the facings as I cL;Nthough you could use a smoothing plane, scraperand sr.-, . ...',to dressthe facingsflush with the top ard bottom plr,"uroocl
sL,..,-:: use a simple router modification, shown in the bottom phor -, , =
Fastenone end of a piece of )/-in p\wood, about 6 u-r ; - -'
12 in. 1ong,to the router baseso d-iatits edge is set back ab,.--.: - -from a Y'-in.-dia straight bit. Adlust tl-rebit's flat end flush --.--. '
slightly recessedfrom the pllwood base \X/hen,r,'ctu
guide dre :' arout-tdtl-resurrfaces,
the bit will flr-rsh-trimthe excessfaci'iq ::r-:. --sand so the cherr,vlacing appearsas one w-ith dte chern- p1.;' .Nl surfacesare sanded to remove machining rnaLks:i::
-,,
coats of \Watco Danish Oil Finish (available f.o- ,\lir-r*,,-.,g.-,
102 ChestnutRldge Plaza,Monrvale,NJ 07645) are applie.i
Finally, attach the frame to the top with two #6 br. 1-in tler-lead
wood screwsthrough each c1eat.Since the screwspenerr:ur ,rrth
1/t in. into the top,
a smal1-diameterscrew with rnore thlelcls lter
inch holds best.La1,the top, finished-sidedown, on I :oft bllnkct
and center the frame on its underside. Be careful ltor ro colltltersink the headsu,'henboring for or driving the scres's,or the scres,'
point might penetratethe tabletop'sfinished surt-ace,
I
Tage Frid is a Contributing Editor /o F\XI\I{
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C,onvertible Furnifi rre
Tablesdesigned to lead dual liues
bv Edward R. Monteith

ome pieces of furniture literallY
work. The tambour of a rolltop desk,
or even a rocking chair, allows-or
perhaps even demands-human interaction. Similarly, but in a more subtle manner, the game table, shown in the photos
on the facing page, and the spinet desk on
p.65 are hard workers. Both perform double duty and do so gracefully, but unlike a
rocker or a rolltop, they hide their alter
egos. Perhaps the element of surprise is
partially responsible for my satisfactionin
owning them; when visitors comment on
my hall tables, they're fascinated and
drawn in by the transformationsthat occur.
Designing and building these tables was
satisfizingas well. In describing them, I'11
provide you with the critical concepts and
relationships that make these pieces of furniture work, so you can build similar
pieces that suit your particular needs,
game @ble
An errpanding
Anno,ved for years lry a card table that
swa-vedlike a ta1l pine in a gale, I had
often considered building a sturdier model. In addition, I was fed up with having to
burrow through an overstuffed coat closet
to drag out my old folding table. And I
wanted a table that provided more playing
surface than standard models but didn't
dominate my living room.
During a visit with friends, an 18th-century Dutch game table caught my eye. Its
rails folded on tlvo sides, allowing it to
transform from a full-size card table into
an aftractive side or occasional table that's
only half as large Even though the Dutch
table was more than 200 years old and the
hardware was somewhatworn and loose, it
was still remarkably sturdy. I decided to try
my hand at building a similar table. Rather
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than using reproduction hardware, I substituted contemporary, precision hardware
(for a far sturdier table), and I adiusted tire
size to fit my needs. Since that first effort,
I've built tlvo more of these tables (see the
photos on the facing page). The actual construction was relatively straightfor-ward,but
the design required a bit of thought.
up tte foldi'ng ra'ils-The
Diaiding
most critical aspect of the design was determining the lengths of the various pieces
of tl-refolding rails. Figure 1 (see the facing
page) illustrates the requirements for the
folding rails. I found it easiest to work
backward from the desired final dimensions of the tabletop. On the basis of comparison with existing card tables, I decided
to build my table 34 rn. sq.when open and
half that width closed. A 21/q-in.overhang
all around gave me a base that's 297. in sq'
when open and folds to 1'2y2 in. when
closed. I arrived at these numbers unscientifically; the table's proportions when
closed pleased my eye, and I knew it
would provide plenty of spacewhen open
for cards,tea and such.
Having established these dimensions, I
simply subtracted 9 in., the distance between legs when the table is closed, from
25 in,, the length of the front and back rails
between the legs. This gave me 17 in. as
the correct overall length for the exposed
portions of the rwo remaining pieces of
each folding rail when the table is open
(see figure 1). However, this is only the exposed overall dimension. A half-lap notch
cut into the back rail piece and the corresponding notch cut into the middle rail
piece hide the folded rails when the table
is closed up and help stiffen the back-tomiddle rail-piece joint when open, For the

table to close propedy, these notches must
be long enough to accommodatethe thickness of d-retlvo folding rail pieces and the
front back flap hinge when folded (see figure 1). For my table, I cut the notches
27< rn. long, which gave me a linle play.
Adding tltis 2'/t in. to the 17 rn. gave me a
total of l9'/t in. for the middle and front
rail pieceson eachside.
At this point, common sense might tell
you simply to halve that number to give
you the proper length for each of the remaining pieces of rail. You wouldn't be far
off the mark. I've found, though, that cutting the front rail % in. longer than the
middle piece prevents the folding rails
from binding in the corner. This is because
the back flap hinge isn't mortised into the
front leg and spacer block, so the end of
tire front rail piece must exlend past the
center point of the hinge pin, if the rail is
to butt up snugly against the leg (see the
drawing at right). Therefore, the front rail
piece must be % in. longer (the approximate widthi of a hinge leaf), if it and the
middle rail piece are to fold parallel to the
front rail and not bind,
tbe
Milltng t re parts and installing
blnges-Once I'd worked out thieserelationships, I felt comfortable beginning consrruction I cut the leg blanks to I% in. sq.
by about 28 in. long, which left me an inch
for trimming the legs to final length and
removing chuck marks from the top ends
after I'd turned them. I turned the legs and
trimmed them to length. Then I cut the
%-in. sliding-dovetail moftises for the fixed
front and back rails (and for the fixed back
end of the folding rails) on my router table
using wooden stop blocks and running a
test cut on a piece of scraP first.
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A 2oo-year-old
Dutclt table uas tbe
model for tbe autbor's interpretation,
sboun aboue a.nd at rigbt. An ingenious
system allocus tbe table to
folding-rail
do double dutj,t as a simple hall table
most of tbe time and as a. ganxe table
when tbe need a.rises.

Fig. 1: Folding card/side table

Plyvvoodspreader slides into dado near bottom of rails to lock folding rails open.

Back-leg,
assembly
Centerline

t1

fl aphingef l

\ote that piece B is /e in. longer (approximately
'talf the thickness of the back flap hinges) than
piece A. This is to permit the leaves of the rail
to fold nearly parallel to the front rail when
the table is closed. You may have to make
slight adjustments for optimal results.

Backflap hinOe------__r1
Front-legassembly

ar: i rlr

Smdor

Nagyszalanczy
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\fhen milling the rail stock, I left it
slightly wide so drat I could trim away any
tearout along the edge that might result
from routing the sliding dovetails, I then
selected and routed the face side of all my
sliding dovetails. I reset the fence for the
other half of each dovetail, checked the cut
on a piece of scrap and made some minor
adiustmentsto get a good, snug fit in the
dovetail mortises in the legs. Satisfiedwith
lny cut, I routed the back side of the dovetails on all rails Before cutting the tvvo
folding rails into three pieces each,I routed
dadoesnear their bottom inside edgesto accommodate the '/+in. pl1u,,oodspreader that
slides forward and locks the rails open. I
then cut each folding rail into three pieces,
as described above, and marked them so
d-iattl-re grain on the rails of the assembled
piece would be nearly continuous.
Proper hinge installation is as essential
as is determining the requisite lengths of
the folding rail pieces I routed mortises
for the offset-knife hinges that join the
front and middle section on my router table, and then I cut the half{ap notches on
the back and middle rail pieces. After installing the offset-knife hinges into the
mortises, I mounted the back flap hinges
on the overlapping back and middle rail
pieces. It is essential that this hinge is
mounted with its pin perpendicular to the
top edge of the rail, so the rail won't bind
and so the tabletop will sit flat.
Next, I glued and clamped the leg-to-rail
dovetails. After they dried, I inserted the
%-in plyrvood spreader into the dado near
tl-re bottom of the rails and screwed the
front pieces of rail to the front legs and to
a spacer block. Again, it's very important
d-ratthe hinge pins be perpendicular to the
rails. After assembling the base, I cut and
installed diagonal corner braces to keep
the corners rigid.
BecauseI've found it easier to work with
narrow boards when drilling deep mortises (like those required for the three Soss
hinges I used to connect the two leaves of
this tabletop), I ripped the innermost
board of each leaf to about 3 in wide and
routed the mortises for the hinges before
gluing up the leaves. Two hinges might
have been adequate, but the third hinge
should help prevent the leavesfrom warping. Once t1-iehinges were installed,I giued
up bodr leaves and finish-sanded tl-rem The
tabletop is attached to the base with a screw
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through each of the diagonal corner braces.
The screw holes should be eiongatedto allow for cross-grain movement
A spinet desk goes undercover
The first true spinet desks were made for
school use in the 1830sby fitting cast-iron
cabriole legs to melodeon cabinets (boxes
which contained the innards of an organlike instrument). The desk I used as a
model was made at a later date, though,
and is a simple box with a front panel
hinged to a folding top. Turned wooden
legs are attached to the box's bottom with
hanger bolts, and the interior of the box
contains a slide-out writing surface and pigeonholes for paper storage.Time has taken its toll on this piece, leaving it a bit
wobbly, but the desk's ability to transform
from utilitarian writing desk to demure
hall table captivated and inspired me (see
the photos on the facing page)
I wanted to build a similar piece that retained the style and character of dte original, but was more stable. I accornplished
this by using sliding dovetails (as on ttre
game table) for all leg-to-rail joints except
for the front fascia piece, which I tenoned
into mortises in the front legs (shown in
figure 2 on the facing page) I also wanted
a larger writing surface that would be
more suitable for adults, so I increased
all dimensions of the piece proportionally. The resulting piece is a simple, yet
elegant desk, and the writing surface (and
any attendant mess) can be hidden in a
moment by pushing it in and then folding
the top down.
Assembling tbe desk-The drawing on
the facing page shows the desk's construction and the relationship of the parts I first
glued and clamped the back rail and legs
and the front fasciaand legs together; I let
them dry, and then glued the front and
back assemblies together with the side
rails. Nexl, I screwed the cleats that support the writing surface all around the inside of the box The cleats are flush with
the top surface of the front fascia and the
side cleatsare notched to fit around the legs.
To fill the gap between the side rails and
the inner surface of the iegs, I glued and
screwedL-shapedguide pieces (one piece
of wood routed out) to the side rails. The
guide's vertical arm comes just flush with
the inside edge of the legs, and the hori-

zontal arm exlends beyond the legs to
form a pocket between itself and the side
cleats so tl-rat the writing surface can slide
freely. These guides also suppoll the removable pigeonhole assembiy I constructed the
assemblyfrom %-in. stock and designedit to
accommodate standard writing paper and
envelopes as well as to provide miscellaneous storage.\fith the prgeonhole assembly
in place on dre writing surface guides, I
measuredfor filler blocks on either side and
for the top cleats, through which I screwed
the back leaf of the folding top. The filler
blocks and top cleas were screwed to the
side rails through elongated holes to allow
for wood movement.
I'd glued up the writing surfaceahead of
time so that it would be ready to trim to
size when it came time to assemble the
desk. I used a glue joint tongue-and-groove
bit to rout the ends of the boards and the
end caps,but I only glued the end caps to
the main field of the writing surface in the
middle, to allow for expansion and contraction. Now, with dre box assembledand
the guide pieces installed, I trimmed the
writing surface to fit neatly between the
front legs and to set back far enough to alIow the false drawer front to close flush
with the fascia, Two short doweis glued
into the bottom of the writing surface, as
shown in the drawing on the facing page,
act as stops,and a brass sliding-door pull is
mortised into the top. To fill the spacebetween the pigeonhole assembly and the
writing surface,I glued and screwed a narrow filler piece (about 1% in. wide) to the
writing surface so that it would protrude
about an inch beyond the pigeonholes
li
-rhen

'

I l-r n-an

The top consists of two equal-width
leavesjoined with Sosshinges, like the top
of the game table. To mount the top, I ran
screws up through the top cleats at either
side of the box and into the back leaf.
Then, with tl-retop closed, I marked the underside of the front leaf for the false drawer
front, cut the front panel to fit and attachedit
to the front leaf with a piano hinge.
Ed Monteitb is a hobbyist wooclworker ube
liues in Pebble Beacb, Cal. All the bardu;are
used in tbe expaneling game table and in
the spinet desk was purcbctsedfrom'Xroodcraft, 210 Woocl County Indotstrial Park,
PO Box 1686, Parkersburg, VI Va 261021686; (8o0) 225-1153.

Fig.2: Spinet desk/hall table

S oss hi nge

Fal s e dr:,,,:- -r: r

Cleat secures top to side rarts

F i lle r b lo ck
Side rail

G uide p i e c e

:,&

Fillerpiece
pull
Sliding- door
P i geonhol e assembl y

Writing surface

Dowels limit Dullout.

WittJ tlte coaer up, it's a utork station;
tttith tbe couer doun, it's a simple and unobtrusiue table. Tbis combination ball table/spinet desk belps to maintain
ord,er in
tbe autbor's bouse. Altbougb tbe design is
based on an old scbool desk, Monteitb
sized tbe piece for himse$ increasing all
dimensions proportionally.
Tbe pigeonboles, too, uere adapted for modem use to
fit standard. enuelopes ancl stationery.
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A SemiellipticalTable
Veneeringlaminated apr"onsand inlalting ebony
by Bill Clinton

any of my designs are developed from photographs and
drawings of historical furniture. The table shown in the
photo on p. 69, for example, is based on 18th-century
English and American semicircular or semieliiptical pier tables,
which w-eregenerally set againsta wall between windows in a dining or sitting roorn The legs on many of these early tables were
fluted and embellished with elaborate marquetry, r.hich I found a
little over-whelming.I decided to simpliff m1,mahogany table and
slrpport it with turned legs that gently taper to thin ebony feet. The
sernielliptical top is veneered with quilted mahogany and decorated n'ith ebony string inla1, I also added a small white dot of tagua
nut vegetable ivory to the turned ebony drawer knobs
ln building tables,I use the top as a guide for sizing the base
and fbr developing jigs or full-size drawings, and so I began by
drawing a pattern of the tabletop with a shop-built ellipse tracing
machine. This machine is also needed to trace patterns for the
forms used to lamrnate the curved front aprons. I simplified the
base construction b1,joining the curved aprons to the turned legs
with loose tenons and bv cufiing all the rnortises with a router and
jlg Then I adapted 1ny router to the ellipse machine to trim the
tabletop edges and to cut a concentric groove for the string inlay.
Drawing an ellipse-An ellipse is an attractiveshape,but drawing
one can be frustrating, especially if you use the traditional "pin
and string." I developed my own s,vstembased on the eliipse tracing machlne in the 18th-centuryDominy workshops. That machine
was simply a beam trammel with three points: one scribe and tlvo
pivots Each pivot slides in one of rwo wood tracks that cross at a
right angle in the center of a baseplate.The pivots on my machine
(the router version is shown in the bottom, right photo on p. 68)
are screwed to shaped blocks that slide in dovetailed tracks. The
size and shapeof the ellipse being drawn can be changedby varyng
the lengths of the beam and tracla and d-ie location of the pivots.
To use the machine, you need to know the ellipse's width (the
minor axis) and length (the major axis) and to locate the center of
the machine base at the point where these two perpendicular centerlines cross in the rniddle of the ellipse. I laid out the tabletop
pattern in the drawing on a %x20x56piece of plr,uzoodby marking
one-half of dre ellipse's 36-in-long minor axis perpendicular to
and intersecting the center of its 48-in.-1ongmajor axis.After aligning the tracks with the ellipse axes, I temporarily screwed the
tracks to the pllwood. The points are adjustedby sening the scribe
18 in. (ha1fthe ellipse width) from the first pivot, which slides in
the major axis track; and setting the second pivot, which slides in
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the minor axis track, 24 in. (half fte ellipse length) from the scribe.
Clamp the three points to the beam before tracing the half-ellipse.
Before bandsawing the half-ellipse, I drew a full-size plan of the
table'sframework on the plywood First,with the ellipse machine still
set up, draw the concentric %-in -thick front apron and drawer
front 1 in. inside the top's perimeter. To do this, simply move and
reclamp the scribe, without changing the pivot poins. I then removed the ellipse machine, so I wouldn't have to work around it,
and drew drawer supporb and guides, back apron, stretchers,and
leg tops with their mortises and loose tenons; that way I could take
lengths and angles directly from the plan when machining tl-repans
To make paper patterns for the drawer-front- and two apron-laminating forms, I reattachedthe ellipse machine to d-replyu'ood and used
it to draw the inside edges of the curved pafis on separatesheets of
paper. Ertend the lines beyond the length of eachpart and dten trace
the crosscutsfrom the drawing on the pllwood underneath.
Making and mortising the curved front-I glued up seven laminates plus a face veneer for the two %-in -thick front aprons and
the drawer front, and clamped each assembly between laminated
pl1'wood forms, like the one in the top, left photo on p. 68. The
drawer-front form is made by gluing up a 5lx5x21 stack of plypattern on top and bandsawingthe
wood, rubber cementing
^paper
form in half along the pattern line. The apron forms are made the
same way, except their initial ply'urood stack is 5'/q6Yzx23.Note:
each form is exlra thick and long on both ends to ensure tl-iat the
edgesof the laminationsare clamped adequately.
After the laminations dry overnight, transfer the marks from the
paper pattern to the part, which can then be removed from the
form, jointed and cut to the dimensions in the drawing. As shown,
the end of the apron that joins the front leg is crosscut perpendicular to the tangent of the apron curve. This is easy to do on the
tablesaw (shown in the top, right photo on p. 68) Set the blade
perpendicular to the table and place the apron's convex side flat
on the table (the tangent). After aligning the blade with the cut
mark taken from the pattern, clamp the apron to the miter gauge,
insert a curved support block under the workpiece and clamp the
block to the gauge before making the cut. Repeat the procedure
for the same joint on the other apron The angle on the apron end
that joins the rear leg is 5o less; so for these cuts, use the same
miter gauge techniques as before, but angle the blade 5o toward
the apron. You can make test cuts in the scrap you previously
ripped from the apron edge and check the angle by layng ir on
the fuIl-size drawing. The same procedure is used to cut the ends

Photos- cary Versenburger; draw_ings:Kathleen Rushtotr

A semielliptical table

Stretcher detail
Top stretcher

Mortise top and bottom
of support, slst(/x2,
for stretcher tenons.

Ebony string inlay,l/ts in. thick by 7a in. wide
Tabletop is quilted mahogany on
soli d m ahog any core, 7/ax18x48,
with plain mahogany underneath.

Drawer support
Front leg
Major axis
Minor axis

Frontapron
Mortise apron, support
and leg for loose tenons.

Back apron is solid mahogany,
3/ex41/o<4,i ncIu di ng %exl/zx4%
e
tenons on each end.

Round over edge,
/z in. radius,
with %e-in.-deep fillet.

Carpenter's butto ns, 3/ex1
xI, fasten
tabletop to back apron.

Mahogany drawer supports,
3/qx41/x1313/rs

€e
Dado back apron for suqqort
ends, /t in. wide by % in. deeq'

#&

Groove center of support,
% in. wide by % in. deep,
for guide.

Dowels,wedged through
backapron
,

'

,-\

atV

Maple drawer back,
3/sx21/2x16r/a

8#

Dra wer botto m, slex161/nx15,
is edge-glued maple.

,/ ,/

lntoJupport

Grooveeach end
of back apron,
t/axt/tx2,

Top and bottom stretchers
171'/re,
are m ahog any, 3/rx41/zx
including a slef/x2 tenon
on each end.

Ebony drawer pulls with
white tagua nut inlay
Groove inside drawer front and
sides tl in. wide by ln in. deep
for bottom panel.

Groove drawer sides,
5/ein. wide by % in.
"deep,
for guide.

Laminatedmahogany drawer front,
% in. thick bv 4 Tzin. wide
Maple drawer side, s/$x3x143/a

Mahogany
loose tenons,
5/rax1x41/s

Laminatedmahoganyapron.
% in. thick bv 41/zin. wide

Fasten tabletoD to front stretcher with
#10 by l%-in.-longflat-headwood screw.
Top of leg is 1% in.
sq. by 5 in. long
and then turned to
taper to % in. dia.
at boltom.

Mortise both ends of front aprons,
front ends of suppotls, and
front and back legs, slext/zx4%a

Mahoganyleg,turned from
1%-in.-sq.
by 32-in.-longbillet
Dowel.% in. dia. by 2 in. long
Ebonyfoot, 4 in. long, doweledto leg blank
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Lefi: Tbis tbree-side-box router jig is idea.l
for cutting tbe angle in the top of tbe
front legs. Tbe autbor grooaed tbe jig's
bottom at 18o and clanTped a stop on tbe
sides to lirnit tbe angled face to 4% in.
long. Ahooe, lefi: Clinton made laminating forms for tbe aprons and tbis dra.uer
front using paper patterns be dreut uitb
bis ellipse macbine. He glued tbe pa.ttet.,xs
to plytuood, sanaed to tbe pattenx line, and
glued seuen mabogany laminations plus
ueneer betueen the clamped forms.
Aboae, rigltt: Tbe autbor crosscuts tbe
curued apron by setting its cut-off mark
on tbe table, utbicb is tangent to the curue
at tbat point, and aligning tbe mark uitb
tlre blade. Rigltt: Clinton adapted bis
router to a flat beam on the ellipse macbine to trim tbe edge of tbe tabletop and
to rout a. grooue for tbe ebony string inla1t, shoun bere.

of the drawer front at 18o,as shown in the drawing.
I ctrt5/rcx'/zx47emoftises in both ends of the curved apronswith a
tabie-mounted router and a 5Ao-in.-dia.straight bit Since the apron
ends that loin dre front legs were crosscutwith their convex sides on
the saw table,you can plunge-cutthe mortise on that end by guiding
the same face againsta perpendicular fence on the router table. To
lnortlse the apron ends angled 5o,I tilted the fence 5o so the end
would be flat on the router table, Although I gauged mofiise length
by starting and stopping the cut on pencil marks on the fence, you
can do this by clamping stop blocks to the fence.
Making and mortising ttre legs-The 32-in-long mahogany legs
taper from 1%-in.-sq,tops to 1/q-in-diaebony feet, which I doweled
to the legs before turning them. After turning d-relegs, I routed mortises for the loose tenons that join the aprons and drawer supports
using a three-side-boxmortising jig. Eachleg's squaretop is clamped
in the box ar-rdthe router base runs on the box's upright sides between two stop blocks. (For more on this jig, see Tage Frid's ar-ticle
in FW'WonJoinety,The Taunton Press,63 S.Main St.,PO Box 5506,
Newtowrr,Conn. 06470-5506.)
As shown in the drawing, one side
of the square top of the front legs mus' be angled 18oto accommodate the drawer. You can bandsaw this angle, but I routed it with
another three-side jig, shown in the bottom, left photo. I grooved
the jig's bottom at 18o and secured the leg by driving screws
through the jig bottom and inconspicuously into the leg mortise.
Guide the router baseon the jig's top edgesand set the straightbit's
cuttillg deptir to leave the leg's front face I5/ain. wide.
Making the straight parts-Following the dimensions in the
drawing, cut the remaining parts, including the two stretchers,
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which link the front legs and act as a drawer srop; the back apron;
loose tenons; the pair of drawer supports and guides; and d-re
drawer sides, back and bottom. The front of each stretcher is
curved by marking out the shape from the drawer-front laminating
form, and then bandsawing and planing to the line.
The stretchers have 5/rex3/"x2
integral tenons on their ends. To
cut them, I adtusted my table-mounted router so a sAe-in.-dia.
straight bit would protrude 7A' n. (the width of the shoulder above
the table) and set the fence 7'e in. from the bit. I then routed both
faces, holding the work flat on the table while running the end
against the fence, and bandsawed the excess width from the outer
edge to make a 2-in.-wide tenon. To cut the tAext/rx4Yreintegral tenons on the back apron's ends, I moved the fence 3Aein. from the bit
and repeated the process, this time routing all four sides for a
1Az-in.-wideshoulder all around Before removing the bit, rout
the
mortises in the angled front of the drawer supports I guided each
suppol-t against an 18o angled fence following the method used to
mortise the angled apron ends. Also, rout the %a-in.-widemofiises
near the top and bottom edge of each supporl for the stretchers.
The drawers are next. I set up my router with a ball-bearingguided slot cutter to groove the inside of the drawer front and
sides %e in deep to accept the bottom's %-in.-thick rabbeted
edges.Don't groove the narrower drawer back, since the bottom is
slid under the back and screwed to it. The slot-cutting bit can also
now be used to groove the back apron for cabinetmaker'sbuttons,
which will fasten the top to the base.
The drawer slides on lrx5/ex73lt guides, which are glued into each
support's groove. I set up *re tablesawwith a dado blade to machine
a5/s-in.-widebyl+in.-deep groove in eachsupport and in ti-ieoutside
of each drawer side. I also dadoed a 3h-in-wide bv 1/,'-in.-deeo

groove acrossthe back apron where the drawer supports join it.
To hide the drawer-front laminations, I glued strips of mahogany on the edges. Then I hand-cut the half-blind and through
dovetails on the front and back corners (you could also rout them)
and glued up the drawer.
Assembling the base-Before assembling the various sections of
the base, I sanded d-ie legs and aprons to 220-grit. Then I glued
and clamped the rear legs to the back apron, and assembled the
stretchers to the drawer supports. \fhen those assemblies were
dry, I glued them together. Next, the drawer supports were fit in
the dadoes in the back apron. After the glue dried, I reinforced the
dadoeswith wedged dowels. The last step was the trickiest: attaching the curved aprons and front legs. This is one of those times
when you should take the phone off the hook. After a dry run, I
glued all the mortises and loose tenons together and put a few
band clamps around the assembly.I also added pipe clamps from
front to back to secure the front legs againstthe ends of the supporrs.
\X4rile the base is drytlg, you can glue up the solid mahogany core
for the tabletop and then let tl-retwo assembliesset overnight.
Making ttre top-The core of the veneered tabletop is solid mahogany, assembled with several pieces of %-in.-drick stock. The
rough blank should be at least 19% in. wide, to provide a waste
strip for screwing dourr the ellipse machine and router attachment
Allow the glue to dry for 24 hours and then plane the glue-up to
'3Aein. drick; this core, plus the quilted mahogany veneer on top
and plain mahoganyveneer on the bottom, yields a %-in.-dricktop.
In gluing the veneers, I rolled a liberal coat of yellow glue on the
core only, since moisture in the giue could cause the veneers to
curl up, or worse, stick to the roller and shatter.Since I don't have
a veneer press, I clamped each veneer on the substrate with a
20-in.-wide by 48-in.-long curved caul (pl1"woodfastened to a sturdy, slightly curwedframe). The curue ensures adequatepressure in
the center of the tabletop. After the veneer had dried for about 20
minutes, I removed d-reclamps to make sure it was completely glued
down. If some areas don't bond, you can sponge them with water to
reactivate the glue and reclamp the caul. But if you wait much
longer than 20 minutes, the glue may be too dry to be reactivated.
After lightly scraping the veneer to remove any glue, I traced the
tabletop's semielliptical perimeter from the plywood pattern. Align
the pattern's straight back edge (the ellipse's major axis) parallel to
and 1 in. from the edge of the veneer Then bandsaw the top's
perimeter to within % in. of the pattern line, but don't cut the back
edge. Nso, trace the minor axis perpendicular to and in the center
of the major axis, pressing lightly so you can sand away the line.
To trim the curved edge and rout the groove for the string inlay,
I adapted mv router to the ellipse machine, I replaced the original
beam widr a wider Yr$xZ4 beam, as shown in the bottom, right
photo on the facing page. I fastened the dovetail pivot blocks
through slots in the beam with screws and wing nuts, so the pivots
are adjustableAnd I replaced the scribe with my router and a Tr-in.dia. straight bit, to trim the table's edge To make the router adjustable, I screwed an aluminum plate to tl-retop of its base and fastened
*re plate to the underside of the beam with screws and wing nuts
To use the router ellipse machine,ahgn its trackson the tabletop's
axesand screw the major axis track to the top's back waste Rout to
the line in fivo passes,but remove only Yrein. on the second pass,
for a smooth edge On the first pass, set the bit to cut 1B%ain.
from the first pivot, which slides in the major axis track, and 24'/rc
in. from the second pivot, s/hich slides in the minor axis track.
Now rout the concentric groove for the string inlay Replacethe
lAe-in.straight bit, set to cut 3/zzin deep. Resetthe
'/z-in.bit with a

Clinton built tbis pier table from a mahogany core, ueneeredtbe
top, aprons and. drataer front uitb quilted mabogany, and inlaid
tbe top tuitb a string of ebony. Tbefeet are ebony ctsare tbe dra.uter pulls, tpbich be decorated uitb uegetable iuory plugs,
router (without altering either pivot position) so the bit will
be I5Y< in. from the major axis pivot. The inlay is ripped from
1/rc-in.-rttickby 1Az-in.-wideebony. After coating the pieces with
glue, I hammered them into the groove, butting the mitered ends
together. After the glue dried, I scraped the inlay flush with the
veneered surface.To finish the top, remove the ellipse jig, rip the
l-in.-wide waste from the back edge and rout the curved edge of
the table with a y2-in.roundover bit, leaving a Yr,e-in.-deep
fillet on
top. I fastened the top to the base with two wood screws through
either end of the top stretcher and with cabinetmaker'sbllttons on
each end of the back apron, as shown in the drawing
Applying the finish-After assembling the frame and tabletop, I
raised the wood grain with a damp sponge, resanded ever)'thing.
and applied tung oil Brush on the first coat, let it set and wipe it
ofl \X4renthe first coat was dry, I sanded with 400-grit and then
applied four more coats,sanding in between with 600-grit. Finallr.
after a light buffing wirh 0000 steel wool, I applied \7atco Sarin
!Vax.For a tougher, more moisture-resistantfinish, you could use a
mixture of one-third each oil, varnish and turpentine.
Finally, I turned two ebony drawer pulls with tenons, and
drilled and plugged them with tagua nut. You can make the vegetable ivory plugs on a drill press with a plug cutter by holding the
nut between clamp faws. I driiled the center of dre pulls by spinning them in a Jacobs chuck in the lathe headstock while I advanced a drill bit in a tailstock chuck. Glue the tagua into the pulls
and sand off the excessplug. Then drill holes ln the drawer front
and glue the pulls in place

tr

Bill Clinton is a furnituremaker

in Bozeman, Mont
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Building aTeaCafi.
A simplemetbodfor making spokedubeets
bv Tohn Dunham

Fig. 1: Tea cart
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Bever,
30"

% %

\

1

Handle,20Tzin. long
Handletenon,
3/axVzxlla
1% in. dia.

7/ain.

7/ain. dia.

Tray groove, % in. by % in.

I

in. Iong.
All tenons are 134e

Cleat,% in. by % in.,
supports front of
tray.
Front rail, 5/ax41/d16

Backrail,
5/ax23/ax16

Distance from
center of
axle to top
of leg is
18 in.

Side rail,
5/ex41hx34
Backrung,
1/x2x16

Tenons are
all wedged.

Tray is plywood, t/ex|43trx2Vl.
Front leg, 19 in.
long, tapers the

Side rung, lzx2x29

Wheel rim, 24 in. dia.
Line of scarfjoint for joining rim
Back legs are 30 in.
long and taper
from 1 in. square
at top to 1% in.
square at bottom.
W ood plug, % in. dia.

Brassscrew,1 in. by #6
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Groove for axle, ls in. bv 3/ein.

Axle is cold-rolled-steel rod.
% in. dia. by 21 in. long.

From Fine Woodworking (May 7990) 82:40-15

lea cart has been a regular attractlonln ml'booth at cratt
fairs for the past 10 t-ears.Even though it isn't as essential
as a table and chairs in a dining room, it's ah'a,vsbeen a
good seller. People are fascinatedbv the cart's mobilitv and intrigued bv the possibility of simplifuing the dai11'trsk of setting and
clearing a rable, The tea cart in the photo at right is lightweight,
but strong, ancl the large cliameter of its wheels enables it to pass
easilvover thresholdsand carpets.
The cart itself is basicallva small table n'ith both legs at one end
cut off just below-the cross rung. The steel ax1e,which is housed
$,ithin the cross fung, does not rotate. Instead, each hr-rbis fitted
with a pair of shopmadebrassbushingsthat turn ven'smoothl)- on
I steam-bendthe wheel rims wherr vr)rking $'ith
tl-reaxle, Alrhor_rgh
wooclsthat bend r''ell, like oak, ash or walnut, rims can also be made
bv laminatlng thin strips together arQund a circular form The bent
rim stock is n'rapped around the spokes,screws are rur-i through lt
into the end-sof the spokes and the screw holes are then plugged'
The loose ends of the rirn are bandsawnat an angle and glued togetl-rerin a long scarf joint to close the wheel's circr-rmference'
Before br-rilding the tea cart, you might want to consider a few
options that can add to the utilit,v of the basic cert shown in the
pi.otu right. A shallow drawer can be installed below the handle
"t
t-v screning guicles to the side rails and reducing the width of the
back rail to accommodate the drawer front lf \-ou want more
surface area than the tra,vprovides, a lower shelf can be added
by gluing cleats to the side rungs to support ir' I recomrnend
7r-in.-thick tempered glass for rhis lower shelf becausea wood
shelf rnakes the cart iook too heaw. Another optlon is lining a
portiun of the trrr"s sttrfacenith cerrmic tile.

Tbis basic oak tea cart is as mucb fun to builcl as it is to e.ttttt
Tbe targe spoked ubeels present a unique cltallenS4e to tl'tY
builcter anitbe finisbecl cart adds a functian'al toucb of class tc'
any dining room.

Fig. 2: Taper iigs
.-= 3--"
\" "
To/-
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Cart ioinery-The cart's frame consists of four tapered legs, four
upper rails that form the tral''s sides and ends, four lower rungs
and the handle. For the oak cart shown in the photo above, I began n'ith %-ir-r stock, ripping and crosscutting the rails and rungs
to size and planing them to the dimensiot'rsgiven in figure 1 on
the facir-rgpage. Notice that the front rung is slightly thicker than
--in b1'
the other rllngs to accommodatethe axle You'll need a
30-in. piece of % stock for the handle and legs Even though the
front legs will eventually be cut off just belotn'-the front rung, .vou
should make four full-length legs so )rou can taper them all on the
sarne tablesau'jig. If r.ou cut the legs frorn a 7-in.-wide board and
reverse the stock in the jig after each cut, ,vou'll have enough stock
left over for the handle,
The leg-taper jig, shown in figure 2 at right, will let vou rip rnd
plane 3O-in,-longlegs that taper from 1 in. square xt the top to
1% in. square at ihe bottom, To make the iig, begin with a 7x2x32
board and la-v or-rtand bandsau''the taper as showtl in figure 2'
Fine-tune the tapered surfaces''ith a handplane or iointer and then
ghrc a'/z-rn. bv 1-in. stop on the flat end of the jig
To cut the tapered 1egs,place the jig on edge on the sarn'tabie
and up againstthe rip fence. The fence should be adiusted to leave
about 1% in, berween the jig and the sawblade just in front of the
jig's stop, Non-, pull the jig back so there's room to lay rour leg
srock flat on rhe table in front of the blade with its end egainstthe
stop and its jointed edge firmly against the iig Hold the iig rnd
Set fence so small
end of leg is 1% in.

Plane each ieg on both adiacentsides until the small end is 1 in'
square.The m'o front legs can no\\'be crosscutto 19 in long Tilt

Photo

this pxgei Bob l:lanssoni drarhgs:

Bob La Pointe

Gl u e i - csto o b o a <
1/zxix2

Reversestockend for end after each pass'After ripping oui z
legs in this manner, use the iig to taper each leg on an
adiacent side.

and Crr-,::
Table-s

the blade used for crosscuttingjust a tad so that the end of dre leg
is cut square rn'iththe centerline and not fust with the tapered side
The rails and rungs are joined to the legs with through, wedged
tenons al1around. In addition, the front corners of the tray poftion
of the rails are also dovetailed together (see figure 1 on p. 70). On
the first cart I built, the one in the photo on the previous page, I
made the side and front rails wide enough to include the tray
srdes.and then I ripped each rail into two pieces even with the top
of the legs, This made it possible to lay out and cut the tenons on
rhe rails separately from the dovetails on dte tray sides. Then I
edge-glued the rails and tray sides back together before gluing up
the cart frame. This simplified the joinery, but I was unhappy with
the visible glueline. So now, instead of ripping the rail srock inro
separaterails and tray sides,I leave the rails their full 4% in width.
Then, I bandsaw the rail tenons, handle supports and dovetail pins
on the side rails, and finish them up by hand with a chisel. A1though this complicates fitting and cutting both rhe rail tenons and
the tray dovetails, I think it's worth the trouble to presetve the
smooth. unbroken surface on the side of tl-ie rails.
lilhether you rip the railltray sides before joinery or anempt rhe
one-piece method, the mortises for the upper rail tenons are lard
out on the two adfacentsides as shown in the post detail in figure 1
The adjacent mortises are then cut on different sides of the lines
so the intersecting tenons will miss each other. I originally designed haunch tenons for the side rails to resist any tendency for
the rails to tlvist. After building the piece, I decided the haunches
weren't necessarybecause there is enough support with the handle at one end and the dovetails at the other. However, I still use
the haunch tenons on the rails because it's easier and faster to
chisel a clean shoulder if the haunch remains.
I use a 3/"-in.-dia.end mill in my drill press to cut the morrises.A
fence clamped to the drill-press table registers the mortises side to
side and a featherboard holds the pieces firmly agair-rst
the fence. I
drill overlapping holes to clear out most of the mortise and then
slide the piece sideways along the fence to smoorh the sides. Of
course a table-mounted router or a plunge router with templates
can also be used for mortising.
\Xlhen all the mortises are complete, the tenons are cut to fit
them. As I mentioned earlier, if the rails and tray sides are left in
one piece, the tenons on the side and front rails must be band-

After fitting
the rail tenons to tbe leg mortises, Dunbctm drauts
around tbe douetail pins on tbe side rail to mark out tbe tails on
tbe tra? portion of tbe front rail. Tbe deptbs of tbe pins must be
adjusted along a J0" angle to fit tigbtlJ, to the beuel tbat be'lt
plane on tbe inside edge of tbe front rail after marking and cutting tbe tails. Tbe side rail is beueled before tbe pins are cut.
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sawn and fitted by hand. The rung tenons and those on the narrow
upper rail that runs beneath the tray at the handle end can be cut
on the tablesaw. I use a small carving gouge that has a 3h-in.-dia.
arc to round ihe tenons to fit the arc of the mortise ends and then
individually check the fit of each tenon to its mortlse
Joining the tray-\Xhen the rail and rung renons are done, you
can turn vour attention to the upper portion of the rails that form
the tray sides Before sawing out the dovetail pins on the front
ends of the side rails, I plane a 30o bevel on the inside edges, as
shown in the post detail in figure 1 This bevel makes a nice detail
where the tray sides meet at the front corners and lightens the tray
visually, but it is yet another complication for making the dovetails.
You might want to avoid the dovetails entirely and miter the tray
corners instead.I wouldn't blame ,vou.But if you continue with the
dovetails, you will have to vary rhe pin depth on rhe side rails to
accommodate the 30o angle that you will later plane on the front
rail (see the detail in figure 1) First, cut rhe pins on the side rails,
assemble the front rail and front legs, and mark for the tails as
shown in the photo below Then, cut the tails to fit, and bevel the
inside of the front rail to match the angle for the pin.
Now you can rout the Yq-tn k>yt/<-tn groove on the inside of the
side rails for the tray. I use %-in. veneered pllwood for the tray,
which I slide into the grooves after gluing up rhe cart frame. A
narrow cleat is glued to the front rail to support that end of the
tray and a strip of hardwood is glued on to cap the back edge.
The last step in forming rhe rray sides is to shape the handle
extensions. First bandsaw the gentle curve aiong the top edges of
the sides and then bandsaw the ends of the extensions to receive
the handle. As shown in figure 1 on p. 70, the ends of the extenslons are cut out to wrap paftway around the l%-in.-dia handle,
and a 3/"-in k>yYt-in. tenon protrudes from the extension through
the handle and is wedged like the orher renons. Turn the handle
to the dimensions shown in figure 1. I recommend waiting until
the cart frame is glued up before marking and drilling the mortises that join the handle to the extensions to ensure that the back
of the frame pul1s tightly together. These mortises are cut on the
drill press like the others, except the round handle is clamped into
a V-block to keep it from turning.
Because I usually make a number of carts for each show, I've
devised a shaper jig for curving the tops and bottoms of the rungs.
But for a single cart, d1erungs can be easily shaped by hand with a
spokeshave,compass plane or rasp. The bottom of the thicker
front rung is left straight and a 3/"-in by %-in. slot is roured in ir ro
house the axle. Break the edges of the rungs and legs with a
%-in.-radiusroundover bit and sand all the parts before assembly.
-dia. by 21-in -long cold-rolled-steel rod. It exThe axle is a 3/e-1n
tends through the front rung mortises in the legs and is locked in
place when these tightly fitting joints are assembled The hubs are
secured to the axle with snap rings, which are available ar most
hardware and auto-parts stores. Before the cart frame is assembled, the axle is cut to length and its ends are slightly beveled and
grooved to receive the snap rings. In determining precise a-xle
length, you must consider the distance befween the snap-ring
groove and the end of the axle, as well as the hub size, leg thickness and distance between the front legs Adjust,vour axle's length
if any of these critical dimensions vary from those in figure 1 To
make the snap-ring grooves, I place one end of the axle in a Jacob's chuck mounted on the headstock of my wood lathe and the
other end in the shallow cup of the tailstock center with its center
point removed. The cup happens to be just the right diameter for
the axle and about 3Azin. deep This depth seemed to be a good
distance from the end for the snap-ring grooves, so I use the rim

of the center cup as a guide for cutting the groove with a hacksaw.
I lubricate the cup with a little grease, and with the lathe turning
the axle at low speed,I hold the hacksawblade againstthe cup's rim
and cut about a Ytz-in.-deepgroove Test the groove to be sure the
snap ring fits and then reverse the axle and groove the other end.
Now, .vou're ready to glue up the cart frame. Assemble the end
frames first and dren split the endgrain of the tenons with a %-in
chisel and drive in a wedge dabbed with glue. Glue up the front
rung with the axle in place and centered so that the snap-ring
grooves are equidistant from d-ie outside faces of both legs. Trim
and sand the tenons flush with dre legs on the end frames, and
then glue up the sides and trim and sand those tenons. The top
ends of the legs now interrupt the groove for the tray, so chisel the
grooves through the legs so the pl).rvood tray can slide all the way
to the front rail. Secure the tray at the front rail by gluing it to the
cleat drat's also glued to the front rail.
Making the hubs and spokes-Building the wheels is not as difficult as it looks. I make the hexagonal hubs first, and then shape
the spokes and glue their tenons into the hubs. The spokes are
then trimmed to length on the bandsaw with a circle-cutting fixrure, as shown in the top photo on the following page. Next, the
narrow wheel rims are steam-bent,wrapped around the spokes
and screwed into the end of each spoke.
To make the hubs, set the tablesaw blade to 30o and rip the corners off a2x25/rcx7block to form a regular hexagon.Locatethe centers of both ends and mount d-reblock betlveen centers on the lathe.
Turn both hubs from the blank to the shape shown in figure 3
above, right Remove the hub stock from the lathe and bandsaw fie
hubs apart Next, a Jacobs chuck with a l-in -dia Forstner bit is
mounted in fte headstockof the lathe Now, mount each hub between the tailstock center and the center of dre Forstr-rerbit. Widr the
hub suspended between centers, advance the tailstock center with
the hand screw and drlll a Yz-in.-deephole in the round end of each
hub. Then, changebits and driII aTAe-in.-dia.
hole all the way through
each hub Now, remove the hub from the lathe and with a Yz-tn-dia.
bit in the drill press, enlarge both ends of rfrc lAe-tn.-deephole to
3/" in. deep to accommodate the brass bushings (see figure
3).
Metal bushings ensure that the cart will roll smoothly for a long
time A steel axle with wood bushingsiust won't do; if the wooden
hub expands, it will lock onto the axle, and if the hub shrinks,
the wheel will become floppy. I make brass bushings by boring a
3/"-in.-dia.hole in the center of a l/z-tn.-dia,round brass rod. To
bore out the rod, mount Jacobs chucks on both the headstock
and tailstock of the lathe. Chuck a 2-in.-long piece of brass rod
in the headstockchuck and a Ya-in bit in the tailstock chuck, and
then with the rod turning at low speed, slowly advancethe tailstock to drill through the rod. Then, wirh the rod still spinning
at low speed, saw off %-in.-long sectionswith a hacksaw:two for
each hub, four for each cart. Epox,vthe bushings into the hubs
and when the epoxf/ dries, run a 3/a-in.drill bit through the
bushing'scenter to remove any squeeze-out.Squeeze-outon the bottom of the 1-in, hole Canbe cleanedup with the 1-in. Forstner bit
Although the spokes are eventually rounded over and shaped
with a handplane, I start out by tapering then-i in both thickness
and width on the tablesaw Becausethe amount of taper is different in each dimension, you'll need two spoke-taper jigs (see figure
2 on p. 71).A 1x8x12board will yield six taperedspoke blanks, so
you'll need one board this size for each wheel. Begin with the jig
that has tl-re%-in.-deepnotch and adjust the rip fence so the blanks
are tapered from3/t in. at one end to |t/z in. at the other end. Rip
the individual tapered blanks by reversing the workpiece end for
end after each cut, just as vou did with the legs. Next, joint one

Fig. 3: Hub detail
Spoke at
hub is oval,
% in.by 1% in.

End of spoke is % in. dia.
Mortise for spoke,
lzin. dia. by %ein. deep

hub cap,1 in. dia.
by 7zin. deep

Brass bushings are /z-in.-dia.
rod bored to /a in. to
and cut into 3/e-in.lengths.
Spoketenon,
% in. dia. by % in. long

Tbis clamping fixture bolds tbe spokes tigbtly, yet allous tbert to
be quickly rotated to speed up tbe process of bandplaning tlrc
spokesso tbat tbqt taperfrom oual at one end to round at tbe otlrcr.
edge of each blank and run this edge down on the san- table
you use the 1igwith the 1/rc-in.notch to taper the blank thicknes.
Adjust the fence to taper the spokes from 1 in. to l%a in
Find the center of both ends of each blank and, one br oi:e
mount them between centers on the lathe and turn a l/z-rn-dia b'-.'
%-in.-longtenon on the large end of all 12 spokes Before r€rr.'--,ing each spoke from the lathe, rough-turn the spoke jusr encu;rr
to be sure the tenon will be dead center after the spoke is :i::--shaped The wide end, with the tenon, is shapedto a nice or a, -:--.tapers smoothly to a 3/*in.-dia. circle ar the other end f::=
spokes can be left on the lathe and shaped with a spokesir-r-,
c :the headstockcan be locked so it won't tLlrn I made the i:r:-:.
in the photo above io clamp to the bench and hold the -.p--.;-.
so I can handplane them to shape.
After shaping and sanding the spokes, thev ere gh-red irr :-=
hub. Locate the centers of the flat surfaces on the f-l-rb e;ld '.:r;::
drill a t/z-rn.-dta.mortise, %e in. deep, in each face rc :-.-:'.
the spokes' tenons. Glue two spokes at a time. spamilg :..;: ::
both spokes and the hub with a pipe clamp After a1l srr s;,.-=.
are glued into dre hub, I use the bandsarr circle-ci,inir: .:'-:
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Tbe spokes are trimmed to lengtb after tbqt're glued into tbe bub.
Tbe drill bit, ubicb acts .ts tbe piuot point, must be aligned uith
tbe bandsaw blade and centered exactly 113/s in. from tbe btad.e
for tbe tttbeel to be 24 in. in diameter wben tbe rim is wrappecl
around the spokes.

As soon as the rinz stock is remouedfrom tbe stearn box, one end
is clamped to tbe "spiral" fonn, ctssbou,r,tat left. Tben, tbe rim is
rolled up onto the fonn and its otber end is clamped so that the
ends ouerlap ai least 6 in., as sbotun at rigbt.
shown in the top photo above to trim them to length. Drill a
3/"-in-dia hole in a scrap block and, for a 24-in.-dia wheel, clamp
dre block to tl-rebandsawtable so tlnt the hole's center is 11% in.
frorn the blade, measured 90ofrom the blade's cutting line. Placea
3/"-in.-dia.drill bit in the scrap block's hole to mount the hub, and
clamp a shim near the blade to suppofi the smail end of the spokes.
Then, turn on the bandsaw and rotate dte hub to trim the spokes.
Making the wheel rims-Oak sieam-bendswell, and I use steambent parts in other pieces of furniture that I make on a regular
basis,so it was natural for me to use this technique for the wheels'
rims. Of course, with woods that don't steam-bendvery well, like
mahogany or cherry, you could start witl-r slightly thicker wheel
stock, resaw it into three or four thin strips and laminate them
back together over a form. However, steam-bendinghas the advantages of no messy edges to clean up and no gluelines, I've had
good luck steam-bendingoak, ash,beech and walnut, in tl-ratorder.
No matter which bending method you use, you'll need a plywood form, the same diameter as the trimmed spokes,to bend the
rim stock around. The ends of the rim stock must run Dast each
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other at least 6 in. on the form to allow for the scarf joint that
closesthe rirn's circurnference.Instead of doubling up the form
to make it wide enough for the ends to run past each other, I
make a kind of spirai forrn I bandsaw a 2-in.-wide, 223/,i-in.-oo
ring from a scrap of %-in,-thick pilwood. Then, I cut about a
4-in -long section out of this ring and glue quarter sections of
another 2-in.-wide, 22'/-in.-dia. ring on opposite sides of the
original ring, so that the quarter sectionsoverlap at the gap. This
forces the original ring into a spring-like shape, as you can see
in the two botrom photos,
Now you're ready to steam rhe rirn stock. you'll need 7 ft. of
clear straight-grain stock, % in. thick and 3/a,
in wide, for each rim.
Rip an extra rim strip for each carr vou're building in case one
breaks when bending. My steamingbox is very low tech: I screwed
together a 7-ft.{ong by 5-in.-squarewooden box, left open ar both
ends, and sawed a 4-in.-squarehole in the middle of the bottom A
row of dowels, inserted from side to side, creates a rack to hold
the part being steamed off the bonom of the box I place d-rebox
on top of an electric fry pan full of water so the steam will enter
the box through the 4-in. hole. Scrapboards cover the poftions of
the fryng pan that aren't covered by the steam box, making it easy
to check and replenish the water level when necessary.\fhen the
water is rapidiy boiling, I put the rim srockin the box, plug the ends
with cloths to keep most of the steam in and wait about 15 minutes.
\X4-renthe pieces are removed from the steam box, you must
work smoothly and quickly because as the wood cools and dries
out, it loses its flexibility. Have your form and a couple of C-clamps
ready. Remove the rim stock from the box and clamp one end to
the "beginning" of the spiral form as shown in the left, bottom
photo. Quickly turn the form so the steamedwood is on the floor,
and roll the rim onto the form, pressing firmly on the floor as you
go. When,vou get around to where the clamp hits the floor, pull
the free end of the rim stock up by hand and clamp it to the form
so it overlaps the first end (see the right, bottorn photo). Now,
place another length of rim stock in the steam box, replenish
the water and wait 45 minutes \ilhen the second rim is ready to
be bent, unclamp the first rim from the form and clamp its overlapping po1'tionsside by side to mainrain the circle. This frees
up the form for bending the second rim. Repeat the steaming
and bending processesuntil you have all the rims you need and
then let them dry overnight.
To support tl'ie hub-and-spokeassemblywhile attachingthe rim,
clamp the axle in a bench vise Then, hold the rim so the scarf
joint that closes the circle will fall between rwo spokes and screw
the rirn to one of the spokes opposite the joint. To do this, first
bore a 3/"-in.-dia.hole about % in. deep for a wood plug, and rhen
bore a t/s-in.-dia.hole through the rim for a 1-in {ong, #6 brass
wood-screw shank; finally, whiie holding the rim in position
against the spoke, bore a '/rc-rn.-drapilor hole into the end of the
spoke. Now that the rim is located on the hub-and-spokeassembly,
you can continue around the rim boring holes and screwing the
rim to each of the spokes, except the one nearest the rim's joint.
\f1th this one spoke still unattached,remove the v'heel from the
axle so you can lay out the rim's scarf joint. First, let the loose
portion of the rim overlap alongside the attachedportion and use
C-clampsat both ends of the rim to clamp it into the proper arc, as
shown in the top, left photo on the facing page Next, measure
6 in. along the rim's circumference and divide tl-risinto four equal
l%-ir-r.sections A-ll five lines shor-rldnow be transferred down the
sides of dre rims with a square Then, still working on the rim's
sides, divide the centerline in half and the lines on tl-ie right and
left of the centerline in quafiers. Now, begin at the inside edge of
the rim and draw a diagonal across to the outside edge by con-

Before the rim is screued to tbe last spoke, tbe rim's ends are
clamped as sbourn aboue and lines are transferred doun botb
sides as references for laying out tbe scarfjoint.

Dunbam ba.ndsa.usclose to the scarf joint line: a.bouetbe line on
one end and belout tbe line on the other. Then he u.till srnootb the
scarf joint's mating surfa.cesuitb a rasp.

After tbe kzst spoke is screwedto tbe rim, Dunbam glues and clarnps
tbe scarf joint uith scrap blocks saum to fit tbe inside and outside
arcs. Once tbe dried glue is cleaned up, tbe utbeel is readlt to roll.

necting the appropriate points along the lines (see the top, left
photo above). Turn the wheel over and draw a similar diagonal
on the other side of the rim's overlap.
After laying out for the scarf joint, remove the clamps and bandsaw close to the diagonal lines: above the line on one overlap and
below the line on the other (see the bottom, left photo above).
\fith a rasp, clean up the mating surfaces until they ciamp together without a gap and then screw the rim to the last spoke.
The scarf ioint is glued together and clamped with pieces of
scrapwood bandsawn to the rim's inner and outer arcs to distribute the clamping pressure as shown in the right photo above.After
the glue is completely dry, scrape and sand the sides of the rim so
the joint can't be detected.
The wheels are now complete except for plugging the screw holes
in the rim and some final detailing. I bevel dre rim's inside edges on
the router table with a 45" pilot-bearing router bit, taking care not to
nick the spokes.Then I use carving tools and files to shape the transitions where the spokes meet the rim and-hub (see figure 1 on
p. 70). Before mounting the wheels on the cart, I finish them and the
assembledcart with several coats of Danish oil.

\7hen the wheels are mounted on the ends of the axle, you
should be able to see the snap-ring groove. If you can't, remove
the wheel and drill the 1-in. hole a little deeper. You can get a
pair of snap-ring pliers at any auto-partsstore, but for the convenience of my customers who usually have to assembletheir tea
cart after removing the parts from a shipping carton) I include a
shopmade tool for putting on the snap rings. The tool is simply
a 3/<-in.-squarelength of hardwood with an axle-size, t/r-in.-dia.
hole drilled in one end. To mount the wheels, lay the cart on
one side, place the wheel on the axle and balance a snap ring on
the axle's slightly beveled end. Then, use the tool to press the
snap ring onto the axle until it fits in the groove. Turn the cart
over and mount the other wheel the same way. To cover the
axle and cap the hubs, I turn tapered plugs to fit in the 1-in.
holes and then drill at/"-in. hole, about l/t in. deep, in one end
to make room for the axle.

n

John Dunbam does restoration work for Sotbeby's in Cla.uerack, N.Y, and builcls custom furniture out of bis own shop in
Glens Falls, N.Y.
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Coffee Table Is Spare andsturdy
Loosetenonssirnpffi joinerjt
br-Lars Mikkelsen

fop,3/ex27 x41

Cleats,%in. bv% in.,
are screwed to aprons after
assembly. Oversizedholes
for screws to affix top
allow wood movemenit.

Calculate depth of top leg moftises
to keep them from intersecting.

Aprons, 2% in. by 3/rin.
centeredon legs

Shelf,
3/tx16x30lt

Stretchers,

2 in. by 3/t in.

Corbel
2lr in. by 3/rin.

Only center shelf tenon
is glued; outer tenons are
ungltted and under width
to let shelf move.
Stoppeddado
Le g s , 2 i n . s q . b y 1 6 %i n .

ver since I startedbuilding furniture, I've taken pleasure in
making the many different components in a piece and seeing them all fit together like pieces of apuzzle. As I progressed as a craftsman, the joints got better and more complex,
ancl ny enjcyment of the process increased.But making a lot of
tigl-rt-finingjoints can be quite time-consuming and expensive,
and n'iost of my clients have tight budgets. They have come to
rle because they want something more than they can get in the
department store, but they can't necessarily afford to have me
spend a lot of time doing greatly detailed work. I often have to find
ways to compromise while still aiming to produce beautiful furni76
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ture of sound construction.I look fbr ways to simplify, to use what
toois and materials I can afford and to make limited resources
grant handsome retufns.
I recently hacla challenge of this kind when a client approached
me about making a coffee table Together we settled on a basic
table in the Craftsmanvein (see the photo on the facing page) and
a carefully trimmed budget for the job. Two hallmarks of Craftsman furniture are pinned through-mortisesand legs coopered or
veneeredso quartersawngrain shows all around. But I decided to
leave them out of my table, substitriting the simplicity of loosetenon joinery and solid-wood construction (see the drawing).

Dr?rwing Hcatherlanbert

Laying out lumber
I went looking for about 30 bd. ft. of quaftersawnwhite oak. -What
I found was a few very rough boards that had turned quite black.
After the first pass through my planer, I could see that the wood
was not white oak. I was disappointed, but I kept on planing. -ilZhat
emerged was beautiful red oak of a variery I had never seen before. I decided it would suit my purpose we1l.
\fith the freshly planed boards arrayed on my outfeed table, I
studied the grain and coior to decide where the boards woulcl be
used to their best advantage.First I selectedthe boards for the top.
These should be picked not oniy for their beauty but also with an
eye toward having even color and straight grain along the edges,
so they match weli when
joined together.
I needed four pieces for
the top. I first crosscul
them a few inches over
length and arranged them
as they would be joined.
Ne xt l m ar k edat r iangl e
across all four, so I could
easily orient them. Then I
arranged and marked the
shelf boards and cut thern

work methodically and take everlthing to the same level of finish.
Instead of beltsanding, you could use handplanes to flatten the top
and shelf or rent time on a big thicknesssander
Panelsthis wide cry out for a panel saw of some kind when it
comes to crosscutting, but I don't have one Instead, I clamp a
crosscutting fixture square to the sides and cut one end with a
hand-held trim saw,which is a small circular saw.'WhenI had one
end straight and square, I made the second cut on the tablesaw
abo:ut/+ in longer than needed. Then I flipped the top arottnd to
make a finish cut on the trim-sawn end. I laid out the widtl-r so the
tw-o outside boards were roughly equal and ripped both sides
Using this method, I got good tablesawcuts on all four sidesw-ith
no tearout A few strokes
with a block plane were all
that was needed to clean
up the edges,

Building up leg stock

I glued up the blanks for
the legs by sandwiching a
piece of %-in stock between two 7<-in pieces I
normally make legs from
single sticks, but in this
fo rorroh l e n o t h
case,I couldn't obtain thick
enough stockwhen I neeclI don't have a jointer, but
ed it. I took a lot of care
with short boards like
with these laminations,
these, I can get good glue
joints by ripping them a
matching the layers for color as well as grain orientafew times on the tablesaw,
Simplicity simplffied-Lars Mikkelsen picked thefunctional Craftsman
tion. \flhen I was done, the
taking off about %ain. with
stylefor this lout table and pared it dotttn to its essence.
joints were harely pcrcepe a ch p as s and c hec k i n g
tible even under close exthem for fit after each cut.
amination I ripped the twelve pieces for the leg blanks 7+in.
For longer stock or waney-edged pieces,I clamp a straightedgeto
oversized in width and 5 in oversized in length The extra width
the board and joint it with a flush-trimming router bit.
gave me some leeway for slippage during the glue-up and for the
final ripping to width. The extra length ensured that any snlpe left
Flat top
by the planer in final thicknessing could be cut off.
I gh-redup the top and shelf with pipe clamps, using 7+-in.dou-els
I arrangedthe legs carefu1ly,so matching grain would show on
laid parallel to the boards as clamping blocks, as shown in the top
each side of the table. Then I held them together, and acrossthe
left photo on p 78. The clowels concentratethe pressureright in
top end grain of the four pieces, I drew a single triangle. This quick
the center of the stock and minimize the clamps' tendency to
marking method makes it easy to establish the orientation of a palt
rweak the boards up or down. I keep a stock of dowels of various
at any point in the construction process.
diametersset aside for this purpose. I find it much easierto grab
^
pair of the correct size than to hunt down scrap or make Llp pressure blocks to the thicknessof the workpiece each time.
Joinery
Loose tenoning is the method I use most often for making strucAfter the glue had set,I beltsandedthe slabs.I run my sander ditural joints because it is strong and straightforward. Also called a
agonally to flatten glued-up panels, feeling for the high spots and
splined mofiise or floating tenon joint, the loose tenon ioinl is sir-uconcentrating on them to attain a nice, flat surface I start with a
p1y a pair of mating mortises with an independent tenon to span
100-grit belt, first sanding diagonally and then with the grain. Then
them \flith a mofiising fixture like mine, as shown in the bottotl
I change to a 120-grit belt and sand with the grain only. People ofleft photo on p 78, the joints are easyto make (For cletailson ihe
ten complain that a belt sander is hard to control and easy to
constrarctionand use of my jig, seeFW\X/#92, p it.) Oi course.
gouge with, but I have developed a good working relationship
rVith
you could also make the mortises by hancl, on a rollter table or
practice, yoLr can gain the
with my 3-in. by 2l-in. Makita.
with a hol1ow-chiselmortising setup.
touch requlred to flatten a wide surface.
I make loose tenons from the same material as the tab1e,so all
'ffhen the beltsanding is finished, I switch to a random-orbit
seasonal movement will be the same.JLrstmake sure the E;rain
sander and work through the grits, starting with 120 and moving
runs the length of the loose tenon. For this table, n'ith 1-in.-wide
on to 180and220 Then I hand-sandwith a block and220-gritpamortises, I first ripped long stt-ips1%oin wide ancf-/.eln. thick.
per to remove any slight swid marks the random orbit may have
Then I thickness-planedthem to exact size, checking them every
left On a relatively forgiving wood like oak, this step is my last,
pass or two in a sample mortise until I got that wonderful feelerbut with something hard and close-grained like cherry, I might fingauge fit. If you have to use strength to pull the spline from the
ish up with 320-grit paper. Someone once asked me when you
mortise, the fit's too tight; if there's no resistance,it's too loose.
knowyou've sandedenough, and I told him. "You knowyou nevMakine the tenons %ein. undersizedrnwidth leavesroom for exer have." There's always more you could do. but it's important to
l!__D\l_'

Irhotosr Jonadrarr BiDzen
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Doutek delir,rcr
cbmping pressure at
the center of the board
(right), and they keep the
glue-upflat. The author
keepsdowek of aarious
diametersfor gluing
dffirent thickness stock.

Offset tenons crea.te a deep setback. For the gallery of spindles
on narrou) stock, the author offset
the tenons, leaaing out one
shoulder (aboue).
Ioose tenons need clean
m orti ses-Plunge -ro uting o n a
fixture like this shopmade one
(left) produces crisp, uniform
mortisesfor the loose tenons.

cess glue and also gives you some welcome lateral adjustment in
the glue-up I rounded over the tenon edges on the router table
and then cut them to length-7s in. shorter than the combined
depth of the tvvo mofiises.
\fith al1but the shelf and spindle joints cut, I dry-assembled the
table. At this point, I measured between the stretchers to find the
length of the shelf. This dimension could be calculated, but because even a slight misplacement of a mortise or variation in the
thickness of the stretcher could throw everlthing off, I find it better to measure the length once everlthing else has been done.
I cut the shelf to size in the same way that I cut the top. It is attached to the stretchers with loose tenons, but only the center
tenon is glued. The outer tenons, cut narrow by % in. and left
loose, give the shelf room to move with changes in humidity while
supporting it firmly.
The spindles are too small for loose tenons, so I tenoned their
ends and cut mating square moftises in the stretchers and aprons.
As I played around with the piacement of the spindles, I decided
that a l"-in set-back from the outside edge of the stretchers and
aprons gave it the feeling I wanted. It's surprising what a differencele in can make in places like this. If you pull the spindles up
to the edge of the rails, you create a flat surface; if you push them
in a bit, suddenly the spindles impart a feeling of structure and
78
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strength. Given the thickness of the stock I had, this decision
meant cutting tenons with no shoulder on the outside face, as
shown in the photo at right above. I could have used thicker
material for the aprons and stretchers,but none was readily available. So to get the job done and to keep my expenses down, I
worked with what I had. I cut the tenons with a dado set on the
radial-arm saw.
I chopped mortises for the spindles on the drill press with a
7s-in.moftising chisel.I wanted the mortisestobel/< in. by 7ain., so
I made a 5/s-in.spacer block, which I placed in front of a stop block
on the fence. Once the stop block was clamped down at the right
spot, I could make a mortise in two quick chops, one with the
spacer block and one without. The sides of the mofiises required
a little cleanup with a chisel, but the ends, which are severed end
grain and provide no glue surface, I left rough.

Corbels
\7ith all the other parts milled and joints cut, I turned to the corbels.
These curved suppofis, borrowed from architecture, are one of the
elements that distinguish Craftsman furniture. In this case, they're
not structurally significant, but like the deep set-back of the spindies, they lend the piece a senseof weight and solidiry Because
I'd left out other decorative details, I wanted to get these right.
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I started by making a template I drew what I felt was a pleasing
shape for the corbels on a l/z-in piece of pl1.wood and cut it out
with a jigsaw To fair the curve and rid it of sawmarks, I used a
technique I learned from a friend wlth boatbuilding experience. I
folded sandpaperaround ahe-in.-thick sliver of wood, as shown
in the top photo below The sliver conforms to the curve, riding
over low spots and cutting the high spots. If the initial cut is reasonably true, this quickly produces a perfectly fair cule Then I
used the piece of plywood as a template to shape the corbels. I
first jigsawed the corbels a bit too large and then nailed the template to them with a couple of brads placed in the edge that would
be let into the leg. By running the template against a flush-trimming bit in the router tabie (see the bottom photo below), I quickly produced identicalcopies.
The corbels fit into the leg with a stopped dado, which I cut on
the tablesaw using a stacked dado blade. I set the fence to position the dado in the center of the leg and clamped a stop block to
the fence so that the cut would stop exactly where the corbels end.
\7hen the leg hit the stop block, I turned the saw off, waited for
the blade to stop and removed the leg. It is quite easy to finish the
stopped dado with a chisei.

Assemtrly
The corbels were the last parts I
made. \flhen they were finished, my
favorite moment had arrived-the
time for dry-assembiy. If all the joints
afe iust right, dry-assembly is aloy to
do as everything snaps together and
holds tightly without clamps. In this
case, I could lift the whole assembly
by one leg without an),'thingcoming
apart. This little act gave me a thrill
and impressed my client, who happened to have stopped by my shop
at just that moment.
Before final assembly, I blocksanded everlthing and eased all the
edges. Some sanding will always be
needed after glue-up, but it is easier
to do the bulk of it beforehand when
all the pieces lie flat and all their
faces are easy to reach.
I did the assembly in stages,first
gluing up each end and later iinking
them together I started the glue-up
by fitting one set of spindles into
their stretcher and apron mortises.
As soon as these joints were pulled
tight, I glued the apron and stretcher
to the legs. It's important to square
this subassembly by measuring the
diagonals with a tape. And I made
sure the legs ended up in the same
plane by sighting across them. By
gluing ail this in one operation, I prevented the possibility of having a
skewed spindle assembly that would
not fit neatly into the legs.
\7hen the glue dried, I glued the
two side aprons and the shelf betlveen the end frames. I did this on a
flat surface, checking the diagonals

into make sure the table ended up square and making ceruin
^g
all four legs were solidly on the sr.rrface.Sometimes a clamp or n\ o
must be skewed a bit to achieve this and to ensure the table rr-il]
not rock later on.
I attached the top with cieats screwed solidly to rhe apron To accommodate seasonal movement of the top, I drilled or-ersized
holes up through the cleats and pulled the top tight wirh pan-head
screws fitted with washers.

The finishing touch
For the finish, I applied three coats of Antique Minwax. I rubbed in
the final coat with fine steel wool and immediately wiped it otr-.
leaving a beautifully smooth finish that, with occasional reoilin-e.
will only get more beautiful with time.
This table was my first effort in the Craftsman style. I had originally suggestedthis style to my client because I felt that it q-ould tlr
the decor and because it stands up so well to hear,y use. But n-hile
building the table, I came to appreciate the honesty with s-hich
design and construction are related in Craftsman work. There is
no unnecessafy ornamentation-sound structural componenl{
make the design
Lars Mikkelsen is afuntituretnaker

in Santa Margarita, Calif.

Shaping corbels-The
author takes doun the
high spots on the corbel
template'sj igsatL'ncu rce
uith sandpaper backed by
aflexible stick (abore)
Corbel copies-A
plytuood template on tIrc
router table Qeft) is used
to fl ushl ri/n lhe corbek .
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Building a Gate-LegCard Table
Tackling curued rails and inlaid legs
br- Frank M. Pittman

Tapered legs u)itb fine inlalts, curued rails and light proportions giae
this gate-leg card table a delicate look. A knuckle joint built into tbe
rear apron allous tbe lefr rear leg to sling back and support tbe flip
top uben fuily opened. The deep reddisb-broum color of the 5o-yearold air-dried cbeny used.for tbe top and legs blends perfectly taitb
the mabogany crotch ueneer on tbe curaed, raik.
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bout 10 years ago I promised my wife I would build her a
card table. Needlessto say, after a decade of watching me
l- I "research" the problem, she had almost given up hope,
and so she
he was
was esneciallv
when IT presented
nresenred rhe
oate-leespecially delishte.l
delighted when
the gate{eg
card table shown at 1eft.
Tables such as these,with tapered legs and string inlay, are often
attributed to the 18th-cenruryfurniture designer George Hepplewhite, but my research suggeststhat this association may not be
entirely accurate.Hepplewhite's principle claim to fame is a book
of furniture designs, Tbe CabinetMaker and upholsterer's Guid.e,
published by his wife Alice in 1788,two ,vearsafter his death. And
although dre tabies illustrared in this book have the same light proportions and similaf tapered legs, none have the same balance of
uncluffered lines and graceful cules that enhance the table shown
here. Forrunately, I can avoid attributing the table's design to a particular sryleby crediting a former teacherof mine, Valter B. Nalbach,
with is inspiration.Nalbachbuilt a pair of tablessimilar to this in the
I930s, artdwith his permission I measureddrem and incotporated a
few minor design changes of my own, such as running the string
inlay on all four faces of each leg and inlaying the beil flowers on
two facesof each leg insteadof iusr one (see the photo at 1eft).
My table is from cherry, with crotch mahogany veneer on the
aprons. The legs require 6 bd. ft of % stock, which is enough for
the table's four legs plus one extra for checking the tool setups for
the many machining operarions involved with the inlays The top requires 11 bd. ft. of well-matched % srock you'll also need an additional 2 bd, ft. of lt cherry for the back apron, which is actually a
three-part construciion that includes an inner apron dovetailed into
the side aprons and d'ie two-part knuckle-joint gate-legmechanism
that supports the hinged top when open. The cherry apron beads
can be made from leg or top scraps.The front and side aprons are
stack-laminated
poplar, bandsawnto shapeand then veneered.I used
about 10 bd. ft of 1A-in.-thickpoplar for the laminated blanks
Becauseof the curved aprons and the intricacies of the inlays,
the first step in building this table is to make full-scale drawings to
work out the details in actual size. You'Il need patterns for the
curved parts anyrvay,and so you might as well prepare them ahead
of time. In addition, if you buy the oval flower inlays and the banding that trims the lower leg as I did, you should have them on
hand before beginning fie project I got my irdays from Constantine,
2050 EastchesterRoad, Bronx, NY. 10,61; the banding is catalog
#83 ud the ovals are #|f..r562.Stringing is traditionally made from
holly, maple or satinwood. I was lucky enough to have a piece of t+
satinwood,which I sawed into Yrc-in.-wideinlav srrips.
Legs, banding and stringing-Begin by ripping the five l11Ae-in.sq. leg blanks from the % stock. Crosscur the blanks to finished
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Iength, and then taper each side using a iig that holds the leg at a
slight angle as it's passedthrough the tablesaw.As you can see in
figure 2 on the facing page, the taper begins 4 in. below the top of
each leg and extends to its base,which is only 5/sin. sq. After tapering, each leg requires five separateoperations to cut the grooves
for d-reinlays. The legs must also be mortised to receive the apron
tenons and dadoed for the lower apron bead that r-uns across the
legs, but it's best to do drese operations after constructing and veneering the aprons to ensure these joints are located properly.
You should cut the banding grooves around the bottom of the
legs first because they make handy stops for the long stringing
grooves that you will cut ne\t. This bit of wisdom comes from
hindsight; I cut the stringing grooves first, as you can see in the
photo below, But more importantly, the photo shows how I routed
the banding grooves on the tapered legs with the aid of a miter
gauge, even though the router table had no miter gauge slot; I
simply ran the gauge's bar aiong the table's front edge with the
router table fence clamped parallel to the front edge to locate the
grooves I set dre miter gaugear-rgleto compensatefor the legs'taper
by making test cuts on the fifth leg and measuring up squarely from
tlre bottom of the leg until the groove ran parallel to ihe bottom.
I made the iong, straight grooves for the stringing with a Dremel
tool fitted with a router-base attachment and guide My dentist
helped me acquire a few carbide dental burrs (Pennwalt +559,
from Health Co International, 1 Field Lane, Orchard Ridge Corporate Park,Brewster,N.Y. 10509;974-277-4074),
which I used to cut
the %o-in-wide grooves,(See Iry,M #83,pp.62-64 for more on this
method.) To cut the 3/+in-radiusgrooves at the top of the stringing
pattern, I made a %-in.-thick Plexiglas fixture that has a t/s-in.-dia.
hole in the center of each of the arcs (see the top photo ar righr on
the facing page). A pivot pin screwed through the router-attachment base is inserted into each center hole in turn and the Dremel
tool is pivoted to cut the arcs. I used a pair of dividers with a
dowel taped to one leg to locate the fixture on the surface to be
inlaid, as shown in the top photo at left on the facing page. Ifhen
the fhture was aligned so the arcs began at the ends of the straight
stringing grooves and met at the centerline of the leg, I clamped

Tbe autbor routs tbe banding grooue in a leg by running tbe miter
gauge bar along the router table'sfront edge.Tbe router-table fence,
uhicb locates tbe cut is clamped parallel to tbe table'sfront edge.
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the fixture to the leg and cut the grooves.
After cutting the banding and stringing grooves, I ripped out the
thin satinwood strips. \X4ren I got around to fitting the curved
stringing sections, I discovered that satinwood is too brittle to
bend well, and so I had to soak the stringing in water for several
minutes and then bend it over a hot pipe mounted on a soldering
iron. The soaking and heating had to be repeated several times to
achieve the desired bend, and even then I broke several pieces. I
cut and fit all the stringing for one leg surface at a time, including
miters at the corners, and then glued the pieces in right away so I
wouldn't lose them. The stringing expands slightly when it absorbs
glue; so you should press the pieces into the glue-filled grooves as
quickly as possible. The expansion holds the pieces so rightly that
there is no need to clamp the stringing. After all rhe srringing is
applied, I glued the banding strips into their grooves at the base of
the legs. Before inlaying the flowers, I sanded the stringing and
banding flush using 100-grit paper on a sanding block.
Flower inlays-My table required eight sets of satinwood bell
flowers. Each set has four flowers that diminish in size from top to
bottom, and so I needed 32 flowers in all. To srreamline the processof cutting out the flowers, I glued up a stack of nine pieces of
satinwood veneer with a piece of paper between each layer so the
stack could be easily separated later. The ninth layer gave me an
extra set of flowers just in case.Then I made a photocopy of the
full-size inlay drawing and glued it to the top of the veneer stack.
After cutting out the flowers with a scroll saw, I sanded and filed
each stack to final shape and then inserted a sharp knife (you
could also use a tazor blade) on the paper glueline to pop the
veneer layers apart (see the bottom photo on the facing page).
Inlaying the 32 separate flowers isn't difficult, but it is slow
work. It's not something you can whip out in a couple of hours; so
realize up front that you have to take your time, To begin, place
one of the large flowers carefully on the cenrerline of the leg and
irace around it with a sharp pencil; do one flower at a time. I use
my Dremel tool with a router base to clear oui most of the wood,
and then I clean out the tight corners and final fit each flower with
a knife and a small chisel. For both the routing and the final fitting,
I use a lighted magnifi,ing glass (the kind that clamps to a tabletop
and that jewelers often use). I've found fiat if I'm satisfiedwith the
way an inlay looks through the magniffing glass, it really looks
great without magnification. Fit one flower at a time and then glue
it in place with a clamp and waxed-paper-coveredblock. By the
time you've inlaid one flower on each leg, the first leg wiil be dry
enough to unclamp so you can inlay iis nexl flower. The six oval
inlays at the top of the legs are fitted the same way as the flowers.
After all the inlaying is complete, finish-sand the legs through
220-grit. Make sure that alI traces of dried glue have been sanded
away I thought I had done a thorough sanding job, but when I
sprayed on the first coat of lacquer, several glue smears showed
up and I had to resand all ofthese areas.You can locate dried glue
before finishing by wetting the wood's surface with water: glue
residue will show up as light-colored areas.
Veneered front and side aprons-The front and side apron
blanks are made by stack laminating 3h-in.-thickyellow poplar to
the following sizes: one 3'/zx4'/zx2lt/z front apron; and two
side aprons Use the gridded drawings of the front and
3Tzx3Yzx1.5
side aprons in the detail in figure 1 on the previous page to make
full-size templates for laying out the curves on each blank \flhen
you bandsawthe curves keep the cuts as clean as possible, because
the waste part of each apron wili be used to clamp the veneer to
the apron. Sand or scrape out any slight irregularities in the apron
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Iefi: Pittman uses a set of diuiders uitb a dooael tapect onto one leg to letcare;t4 ;i;-;,-;;
ternplateforcuttingtbecuruedstringinggrooues.Rigltt:Tbearciscuttt'itltaD,t,ritl;,1
fitted uitb a' screu) tbat is inserted in one of tbe template's boles. The screu allr,,u-s r.be &i;
to be piuoted tbrougb tbe 3/+-in.-dia. arc.

To make tbe flouer inlays, tbe autbor glued up a stack of ueneers tDitb paper betueen eacb
laSter, cut tbe flouers from the stack and tben separatetl tbe inlays utti tbe tip of a. kn.ife.

--urve,and then screw temporary blocks to each end of the waste
rortion of the apron blank to ensure perfect alignment when
:lamping the veneer. I recommend using backed veneer if you can
-ir-rdit because it is much easier to handle than single-ply crotch
:rahogany I bought book-matched crotch mahogany veneer
:acked with poplar veneer from Cummings Veneer Co., Box 49,
\ew Albany, lnd. 471.50.Cut the veneer so it overhangs abour
,/, in, on both edgesof the blank. Then glue the veneer ro the outer
-:rceof the apron, clamp the waste half of the blank over the veneer
r-ith C-clamps and let it dry overnight. The nex:t day, unclamp the
-iprons and trim the overhanging veneer with a sharp knife.
As ,vou can see in the detail in figure 1, the ends of each side
rpron must be trimmed to length at a 5goangle from the straight
rack side. Becauseof the difficulty of cutting renons on these anqled ends, the side aprons are doweled into the front legs. In addiiol-r,a notch must be cut at the back end of each side apron to
rquare off an areato receive the dovetailed rear apron. Make the
iSo parallel end cuts using the miter gauge on the tablesawand
*'ith the blade tilted 32o from its usual 90oposition. Then lower
:he blade and make the 58o cur on the inner face of the side
:rpron to form dre notch that will house the rear apron. Return the
blade to irs square position and complete the notch by standing
rhe apron on its back end and suppofting it with the miter gauge
-\fter notching both side aprons, raise the blade and trim rhe front
ends of both side aprons in a similar manner, with the aDrons
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standing on their front ends, to form a flat area to ioin with the
glue blocks, as shown.
The tenons that join the front apron to tl-ie legs must be cut in rlvo
steps because of the curve on the apron,s face. Trim the apron to
lengtlr first, allowing for the 3A-in-longtenons. Then, on the tablesav"-,
cut the tenon shoulder and cheek on the apron,sback side with its
flat side down The apron can't be flrpped over and run facedown
becauseof the curue and so the top shoulder and cheek must be cut
from above with the rudial-arm saw. I made the tenons %e in thick
and centered them on the apron's squared-offends.
\7hen locaring rhe mortises and the dowel holes in the front
legs, keep in mind that the aprons are set back fs in from the
corner of those legs. I bored the y2-in.-dia.dowel holes in the front
ends of the side aprons on the drill press by ciarnpinga wood hand
screw to the back end of the apron to provide a ,,foot" to stand it up
vefiically on the drill-presstable. Then I used another hand screri as
a leg to support dre upper portion of the angled apron I inserted
commercial dowel centers into the holes to locate the mating holes
in the iegs.To complete the front legs,locate and cut %z-in.-widebv
3Ae-in.-deep
dadoeson the outside surfacesof each leg to receive the
bead that runs around the bottom of the aorons
Rear aprons-The three-part rear apron consists of a long inner
apron dovetailed to the side aprons, and two short aprons that are
tenoned into the rear legs and joined at rhe middle with a knuckle
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ioint, or wooden hinge. The apron that's joined to the fixed rear
leg is screwed and glued to the long dovetailed apron, while the
od-ier is tenoned to the gate leg and allowed to pivot to support
tl-retabletop when the flap top is open.
To determine the lengtl-i of the dovetailed apron, dry-assemble
the front legs with the front and side aprons, and then while holding the joints together tightly, measure the exact distance behveen
the notches in the back ends of the side aprons; don't forget to add
the iength of the dovetails. The detail in figure 1 on p. 81 shows
the layout for the hand-cut dovetails I used on my table.
'lfhen
making the two-part outer rear apron, don't cut the parts to
exact length; leave each about 2 in. too long until after you've cut and
fit dre hinge. There's no reasonto be intirnidatedby the idea of making a wooden hinge Simply lay out the intedocking fingers directly
on both hinge pafts and mark the areas to be cut. Set the tablesaw
blade at the same height as the thickness of tl-ie parts, and while holding the workpiece vertically and supported by dre miter gauge (fitted
witl-r an auxiliary fence), make repeated cuts to remove the waste.
Before rounding over the corners to form the knuckles, put the
two parts of the hinge together and use the drill press to bore the
l+in.-dra hole for the steel hirrge pin, as shown in the photo below. Drill clear through the hinge assembly so you can easily remor.e the pir-rwhen trial-fitting. You'll trap the pin at final assembly
bv gluing a dowel plug in the bottom of the hole, After drilling the
hole, take the hinge apart and use a disc or edge sander to round
over the corners that forrn tl-ie hinge's barrel; replace the pin and
rnake sure dre gate-leg apron swings through p0o, even when the
fked apron is held tighdy to the dovetailed rea-rapron.
When the hinge is complete, cut both parts of dre hinged apron to
length, allowing 3/t in at each end for tl-releg tenons Instead of centering the rear leg tenons as on the front apron, I made drem flush
with the back surface of tl-reaprons to give the mofiise a larger setback in the gate leg. Finally, locate and cut a mortise in each rear leg
so that the hinged apron's inside face is flush with the face of the leg.

Tbe hinge-pin bole is drilled tbrougb the hL,o-part rear apron after
an end-to-end finger joint is cut on tbe tuo parts, but before tbe
uertical colyters are roundecl ouer to form tbe binge barrel.
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The front and side aprons can now be finish-sanded to 220-grrt
in preparation for assembly.However, before gluing up the table
base, use the front and side aprons as patterns for bandsawing the
5Az-in.-tltickcherry that is glued to the bottom of the aprons ro
form the bead. Make sure the front edges will protrude about % in.
and round over these edges with a finger plane or small-radius
router bit. Nso, round over some of the scrap from the curved
pieces to make the short sections of bead for the legs.
Gluing up tl:e base and attaching the top-Because of the unusual construction of the base,I glued it up in severalsteps.First, I
glued the two hinged aprons to the rear legs and the side aprons to
the front legs. In order to clamp the side aprons, I had to screw
blocks to the inside of the aprons temporarily, as shown in the detail
in figure 1 on p. 81.After the side apron4ront leg assemblieswere
dry I glued the front apron and the dovetailed back apron in place.
Then I cut, fit and screwed in the corner glue blocks. Next, I giued
and screwed the fixed rear aprorVleg assembly to the dovetailed
apron and attached the gate-leg assemblyb1.inser-tingthe hinge pin
into d-reknuckle joint (after plugging the bottom of the hole with a
short dowel) Finally, I glued the apron beads in place, and fitted the
small leg beads into the dadoes and glued them in place.
As you can see in figure 1, I used metal clips to secure my tabletop to the aprons. These tabietop fasteners,which hold the solid
top to the aprons while still allowing it to expand or contract, are
avallable from most woodworking mail-order companies and in
some hardware stores,\fith the table standing on all four legs, it's
easyto rout the slots with a lrc-in.-wide, winged slot-cutting bit; of
course, you need to buy the clips first so you know how far the
slots should be from the upper edge of the aprons.
Construction of the two-part tabletop is very straightforward.
The % stock is planed to '3Aetn. thick and then glued up to make
two pieces about 20 in. wide by 37 in. long. \X4renthese top blanks
are dry, the glue squeeze-out is scraped from the joints and the
mating (hinged) edge of each blank is cleaned up on the jointer
Then apply double-faced tape to the surface of one blank, and
place the other blank on top, taking great care to perfectly align
the mating edges. The top's shape is then drawn on the upper
surfacefrom a full-scale pattern and both pieces are bandsawn out
at the same time \fith the two tabletop halves still stuck togerher,
sand the sawn edges to finished shape.Then you can separaterhe
two halves and use a router with a %-in.-radiusbit to round over
the inside mating edge of both top pieces to provide clearance
when the top is opened and closed.
I bought my card-table hinges from Wise Co., 6503 Sr. Claude
Ave., Arabi, La. 70032 (catalog #H05A). I had to grind down a
Yz-in-wide high-speed steel router bit to cut the tsAt-in.-widemortises in the edges of the tabletops to receive dte hinge leaves. I
recommend tl-ratyou use steel screws for iitting the hinges initially
and then replace them wid-r brass screws at final assembly.At this
point, you can place the assembled top on the base, screw the
tabletop fastenersto its underside and check that tl-retop and gate
leg both open and close as they should.
Finally, disassemblethe tabletop from the base and dre hinges
from the tops and apply the finish. I used spray lacquer, rubbing
between coats with 400-grit paper and smoothing the final coat
with 0000 steel wool to produce a satin sheen.
!
Frank Pittman teachesfur"niture d,esignand constnrction, as uell
as nood tecbnologt and guitar.making, at western Kentucley LIniuersity in Bowling Green The Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer's
Guide, by George Hepplewbite, is auailable from Douer Publications Inc.,31 E.2nd St.,Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

Working Green Wood

Frowr,raLUlogt,chairs that uill stand the testof tirne
by Harriet Hodges

A sha'aing horse is idealfor
green utoodutoffing.
IliP the utorkpiece around instantly and. repeatedlyio

other holding deu_ices_
taill taork satisfactodly, but with the shauing horse,
J)ou cart
that you're iea.fly altaays cutting tiith tne grain.

reen woodworking delights our clesire for thrift and
l^
I
1- speed. In a few days, you can fashion a chair from the forest.The tools are few, the techniques simple and the work
\J
satisfying. Green wood is simply wood that,s still in possession of
most of the moisture it had when it was a tree. This moisture
makes the wood much softer and more responsive so that work_
ing it is pure delight It's also a lor easier: The froe, drawknife,
spokeshave, brace and auger bit-the main tools of the green
woodworker-all respond much better to wood that is not yet dry
and brittle. To use these tools on green woo<l is to understand how
simple cutting tools are meant to respond. \(hile still wet, hickory
peels like a caffot. Dry, it rings like stone
\7hy bother, though? Machine tools have raken much of the la_
bor and difficulty out of working dried woods. But there are sev_
eral reasons why a woodworker at the end of the 20th centllry
Photos exceptwhere
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should be interested in a technology that,s more than 1,000r-ears
old, and they all hark back to the essentialnature of wood itself-.-\
woodworker uses a drawknife to dimension green stock to tbllon
the plane of one of the tree's growth rings. That rnaintains long.
continuous fibers. These bundles of long fibers are strong: Be_
cause there are no severed bundles (short grain), there s no danger of any portion of a drawknifed spindle, for example. shearing
or springing under stress.A \flindsor chair, belying its delicate
lines, can take a terrific beating (see the photo on p. g6.).
Another reason green woodworking has endured is that phenomenally strong joints are possible Green-wood joinen takes
advantage of the high moisture content of freshly felled trees (or
well-preserved tree sections, more on this later) and of the fact
that wood shrinks much more in the tangential plane than in the
radial plane (seefigure 2 on p.88). \fet-dry joinery takes a srrerchTablesand Chairs
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\Tindsor chairs I build professionally. It,s an elemental process,
from felling a tree and bucking it into lengths, to riving blanks for
the various parts and squaring up those blanks with a drawknife, to
shaping the parrs and attending to the joinery. Then a bit of sanding, a couple of coats of milk paint, and you have a unified, elegant
whole, a strong, handsome chair that will last for generations.
The best way to learn the basics of green woodworking is to take
a course with a good teacher. The hands-on experience will give
you the confidence to dive in. I learned most of what I know from
Cur-tisBuchanan in a class I took five years ago and a private tutorial a year later But if you can,t afford a class or don,t have the
time, you can still learn the process on your own. The craft is forgiving, and you need no jigs, just good eyes and hands.

Getting logs

Fig. 1: Drawknifing a square blank

2) Square this
side to the first.
3) Then use a marking
gauge to score lines off
of these flat faces,and
shave down to the lines.

er or spindle, dries it for a shorr while in a makeshift kiln and then
inserts its tenoned ends, properly oriented, into propedy situated
mortises in the still wet legs or seat. This kind of joinery relies
more on the nature of wood than on the strength of the glue for
its longeviry. As the two parts reach equilibrium in moisture content, the joint becomes tighter A dry tenon in a wet mortise is a
joint for the ages.
Another advantage of working green wood is the ease with
which it can be bent (for a primer on steam-bending, seeFV4y/
#107,p.62). Green wood bends readily as long as your bending
stock is free of defects.That's becauseit hasn't had the chance to
dry out, and kiln drying hasn't baked the wood and set the lignin.
One of the most satisfying aspectsof green woodworking for me
is to take what manywould consider no more than firewood-logs
in their raw form-and make of it something as refined as the
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The first thing you need to do is get some stock Fortunately, this
is simple and cheap in most parts of the country. you want logs.
Look in the local paper for a firewood dealer or check the yellow
pages for a sawmill nearby. Or if you live in a tural areaand have
a truck, many farmers will let you cut your own for a lot less than
you'd pay even a firewood dealer. If you,re going to cut down
your own trees, look for perfectly straight boles with no limbs
Make sure there aren't any batk striations or irregularities revealing twisted grain or buried knots. If your project involves bending,
you'll do best to get a hickory, white-oak or red-oak iog Other
trees that bend well are beech, birch and ash. Sugarmaple is ideal
for many purposes, particularly for turned legs (it takes crisp, sharp
detailing), but beech, red maple, birch, walnut, cherry, almost any
North American hardwood, is fine.
Your log should be freshly cut-no more than a week old. After
that, checking starts,and you lose useable stock. Logs should be
crosscut to no longer than 5 to 6 ft. for easy handling, though there
are exceptions. A settee,which has the longest bent member of
common \Tindsor designs, requires nearly 7 ft. for the rough back
blank. I've aiso found that trees in the neighborhood of 12 to Il in.
dia. are just about right. Smaller trees can also yield good stock,
but often, by the time you rive (split) off the sapwood and the
pith, neither of which is particulady desirable, you will get no
more than one biank from each pie-slice shaped wedge that you
split out, which makes it kind of a waste. At the other end of the
spectrum, a gteat hickory tree came down last year when Hurricane Hugo blew through our neck of the woods. At neady 30-in.
across, there's plenty of useable wood, but moving sections
around is all but impossible.
For stock that won't be bent, I crosscut bolts, or short 1og sections, faidy close to their final length as spindles or legs or whatever. For your bending stock, you want no more than 15 growth
rings to the inch; eight is about ideal. This may seem counterintuitive, but for ring-porous hardwoods (oak, ash, hickory-all
your best bending woods), the greater the ring densiry the higher
Drawings:
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PREPARING GREEN STOCK
stock is chea'p
Green-woodtoorking
and easy to prepare (top left) Log sections can be split out by driuing a uedge
into the end and then leapfrogging wedges
in the crack that opens on the sections'
innerface.
Afroe and club toork utell to separate
sapooood from heartcaood (bottom left).
Although the saptuood can be used, its
moisture content differs from the heartttood, tlhich could result in uneuen or unpre di ctab le shrink age.
Aforked, log, called a brake, holds a
(far
utedge-shaped section upright
right) ulhile the author remoues bark, sapzr)oocland pith ancl riues the section into
ro ugh chair-part blank s.

the proporlion of weak, large-pored earl1-wood to overall tissue.
Bending wood must be virtually perfect: If the first log you split
for bending doesn't split easily into quarters to reveal perfectly
straight grain, try another 1og.You can always use sections of the
first log between defects for shorter pieces.Just don't kid yourself
about bending flawed stock. Bending perfect wood is quick and
easy.Bending stock with even a pin knot usually turns out to be a
waste of all the effort you put into shaping the bending blank.

Preparing green stock from logs to square blanks
The absolute minimum in tools is a steel maul and three wedges,
but a froe and club work well on smaller stock and will make the
job more pleasant. Starting with a log, you position a wedge with
one hand at the center of the log and strike it. Follow the split back
with other wedges, leapfrogging them as one loosens the other.
Then repeat with each half, quarter and so on, starting the splits at
the iog ends (see the top left photo)
\7hen your log is down to manageable pie-slice shaped wedges,
move one to a brake (a propped-up horizontal pottion of a forked
tree), as shown in the photo at right, or brace one end against another tree. The nice thing about the brake is it holds a pie-shaped
piece well. Mark the end of each piece to be rived just where you
intend to make divisions. Always mark divisions and begin splits
from the smaller end of a iog section; tharway, if it wanders, you
won't end up with a piece that's too small (see the photo at right).
If you need a 1-in.-sq. piece for a charcback, try for llz-in.-sq.
pieces until you can do that consistently and have a good feel for
how a log will split. Be generous in your divisions. I've ruined a lot
of pieces trying to make one perfectly good, but slightly oversized,
blank into two that were "just right " Make extras of everlthing.

Photos this page: Eric DaY

Always try to halve each section, and then halve again and so on.
By keeping the mass on each side of a division equal, the split runs
truer. You can cofrect a split somewhat, but it's not a precise science. If you're using a froe and a brake, for instance, and your split
begins to run to one side, you can exert pressure on the thicker
side and possibly force a correction. With a maul and wedge, your
only recourse is to flip the stock and start again from the other end
as soon as you see a split start to drift.
You're interested in hearfwood only. Bark and pith are obviously out, but even sapwood's trickry.You can use it, but its moisture
content is so much different from hearrwood that it's usually more
of a pain than it's worth To remove bark and sapwood, I usualhwait until I'm down to a pie-slice shaped wedge to froe it off (see
the bottom left photo). The pith generally gets discarded with the
small triangular section I discard from a final split.
I take rough blanks to the shaving horse (see the photo on p 85).
although other holding devices such as a bench vise u'ould also
work. I begin drawknifing, bevel down, in the radial plane shaping a flat side perpendicular to the growth rings (see figure 1 on
p. 86). Sight down stock frequently, and correct wind. or r\\ isi. as
necessary.Then flip stock to an adjacent side, and square it to the
first, being careful to follow the line of one growth ring \Vhen in
doubt, study the piece from the side, marking the ring line r-ou're
trying to follow. Reverse stock as necessary so that you're cuming
with the grain as much as possible.Once adjacentsidesare sqllare
and true, score down from those faces with a marking gallge
to mark your needed dimension. The dimensicn chosen mttst allow for shrinkage. For a chair back-bow that mlrst be 3/tin dry,I
square to about 13/rcin. Square to your marked lines, and your
piece is ready for drying or bending if you're going to make a
Tables and Chairs
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r"-A drioe plate helps size tenons precisely. Simply a thick piece
of precisely machined steel, the clriue plate helps to match tenons
etcactly to the auger bit used to drill the socket mortises. Such precisejoinery ensures the longeuity of thefinal product.

stool or rustic chair with square members. For \Windsors and other pieces requiring round members, you have a bit more work.
The closer to a perfect square you produce, the more neady perfect your round. A perfect round bends perfectly. A round begins
as a square, which is turned into an octagon and then rounded. To
turn squares into octagons, remove cofners with a drawknife
Then just spokeshave the high points off to get a round. A concave-sole spokeshave is particulady handy here.
Stock that you're not going to be using right away needs to be
stored propedy if it's to stay green. Minimally, stock should always
be stored out of the sun, but ideally, it should be kept immersed in
water I keep blanks in a pond by my house, but even a trough
would do the job. Log halves and smaller sections also can be
stored heart side down on damp ground, out of the sun and covered with a tarp. Stock that you intend to bend requires more care
in this regard than wood that will be used for straight par-ts.

Joining green-wood components
Green-wood joinery techniques Iake advantageof wood's tendency to dry predominantly in the tangential plane, or roughly
parallel to the growth rings. Bone-dry tenons (0 tc:.5% moisture)
are created from the green stock by drying the shaved components, generally stretchers and spindles, in a kiln for 48 hours or
so. My makeshift kiln consists of scored, foil-faced building insulation folded into a box, with wooden ends and a light bulb for a
heating element. The dry tenons are then sized to a very tight fit in
the tangential plane, eased slightly in the radial plane to prevent
splitting out the socket mortise, and insefted into mortises drilled
in moist, green wood (I5 to 20%moisture).As the tenon picks up
moistrire from the surrounding wood, glue and air, the tenon
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swells in the tangential plane, locking itself permanently in place.
One important caveat:A tenoned member that will also have a
mortise drilled in it needs to have the mortise area protected from
drying. An aluminum-foil wrap works well.
Glue in this loint acts initially to reintroduce water to an artificially dry tenon, and then it acts as abarrier to ovedy quick moisture exchange, protecting the wood from drastic changes. The
glue is actually of secondary importance to the strength of the
joint, though; it's primarily a mechanicalbond.
These joints depend on close tolerances for optimum strength. A
less-than-perfectjoint won't usually relegate a chair to the scrap
pile, but the sturdiest,most longJived chairs will be those with
perfect joints. For that reason, I had a machinist make a drive plate
for me. It's nothing fancy, just a %-rn.-thick sheet of ground steei
with holes bored in it at preciseiy 3/sin.,y2in. and % in. and above
and below each of these in 7e+in. increments (see the photo
above) That way, I can size my tenons to the auger bit I use for the
socket mofiises, thereby ensuring a perfect fit. The incremental
steps also allow me to take a roughiy shaved spindle and gradually work it down to exactly the dimension I need by driving it to
depth in successively smaller holes. Any metalworking shop
should be able to make one of these plates.
A word of caution: Some woods react better to being driven than
others, especially in small diameters.I've had good luck with hickory mostly and with an occasional piece of red oak, but you
should take your time and get the spindles as close to tolerance as
possible before driving them
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Harriet Hoclgesraises sheep ancl haruests chair taoc.tdon orCraig
County, Va , farm. She is also the inclexerfor Fine \Toodworking.
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Bowback\Yindsor Stepby Step
Greemuooduorking lends itsstrengthto this classicdesign
by Harriet Hodges

he rewards of building
$Tindsor chairs are
sweet indeed. From
logs.I createobjet'tsof heatrry
and utiliry.strong but gracel'ul.
steeped in tradition and destined to last generations (see
the photo at right). The process
isn't difficult as long as you take it
step by step.

Preparation
Before you start to make a bowback
(or any other style) \flindsor, you have
to get green wood, preferably in whole
log form Split out, square and then
round blanks for the back-bow, spindles,
legs and stretchers.I use sugar maple for
legs and spindles, pine or basswood for the
seat and hickory for the back-bow.
You'll need to make a cmde kiln to dry the
tenons that go into wet mortises:\fet-dry
joinery gives \Tindsors their characteristic
strength A cube of folded foil-faced insulation with a light bulb inside and plywood ends works well for me. Shape
your spindles(seefigure 6 onp.94for
dimensions),and dry them for at least
24 hours. Ifyou don'twant to build a
kiln, you can put the spindles in a
gas oven with a pilot for 48 hours.

Strength belying its delicacy is the hallntark
of a Windsor cha.ir, a trait it deriuesfrotn the
wet-dry joinery and the long, unbroken grain
of the clrautkniftd, not sautn,pieces. The Vindsor'sclassicgood looksfit in a.lmostcr.nJ'zt'here.

RL in figure 2'), and then draw sight lines. r.
shown. Next mark the centedine of the gu[-r.
which defines where the seat carving begin.
and the plateau for the back ends.
Start drilling with the center spindle monisc
Seta bevel gauge to 8" back from perpendicir
lar, and center its blade on the sight line, L sr ,
l/z-in augerbit, and set a depth stop for 1r : h
Drill with a mirror set to tl-resice
ofthe bit and bevel gauge.s.
you can sight both angle. ;:
once (see the photo on p 9,
After the center spindle. drill i::
pairs, one mortise to each side ,-i
center Change the bevel gauge's :Ltgle settingfor each pair. Use a '':-i-l
bit to drill the back-bou- rlonise:
Turn l est ta per s no\ \ lo r lt ilt ! : '.
your reamer ( see ligur e ; , "
p 93 t.The r eam er t aper leg
s : r n'
back-bow mortises Rearn irc
back-bow holes from the rop
until the test taper protmit.
below. Check angles reir.r:e d l y . a l i g n i n g th e ( cn i cr h e r e sr ta n e r . tl r e h l - ,Jc

Ddlling and shaping the seat
Using the seat pattern from figure 2 on
p. 91,scale the pattern onto a piece of cardboard or hear,y paper. Now set the blank on
the bench, heart side down, and trace the pattern on it. Mark the centers of spindle, backbow and depth holes. Mark leg centers on the top
for reference in carving. You want to leave a lot of
material around the legs for strength. Mark spindle sight lines (see
figure 2). They will be used later to help drill the spindle mortises
at the correct angles
Cut the front profile of the seat,but leave the back waste intact so
you'll have corners to clamp. Then set the pattern on the bottom,
lining it up at the front and marking 1egcenters for drilling. Also,
transfer the sight marks for the legs from the pattern (marks FL and

Photosr Vincent Laurence

a t r ) sq u a r e ;l r ttl tl t- - 'l ':.line to get one anglc ig:::
i n o n e p la n e 1 'sc tl tr ;c...

llauge to check the angle in ilrt "i:-.:
plane (see the bottom photo on p. '11,
The first step in shaping the seat is to carve iht ::,..-,
Carving a crisp gutter requires a scalpel-sharpr-einer I I .-ra.',:--tool that cuts a V-groove), see figure 1 on p 90 Betore x ' ,1.i- ,.
removing more seat material, draw contour lines llong ilrc :] '.of the seat and the forward part of the sides (see liqure I :p. 91). Bore depth holes to 7/sin. with a Forstnerbit Then lli-r r: .it with an adze, inshave or large gouge Proceed er err|. Ir4,,:r.ltmiddle of the inner circle in figure 2, aiming for a sl-irlion' h' r' that gradually deepens and widens Bring in arer -\ Dr,rr" <:-..=
the front, spokeshaving when close to the line RoLir-ti:1- -=-..
Tables and Chein
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DRILLING
AND STIAPING
TIIE SEAT

Aligning brace and, bit in
ttoo planes isn't difficult,
but it takes practice. Hodges
positions a beuel gauge along
the sight line she'd marked preuiously for each spindle mortise. By keeping her bit in line
with the beuel gauge in front
of il and checking lhe mirror
to make sure the bit remains
parallel to the gauge, she can
bore all the spindle naortisesin
about 1Ominuteg

over slightly below the gutter. Undercut the underside at the front
deeply, tapering into the areas under the gutter edge. Finish up
with scrapers on the top, ieaving the bottom spokeshaved. Saw
the waste off the back.
The side S-curvesare difficult, undulating in two planes, perpendicular to the floor at the back and twisting subtly. Use rasps
and files as necessary.Look for symmetry between the two sides
and for fluidity (see the top photo on the facing page)
Once you've shapedthe seat,turn it over and bore leg holes, using the same mirror technique as the spindle holes. Ream them
from the bottom until the test taper protrudes slightly ali the way
arolrnd, testing frequently for angles with the test taper.

Preparing legs and stretchers
I chose simple bamboo-sryle turnings for this chair. Bamboo turnings can be done with a gouge and just the tip of a skew, which is
good news if you haven't done much turning. Note the positions
of the bamboo nodes in figure 3 on p. 92. Be sure to sand the iegs
while they're still on the lathe.
Once you've turned the legs, lap them to mate with their mortises. Mark a healy line down the reamed hole with a soft pencil.
Twist the leg in the hole, re-chuck it and remove high spots. The
end of the tenon should protrude slightly all around. Mark and
match legs and hoies for a permanent match; they're not interchangeable.I use stick-on colored dots.
Inser-tall four legs in the seatwith light mallet taps.You'll need to
get the seat up on blocks, so the leg tenons will go to depth in
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their morlises. Orient the legs propedy, turn the assembly upright
and mark the top of the leg tenons for the direction of the sawkerf
(note the orientation of legs and stretchersin figure 4 on p. )2).
Kerfs must be perpendicular to seat grain.
Now flip the assembly back over, so the seat is back on blocks
on your bench. Measure for stretchers at the centedine of the bottom node of the bamboo. To do this, choose a front-back pair, and
mark the center of the mortise in one with an awl as you sight
"through" its mate Flip the assembly around and repeat. Now
measure the distance betvyeen the two marks, add21/ein (for the
tenons and chamfered shoulders) andyou have the length of your
stretcher Repeat for the other side. It doesn't matter if the two
stretchers are different lengths
To get the length of the medial stretcher, first measure the distance between the front legs and the distance berween the back
legs. Use the same awl marks you made to drill for the side-stretcher mortises. Add those tlvo lengths, divide by two and add5/a in.
That's the length of your medial stretcher.
Cut stretcher stock to exact iengths and turn, making tenons exactly 1 in., chamfers 7ein., but leave the tenons slightly thick. Center the nodes on the side stretchers;space two equidistant from
each other and the chamfers for the medial stretcher. Sand them
on the lathe, and make sure to turn a couple of extras for test-fitting Now wrap legs and stretchers tightly in aluminum foil, leaving just the tenons exposed, and dry them in your kiln for 48
hours-no more Then re-chuck all legs and stretchers, and sand
lightly to take down the grain raised by heating them in the kiln.

Drawinlas Bob Ia Pointe

Much of a Wind.sor's alluring grace is found in the
seot, particularly
in tlte
S-curueon the side. The transitionfrom a horizonta.l to nearly uertical surface ouer jltst tt
feut inches requires a good eye
and sharp tools to make it feel
natural Hodges uses a drau'
knife for stctrters,folloued b_t'
rasp,file and spokeshaue.

A reamer (to the lefi, on the seat) is used to taper the chairIeg mortises. Bore the mortisesfor the chair legs,using a. mirror
to get the angles right. Then use a beuelgauge, protractor, square
6tnd test taper to check the angles a.nd mortise depth as you reant
A reamer in a tap urench cctn be used to pare selectiuely uithirt
the mortise to get the anglesjust right.

Assembling the underc arriage
Boring and assemblyrequire concentration and speed.Assemble
the chair upside down on the bench on blocks, orienting each leg
properly in the correct mortise. Scribe around each ieg at the seat.
To check the leg-stretcher angles, set a rule along each side pair
of legs.Then set a bevel gauge againstthe rule, and adjustit so the
biade is in line with the center of a leg, rear first, then front (see
the photo on p. 92). Record these angles for boring the sidestretchermortises.
Lay another rule across the first, snugging it against either both
back or both front legs \fith the bevel gauge, record the acute ang1ewhere the rwo rules meet. This is the medial-stretcher angle.
Place side stretcherson the seatwith their tangentialplanes up.
Put the medial stretcherbetween them, radial plane up. Pick up
side stretcherswith your thumb and middle finger opposing, each
in the middle of an "ellipse," right at the center of the tangential
face of the stretcher. Now prick a mark with an awl on the node
ring halfway between your fingers, or rlght in the middle of the radial face, to locate the mortise for the medial stretcher.
The next step is to size tenons. Accuracy is a must Use test
pieces until you get a perfect fit, and then go for the real thing. File
a test tenon very slightly in the radial planes, exaggeraring the
oval. Chamfer ends slightly, so they won't bind iust as youf tenon
entersa test board. Use a piece of scrap maple with a %-in. hole in
it to test the fit. If the tenon slips right in, try a smaller bit. If it won't
penetrate with moderate blows, it's too wide. A drive plate is wonderful for sizing tenons because it removes such a small amount at
From Fine Wooduorking (.November7994)709:9I-L)6

a time. Failing that, either file or re-chuck in your lathe.\Whenr-ou
have a tenon that fits well, record its diameter with dial or vernler
calipers. Then file flats on its radial planes, swab glue in the i,s-ir-r
hole in the maple test board and on the end of the tenon. ancl
pound it home in the test mortise. \il/ait a minute Try to pul1 it oui
or twist it. If you can't-and the mortise didn't split-thar's r-olr
tenon dimension. Now size all tenons for real.
To avoid confusion in drilling, point the leg tenons toward r o,.r
For the two stretchers you'll mortise, draw arrows that will poin:
toward you as you drill at an acute angle. You don't need jigs
Hands and eyes are capable of more than enough accuracr' 5c.
the seat on blocks upside down on the bench for test fits. Do rhc
stretcher assembly first. Pick up a side stretcher,note the angle r- .wrote down for the medial stretcher, set your bevel gauge :.:t:
place the stretcher in a vise to hold it without rocking uitile r i-,t;
drill. I use a three-peg vise, which works well and takes onlr r-u.::Lrtesto make (seethe photo at left on p. 93). Placethe ber-elg:r',.-:=
alongside the stretcher, the acute angle pointing toward r-ou Set -.
mirror to the side, so yoll can see both bit and bevel gauge sim,-r-taneously while drilling. Don't worry about being a linle olt-.Tll.
step is forgiving, too.
Bore the mortise so it's at least 7Vsin. deep. Relieve the :rcr-rreangle side of the mortise, so the chamfer on the medial srrercher
doesn't get hung up. Clean any chips or sawdust out of the mortise.Orient the medial stretchercorrectly,and coat its tenon thinh'
with glue, particularly the end. \7hite glue's a good idel nnri
you're confident you can deal with the quicker set-up tilne of ve .Tablesand Chairs
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MAKING THE
fIh[DERCARRIAGE

Double-check the leg angles
before boring the stretcher
mortises. Using a straightedge to establish a plane be,
tuteen the front and back legs,
the author checks the leg-toseat angles to mctke sure th6tt
the stretchers will be parallel
to the seat.

Fig. 4: Seat and undercarriage assembly
Heightat backof
seat'. 171/rin.

T

Tangential

Lengthof
center stretcher:
l ( x +Y l +2 1 +5 / e

Note: Correct grain orientation is critical
to the strength of Windsor chairs.

low glue. Pound the tenon home with a mallet. Now bore the other stretcher,and pound in the other tenon in the same plane. If it
needs correction, twist as you pound.
Take up a rear leg, bore the side-stretchermortise,glue its tenon
and pound it into the leg mor-tisea little. Seatthe leg (dry) in its hole
with the stretcher assembly attached. The medial stretcher should
be parallel with the seat. It probably won't be, so correct it by
pounding at the other end of the stretcher assembly while twisting
it (see the photo at right on the facing page) eheck again. Remove
the leg from the seat,and pound the stretcherhome. Be quick because the kiln-dried tenon is swelling from the moisture reintroduced by the glue. Bore the other rear leg, and keeping both legs
in the same plane, pound the glued stretchertenon home.
Reset the bevel gauge for a front leg, bore the mortise, glue its
tenon and inserl it in a little way. The top of the front 1egshould fall
slightly to the outside of the line describedby the back leg as you
look across the pair. Treat the last leg in the same way-except
now you can use its mate for alignment
Kerf the leg tenons almost to the scribe line you marked showing
their depth in the seat.Turn the seat upside down on blocks, swab
the mortises with glue and work glue into the sawkerfs. Set the
lower assemblyin place, each 1egtenon in its mortise.Pound legs
down alternately, listening for the thunk that says it's done Turn
what is now haif a chair over. Hammer in glue-smearedwedges.

Back assembly
The next step is to bend the back-bow. I steam the piece for about
45 minutes in a length of 4-in., schedule 40 PVC pipe with a cap
glued on one end and a couple of rags in the other end. My steam
generator is a tea kettle on a hot plate The steamed back-bow goes
into a pll.wood bending form the shape of the interior of the bow.
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Holding parts securely is
more than half the battle.
Hodges uses three pegs and a
uedge in her shauing horse,
but a shoulder uise uith uood.en jauts also could be used. Eitherway, blocksshouldbe used
to keep the uorkpiece from
rocking uhile you're drilling.

Work quickly once you'oe started attaching the legs to the
stretcher a.ssembly becauseglue in the legjoint utill cctuseit to
stuell in no time, freezing thejoint in place. Onceyou'ue adjusted
the stretcher assembly so that it's para,llel uith the botlom of the
chair, pound the tenon home.
After drying the back-bow in the bending form for about a week,
stick its tenons into hot sand or under a light bulb in an aluminum
reflector for at least four hours. Sand can be heated easily in a cake
pan or skillet on an electric range top. After four (or five or six)
hours, test-fit the back-bow tenons in the seat mortises. pare the
tenons until they protrude beiow the seat at least 1Aein. Mark
tenons left and right, scribe around them at seat level and mark
kerf lines, perpendicular to the seatgrain. Chamfer the tenon ends.
While the tenons are drying, make a simple support fixture to
steady the back while you drill for spindles (see figure 7 onp 94),
but wait to notch the top until after you've fitted the bow. Set the
back-support fixture in place 90" to the seat in the center-spindle
mortise. If the top of the back's arc doesn'r coincide with the center of the seat, mark the true center The center spindle must be
perpendicular. Mark off spindle locations with dividers and pencil
using the measltrementsin figure 2 on p 91 Fix each line with
your eye over its respective spindle mortise in the seat, and without moving your head or your gaze, use an awl to mark on the line
at its center on the bow. This center is important becausethere's
not much wood to spare.
Bore the spindle holes with a3/e-in.auger bit. In addition to the
back-support fixture, I sometimes use a %-in dowel or a pair of
all-thread rods connected with washers to steady the bow further
and to drill true (see the phoro on p.94).I also use rhe mirror to
stay true in the other plane. -Whatyou're trying to do is to sight
"through" the bow to the spindle mortise in the seat, even though
the bow's obscuring it. Begin perpendiculady to an imaginary tangent at the bow's surface, and then bring the bit gradually up to
the correct angle within 10 turns Bore until you can just feel the tip
of the dril1 Repeat for the rest of the spindle mortises in the bow,
and then remove the back and finish the holes from the other side.

Fig. 5: Test tapers and spindle gauges
Test tapers

Tapersmatch reamer.

Back-bowtenon

3/qin.

2Vn)

di a.

Legtenon

ls/rsinl
di a.
1/zin. dia.

Spindle
moftise
gauge

T-

I
I

1%

7ein.d i a .
/N
I
-/4

forUo,,o-I
s p i n d l et e n o n s

Make a spindle-tenon test gaLlge(see figure 5), and size all the
bottom ends of spindles to fit snugly. Insert them in the spindle
mortises in the seat,place the back just behind the spindles rrrcl
arrange the spindles, so they're lined up with their corresporrding
back-bow mortises.Mark spindleswith a pencil ri-herether intersect the back-bow bottom and again % in. abor.e the back-bos
top Cut them at this top mark. Now mark them, L1. R1 ar-rdso on.
and scribe a line around each at its penetration into the seat.
Remove the back-bow. Remove the spindles and shar-etheir
tops, so they will slide easily into the spindle mortisesin the backbow down to the lower intersection.Chamfer the soindles heai-iTables and Chairs
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ASSEMBLING
THE BACK

A wooden back-support fixture keeps the back-bolu
steady as Hodges drills spindle mortises in it. Toaopieces of
metal rod connected uith nuts
serue as a uisual guide to keep
her bit aligned uith the spindle mofiise in the seat.

Fig- 6: Back assembly
Thickness
dimensionsaregreenand will shrink.
All wedges are oriented front to
back with respect to the chair.

Further reading
|
|
|

Magazine articles
"Working Green Wood" by Harriet Hodges, Fine Wooduorking
#108, pp. 90-93 lthis book, pp. 85-88]
"Steam-BendingBasics"byAndrew K. 'Weeg r, FWIV#707, pp.6246
"Milk Paint" by A. Richard Fitch, Fll4Y #97, pp.6245
Books
lIake a Chairfrom a Tree by John D. AlexanderJr., Astragal
Press,Mendham, NJ., 1994
llake a Vindsor Chair utith Michael Dunbar, The Taunton
Press.Newtown, Conn., 1984
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ly on top, and replace them in the seat.Test-fit the back, reaming
spindle holes very lightiy or shaving from a spindle as necessary
Draw a line down the spindle fronts and onto the seat, so you can
replace them in the same orientations. Now cut them off level
l<in. (on the short side) above the chair,and mark for a kerf across
their tops-perpendicular to the grain of the back-bow Make sure
the line at the intersection of the underside of the bow and the
spindles is well-marked. Now disassemblethe back; re-chamfer
the spindle tops; kerf all spindles at the top, nearly to the line below the bow; and kerf the back-bow tenons nearly to the seatdepth scribed lines.
Lightly brush glue in seat holes, two at a time. Insert spindles.
Brush glue in the back-bow holes, and with a mechanic's feeler
gauge (or anything else that's thin, flexible and won't self-destruct
with glue on it), work glue into all the wedge kerfs. Start spindles
into their moftises in the back-bow, and then star-tthe back-bow
into its mortises in the seat. Pick up the mallet and a scrap of
wood, and moving from side to center to alternate side, hammer
the back down \Tiggle recalcitrant spindles. Sometimes the sharp
points of the bow tenons hang up in their holes. If they do, pull
forward on the bow while hitting it. \When the bow tenons reach
their depth mark, that's it.
Smear glue on the spindle wedges, and hammer them home.
Turn the chair upside down, and insert wedges in the bow tenons.
Look for gaps in the fit, inserting little wedges wherever you can
get them. \[hen the glue has set, saw the spindle, back-bow and
1egtenons almost flush; then chisel, scrape and file to finish. Level the legs, and chamfer their bottom edges so they won't split
when great-grandchildren skate the chair over a floor Finally,
sand, raise the grain, sand again (to 180-grit) and fill small gaps.

Finish
Paint makes the chair read as sculpture. I use milk paint, which is
not like other paints. Practice with it. Penetrating-oil topcoats will
make a chair water resistant.This finish gives off a soft glow and
is extremely durable. Vitually unchippable, it is only burnished
by the years.

n

In addition to building Windsor chairs and settees, Harriet
Hodges raises sheep ancl haruests chair utood on a Craig CouixtJ),
Va.,farm. She is also the indexerfor Fine \Woodworking.

To simplify a prod.uction

run of Yorkshire cha.irs uith contoured harct-

1

lChair Seats
op-Built Duplicator
Angle-grinderdriuesthis highproduction jig
by Dan Trimble

haping a flat slab of wood to fit the human behind is nothing
lessthan sculpture.Doing it 30 times the sameway is production sculpture.This was one of the tasksI facedwhen askedto
reproduce more than two dozen Yorkshire-style chairs (see the inset photo above) for a new restaurant Although I had built lots of
chairs before, these were the firstwith contolrred solid seats.Handchiselingthe seatswas out of the qltestion,and I wasn,t ready to invest in a designatedmachine for one run of chairs.So I set out to
find a more practical way to carve the seats.
I knew that a chainsaw could do the Job and remove wood
rapidly, but control was questionable. I also knew about a powercarving wheel that had chainsaw-like teeth and fit a standard
angle grinder (.seeFWIY #87,p. 124'1.Ireasonedthar a iess-aggressive version of this cutter would be just the ticket. I r-ushedan order off to King Arthur Tool, 3225 Earl Dr , Tallahassee, Fla. JZ3O8;
From Fine lyooduorking (November l99Z) 9767-77

O04) 893-8550 After receiving the 22-tooth Lancelor cutter I
mounted it on rny angle grinder and experimented on a piece of
wood. The wily little tool surprised me with its effor-tlessclitring.
removing stock both in line and side to side. But controlling rhe
cut for 30 exact copies still presented a problem Necessitybeine
the mother of invention, I built a duplicating jig using this pos er
carver and fwo pattern followers (see the photo above).
Making a lirreat carving duplicator
Based on three points on a line, I figured that when fwo oursicle
points followed identical patterns, a center point would trace rhe
matching contour on a blank. Allowing 3 in. between the patterns
and a l7-in.-wide blank put the distance between the blank centerline and the center of each pattern at20 in. To assemblethe parterns and jig, I mounted a plywood base on alargeworktable
Tables and Chairs
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Frame and, cutter-I made the iig's frame, which holds the
followers and angle grinder, from a piece of ./q-in. cabinergrade
ply'wood. To straighten the frame, I added a ply'wood stiffener
to go along its top edge. The neck on the head of my grinder
fit nicely into a |3/+in-dia. hole drilled in the frame. To hold
the grinder (with its screw-on handles removed) in place, I bolted
a couple of 3/l,-in.ply-wood blocks to each side of the grinder
reusing the tool's handle holes. Then I screwed on a piece of
pl1'wood to act as a guard for the cutter, as shown in the photo at
left. I also notched the guard so that I could accessthe arbor nut of
the grinder.

When duplica.ting a seat, Trimbl.e ,noaes his jig with the grain,
taking th in. at a pass. In actualitjt, the caruing uheel cuts across
the grain. To minimize grain tearout, Trimble makes an initial
L-shapeduuath uith the cutter, uthich reueals the seat'spolnmele
Here, part uay through A sea.t,he adjusts the guard..

At the back side of the jig, a pair of nylon straps urapped
arouncl a tube keep the haofollozDerspara.llel to thefront eclgeof
thepatterns. This alignment ensuresthat the cutter copiesthe contour on the blank. The tube spins arouncl an axle A/-in. iron pipe)
that is supported,by ttrto yokes. A counterueight (Luaterjug) suspended at the end of a central strap puts tension in the system.

Seat duplicator

assembly
Angle gr i n d e r

The jig has three Iinear contact points;
two followers trace outside patterns
while the central cutter transfers the
contour onto a seat blank. Guide straps
(see detail at right) align the jig's frame
parallel to a front guide line.

Pattern follouters-To
transfer the patterns correctly, I made
round followers the same diameter as the cutter wheel. I cut
two 4lz-in.-dia. discs of 3/s-in.Baltic-birch pl1'wood and added
pairs of 4lz-in.-dia. semicircles at right angles to the sides of the
discs (see the drawing below). To keep the discs aligned and rigid,
I glued on some corner blocks. Then I shimmed the discs in line
with the cutter wheel. I screwed the sphereJike followers to the
frame's ends, so the bottom of the discs were tangent with the
edge of the cutter and 40 in. apart, center to center The discs don't
roll. Instead, they slide over the contour, much like the stylus of a
lathe duplicator, pushing wood chips out of their way as they go.
Parallel guid,e system-The line betlveen followers has to stay
parullel to the front of the seatpatterns and blank (see the drawing
detail below); otherwise, the three-point follower/cutter principle
fails. I originally thought I could hold the duplicating 1igin line by
hand but quickly found this very hard to do. So I came up with a
system for guiding the jig using non-elastic straps attached to the
ends of the frame. I used a patr of 4-ft -long nylon straps rolled
around a 5-ft.-long cardboard tube (see the photo at left) I ran a
5lz-ft..lengthof3h-in.iron pipe through the 4-in.-dia.plugs on each
end of the tube to act as an axle. Supported on two pllwood yokes
that were screwed to blocks fixed onto the base, the tube spins on
its axle and winds the straps in \7hen the straps are adjusted
taughtly, the yig stays parallel to the front of the base. To tension
the straps,I wrapped another strap in the opposite direction at the
tube's center and weighted the other end of this strap with a plastic jug of water, letting it hang off the back of the table. To make
the guide system operate more smoothly, I simply adjust counter
balance by putting more or less water in the jug.

Wire clip holds
paddle switch on.

Guidestrapeachside,
tensionedby winding tube.
Followerdiscs,4%in.
dia.,made of %-in.
plywood
Baltic-birch

Plywoodmounting
block

Plywoodcornerblock

q._
Plywood stiffener

Detail: Patterns, blank and guide system

\

Water-jugcountetweight J P/

Straptackedto
backof frame
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Nylon

yoke---s[ ffi l
Pipe

F rame,% x4x39 % ,
plywood

.,,Cardboardtube,

G u a r d , %x 3 x 8 p l y w o o d ,
notchedto accessarbor nut

V

aie,nin.Y
--4

[l Centerlineof blank

*-zor.=r=-zoi
| .'.Iurn
cta^P
i
\ -=l l'<3i )"

l*tl#6ffim!'"v;-"?
Photos except$-here notedi Alec Waters; drawing Maria Meleschnig

Iaminated patterns and topographic prototlpes-In
my initial attempt to make seatpattelns, I built two framesfor plaster-ofparis molds. The pair came out fine, but after I applied a coat of
varnish to harden their surfaces,the molds were still too soft, and
the followers scored them easily. (I,ve since found that a thick
piece of Baltic-birch pllurood makes an ideal prototype material;
the even layers produce rings that resemble topography lines,
which let you know when the two halves of the seat are symmetrical.) Luckily, my plaster molds lasted long enough for me to copy
carve (duplicate) two laminated maple patterns that work superbly. Becausemy blanks were rhicker (I3Aein) than the patterns,
I used the contact points of my jig as a guide and shirnmed the par
terns at their corners Llntil the cutter just grazed the blank. \7hile
I was at it, I measlrred my cutter wheel and found that it was slight_
ly out-of-round I marked where the high spot was so that in
the future, I'11always use the same reference point when levelinp;
the patterns. Once shimmed, I just screwed the two pattems to the
base. Then, to hold the blank down, I made a pair of turn clamps
from blocks of scrap and some metal clips.
Copy czrf,ving and finish-sanding
the seats
Thinking that I should carve blanks in their grain direction, I first
set up the patterns with the seatsfacing sideways. I plowecl into a
blank and got a fairly smooth cut using a to-and-fro motion while

taking about 1/tin. at a pass.But after shaping a feri- oak bialrs. ,
found that I couldn't keep the grain from tearing ollt e\cessn
on the uphill cuts. So to make the cutterhead carve cross-gr-t.--.;,
removed the patterns, rotated them 90" and remounted rhc:::
perpendicular to a front guideline (see the draw-ing on p .,
I then cut an L-shaped swath (down the left side and across c
bottom), which prevents the cutter from tearing ollt grain on subsequent passes
To use the jig, I hold one hand on each foilower (see the pho,on p. 95). Becausethis position places me near all the dust. I n,e;:
a respirator/face shield (available from Airstream Dust Helme
-s
Highway 54 S., Elbow Lake, Minn, 5653I;218-685-1157).I ais:
wear a long-sleevedshir-t-the chips come off the cutter at a heil_
ish speed, giving a good sting to bare flesh
The jig is quite forgiving when curting cross-grain,and in less
than ten minutes, I can produce an accurateseatshape.I,r,efounc
that I can smooth out any slight imperfections and give a flos-ing
seat contoul-through sanding I first rough sand with a pnenmaiic
orbital sander using a 24-grit disc that's mounted to a soft pac
Then it's on to finish-sandingwith a sequenceof 40-, g0-, 120-anc
220-grit discs. After the sanding is done, even a sharp er-e ior,.
sensitive behind) cannot detect variation from seat to seat
Dan Trimble runs A uood.tuorking businessin Ind.iana, penn

Depth holes guide
consistent sea,tcaraing
byAlec Waters

Confronted with six time-consuming Windsor chair seats, Bill
Turner of Stonington, Maine, came up with a method that transfers
a seat shape from prototype to blank using depth-governed pilot
holes. He first lays out and drills a 1-in. grid of holes through a
prototype patrern (see the drawing at right). With the prototype
clamped atop a seat blank, he drills through a hollow spacer back
through each hole. The resulting hole depths conform to the seat
contour. To remove wood in a connect-the-dots fashion (see the
photo at right), both Turner and Canadian furnituremaker Mac
Campbell use grinders with chainsaw-tooth cutters. (Cutters are
available from Woodcarvet, c/o Ryobi AmericaCotp., t424
Pearman Dairy Road, Anderson, S.C.29625; 800-323-461|.)
Freehand power carving: Vfhen carving with his grinder,
Campbell shi-fts the tool's safety guard to a 45. angle to its axis.
After he clamps the workpiece to his bench, he power calves up
to about V+in. away from a pencil guide line that he marked at the
back of the seat. To maintain control, Campbell orients the cutting
wheel at a 90" angle to the work while holding the tool,s auxiliary
handle. To deflect chips, he wears a glove and face shield. Starting
at the back of a seat, Campbell moves toward the front, scooping
to a 1 in. depth about 3 in. from the rear of the carved area. Unlike
traditional Vindsor chairmakers, Campbell slightly rounds his
seat's front edge to give more comfort to the back of a sitter,s legs.
Aiter the seat is sanded, he also eases the bottom edge with a rasp

or roundover router bit
AIec Waters is an assistant editorforFVV.
Drawing:JimRichey

n

Depth stop transfers
prototYpecontour
to seat blank.

Remove prototype and carve
seat blank to depth of holes.

Tables and Chair:

Step 2: Sculpt conca.ae area utith an inshaae.

Step 1: Rough the seat hollaut coith an ad.ze.

Ila.nd tools sha.pe
a tra.ditional sea.t
by Mario Rodriguez

For the sake of authenticity, when I'm reproducing an lSth-century chair, I use traditional hand tools and techniques. This is especiallytrue when I'm scooping the chair's seat.I conduct workshops on making traditional-style seats, and people are olten
surprised that I can hand-shape a Windsor, or any other style
chair seat,in 40 minutes or less.Here's how I do it.
Most antique chairs have seats carwed from a single piece of
wood. For my seats,most of which are to be painted (see the
photo of the Connecticut comb-back Windsor chair on the facing page), I begin with a 2-in.-thick slab of pine that's sound and
relatively clear, except for maybe a few small knots. First, I bandsaw the pine blank roughly to shape (use a bowsaw if you're a
pure traditionalist). Then I mark out the pattern to be carved on
the blank's top and an edge guide line at the circumference. I also dri,il holes for the legs and arm posts (stumps) at this time.
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Step 3: Shape conaex suqfaces with a. drau.tknife.

1) Adze To begin roughing out a seat,I use a long-handled adze.
I straddle the blank, so I can hold it down with my feet (clad in
steel-toed boots) while I swing the adze (see the photo above
left). Using shallow cuts and faidy short strokes to break up and
shorten the grain, I hollow the center of the seat (well within my
outline) to about t/+in. deep.
2) Inshave: Next I clamp the seat to my bench and use an inshave to smooth out the seat cavity that's splintered and rough
from the adze.Along the edges,I cut to within r/+in. of my pencil line, easingthe transition to t}re3/+in. depth at the middle. To
avoid tearing out grain, I shave from the rim down to the hollow
(see the top photo above). For clean cuts, I keep my inshave
sharp and my strokes light. I also keep tuned to the grain direction and restrict my shaving to the seat'sconcave area.
3) Drawknife: I use a drawknife to shape the seat's raised
curved areas. The drawknife leaves an attractive faceted surface
(see the bottom photo above) that needs little further work. I also use the knife to shape the seat's convex underside and back,
working to the perimeter guide line.
4) Spokeshaves: I have two spokeshavesfor seat-shapingwork:
One has a flat bottom and the other is round. I use the round-bottom shave to smooth out the curved surfaces, removing un-

Photos except where noted: Alec \flaters

Step 4: Remooe gouges and ridges with spokeshantes.

Step 5: Carae delftnition

Step 6: Smooth the seat contour uith sandpaper.

and details ttrith gouges.

wanted ridges and tool gouges(seethe top left phoro above);
with the flat-bottom shave,I smooth the seat,sfront and back
edges and its underside. Both spokeshavesleave a silky surface with slight tool marks such as those found on original
Windsor chairs.
5) Carving gouges: A carving gouge is great for fine detail
cutting, carving knotty areas and getting into tight places
where other tools won't. I prefer shallow gouges (#2 and
#3 sweep) for carving down from the rim outline into the
seat. I use Vz-in.and 1-in.-wide gouges, as shown in the bottom photo above. If a chair design calls for a rain gutter, I,ll
go to a 7a-in.veining gouge.
6) Hand-sanding: Finally, I use sandpaperto give the seat
smooth flowing contours. I start with 60-grit to remove any
grain tearout and finish up with 100-gritfor a paint-readysurface. In keeping with the l8th-century chair look, I sand only the seat'stop and fronr edge while keeping rhe edge crisp
(see the top right photo above). On the seat,sback edge and
underside, I leave the tool marks showing.
n
Mario Rodriguez is a cabinetmaker and l9th-century
tuoodworking consultanL He teaches toolmaking, furnituremaking and antique restoration in Netu york City.

Photo oflinished

chair: Davrd Arlq
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Making a Rocking Chair with Dowels
Alignment tecbniquesfor drilling at odd angles
br Ken Oldfield

Fig. 1: High-back rocking chair
Finial
Taper to % in. dia.

I]tis cbair, based on a pbotograpb of a Sbaker rocker, u.ns made
tt'itlt corttntercially auailable douel stock for tbe rungs, legs and
back uprigbts. Tbe autbor steam-bsnt tbe back slats and. uprigltts.
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Drawings:

Heather

h'nberr

'm an amateur woodworker, but I enjoy the challenge of chair
T
building. After making rwo different styles of straight chairs, I
I
I was considering building a rocking chair for a spare room
when I came across a photograph of a late-19th-centurl Shaker
rocker. This design appealedto me becausethe basic construction
looked straightforward and I thought I could build the chau relatively easily and quickly in my basement shop.
However, as I considered ttre construction, I discovered that tLre
bed of my lathe was too short to handle the 46%-in-long back
uprighs I realized I could avoid dris problem by using hard-maple
dowel rod (readily available at my local lumber,vard) for dtese long
pieces I could have turned all the other pafis from square stock in
the conventionalmanner, but I opted to also make drem from preturned dou'eling; I used 1%-in.-dia.dowels for the back uprights and
front legs, and 1-in.-dia.dowels for all the rungs,

The biggest challengesI encounteredwhen buiLdir-igil:: ---,.
shown here were drilling the holes in the legs at the ci,i:e--. -..-gles for the side rungs and cross rungs, and routing the iu-:::=.
for the back slats. BecauseI on\' wanted to build one i r
chairs,I didn't see the need for any elaboratejigs or frrrure: 1:stead,I made a V-blockto hold the legs on the drill-presstablc ,. -.:
devised some low-tech alignment methods that sen'ed lne s el- : drilling and routing ar rhe proper angles
The measurementsgiven in figure 1 can be scaledup or rj,--,"-to suit your requirements But keep in mind tl-ratthe sear is n r-;:
at the front than at the back and that the seat angles gir-ert :.:based on dre rung lengths shown. If ,vou change anr- of the ru:-.:
lengths, you should draw the seat full scale on graph paper :.:t:
measure the resultant angles with a protractor (unless r-ou chrri:s.
all rung lengths in equal proportion)

Front legs and back uprights are 13/e-in.-dia.dowel.
Upper poftion of upright is bent backward about 1% in.

Top view of back slat

renon' lz in dia by lz in' long

Rad ius,2 6 in.

+

Top view of arm

Tenon,% in. dia
by % in. long

433/a

5-/8

I
Y

Back slat mortises are /a in. wide and 7/ain. deep
before shaping.
Arm knob,2 in. dia. by % in. thick

Stock selection and preparation-If you use preturned don'eL -:
I did, take .vour time selecting the stock. These dou-e1sare otr::bowed and you want the straightestpieces you can find. especiii-,'
for the two 1%-in-dia.back uprights You may be tempted ro louk : :
wvo dowels witl-i identical bows and skip the steam-bendlngpro..r:
but drilling the rung holes and routing the back-slatmorriseson pi-bent stock will only add to your problems, I began br- trimmrtg -r-_;
two straightestdowels to 45Y+in. long for the back uprights utll .---ting two 22y2-in.lengths for the front legs I mounted each oi r-front legs between centerson the lathe, turned tenons on dteir i :
ends and added the simple shaping,as shown on theset\\o prlscs ,
add a touch of sry1e.If you don't have a lathe,you can use dre d,--r-,
c-.
just as they are for the front legs and insefi a '/z-in-dia.donel ir: -.i--:-:
top ends for joining the arms and the decorative knobs
You need six side rungs, 76Yt in long; three back cross r-r'rrr::>
16% in. long; and three front cross rungs, 20% in. long I rum-:
these l-in.-dia dowels so tl-reytapered to t/t in dia. ar bod-rertc< L
you don't lnve a lathe, you can use 3/'?in.-dia.
dowel for dte nri::,=_.
Becausedowels are seldom precisell. dimensioned or corlplei--'
round, size their ends by forcing them through a hole drilled :- :.
metal plate.And to ensure adequatestrength,I adviseusrng 1-in -cr,,
stock for the top rungs, which suppofi the woven seat,The eltG thesemngs can be taperedwith a spokeshaveto fit into the %-irt-;r-.
mortises drilled in the legs.

Bend stafts here
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Drilling-I
made the 90oV-block shown in the top phoro on ,i:.
ne>c page by ripping tvvo maple 2x2s at a 45o angle and glr:i:them to a 10-in -sq. plywood base, The plr,.uroodbase rs clalr:re :
to the drill-press table so that a leg laid in the V-block is :.--tered beneath the spindle.
I began b1' drilling three cross-rungholes in each 1eg Fir:: I
marked the centersof theseholes on all four legs.The first :-,- e :.
4'/a,rn. up from the bottom of each leg and the other rn-o ht-r,e.,. .
at 41/z-tn intervals (see figure 1) For the first hole rn eac:: .c-: ,
chucked a3/,i-in.-diaForstner bit into the drill press artc ):, .---=
spindle stop to allow a 7/e-in.-deephole. To ensure rfie :c--i , : : holes were drilled in line with the first, I used a +-in
_
3/+in.-dia.dowel as an "alignment peg." I placed
the peg rr: ,,,--,-:,
hole and aligned it s'irh a rr' ::--,:.rstandingverticall)ron the \--b1,c, :-..:
as shown in the rop phoLo, r' : ' :.page Then I clamped the leg r, .:-bl ock and dri l l ed l he cr o. . - r r r r - - : - .- .
repeatedthis processfor the cr(,si-'r'-,RoekEr,lOi6. pdius, is
holes on all four 1egs,
31 in. long by tlne in. thick
Before marking the side-rung : .:.
clearly identili each leg x: r'rg:'

t

Tablesand Chair:

1r,

io a\-oid confusion w-hendrilling. \il/ith rhis righVleft designation in
mind. r.nark the centers of the side-rung holes approximatell' !0o
trom and 1 ir-r,above the center of the cross-rung holes. \X4ren
sterrdin-qin front of the chair and looking down on the seat, the
sice r-un-qsin rhe front legs will actuallv be centered 83ofrom the
.rL-rs:ftirtgs: clockwise for the right front leg and counterclockwise
r,,:' the Ieft front leg For the back legs, the side rungs will be 97o
::,-,:r.irhe cross rllngs: cloclorise for the left back leg and counterll,rck-n-isefor the right back leg Another way ro look at d-iisis rhat
lie side-rung holes are placed -7ofrom 90ofor the front legs and
- - from 90ofor the back 1egs.
To align the legs for drilling the side-rung holes at rhe correct

,ljter drilling
tbe upper-cross-rung hole in one of tbe front legs,
tbe autbor inserts an alignment peg into tbis bole. To ensure tbat
tbe next hole is drilled in tbe same plane as tbe first, be rotates the
Ieg until tbe alignment peg is parallel tuitlt a square standing uertically on tbe base of tbe V-block fixture.

TVtecotect angle for tbe first-clrilled side-ntng hole is establisbed
b-y referencing tbe alignment peg, inserted into a cross-t"ung bole,
to a line draun at a 70 angle on a block of taood..

f;,, detennine tbe angle for the slat mortises, the autbor assembles
:,iw back uprigbts uitb the cross rungs and then bolds one of tbe
;eotnt-bent slats up to tbe ends of tbe uprigbts ctnd mmks tbe angles.
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angle, I used a block of wood with lines running at a 7o angle, as
shown in the center photo. With a leg in approximate position to
drill the top side-rung hole, I pur rhe alignment peg in the adjacent
cross-runghole and rotated the leg unril ir aligned with the 7olines
on the wood block ( + / for the front legs and -7o for the back
legs). Then I clamped the leg to the V-block and drilled rhe hole.
For the left fronr leg and the right back leg the block will be behind the V-block, and for the other rwo legs ir will be in front. As
you can see in the center photo, 1,'ouneed to cut away a poftion of
the V-block to accommodatethe alignment peg you'll only need to
use the / block for rhe first side-rung hole in each leg, and rhen you
can put the alignment peg in *re side-runghole,vou just drilled and
use the try-square alignment method for the other two holes.
Steaming the slats and uprigha-As is tl,pical of Shaker ladderback chairs, d-ie %-in.thick back slats have a genrle curye on rhe
top edge, and beginning with rhe bottom slat, each successiveslar
is slightly narrower than the one below it. The slatswill be inserted into 1/"-tn-deep morrises in the back uprights, just like rhe
1,63/+in.-long
back crossr-ungs,but the slatsshould be crosscutabout
2 in. longer to allow for their culvature. you will trim them to exact
Iength after steaming and bending them. I used ash for the slats in
the chair in the photo on p. 100,but oak would also be fine.
I built my steamer, shown in the bottom photo on p. 104, from
4lz-in.-dia. plastic pipe with fwo electric kettles as sources of
steam.I found that soaking the chair parts in hot water for 15 minutes prior to steaming greatly increased the efficienry of my steamer. After steaming each slat for about 30 minutes, I clamped it over
a bandsawn 4x4, which was cut to the desired curvature, and then
let it dry overnight. The slat will spring back somewhat after it is
removed from d-re form, and so your form should have a tighter
curue than what you want for your finished slats.A word to the wise:
I learned the hard way that the harmless looking mist escaping from
the kenles and the end of the steamerpipe is not so harmless;ieather work gloves are now a permanent part of my steaming equipment.
I rout the mortises in the uprights to receive the slats witl-r a
Yq-in.-diaup-spiral moriising bit. Becauseof the curve of the slats,
the angle of entry of these mortises is not the same as the back
cross-rung holes. To determine the angle, dry-assemblethe back
legs with the three cross rungs and lay this assemblyon rhe bench.
Draw a circle on the ends of the uprights to designate their size
after they are tapered and hold a slat against the ends so you can
mark the angle at which the slat should enrer rhe upright (see the
bottom photo). You may have ro block up the slat ro center it on
the uprights. At this time you can also mark the slat for length
based on 1/a-in.-deepmortises, and then use it to mark the length
of the remaining slats.
Nex, glue a Y+in.-wideby 6-in -long piece of wood (a popsicle
stick is ideal) to the end of each upright along the lines you just
marked to act as a temporary guide while you rout the mortises. After
laying out the morrises, put an upright in the bench vise flush with
the benchtgp and with the Popsicle stick poinring straight up. Then,
stand a square againstd'ie stick so that its blade is vertical, and rotate
the upright until the stick is aligned with rhe square'sblade, as shoN,lt
in the top photo on p. 104.Now you can rout the moftises.
I made an adjustable1igto guide the edge of the router base and
provide stops at both ends (see the top photo on p 104).I clamped
the iig to the bench and routed the first mortise, and then moved
the upright and reset the jig's srops ro accommodarethe different
length of each mortise, Then I chiseled the ends of the mortises
square and clry-assembledthe chair back with the three cross
rungs and four slats to check their fit.
Before steam bending the uprights, taper their upper ends and
(continued on p. 1O4)

Weauing a, rusltfober sea,t
I used rush fiber for the woven seat on my
rocking chair. This extremely strong and
durable cord is actually tightly twisted paper that comes in a continuous 150-yd.
roll. I ordered mine from Lewiscruft, 4O
Commander Blvd., Scarborough, Ont.,
CanadaM1S 3S2, but it's also available in
the United States from most handicraftsupply houses and many mail-order woodw o rki ng s upply f ir m s . A l th o u g h th e
instructions suggestlightly dampening the
cord before weaving, I found this to be no
improvement over using it dry.
The actual weaving process is quite simple, but the pattern is basedon 9Oocorners
and the seat is not; so first you must
"square up" the opening by filling in about
l3/', in. ftom the sides at both front corners.
To make the description easier to follow,
I'll refer to the top rungs by number, as
shown in figure 2 below, beginning with
the top front rung as #l and proceeding
clockwise around the chair so that the top
right rung is +4
To begin filling in the corners, cut a 6-ft.
length of cord, double it and tack it at the
fold to the inside of rung #2 about 3 in.
back from the front leg. Take one of the
3-ft lengths and while maintaining moderate tension, bring it forward and over the
top of rung #I rigft next to the left leg. Go
around the rung, so the cord is now pointing toward the rear of the chair, and then
go left over the top ofthe cord strand and
over rung #2. Bring the cord around the
rung, and coming from underneath rung
#2 go all the way to th€ right and over the
top of rung #4. Go around the rung and
come from underneath and cross over the
cord and the top of rung #1, keeping the
cord tight. Now, go around rung #1 and
from underneath run the cord back about

3 in. and tack it to the inside of nl,ng #4.
Repeat this pattern with the second half
of the original 6-ft. length of cord, keeping
it tight alongside the first cord. It will end
up being tacked to rung +4 about I in.
back from where the end of the first length
was tacked. Now take a second length of
cord (about 6 in. longer since it will have
farther to go), and repeat the process.Concentfate on keeping the cords close together and making 90o bends in it as it
goes to the right and left. \Xrith fa-in-dia
cord, about six turns over each end of the
front rung will be required to create a rectangular opening with square corners.
Now that the opening is squared up,
you can start the weaving process. From
the hank of cord, coil up as much as you
can handle conveniently and cut it off.
Tack one free end to the inside of rung
#2 and proceed as you did before. However, after you have gone ovef rung #1
on the right, you take the cord all the way
back to and over rung #3. Come from under rung #3, go to your right over rung
# 4 , c ome from under thi s rung, and
acrossand over ntng #2. Go around rung
#2, and then up and over the cross cord
and rung #3. Come from under rung #3
to the front, going over rung # 1, and start
the whole processagain.
Keep the 9Ooangles sharp and accurate
by pulling the cord tightly with your
thumb and finger as you weave and form
them. Viewed from the top, all lines
formed by the cord must be parallel or
square to each other (see figure 2) A
block of wood and a hammer are useful for
periodically knocking the cord strands together to keep them tight to each other on
the rails. Vhen you run out of cord, tie on
another length underneath the seatusing a

square knot somewhere that subsequeni
weaving will cover.
When only about 4 in. of space remain-.
on rungs #2 and #4, fill the "pockets" thal
have been formed between the upper and
lower levels of cord on the sides of the seai
with pieces of cardboard (cut from corru.
gated boxes) to keep the seat firm and gr-e
it shape. Lay the cardboard along rung :l
and cut it to a triangular shape as shon-n
Insert this into the opening and do rhe
same on the fung +4 side You'Il need
several pieces ofcardboard in each pocker
but don't overdo it or the seat will be venstiff and hard.
Continue with the weaving until abour
4 n. of space is left on rungs #1 and --l
Now pack the front and the back of rhe
seat with cardboard in a similar fashion rc'
the sides. Here you will find that fes-er
pieces of cardboard can be inserted
Resume weaving until the sides of the
seat are completely covered At this point
there will still be about lVz in. of rung in
the front and back to be covered To dc
this, bring the cord up through the cen.
ter opening (you may have to cur rl-re
points off the packing pieces if ther- ertend too far into the center) and forrl-arc
and over rung #1. Go around this runs
and, coming from underneath, go uF
through the center opening and then r,'
the back and over tung #3. Go around
rung#3 and then from underneath go baci
up through the center opening again Continue in this way until the front and back
rungs are filled in. Tack the end of the cord
underneath the seat to ntng #3
When the seat is complete, give borh rhe
top and bottom two coats of white shellac
to add to its durability. Now sit back anc
"rock around the clock "
-K',t

Cord is shown loose for
clarity, but should be pulled
tightly into corners.

Fill in about 131in. on each front corner to
square up seat area,

After squaring, the weaving cord continues
on to rung #3 and on around seat.

As you weave, keep the pattern on 9C'

Tablesand Ch:i:s

-=.

-.-.=' -.... ,, :-:it -dia. hole in the rop of each one for the finials. I
: --- :-- -,. ,::e taper with a handplane,beginning at the lowest
:
-.::.1taperingro % in. dir. et the top. Then I refined the
: ,-.: -.::
' - -. spokeshaveand smoothed a\talr an)' facets left from
-:
:,:-,r So-gritpaper on an electric palm sander
: -: - :ri-'rhe upper portion of each upright is bent, I didn't
=': '. lream the whole length I made a pine plug with a
.- -- -. lole ir-rit for one end of the stetuter pipe and insertedt1-re
- - : :- ;r'rd of the upright onl,v up to the point where the arm r,-ill
-, ,ri shos,n in the bottom photo, As with the slats,I soakedthe
'-,:':,. po1'tionof the upright in hot water for about 15 minutes and
--: - :ieaured it for about 40 minutes, \WhenI removed the r-rpright
-:--rire steamer,I clamped it in the bench vise with wedges be:.'i
rhe upright and the side of dre bench to force the bend, and
-_-;-rI ler the uprighr dn' overnight.To ensure that I ber-rtthe uprighr
:r: rhe proper direction, I insertedthe alignmentpeg used for drilling
'rio one of the cross-rungholes before steaming.Then I made a
::rerrtalnote of which wav to orient the plug when I clamped the
-rpright in the r,'ise:either up or dovnn,depending on u'hedter I am
ixrrding the left or right upright This u,'a1'I didn't have ro rhink
rbout it too much as I hurried to bend the upright after removing

line of tbe moftise angle and aligns tbe stick uitb a square standing
on tbe bencb. Tben be routs tbe mortises uitb tbe aid of a jig tbat
guides tbe router base and adjusts to set stops for tbe mortise lengtb,

l1)e autbor's steamer consists of ttpo kettles utith built-in electric
i:qt plates tbat feed steam througb disbuasber bose into a lengtb
.; plastic pipe. Because only tbe upper end of tbe back uprigbts
.T€ be,tt, Oldfield macle a wood plug througb ulticb be could insert
.iy iapered upper poftion of tbe uprigbt. Tbe sbort alignment peg in
,:. o_ftbe rung boles reminds bim of tbe direction of the bend,
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it from the steamer. Springback is alu'avs a factor vn'hensteam
bending. To give you an idea of hou' much springback vou call
expect, I bent mv r-rprightsabout 2'A in. immediatelv after steaming, and when I took them out of the r,'isethe next da-\r,the bend
came back about 1 in , resuhing in a total cun'e of about ll/t in
\{'l-renboth uprights were drv, I sawed 3Ain. off their bonom This
tilted back the seatand worked u'ith the arc of the rockers to provide
a pleasing center of balance for the chair, r,fiether empfir or occupled, Then I bandsa.n'edtl-ret%-in.-deep bv 1%o-in,-wide
bridle joint
on rhe bottom of bofi legs so d-ie1'a'en16fit over the rockers
Rockers and glue'up-After some experimentation with rockers,
I found that a 35-in.to 40-in.radius provides a good range of rocking motion. I used a 40-in.-radiusarc on the rocker in the phoro
on p. 48 and it pror.'idesan eas,vrocking morion; a smaller raclius
would 1et tl're chair tip further back. The rockers are bandsaw-n
from 1%e-in-thick hard maple for durabilitv, and are J1 in. long
measurecifrom tip to tail end (see figure 1 on pp. 100-101).I used a
spokeshave to break the top edges of each rocker, except for the
short flat surfaces where the legs' briclle jolnts fit. To ensure that
the legs seat squarelv on these flat areas, dry-assemble the rw'o
chair sides (three side rungs and a fronr and back leg), fit them
onto the rockers, and then n-rarkand trim the rockers if necessary.
Nert, I disassembleddre chair sides and sanded all the pars, finishing up n'ith 120-grit in prepararion for glue-up. I glued up the
front legswith their rhree crossrungs first and then the back uprights
with cross nrngs and slats.Check bod-rof dtese assembliesb,ve1'eto
make sure the legs are in d-resame plane with no twist, and then
stand them on the bench widr one of t1-relegs agair-nt a frarning
square to rnake sure the assemblvis not racked. \Vl-ien the front ar-rd
back assemblieswere dry, I glued dtern togetheru'ith the side rungs,
puiling all the joints tightiy home with a v"'ebclamp, \\hen gluing a
chair togetl-rer,1'oushould make sure that the assembledchair stands
on all four legs and then view it from the top and sidesto ensure that
the angleshave not been distorted b,r,'claropttr*pressure
The cr-rn'edarms, n'hlch I bandsawed from %-in.-thick stock, fit
over the round tenons on the top of the front legs and are joined
to the back uprights with a Yr-in-dia. hand-cr_rtround tenon, I
drilled the hole to accept d-reback of rhe arrn ar rhe appropriate
angle based on the arm's curve as seen from above, After fitting
the arm to the curvature of the upright, I marked around the frontleg tenons and drilled the holes through the alns so rhev n'ould
drop over these tenons I glued the arms in place and then rounded
the bottoms of dre legs with a rasp,file and sandpaperand glued the
rockers into the bridle joinfs. To top thnigs off, I trtrned tl-retinials
with %-in by T'-in renons, rounded tl-re tops of tl-re uprights and
glued the finials in place Finallv, I rumed the decorarivearm knobs,
drilled a shallos,-l/z-rn-dia. hole in the bottom of each and glued
them onto the tenons that ertend up thror_rghthe arms.
I gave m,v chair two coats of blue rnilk paint that I ordered lrom
The Old FashionedMilk Paint Co,, Box 222, Groton, N{ass.01450.
This paint is made from 1ime,milk, clav and earth pign-ientsand contains no lead, chemical presen'atives,fungicides, hrdrocarbons or
other petroleum derivates.The paint has a slight milk odor after it's
mixed witir water, but this disappearsas the paint dries. Al1 other
ir-tgrediensare basicallr.inefi orgaric materialsexcept for the hrdrated lime, q,'hich is strongl,valkaline w-henwet, br_rtbecomes total1,v
inen when dry After the second coat was dry, I rubbed it dow-nwith
0000 steel wool ar-rdthen coated the entire chair n'ith \WatcoDanish
oil to deepen the color and give the tinish a slight sheen.
n
Ken Oldfielcl is ct marketing manager for IBM and an amateur
uoochuorker in Toronto, Ont,, Canada

he continuous-arm\(/indsor is m,vfavorite chair. The gracefui
cun'e of the back bcrw, uninterrupted b,vattachedarrns, is a
masterful use of wood, Thus, I nas delighted nfien a client
who had prer,iouslv bor-rghtser,'eralchairs asked me to design a
matching settee with an or.erall vn'iddrof about 50 in. I n'as determinecl that the setteenould possessthe q-ralitiesI most admired in
the chairs-exceptional visual lighmessznd delicao,,strengthand dllrabiliq,',and flexibiliw and design integrin, for lorryevitvand comfon,
I had to modifv mv basic design slightlv to make ir more suitable
as a settee XItr\il/indsors have relatir.elv short ar1ns,so ther- carr be
pulled up to a dining table Since settees are more likel.v to be
used as narro\!' collches, honerrer, I added one spindle to each
side and extended the arms 3 in. This meant changing the end
profile of the seat,so the stumps supporting the ends of the arms
wor-rld tilt for-ward as thev do on the chairs,
In addition, when I designedmv chair, I softenedthe bend between the upper and lorl,-erportions of the back so the bow-would
flou,-more smoothly, evelt though this rneant sacrificing some of
the flat arm section to the beginning of the upvr'ard sn'eep. I also
changedthe spindle errangement.Continuous-armWindsors Ltsuallv have rwo spindles ph-rsthe stump sllpporting each arm, and
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these three components tilt for-nard. Then there is r 1r.i .-- -gap, and the back spindles(usuall1,nine) are fanneclout r1ir.-.,, ..back from the seat. But to emphasize the flon', I fhr.rr.rer. - ..
13 spindles er,enl.v,eliminating the gap betu,eenthe sec :, . thi rdspi nd1esoneachend.Thi smeansthat t l. r et hir d: . - . . . the chair pierces the back bow diagonallvfrom corrr-r' :
On the settee,the fourth spindlehas this samepL'olrlc:r -:--.rr
of the extra spindle I added on each end, I ruir.rccl:;':..,..
,.
bo$/stning to drill this hole on chairsand discr..e-:--:
onereaS onw hl ,thegaps,-aS ori gi r.ra111- 1ef t benr t - - - :
Eventuallv,with the help of a friendlr. lelder, I -: -:-. .. -guide, shou.n in the top, left photo on rhe ncy .-..-: .
this awlsrard ho1e.This spindle arrangemelr i: I - -,. . .
mv chairs, and so I wanted it in the settee
The back and seat angles of the chairs :rLrir.'.-,,
. -- :
| ears U f ti nkeri rrg.rre qui te cU rIFo| tl bl e..r'. i - . - - . .
--:
anglesdirectl,vto the settee.I clicln'thar-ero nlr:,-:-.-: ...:
- ::
the midclle legs; I just set the outside leg: ir.rj -.. -...- :
tied a string tightl,vbetneen them as a drill sr.rice ,,. -.'.
:
top, right photo on the nefi page.ar-rdborecl r1------The contour of the setteeseatls taken trom ti--e-- - :
:
r

Tables lr-id CL,'.r::

:::::r. r rn d-refront somewhat rounded off, since there is no pom:::;i I'l.rn-,Nindsors have a relatively slight hollow in the seat,but
-:::: :cluces rhe comfort of the chair I prefer to hollow the seat to
-. i;!--r 'f about 1 tr-r (see the seatpattern detail in figure 1), with
:= jtepe-.r pan about 3 in from the rear edge of the catwedarea.
i=::lq
r,;redeepest portion this far to the rear prevents the sitter
::,::, sliding forward, and thus improves comfort. I also round the
: it oi rhe seat to eliminate the more traditional sharp edge that
:,i:l .ur off circulation in the legs, particularly for short people.
I ftink back-bracespindles are unnecessaryon chairs, because
-ie-. limit the flexibility of the back, which adds to the comfort. \7it1-i
rie senee,however, I feared that tl-ie long, straight back might bow
backnard when two people leaned againstit The setteeback could

Lefi: Fanning tbe spindles out euenly causes tbe third spindle on
cbairs, sboum bere, and tbe fourtb spindle on tbe settee to pierce tbe
back bout diagonally from corvter to corner, making tbe bole dffirult to bore. So Campbell fabricated tbis guid.e from metctl tubing
rctd attd a C-clamp. Putting tbe bottom rod into tbe seat bole makes
it easier to align tbe botr,,hole. Rigltt: To align tbe middle legs
tL'ith tbe outside legs, Campbell stretcbes a string bettueen tbe hao
outer legs and uses it to sigbt tbe bole tuith a band-beld pouer drill.

T7-tesettee bou bending form is a simple system
cleats ,nounted on a %-in.-tbick plyuood base tbat
tt itb the dogs on a tc,orkbenclt. Tbe ends of tbe bou
t--sltaped pieces of plyuooQ ttbicb cctn be slipped
ifaTtrps. Cleats and rotating blocks also saue time,
btru cctn be secured before it cools.
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of blocks and
can be secured
are secured by
on faster tban
so tbe stearned

withstand this, but the bowing action could be uncomfortable on the
human back So I opted fcr a double ser of bracing spindles,supporred by biocks fit into mortises centered between spindles E and F.
Steam-bending-The most difficult piece in the settee is the back
bow, and so I did this first. I prefer straighr-grained ash, oak or
hickory; ideally, a 94Yz-inJong strip should be split from the log
and worked down to 1%ain. thick by lYz in. wide. Sincethe stock is
bent in both planes, grain orientation is not important, as long as
the grain is straight from end to end. I often bend stock green, and
let it air drv on the bending form shown in the botrom photo
The arm pauern detail in figure 1 shows how to lay out the flat
portion of the arm and the beginning of the bow. Since the arms
and the bow are cut from the same strip, the stock must be wider
and flatter at each end and then taper toward the middle. I formed
this double taper by fixing the srock on a special jig that runs
through the thickness planer, but you could bandsaw it. To make
the jig, taper a 1t/ex4x10oy2strip of 8/<hardwood to the dimensions
shown in figure 2. Then all you have ro do is place the stock in the
planing jig and make repeared passes until the planer is ser at
I'/e in. (the thickness of the jig). Feed roller pressr.rrewill
bend the blank to conform to the jig and cut a smooth, even taper.
Once the blank is tapered, round the edges on one side with a
%-in.-radiusroundover bit On the side not rounded over, mark the
center of the blank to help ahgn the piece in dre bending form.
Make tlre bending form out of an1,3A-in.material; mine is fir pl,vwood. The back of the form, which is 14 in. high by 45 in. long,
with the corners rounded to an 8-in radius, is screwed to a larger
pl1,u,,oodbase (see the bottom photo). The arm forms are rounded
to a 7-rn. radius so that the culve covers 80o At the outer end of
this curve is a straight, 4-in.-long poftion. Anach the arm forms to the
back form with corner blocks, screwsand glue; the arm form should
be located so its curve stafis 12 in. below the top of the back form
The bending blank is so rhin thar ir will lose its heat quickly and
must be locked into position within 25 to 30 seconds of being
taken from dre steamer.To reduce wasted motion, screw 2x2 turnbuttons on the form to guide the blank around the back corner
and to minimize twisting. In addition, screw tapered cleats iust
above the corner bend of the back, so mating wedges can be driven between the cleats and the blank to lock the steamed stock in
place Turn-buttons on the side forms keep the lower part of the
back bend snug to dre form, and the ends of the arms are secured
with small U-shaped pieces of plrnvood, shown in the bottom
photo, which are slipped in place once rhe bend is complete,
After clamping the pl1s,,oodbase in the dogs of my workbench,
I started cooking the blanks in the steamer. It will take betrveen
one and two hours until the blank is limber enough to bend. The
exact time will depend on moisture content, steam temperature,
etc. \fhen d'ie blank is limber, remove it from the steamer and
place it on the form, aligning the center marks on the form and
blank. The unrounded edges must be facing up, and the arm pads
should be facing away from the form. Drive in the tlvo tapered
wedges, and draw one end of the blank around the form, tucking
it under the rear turn-button on the way. Rotate the side turn-button as you go by it, and then continue the bend for the arm and
slip a pl1'uroodU-clamp over it. Now do the other end.
Constructing the base-\,While rhe back is dryu-rgin the form, a
process that can take several days or even weeks depending on the
seasonand the original moisture content of the green wood, laminate the pine seat blank. I began with a 20-in.-wide by 48-in.-1ong
rough % block and machined it to L3/,ix78y2x46%.
Next, draw the
seat outline, as shown in the seat pattern in figure 1, and mark the
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Seat pattern

Spindle

Border,1% in. widr

A

Length
(in.)*

Location
on Bow

Location
on Seat

26%
26%

Center
Center
2 %i n . O . C .
1 l % ei n . O.C .
261/a
21/zin. O.C.
1lslrein. O.C. I
D
26%
21/zin. O.C.
1 l % ei n . O.C .
E
26%
2 T z i n .O . C .
1 1 % ei n . O,C .
F
26Y4
23/tin. O.C.
1 l % ei n . O.C .
u
26%
23/rin. O.C.
1 I% ei n . O.C .
H
253/t
23/tin. O.C.
1 l % ei n . O.C .
24y,
23/cin. O.C.
1 1 % si n . O.C . i
J
221/z
3 in. from centerof spindle I
2 i n . O.C .
K
19
4 in. from center of spindle J
2 i n . O.C .
I
131/2
31/zin. from center of spindle M
2 i n . O.C .
M
103/t
23/tin. from center of spindle N
2 i n . O.C .
N
10%
25/ain. from center of spindle O
2 i n . O.C .
o
101/2
2s/ein. from center of stump
2 i n . O.C .
*
: fncludes7+in. to 1/zin.for trimming after assembly
O.C. = On center
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Fig. 2: Planing jig
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Arm paltern is 94% in. long.
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Rout down % in. and gradually increase depth to % in.
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Tbe leg and stump boles ctre bored from tbe top dotu4 so any
tearout is bidden on tbe bottom. Tbe d.rill is guicled by a notcbed
scrap of 2x3x8 barduood, crosscut on one end to tbe desired angle. Pencil lines clraun on tbe seat indicate tbe direction in ubicb
tbe angled legs lean.
Iocations for the iegs, sturnps and spindles on top of the blank. I
laid out the holes in the seatusing a compassto step off the center
points of the holes about 7/sin. in frorn the rear edge of the seat.
The chart in figure 1 girzesmeasltrementsfor locating the spindle
centers along the top of tl-ie seat, as well as dte bon'.
I drilled the leg and stump holes from the top down, so any
tearout would be hidden on the bortom The easiestway to get the
holes at the right angle is to take a scrap of 2-in.-thick hardwood,
about 3 in. wide and 8 in long, and crossclltone end to the desired angle; I have one block with its end cut at 160for the front
legs and another cut
22o for the back legs, and a separate 20o
^t
block for stumps CLtta V-groove in the angled ends. After drawing
the angle-guide lines or-r the top of the blank, place the guide
block on the seat so that tfie dri11bit rests in the V-groove and
lines up with the center of the hole, as shown in the photo above
trIake sure the other end of the block is centered on the angleguide line, and drill away,Using the same system,dri11the hole for
the center spindle at 8" off vertical
The seat can be carued with whatever tools you har,-e:traditional
gutter adze, chainsaw,body grinder or router-based can'er. My favorite is the Voodcaruer, a cutting head that fits on a small body
grinder and removes wood at a ferocious pace (see the review in
FW\Y/#87, p 124). I followed this with progressively finer sanding
discs on the grinder and then hand-sar-iding.
Regardlessof method,
start with a marking gauge fited with a pencil to 1ay out the
1%-in,-wideborder supporting the spindlesand srumps.\ilhen refining the seat shape, rely on .vour hands to find high and low
spots, and sand them out. Finally, mortise the blank for the blocks
that sllpport the brace spindles, shown in figure 1
The r-rextphase of constructionis lathe work-33 spindles,plus
6 legs, 5 stretchers and 2 stumps, as shown in flgure 3. For
strength and visual unity, the spindles should be from the same
stock used for tl-rebow. Turning spindles that taper from % in dia.
to % in, dia can be a challenge;yor,r'llneed to use a steadyrest or
r-our hand to prevent the slender pieces from whipping. Sometimes I rough out the spindle with regular lathe tools, and then do
the final smoothing on dre latl're with a handplane, used like a
sken' c1-rise1,
and a body grinder (see FW\f,z+69, p 45').
Legs. stretchers ar-rdstumps are straightforward spindle turning,
n-it1-rdimensions as shown. Any hardwood can be used, although I
prefer maple for its hardr-ressand abrasion resistance The legs are
all identical, savethose at the rear, which are cut 7y2in shorter so
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the seat will tilt backward comfortably The cenrer legs should be
marginally shorter than the outer legs, to ehsure that the bench
doesn't rock from the center, but I simply trimmed them slighdy
after assembly.Once the turning is completed, bandsaw a slot in
the end of each tenon to receive a wedge. I've found tl-iat cutting
two slots lu in. apart in the top tenon of the stumps is good insurance against any loosening from seasonalhumidity fluctuations Slots
for the tops of d-respindles are cut later; bottonrs are not slotted.
Now is a convenienttime to assemblethe seat,legs and stretchers,
Begin by dry-fitting the legs, aligning the u,edge slots perpendicular to the seatgrain Now drill for the front to back stretchers I did
this freehand, using an extra-long auger bit in a slow-speed electric
drill (see FWM #59, p. 46) Drill until the lead screw just begins to
exit, and then remove the drill and complete the hole from the
other side. Remove the legs, reassemble them widr the front to
back stretchers in place, and drill for the center stretchers, Now
bandsawsome wedges:Yztn. wide for fie stumps,% in wide for the
legs and % in wide for the tops of the spindles; I prefer wainut for
a visual accent,but you can use any hardwood. Swab all the mortises in the seat and undercarriage wirh glue, put a dab on the
tenons and put it all togefier, driving a giue-coated wedge in each
projecting tenon. Becauseof the long assemblyrime, I glued up everything with G2 epory, thickened with anri-sagpowder and tinted
with powdered stain, available from Lee Valley Tools Ltd., 1080
Morrison Drive, Ottawa, Ont., CanadaK2H BK7.Clean off squeezeout with a rag dampened in glue solvent (alcohol works well with
epoxT); after the glue has dried, trim the projecting tenons flush.
Assembling the back-You're now ready ro drill the remaining
spindie holes in the seat and bovn',Before doing so, however, sand
the bow to eliminate the fuzzy grain raised during steaming.If the
grain has separated anwvhere, line these splits with glue (stained
with powdered pigments ro march the final finish of the settee),
anclwrap them with waxed paper and several strips of inner tube
Once the bow is completely smooth, dry-fit the stumps and the
center spindle in their seat holes As you recall, these hoies were
bored earlier before the seatwas ho11owed.Clamp the center of the
bow to the top of the center spindle. To prevenr splining, clamp
acrossthe pad at the end of one arm. Now hold the arm in place
on top of the spindle and drili the lz-in. hole for rhe srump, ahgning
the drill by eye Once this is done, set the arm on dte stump and
repeat the process for the other arm Now drill tl-re %-ir-r.hole in the
bow for the center spindle, and place the curved bow on the spindle.
The installed bow now becomes your guide for drilling rhe resr
of the spindle holes in the seat,using the same extended auger bit
as for the stretchers.AJign the drill between the location marks on
the seat and spindle and advance the bit unril ,ust the lead screw
comes through the bottom of the seat;this guaranteesthat the hole
is deep enough and provides an escape for hydraulic pressure
when the spindle is inserted Glue swept to the bomom of fie hole
during assemblyfills the exit holes nicely.
After the seatholes are drilled, bore the matchingholes in the bow
with a brad-point bit mounted in a hrgh-speed (2,J00 nru) drill.
Traditionally, these holes were drilled by eye, but I built a jig (see
figure 4) to make the process simpler and more reliable This drilling jig is two blocks assembled with plyvrood squares and walnur
strips. One block is fixed to a beam and one is movable. The outside strip on each is bored with a %-in.-dia.hole. The hole in the
movable block is a drill guide; the other houses a dou'el or threaded rod protruding about 1 in. To use the jig, drop the dowel into a
seat hole and clamp the sliding part iusr above the corresponding
hole in the bow. Guide the bit through the hole and bore through
the bow Becauseof the angles of the holes, the bit mav want to

Fig.4: Drilling jig

Fig. 3: Lathe work
Side stretchers

Overalllengthof side stretchers,173/ain
Hold drill guide 1 in.
above bow and clamp
in

nlaea

h p fn r a

boring.

Y,
Center stretcher

s/s

1 Y2

Ove r a ll le n g th o f ce n te r stretcher, 24% i n.

Bow

Cut to 2%ain.
Legs

Walnut beam,
1 % i n . s q . b y 3 3 i n . l o n g . -- -

l_
T
1

Eachblock,
1 7 ai n . s q . b y 4 i n . l o n g . .

\.

Plywood is glued ancl

screwed to blocks.
Overa lll engt hof s t um ps ,11%in.

R a d i u s l,%si n .
Threaded rod or /a-in.
dowel fits in spindle
hole in seat.
\

z S=z

skitter off to one side. You can get around rhis bv starting each
hole by' ey'e,holding the bit nearl,vperpendicular ro the bow until
the spurs begin to bite, and then slowl,v raisir-rgthe dri1l into the
proper line as the bir rorares.Use the dril1 guide to finish the ho1e,
\ilhen all the spindle holes are bored, \,'ou are read,vfor final
assembly First, dru-fit all the spindles in the bow (the extra-long
tenons will slip well through) Then place the bow on rhe chair
and insert the spindles one b,vone lnro the searholes; this takes
patience \\'hen all the spindles are bottomed out in the seat,mark
where each entersthe bow Thesernarksare guides for trimming the
spindles and cutting the wedge slors, \X4ten all the spindles are
marked, use a rubber mallet to remove the bow, leavingthe spindles
in the seat.The spindlesmust remain in order, since eachlength is
different Remove one spindle ar a time and slot ir for a wedge,
stopping each slot cur iust above the mark where the spindle enters
the bon'. \X/hen 1'ou have done this, take a deep breath, discor-mect
tl'ie phone and get ready to glue r-rpthe back of the setree.
Start vn'itl-rthe stumps Swab glue into the holes in the seat and
insen the stumps. Trim the projecting tenons close (r-rotflush) to
the bottom of the seat, drive a glue-coated wedge into the tenot-r
and wipe off excess glue. Remor,'ethe spindles one b1' one from
the seat and insert them in the correspondiug holes in the bor,-,
making sure that the slots in the spindles are perpendicular to the
bow. Next, put glue in all the seat holes and on the upper tenons
that proiect tlrough the bow, and then set rhe spindle-and-bow
assemblyln place Graduall,vwork the spindlesinto the seatholes,

drawing glue into the hole ancl fitting dte arms to the srLul:rj .,
).'olrgo \ilhen eventhing is snug, wedge all the tenons in the and u'ipe off excessglue, Becausethe fourtl-rspir-rdleti-rtrl t.,-end enters and exits the bow at sLtchan exffeme ar-rgle.
it i: , :'
reluctant to seatproperl,v, el'en u'ith a s,edge, The solution hcir .
to drir.e the wedge in delicateil-, and then \vrap the ljrornL.-r' :
teuon nith a couple of laversof n'axed paper, fo11on'edbr sc-c..,.
\\'rapsof tightlv strerchedsrripsof inner tube ro clinch the bL,r '
the tenon This keeps e\€q{hing n'here it belongs and elintrr:-..:aflr neeclto fi]l the joint later Lear.eeven,thingalone r_rntilthc :.-.:
is thoroughlv drv, ancl then trim the projecting renons s itl.i :r . . ing saw and smooth evenrthing nith a 120-grit clisc ort r :,. -.
grinder and u'itl-rhand-sandir-rg.
Your setteeis non'reach' ro r;: : Traditionallv,Windsor chairs u.ere painted, but most of r.ur..-:---:prefer clear finishes, This can be a problem since rhe n
_.:
used-ash, pine and n-rap1e-don'treact to stain the salle \,:n'iping stain emphasizesdifferences,rather d-ru-rblenclsthenr r, :; 'er I use spra,v-onalcohol- or lacquer-basestains (nor-r-gr-:Lul-r.-,
. _
stains are availablefrom mafi' Iocal and mail-order sl4tplici: : .
though thev don't penetrateverv deep1,v,
I haven'terperiertcc...,:
chipping or wearing thror-rgh,and they blencl the \\:oocl cr)l(.ri). . '.
out lnasking figure, After staining,appll'a topcoar I likc r..-:
varnish mixtures,whlch develop a lovel1.soft patina or eL i,-: : Mac Campbell clesignsand builds fur.niture ln Hcut et S
N.B, Canacla
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Design aChatr
Fits like a
An aQustablerig
the critical dimensioyts

he pr oblem of c h a i r d e s i g n i s
considered to be the most deI
mandine in furniture-and for
good reasonr," ruyi ;ohn Grew-Sheridan,
riho has thought about it a lot. Structural
integrity is critical, even more so than for
other furniture. At the same time, a chair
must be comfortable and pleasing to the
senses.The world has no shortage of ugly
chairs that are comfortable or preffy chairs
rhat aren't, so we have plenty of evidence
that combining strength, comfort and
comeliness in one design is not without its
((l T

I
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difficulties. San Francisco furnituremakers
Carolyn and John Grew-Sheridan have
worked out an approach to chair design
that ensures a chair will be comfortable
while demonstrating that "the dictates of
comfort need not interfere with aesthetic
considerations because," as John says,
"there are an infinite number of ways to
connect the critical structural and suppor-t
points of a chair."
The Grew-Sheridans have been making
chairs since 1975,andteaching others how
to make them since 1980,when the Uni-

versiry of California invited the couple to
give a seminar on the subject. In preparing
for the seminar, the Grew-Sheridans designed an adjustable rig for measuring individuals for custom-fitted chairs (see the
photo above) and developed an inexpensive way of making full-scale mock-ups of
their designs. Using the adjustable rig, they
determine various chair dimensions, plot
them as points on a graph and then transfer the coordinates onto a perspective
drawing grid (avallable from art-supply
stores). The result is a skeletal perspective

From Fine Wooduorking (September 7994 96188-97

sketch, or stick figure of the chair, showing
all the critical dimensional relationships
but still devoid of any form or structure
(see the drawing at right).
After working through the aesthetic and
structural aspectsof a chair's design on tracing paper over the grid, the Grew-Sheridans
nextmake a full-scalemodel of the chairby
laminating ordinary corrugated cardboard
into "lumber" with thinned white glue,
shaping the cardboard lumber into chair
parts and hot gluing the "joints" (see the
center photo). This technique a1lowsthem
to make modifications with a minimum of
effofi , saving wood, money and grief.

Finding arrdtnapping a fit

From the general to the specific
The Grew-Sheridans gathered their information on essential body measurements
for chair design from two publications.
Most works on ergonomics, in trying to
get to the bottom of seating comfort scienti fi ca l l y. pr oc eed f r om a n e n g i n e e ri n g
mentality that tends to pay serious technical attention to everything except the seat
of the pants. However, there are two classics in the field that Carolyn and John say
they find tremendously useful. The first, a
homely little pamphlet without the slighr
est aspiration to scientific importance, is
calIed Basic Design Measurements for
Sitting (by CIara Ridder, University of
Arkansas,Agriculrural Experiment Station,
Fayetteville, Ark., 1959) The second is
Humanscale 1/2/3 by Niels Diffrient
et al , Cambridge, Mass.,The MIT Press,
7978),a portfolio containing a booklet and
three cieverly laid-out plastic reference
cards with rotating dials. Turning these dials reveals all sorts of biometric data
through numerous windows cut into the
plastic cards. All the parts of the GrewSheridan's rig were sized, and the ranges
for its various adjustments determined,
from data in these two publications. The
ig can accommodate just about any size
human being, from the tiniest nymph to a
nose tackle the size of a bison.
The beauty of the Grew-sheridan's rig is
its specificity because ideal chair dimensions-based on averages-exist only
on paper, \fhen a class of the GrewSheridan's chairmaking students averaged
all their own measurements together
and set up the rig accordingly, the result
wasn't comfortable for a single person in
the class. The chair industry (one size fits
all) necessarily has to work to a happy
medium, which will inevitably entail a certain amount of individual unhappiness.
The Grew-Sheridans, meanwhile, have
worked out a way for a custom chairmaker to make people hnppy, one at a time

Photos exceptwhere

noted: author

PlIoto l)elo\\'i (laroh'n Grc\r-Shericlan

The first step in the Grew-Sheridan's finn.:
procedureis to get a seriesof rough n:-,sufements of the person for $horn iechair is being designed (see the sidebar
on the following page for a detailed erplanation of the fitting process). These iniuameasurementsare taken with the person
seated not in the rig but on a flat plcnic
bench or anything similar. The Gren Sheridansthen make preliminary adjusrments to the rig based on those inirial
measurementsand ask the person to have
a seat. With the person seated in the rig
the Grew-Sheridans proceed to refine fie
rig's adjustments \(orking by trial anc
error, and relying on their experience
they first estabiish an optimal sear deprh.
height and angle to the floor (in that order), and then they establish the heigl-u c:
the armrests (when appropriate) and rl.re
angle of the back to the seat,Then ther- acjust the series of back supports on rhe
back rai l . w orki ng fr om bor t om r sacr : .
support) to top (head supporr).
When all adjustments have been marjc
so that the ri g feel sri ght t o t he sir r er .r h. r
settings of the rig (in side view) are ploned
on graph papet, along with distancesmelsured from the floor to various points on d: e
body (to determine a horizontal reference ,
Connectthe dots,andyou have a side r-ier"'
of a chair-or, more accurately,nor of the
chair itself, but of the "comfort-cur\-e' io:
the person being fitted.
The next step is to render that r-ies- i:r
a three-quarter front view using a perspective grid, as shown in the dran-ing
above. This provides a three-dimensional
skeletalview of the chair.a perspecri\-e
trmatllre over which can be drawn, on tracing paper, any number of structural and
styl i sti cvari ati ons.E ver y chair sket chec
will be in scale, will show the correc:
curves and angle for the back, and ri ili
have the seatthe right height and angle oli
the floor. Eachvariant drawn will be the
same size and depicted from the same
point of view as all the rest for clear. sideby-side comparisons

From paper to prototype

From plotted points to cardboard.
mock-up to finished chair, the GreutSheridan's process not only ensures that a
chair utill fit its outner perfectly but also
that the chair's design utill haae been considered from euery perspectiue, not just
side andfront aieus By designing a chair
in the round and building a protot?pe, a
better-looking cha.ir is almost guaranteed.

The Grew-Sheridan's adjustable rig can
help a designer resolve questions abour 3
chair's size, proportions and comfon. bu:
neitherthe rig nor the perspecriveskerch<generated with it can give you a realisric
representation of the chair in the round ,\
perspective sketch can take you pan of dre
way, but it's easyto ruin lumber: If vou har e
a change of heart about a detail halfs-ar
through building a chair, it can cost r ou
It's heloful. therefore-before vou cu:
Tablesand Chairs
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-. -r-.1r :(c \\ h:rt :r cit:rir n-il1look
:-: - . - ':: .]-Ict],sions one r,i-ayto c10
, -.r: :r scltLcrroclel,A bctter w'ay
-,mock-r-rp The
-l t,.111-size
' . r ' r. r . . lr r r itl rrc fo l m a k i rrg ,
- ,: rr ,ch-r.rltsis cluick. cheap ancl
, - - -. t-ficctir-eat evoking the look
'
: rrrisireclchair The material they
.:-- jrr'Lrgl1tec1
c:rrdboafd, fbr-rnc1just
- -.. :Llr\\\here-usually for free-has
' rtt,, . lc linglr opc r t ie s : b o d y . th i c k :-. loCl even 2l certain amottnt of

strength. Using thinned wfiite g1ue,they
laminate the cardboard to whatever dimension of stock they neecl,then draw the
l )J ttc rn for' .say. e chJi r tl rrn ( )n i t. anrl
bandsaw it out just as though they rv-ere
w-orking a piece of wood They then use
disc sanclers, rasps ancl files to shape
the arm, n'hich goes quickly bec:use
the corrugated cardboard is rea11ymostly
:lir Becanse the material is so easily
worked ancl can usually be had fbr nothing, there's no reluctanceto experiment.

Fitting the cha:ir to the customer
The first step in the fitting process is to measure the person sitting on a plainflat bench.
Tl-ris provides a set of starting measllrements of the person's body that we can
ransfer to the rig. We're careful to make absoiutely clear to the person we're fitting
rhat this is only a preliminary setting or
starting point.'We've found if we don't emphasize this point, often people will refrain
from telling us that the seat-to-back angle's
roo acute or the thoracic support is too low.
\\'e try to loosen them up and get them inr-oived in the fitting process

Taking measufements
The first measurement,known as the
popliteal, is taken by measuringfrom
the floor to the underside of the thigh at the
knee. The customer should have on the
same shoes that will typically be worn
s.'hen sitting in the chair Then we measllre
from that same point in the crook of the
klee to the surface of the back. Next, holding a yardstick against the person's back
x-ith the end of the yardstick on the bench,
\\-e measure the height of the waist. We determine the location of the waist by having
rhe customer bend to the side while seated.
\s it turns out, if you carry the waist measurement around to the back, that's jllst
about where most people like to feel lumbar support.
\\'e measure from seat to elbow to deterrline armrest height and note the relaxed
spread of the arms as well for the width of
the armrest at the elbows. The angle of the
armrest is less predictable, we've found, so
s-e just experiment until we hit upon a
comfortable angle. Nert, we measure from
ihe seat to the underarm. This measurement
is required for dining chairs in particular
f ecallse it tells you approximatelywhere
to
tLlsition upper back suppoft.
,Tustas a dining chair requires upper back
)rrport, each type of chair has its own spe-:,.- traits and requirements. AII chairs need
. re wide enough in the seat-obviously-

-)
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to get in and out of, so we take a seated
hip width measurement; shoulder width
isn't that significant a measurement unless
yolr're building a chair that will partially envelop its owner, such as a large stuffed chair
or recliner. Nevertheless, while we're measuring, we get all the information we can;
there's no telling when a client we're fitting
for a reading chair will want to order a set
of dining chairs.
The final two vertical measurements that
we take are from the seat to the nape of the
neck and from the seat to the back of the
head. These measurements are most critical
for a chair designed primarily for relaxing in,
where head support is absolutely essential.
Next, with the yardstick (or some other
straight edge) still in place against the person's back and the person sitting up
straight, we measure the horizontal distance from straight edge to lumbar (waist
measurement transfeffed to the back), then
from straight edge to the juncture of head
and neck (the nape) and last, from straight
edge to the back of the head.

Adiusting the rig
Setting the rig is straightforward
once
we've got all the above measurements (see
the drawing on the facing page for information on where various parts of the rig are
adjusted). The measurements and angles
vary for different kinds of chairs, but for
the sake of explanation, let's presuppose
we're designing a reading chair. (Information on the requirements for various types
of chairs can be found in the book, Basic
Design Measurements for Sitting, rnentioned on the previous page.) \We set the
seat depth first to abott 2 in. less than the
measured under-thigh length and then set
the seat height at the knee to about 3 in. less
than the popliteal measurement. We drop
the rear ofthe seat 3 in. from the front setting (or 5 in. from the popliteal) We set
the arm width at the elbow next (this generally falls in a faidy narrow range-between

Form follows function
Practicality,directnessand an economy of
means characterize the Grew-Sheridan's
work as chalrmakers Their premise as
desi g,ncrsi s rcfl ecrerli n som e passagcs
John qnotes from Fonn and Function,
b1r Horace Greenough, first publishecl
in 1843:"The most bcautiful chails," w.rote
Greenough, "invite you by a promise
of ersc. anrl thel kccp t hat 1'r r onr ise:
they bear neither flon'ers nor clragons
nor idle clisplaysof the turner's caprice."

by Carolyn andJohn Grew-Sheridan

2L |n. and 23 in.) and then set the arm
height at the elbow about 1 in. to 2 in. greater
than the seat-to-elbow measurement.
For this preliminary setting, we position
the back at 105' to the seat. Since we're adfusting the rig to fit the cLlstomer, this seatto-back angle will often change. If we run
out of range as we're adjusting the settings
of the back supports, we can change the
seat-to-back angle.
N[e adjust all the back supports using the
measufements iust taken, beginning with
the sacral (1 in. forward of the back rail,
3 in. up from the seat). Proceeding up the
back, we adjust the lumbar support-proba(usually 8 in. to
bly the most important10 in. up, 1 in. to 2 in. forward of the back
rail), thoracic support (set at the height of
the underarm, at the same distance from
the back rail as the sacral adjustment) and,
finally, the neck and head supports. These
last adjustments vary widely: a survey of 55
of our former and curre nt chairbuilding students revealed a vertical tange of 14 in.
From this point on, it's really just a question of using your common sense and making increasingly finer adiustments The
chair's intended use , how it will relate to
other ftrrnishings (such as a dining or end
table) and whether the chair's owner wears
heels, flats, sneakers (or is barefoot) all
need to be considered when translating the
information gathered on the rig into a chair
design. Sfhen we schedule a fltting, we encoufage the customef to bring whatever is
necessary to make the fitting absolutely realistic. That might meafl a pair of slippers
and a book or a newspaper-or even a bowl,
spoon, box of corn flakes and a quart of
milk. Pretending to eat a bowl of cereal
while reading the paper just isn't the same
as actually doing it, and we want the chair
to be comfortable in use
I

Carolyn and John Greu-Sheridan design
and build furniture and teach furnituremaking in San Fra.ncisco.

"Greenough was searching for great
principles of construction," explained
Carolyn. "He argued that one should first
look at the use and only then turn to the
decorativeelements.He believed the conflict in design is between the essentialand
the pretentious." In other words, everything in the design of an object, whether
it's a canoe or a shoe or a chair, ought to
be subordinate to function. If this idea is
respected-if function is clearly understood and sympathetically addressedand

Adjustable chair-fitting

the consciousnessof it extended to snch
considerations as the chair's interaction
with the sitter's body, the finlsh of the
wood, the feel of the fabrics, the intention
in the flare of the curves-form will flow
from it The most comfortable (and the
most beautiful) chairs aren't conceived as
cakes to be decorated with a pastry tube.
The beauty of a chair-whether it's the ancient Greek Klismos chair or one of Hans
\W e g ner' scontcmporary pi eces-comes
instead from the character of its response

to structural necessity. Ther- nt.,ii::::.,- .,
tradition in the design of funcrional .,.r'- , .j
in which practicality and bealtn- rir-c , -:-.
odds but are rather in eqr-rllibriunt--i:i n fact, onc and th c sam e. r r r - i,
thatJohn and Carolyn Greu-Sheridrl -. .
hel pi ngto sustai n
Glenn Gordon, a Luriter and ct'a.fisti,,r.'.
liues in St. Paul, Minn His past ccttttrt,',.,tions to FWIY/ include articles ott .[aii.-.
Krenou and Ger4tt Rietuelcl.

rig
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There are five back
supports (three illustrated here). AII are
12in. long. Head and
neck suppofts are
1%in. wide; the lumbar
support is 1%in. wide;
thoracic support is ?l
in. wide. Sacral support
is 3 in. wide-its top
flush with the adjustment piece (see below)
to permit a fuller range
of adjustment.

Back suppoft adjustment.pieces arg
12 in. long fbr head bnd neck; for
thoracic, Iumbar and sacral supports,
the adjustment pieces are I in. long.
pport
Back-su
adjustmentpiece,:
Headsupport

Rear rail upright, 40 in. long, is tenoned
to rear rail. Adhesive-backed
measuring tape isn't necessary but
speeds the measurement process.

Thoracic
support

Arm support piece is
hinged to the arm height
and ang Ie-adjustment pieces.

Sacral
s uppon

Arm-heightand
piece
angle-adjustment

R e a rr a i l

I
Seatpanel

I

{

I

Rearrail hingingcleat

1

cleat screwed to bottom
of seat-panel catches on rear
seat-heig ht adj irstment rai l.

TI
I

9

Chain screwed to rearstretiher
(captured byrhoOk on struf)
fixespositijn of rear.strutahd
the back-to-seatangle.
Side elevation

Dr r$.in!li Heather Larnbefi

Inset
T-nuts

5%

Rear elevation (seat removed)
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Built for Comfort:
The Three-SlatChair
Correct cut uesare key

to comfort,durabiw
by ChristianH. Becksvoort

sbat ani

c,iiiied

bqck stqts proaide

cotryfort, fihtte

cifae{,,Ihmtnqt&biact r"si eyqaieihe,chnly =wi{I lie abte ta
wtthstl,ad lats of r:rck'iiighnd abusg,..,il','
..lil

omfortable chairs. especially wooden chairs, are notonLaminating
and shaping the legs
ously clifficr-rltto desigr-i.Consequently, I'm a1x.a1rs
on the
One of the first clecislonsI macle\vas to laminatc the curl'ecl back
lookout for good chalrs, \iirhether in a restaurant, at a
legs rather than cut them from a big blank Having repaircd collntli'iencl'shouse or in a u,-;ritingroomJ every time I sit c1own.I inless older cirairs,I've learned that cr-rrvecl
back legs cut from solicl
.rinctir eh rnall ze n'het makes my seatcomfortable, or not.
stock are ertremely vulnerabie to breakirrg:The sholt grain rvhere
Severalvearsago, my r,vifebor.rghta double folding chair at a flea
leg meetsfloor invariably breaks,sometimesn-ith the slightesttap
.l.Lrl'rr f,rr the gland total of 52 The chair is of a style that was
I rnaclea form for the 1eg-b1anklaminatior.ttlorn six pieces of
:rass-prodlrceclalound the turn of the century and used ahnost
scrap 7+-in.pl1'n'ood I buindsau'edthe plyn'oocl to rough shape
ir clr-nterc, in lnclitor-iums.schools, Grange halls and libraries.
and then disc-sandedthe tu,o halr-esof the glr-rec1-togethel
form
\lthough r.rc.,t
rrucl.r tcl look at, it's a very comfortable chair The
until I had a fair, smooth curve on each half n ith a nice match
.r'o contact points, the seat and back, :rre
betu'een the rwo.
-tu rnr c r l : r nr l pr oiid c s u p p o rt ri g h t
I cr-rt%e-in.-thickstrips for the larninatlon
' ci
:' here it's needed I decided to borroqr the
from a ,l-in -wide piecc of 16,/,1stock that
u'as 38-in 1ong. That n'a,v.I rvas able to
-:lek cun'e ancl seat shape, the elements
:r.rtr.nakethe chair so comfortable,and inmatch the grain from front to back and get
thesefeaturesinto a r]onfolding.
both back legs from the sarnelamination I
- ,r.',)orete
marked each banclsan-nstrip in orcler of
-rr"legged clining chalr u,-ith mortlse::.i ienon constfllctlon
cur. apP l i edgl uc l rgr\\c sn elclt . $ r 'r l) l) cr l
i .l-solcllr,rstecl
the bzrckzrngleto 1,1"from
them in plastic\\rmp so thet wouldn't stlck
' . I l re.r r u\ ct l) cor igi n l l n a sa l i ttl eto o
to the form and clampecl tl'rem in the form
.,,.-.-b:rchtbr a dining chair After a series
for 24 hours (see the photo ztt left) The
next day, I clrt the laminatiorr in half
'..:,ihes. I cane up rvith the chairshonn
- r :Lrrdin the ih'arl'ing on pp 116-117. Simple form makes bent-lamina.tion
lengthn'ise along its face, ran thc outsicle
easy. Plyuood scraps form tLuo nzating
edge of both pieces over the jointel ancl
-: ,.i solkecl out the details,I made
halues utith square outside edges to pro. -- zcel cilar.ing from which I later'
then ripped them to 1% in.
uide euen clamping pressure ouer the
. - : ...r.rcl'n,s
fbr each chail pan.
length of the back-leg lamination.
I r' ttt tl tc l racl <l egs :o t lt r l t lt c lop' r r t '
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and rails Io 320-grit.Then I assembledthe back legs and:;:, .. ,
35 in. high and the bottoms are at73" to the floor (see the drawing on p. lI7).Then I marked and disc-sandeda flat section perunit, pinned the joints and set the assemblyaside ro dn I dr; _ :
pendicular to the floor on the front faces of the back legs, where
same for the front assembly.\fhen it was dry, I connecred ri-'t
-,
the side rails will intersect the legs.
assembliesby gluing and pinning the two cun ed siclerails
Next I bandsawed a taper on the inside edges of the bottom section of the back legs, from 1 in. sq. at the floor to 71/zin. sq.just beMakingthe
seat
low the flat at the side-rail intersection (about I21/zin. from the
I cut the seat from a 6-in.-wide, 17-in.-long piece of 16 + srr..;
floor). I also tapered the tops of the back legs to 1 in. wide on their
choosing a piece with nice color and devoid nF cann-nn,'l T - <
inner edges, as viewed from the back (see
laid out the pattern on the flatsas'n tace - tlre drawing on p. 116),andto3/+in. front to
the board so that the seatsurfaces'ouli :;
back, cut from the back and originating
quartersawn(seethe top photo on p 11just above the flat for the side-rail intersecThis reduces the amount the sear n:tion. If I'd taperedthe tops of the back legs
move si deto si de.an d it 'squit e r r nr r r r u, . on their front edges,I would have changed
Also, the parallel grain makes it less oh..:the seat-back angle, making the chair
ous that the seati s g lued up lr or r r nun- . To fit a seat that isn't flat onto a base
slightiy less comfortable.
ber of pieces.I jointed the edgesand glr:e;
that is takes a bit of trial and error. I
I prepared the two front legs of the chair
the seat blank together. \When tl-rebl:i:r-;
place
position
the
seat
in
on
the
chair
jointing,
by
planing, ripping and crosscutwas dry I bandsawedthe seatto narch ijr.
base, its back edge touching the back
ting rough 8/4 stock to end up with two
pattern and then disc-sanded to fair in r:.
legs and its sides centered. By looking
Fnrrr nr,r-ro.l
o.l-o"
llzx7lzx|7lz blanks Then I tapered them
beneath the seat on the sides, I can
on their inside faces from 1 in. sq. at the
Shapingthe seattop and bottom is prorsee where the high points are and
floor to Ilz in. sq.,3 in. from their tops.
abl
y the most ti me-consum ingst ep in : : - .
where I need to remove stock from
whole chairmaking process.I clamped:le
the rails and legs. Most of the fitting
Irg-to-rail joinery
seat upside down between r\\-o ben.:-involves fairing into the front legs and
I used moftise-and-tenon constrllction on
dogs and bel tsrndedacr osst he gr : r ir rn' '
hollowing out the side rails where
this chair because it has no stretchers,so
the back of the seat is lowest. 'With
an 8O-gritbelt. I've found that br- holdhg
the chair base clamped into the
joinery
the strongest possible leg-to-rail
the sanderperpendiculart o t he gr ui: r^- bench vise for stabiliry I use my belt
was necessary.I laid out all the rails with a
movi ng i t i n a rock ing m ot ion nir l: : : :
3/rc-in.revealat the leg intersections except
sander with an 80-grit belt to do most
grai n.I can removes t ock qr r icklvn it : r - .
of the work. After one or two test-fitthe back rail, which I made flush to the ingouging the workpiece. As it tnrnecl c,u:"
tings, the seat begins to look like it
side of the chair.
the concave portion of the underside ol t-rbelongs on the chair.
I cut the four rails from rough 4/4 stock
seat near the front legs was just abour :i:r
By now, points of contact have bethat I planed to thickness and cut to shape
tightest
radius possible with this techrfc'.:-.
come difficult to see. To circumvent
from my full-sized patterns. The front and
but it worked I flipped the seat o\ er :l:r.:
this, I take two sheetsrof carbon paback rails start out as 2%-in.-wide blanks,
sanded the top using the same teclxic,ur
per (yes, its still available at office-supbut the side rails start oltt 3% in. wtde to alply stores) and place them, carbon
The top went much fasterbecauseit-sc.:rlow for the bandsawn curve that dictates
side down, on the front edge of the
cave section was so much shallori-er
chair. I press the seat down and move
the seat's contour. This takes the side rails
Next I use a 1-in by 5-in soft s'.rnci:r:.it slightly back and forth, which
down to 2l< in. Nso.I cut the side rails at
pad (avallabie from Econ-Abrasir es P.O
leaves dark patches at the points of
5' on both ends (85' in the front and95"
Box 865021,Plano, Texas 75086:80Lr-3,---contact. I work down these points
in the back), which makes them parallel,
4101) chucked into an electric drill Tl-r:>
with a rasp and file. After just a few
though slightly skewed uphill.
soft pad, with a 100-gritdisc on it. rook c,u:
more fittings, I've got a custom fit beAt this point, I cut the tenons to fit the
the 80-grit cross-grainscratchesand cc,::tween seat and chair base.
-C.8.
mortises. All tenons are centered on the
formed well to the contour of the selr I
rails except for the back rail. I offset it to
repeated on the front and the back ,-:
within I/rc in. of the back face to keeo it
the seal through t8O - gr itpaper . I hc: : .
from being too close to the inside corner of the leg, thus comproswitched to a round, 5-in orbital finish sander at220-gtit bec;"smising the integrity of the 1oint.Next I dry-fitted the legs and rails
it leaves fewer and smaller swirl marks. I continued with tl-retitl-.::
together. I held the chalr together with band clamps while I
sander through 320-grit.
'When
checked the fit of the joints, dimensions of parls and angles.\flhile
the seat was smooth and scratch-free.I beveled it-ssi;,:.
the chair was dry-clamped, I also cut a wooden pattern of the seat
and back edge. I shaped the front edge to a rounded poirrr -=:
profile (from the side) and of the back slats(from the top) from my
thedraw i ngonp.117).Thi sw entqui ck1yus ingacot lr bit l: r t ior
full-sized drawing. I drew the pattern for the back slats by swingbiock plane, rasp, file and sandpaper.The seatwas nori rer-.Jr': ing a pair of 18-in.-1ongarcs, lz-in. apart, using a piece of string to
be fitted to the chair. I did this with a couple of sheetsof c:r-: :,
hrr nreelrini<r<r '- create a 413/<in. radius. Then I laid this pattern onto the top of the
paper, using a technique similar to one t.r5961
two back rails so that the back of the pattern intersects the front
(see
their bluing
the box above).
outside corners of both back legs.I scribed this line of intersection
Because the back of the seat is beveled and has such -i i-: onto the top of the back legs, extended the line down the insides
nounced curve, the ends of the back rarl.are e,xposedr.-- ,r-.
of the legs and then jointed down to the line, using the jointer
drawing on p. 117) This doesn't provide as mnch snl)I)on -- r fence to maintain the angle Given the leg spacing and the radius
seat as I'd like, so I added a second rail on the inside oi:he :-....
of the back slats,the scribe marks formed about an 11" angle from
of the chair I glued and screwed it to the inside of rhe r:.< :-.
the front edges of the legs, allowing the back slats to sit flush
and made sure it's tight and flush to that original r:ril For :-.iir ' r against the back legs. At this stage,I finish-sanded the four legs
al strengthand becausethe chair has no stretchers.I adce; - ::
-l

Fitting a
sha,ped seat

Photos exceDtwhere

noted: Charlev Robinson
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The three-slat chail

I
-'Slats ard each
5 in. high and
taper from
l/"/8 ln. WlOe
to 157./ein. wide.

Slats are spaced
l/e in. apart and
are centered on
the back leg.

Qua.rtersanon blank from jlatsawn stock. Quartersaun lumber is more stable thanflatsaun and is easier to grain-match, but
it's hard to come by and nxore expensiue.By starting uith thicker
stock a,nd laying out adjacent seat parts on top of each other
across a board's width, the author created quartersaun parts.

Back rail profile
1 % a x2 % x1 2 %
tapers to 1%..
Front is same
except for
tenons.

AIl'mortisei areVain.
wide and Vain. deeb
with %-in. shoulders
at their bottoms.

Achieoing a. nea.rly perfect grain and color match is possible
b1,sauing the pieces frorn the sarne board. A steady hand and
sloutfeed rate uill keep the cuts on line, and sanding utill tczkeout
the slight bandsata ripple seen on the outsideface ofthis board.

blocks to the inside of each corner, notching the front blocks on
rhe bandsaw to accommodate the leg corners. \7hen screwing
rhese blocks into place, I'm careful not to mount the blocks too
l-righ.which would interfere with the fit of the seat.
-\t this point, I finish-sanded the seat by hand to 600-grit, Then I
scres-ed the seat to the chair base with two screws up through the
:iont rail and two through the auxiliary back rail, both of them
;bout 6 in. apart.

Preparing the back slats
I rook mr- pattern for the back slats from the full-sized drawing,
-ralsferred the shapethree times onto a piece of 18-in.-1ong,5-in 116
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Back view
Seat iemOied for elaritv.

---l r F-

wide I2/4 stock and bandsawed the slats out (see the bottom photo). This keeps the grain and color nearly the same on all three
slats,from top to bottom. I shaped the top and bottom slatsby giving them the same radius at the corners (viewed from the front)
that I gave them front to back by cutting them on the bandsaw
(see the drawing above). I also tapered the slats' width from top
to bottom. I set the slatson my bench and used spacersto keep
the slats 1.lain. apart as they will be on the chair. I marked a1,3/s-in
taper from the top corner of the top slat down to the bottom corner of the bottom slat, bandsawed to the line and then smoothed
the taper with rasp and file.
I repeatedthe sanding processI used on legs, rails and seat,ex-

Drawing: Heather Lambefr

3/+
\1
Radius at top of
back leg is% in.

Back slats are %ein.
thick. Curvature is
determined by
swtngtng an arc
with a radius of
41%in.

Additional back
rail, glued and
screwed to the
inside face of
back rail, adds
support for the

a'^h-

Top view
(Forclarity,only center
backslat shown)

35 in.
to floor

Side rail blank
starts out 3%
in. wide.

Front legs are 1%in. sq.
at the top, 1 in. sq. at the
boltom. The two inside
faces are tapered stafting
% in. below where the
side rails meet the legs.
Overallheight is 17% in.

Side view

73'

--l

F-
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cept that I used a pneumatic spindle sander for grits 80 through
150.A random-orbit sander will also do the job, just not as quickIy. I also rounded all the edges on the front faces of the back slats
at this time to make the seat more comfortable and to give the
chair a softer appearance overall
I clamped the slats to the chair temporarily with spring clamps,
the top one at 36 in. from the floor, the other two with 1%-in
spaces separating them. Then I marked the centers of the back
1egs,top to bottom, and I located the screw holes, two per slat
on each leg
I removed the slats and drilled coLrntersunkpilot holes for the
screwsfrom the back side of the legs Becausethe back slatswere
From Fine Wooduorking (J\ ly 199+) 11t--g-91

Fonly 7/16
in thick after sanding, I drilled through the leg tu:. -:::5/tein. of the bit was showing. Then I reclamped the sl.lr-.i:,-:::
back legs and drilled into the slatsuntil I felt the counrersurk I :tion of the bit just bottom out. Finally,I glued and scres-ed:re :
"->
to the legs, plugged the screw holes carefully and resanie .- r:rc
backs of the legs.
I used three coatsof fung oil as a finish. For a final toucl-r I :,utCir.
leather pads to the bottoms of the legs to prorecr fine harcls rr,i:
fl oorsfrombei ngscratchedbytheendgrai nof t hechair 1egs
Christian H. Becksuoort builds custom.furniture in ,\-eu Glc,irces.
ter, Maine and is a contributinp editor to Fine $-oodn'orku-ie
Tablesand Chairs
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Craftstrrarr-Style
Comfo fr. in a Morris Chait
Mortise-and-tenonjoineryt looksgood and makesit last
by Gene Lehnert

Forerunner of toda.y's recliners, this Morris chair built in the
Craftsman tradition features an adjustable reclining back. The
back, tlhich piuots on pegs, restson remouable pins that slide into
118
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holes on the inside of the arms. To recline the back, simply ftroue the
adjustment pins to different holes in the arms. To make his chair
eaen ntore comfortable, the author ako built a matchingfootstool.

Photos: Villim

Sampson

he Morris-style spindle chair is my
favorite Gustav Stickley piece. In
his poprrlar Craltsman magazine.
Stickley wrote, "No better or more comfortable and useful chair was ever designed " The chair, which features pinned
through-tenon joinery, makes a comfortable, adfustable-back chair in the Craftsman tradition I worked up this version
(see the photo at left) after looking at alot
of museum pieces and studying examples
in Stickley's Craftsman magazine, books
and other magazine articles.
Although Stickley sometimes used other
u o o d s. his pr im ar y ch o i c e w a s q u a rte rsawn white oak, which he darkened by
fuming with ammonia Even in his day,
Stickley commented that quartersawing
was a wasteful method of woodcutting.
Today, the wood is rather difficult to find.
However, larger retail suppliers have it for
about $5 a board foot. It should be selected for color match and figure. Be extra
careful when choosing the stock because
variations in wood tone mar color uniformity during the fuming process, a finishing technique I'11 discuss later in this
article. Sapwood should be eliminated as
it tends not to darken when fumed.
Building
the chair
The legs are composed of a solid core
with 7a-in.-thick veneers glued around
them. Veneering this way provides uniform qnartersawn figure on all four sides
of the legs. The through-tenons at the leg
tops are llz in. sq with bevels on the ends,
as shown in the drawing on p 120.I use
my motorized miter box set at an angle of
12" to cut the bevels.On the back legs,the
tops are both beveled and slanted,using a
disc sander, to match the angle of the
arms. Note that the shoulders on these
tenons are angled to suppoft the arms.Because pinned through mortise-and-tenon
joints are Stickley hallmarks, it is important
they be properly executed A1so,note the
corbels that support the rear arms are angled at the tops.
The bottom side rails are snppofied also
using pinned through mortise-and-tenon
joints. I use a hollow-chisel morriser in my
drill press to cLttthe mortlses in the legs
and the 7z-in spindle mofiises in the rails.
The work is held on an angle block
clamped to the drill-press rable The slant
of the angle block is 1 in rise to 2:+7.iin.
run. I clamp the same angle block to mv
tablesaw's sliding table to cr-1r
rhe angled
tenon shoulders of the top and botton't
side rails and the spindies
Becauseof their angles ihe upper and
lower shoulders on the r':irs :.rd :lte fiont
Frcm Fine Woudu(,1hi )tu t,lrl',

and back shoulders on the spindles must
be pared by hand. The tenons for the
upper side rails are cut before their top
slants are cut. I sometimes cut the tenons
using an angled sliding table on my router
tab1e.These techniques ensure precisely
fitting mortise-and-tenon joints for the
legs,rails and spindles,
Making the arms-When you first look at
one of Stickley's Morris chairs from the
side, you get the impression the arms are
sawn from thick pieces of wood. \fhat else
could explain the bend at the front of the
arm?But upon close inspection, Stickley's
ingenuity is apparent.To form the bend on
the front of each arm, I follow Stickley's
lead and glue a filler block to the underside
of the arm board Then I bevel off the too

Wha,t is a.
Morris cha.ir?
BarbataStreisandmelodically asked,
"rMhat kind of a chafu is a Morris
c}lrair?"in her eady 1960srecording
of "My Honey's Loving Arms." Perhaps some listeners then pondered
the answer to this question, but renewed interest in Momis chairs and
in other Craftsman-style furniture
did not really spark until the '80s.
Gustav Stickley and other furniture builders in the eady part of this
century produced several styles of
chairs that were patterned after the
designsof Englishman\flilliam Morris. Morris chair became a generic
term for easy chairs with movable,
slanting backs. These chairs were
the forerunners of today's reclining
chairs. Stickley's spindle chair, introduced in L9O5,proved to be the
most popular of all. Although the
teffi spindle usually refers to tumed
posts, Stickley and Morris used
squafe spindles.
A picture of the original Morris
chair appeared in Gustav Stickley's
Craftsman magazine. He said of
it, "This chair has always seemedto
be the best of its kind, and one especial advantage is that it harmoflizes in structural effect with any
good furniture."
Stickley was a successful furnituremaker for a quarter of a century
until 1916when he went out of business.His Craftsmanfurniture, sometimes called Mission style, is once
againgaining great popularity. -G. L.

w i th repeate(lr' ross- gr ainpassesor r t lr c
radial-arm saw as shown in the botton.t
left photo on p 121.(You could also banclsaw away the waste.) Taking care to match
color and grain will make the jolnt bareh
discernible.I cut the filler block from the
same board to ensure the match.
To hold the arm at the correct angle on
my radial-arm saw table when cutting the
slope, I use an angle block. The angle is
37/ein.rise to 223/tin. run. I also use this
block with the drill-press mortiser to cr.tr
the through-mofiises in the arms (see the
right photo on p. 121).
To accommodate the upper rai1,I cur a
7s-in.-wide, Vz-rn.-deepgroove from one
mofiise to the other and centeredon those
mortises. Though it's a tedious process I
use my hollow-chisel mortiser to cut rhe
groove becarrsethe bend in the arm prcvents me from plowing it all the x:rr
through with a router. A router and cilsel
could be combined to do the job.

Building the back
This part of the chair is perhaps rhe tlichest. It involves three things-bending tit3s-i n.-thi ck
back sl ats.cuning long r enor - - thatfi t perpendi cul atro t he bt ck posr \. , - assembling the unit so it lies flat
Y ou can steamthe slat sin pr 'epxr : : . i ior bending. but I prefer ro subntcrs. -.
slatsin boiling water for softeningbecl'.-..
it's faster and easier. If you do boil : :.
slats, it is a good idea to add a s':-.
amount of baking soda to avoid pr.::-.turely blackening the wood. This re'.rc.: ::
is characteristic of oak. If blackerr::should occur, the original color c:rn be :.stored using oxalic acid, which is r'e:..il-available at hardware stores (.see Fi,:..
Woodworking f86. pp. 6s-(r- r
The slatshave a radius of 23 in, To bc:::
them, I sandwich them in a shop-._-i--,
form made from two bandsarr'n bloi.,.
that mate to create a 22-in ladius s i::-::
overbends the wood a little to ailorr' - -:
inevitable springback. Allow the \r'oo. :
dry compl etel y i n the f or m r o p'c\ '- '- .
excessive springback.
Before cutting the tenons perpencltc,-.--.:
to the back posts, smal1oak s-ed-ees 1 ..t
by hin.) have to be glued to rhe b':cr
each slat where the tenons ri'ill be i-r. -::
shown in drawing detail C on p 1l' T-.'
wedge provides enough stock lor.-,----.1
the long tenons while keeping rhi-:t .:-rpendicular to the back posts,
I have to admit that I realh- enj.r,-.- .)ing machine setllps, \ihile cre:'.:r-,.
'tures and jigs to solr'e joinen ;r,- ir . : .
i ni ti al l ytakesrnorel i n ] e.ir gir c- ''- : .
sure and ensllfes accuracv\\ hc.: :. :. . Tabl e sand Chr ir :
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Mak i n g a M or r is c hair

l sA a
33h

Slatsare % x 19%,post to post
Bend to 23-in. radius.

5/A

Back posts, 1ls x 15/ax 291h
l-/ 4

a/2

Wooden washer, 1 in. dia., % in. thick,

From inside of post
to pins is % in.
A djust m e ntp in (seede tai lB)
%- i n . - d i ah o l e ,2 i n . d e e p ,
13%in. from leg bottom

Taper to 3

23/a

-o p s ide rail,
-: l n
in . lo ng ,
thickby 24 3/+
s , r o u idert o sho uld er

11/z

Pivotpin
(seedetailB)

+rm c orbel
se e d et ail F )
3 ack l egs ,
'9 x 2Vain

Ar m s, 1 x5 x3 7

scuare, plus

. r r ouqh-t enons
'' r x l lrxllz-

\lorlise for back
,ail is 5% in. up
f.om bottom
.side of leg.

Te n o n sp i n n e d
w i th % - i n .- d i a .
oak dowels

i,lortise for side
'ail through-tenon
's 2/a in. up from
cottom inside of leg.

Front rail, 7/ax 4y2x 231A,
shoul der to s houl der

3ack rails,1/a
x 4 x 23Vr,
s h o ulderto shou lde r
3 a c kr ailtenons,
'z x 3 TzxlV t

Front legs, 2% x 2% x 227/a,
plus
through-tenon,1/zx 1Yzx 13/e

i6 spindlesmounted 1/zin. centerto center
S ide ra ils.% x3 x 2 4% ,s houldert o s houlder

Mortise for front rail tenon
is 7% in. up from bottom of leg.

S p a c e b e t w e e n le g s a n d e n d sp in d le s, % in .

Moftise for side rail tenon
is 3% in. up from bottom inside of leg.

Side rail through-tenons,
Vzx 2/z x 3
Fr ontr ailt enons .%x 4 x 1 %

Detail A: Making bent arms
Cut away here.

Detail B: Adiustment pins
5'/a

Top view
Piece is glued
to back of slat
before cutting
tenon.

Pivot Dinsfor the back have the
same dimensionsas the adjustment pins, except the shaft is
3% in. Iong instead of 2 in.
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Detail Cr Making back slat tenons

/
Tenons,% x 1%(lts-in shoulders)
Dnwings:

M-rtk S-utArgelo

Detail D: Back post pattern board

Bolt,% in., indexespost.

Detail E: Side spindles
Spindles,3/ax 3hx 1312,
from sh ou lde rto
shoulder,with 7zin.
t enons
Shouldersare
angled to
match side
rail slope,
1-in rise to
24%.-in.
run.

T

on multipie pieces.And, once I make the
fixture, clttting a compiex shape is elegantly simple and fast. That's why I cut
the back slat tenons with a shopmade
fixture that holds the router horizontally
and lets me shear-cuttenons with a spiral
fluted bit.
If you don't have an overarm rollter as
an alternativeor aren't inclined to devise a
fixture, you can cut perfectly good tenons
with a handsaw; then plane or chisel them
for a good fit. The important thing is not
how you cut the tenon; it's getting the
tenon perpendicuiar to the side of the
back post it goes into
I cut the 7+-in.-widemortises in the back
posts (hollow chisel in the dri1l press
again) Llsing a mortising pattern boarcl to
hold the posts in position (see clrawing detail D) The channei-shaped board has a
7s-in.hole 7lzin. from one end that corresponds to the hole that will be used to
mount the back to the chair The posts
slide into the channel and are indexed to
the 7a-in.holes to ensllre uniformity between parts.The sameholes also come into play later during glue-up.

Assembling the parts
Detail F: Arm corbel profile

To glue Lrp the back, I use the fixtnre
shown in the top photo on p 122 to hold
the entire back unit sqllare,flat and in po-

sition until the glue dries. The posts are
again indexed to the %-in. holes for correcr
alignment of the back assembly to the
back legs. The sides are glued using ph-wood fixtures to hold them flat ancl
square.I cut holes in the p1y'wood,so I car-r
clean up the glue before it dries.
The rest of the assemblyis conventional
The back is attachedto the rear legs using
turned pins and washer-spacers,as shou r-r
in the drawing on the facing page and in
the top left photo below. To recline the
back, simply move the adjustmentpins ro
a rearward ho1e.Flat surfaceson the pins
allow the back posts to rest firmly. As an
alternativc system,on earlier Morris chairs.
Stickley sometimesused a back suppolr
rod that went from one arm to the other
and rested in notched sLlppol'tsscrewed ro
the tops of the arms
Last,drill and pin the tenons using %-tn dia. oak dowels. The drawing shou,'sthe
cofrect dowel placement.

Finishing touches
Stickleyused ammonia fuming to add co1or to hls furnitule. He discovered th.
method by noticing that oak stable stall.
changed in color over time He flgurecl
that the ammonia in horse manllre feacied with the tannic acid ln white oak rc
shade the wood pleasingly.

Back ad.justment pegs (aboue) fit into
holes in the arnts. Mouing the peg back allotus the chair back to recline.
A radial-a.rm
scuu cuts aot)a! u;aste (belou) toform the bend in a chair arm after
a block of tuood tuas gluecl undenteath. An
angle block holds euerything in position.

Using a hollow-chisel mortiser attacltment on the drill press rttake-; qttice
utork of cutting the througlt-rttot'fl-sr,-i r'i;
the chair's arms to take the leg tettc,ris
The same deuice also tt'orks tct cuf i|;t
Srooue uncler the arnt to fit cttt tlre sii.
rails, as shotun on the alreadl-ctlt.ti")it :!:
theforeground.
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Fuming the wood-I use the fuming tent
shou-n in the bottom left photo. It is made
of s-ood and heary builder's plastic. Large
and small garbage cans turned upside
dotr n or-er the furniture also work well.
The cha,mbershould be as small as the furnirure put into it allows so as to concenuate the 26o/oammonia fumes as much as
possible. Ammonia is put in small cups
around the items to be tumed. I usually
lear.e the wood exposed to the fumes
overnight to achieve the tone I like. But,
b_vmonitoring the process every hour or
so, the chemical reaction can be shotened
for lighter shades.
!7ith some reservations, I am impressed
with the pleasing color and grain appearance made possible with fuming. Fuming
does not raise the grain. Because the
chemical reaction penetrates about 7sin.,
the wood can be lightly sanded after fuming. The method is also quite economical.

A gallon of ammonia that costs about $10
could fume a houseful of furniture.
However, even Stickley had some problems with the method. Variations in tannic acid, sometimes present in even the
same piece of wood, can cause variations
in color shade. There are some things that
can be done to ensure success. Select
wood for maximum uniformity. If there are
light spots after fuming, brush tannic acid
and ammonia directly on the wood to
touch it up.
I sometimes fume sanded furniture parts
before assembling them. If extra pafis are
made and fumed, they can be mixed and
matched for best color before final glue assembly. The chemical reaction from fuming does not affect gluing, and parts
marred during gluing can be touched up.
Fuming smaller parts before assembly also
allows more parts to be fumed in a concentrated space. As a last fesort, regular

Back partsJit into a. clnmpingftxture
to keep euerything straight during glue-up. BolK
through the back post peg holes not only help align the parts in this fixture, but they are
used to index the back posts in another fixture for cutting the slat mortises.

Csing 26% ammonia, tofume the u;ood
gil'es distinctiue color, but rubber gloues,
Wtectiue qteuear and breathing apparatus are a must. Cups of ammonia a.re
placed inside the plastic-sheetfuming tent
u"ith itents to befumed and left ouernight.
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Stapling the bottom of a seat cushion,
the author finishes the upholstery work
for his Morris chair. Uphoktery lnaterials
such a.s the cotton batting (right) or utebbing and springs (foreground) are auailablefrom local uphohtery supply stores.

wood stains may be used to touch up
lighter spots. Stickley did that quite often.
Industrial-strength ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH 26"/") can be obtained from
Dietzgen, 250 \7ille Road, Des Plaines,Il1.
60018,or from local blueprint companies.
Be very careful handling this product,
which is much stronger than 5% solution
household ammonia. The Material Safety
Data Sheet describes ammonium hydroxide as a poison that enters the body
through ingestion, inhalation, skin contact
or eye contact. use it outside or in a wellventilated area. Wear protective clothing,
eyewear and a respirator. Follow all safety
precautions recommended for it.
As a final finish coat, Stickley in some
cases simply waxed the fumed wood.
However, he usually coated it with shellac
or lacquer. I use varnish and get good
results,too.
Upholsterjt adds comfort-An
upholstered seat and back cushion complete
the chair. Stickleyused avaieq/ of materials, including leather, to upholster his
furniture. I used cloth fabric for mine.
Check the Yellow Pages directory in your
community for upholstery supplies. The
chair seat requires twelve 5-in.-dia. by
6-in.-ta1icoil springs sewn to 3-in. webbing stretched over a hardwood frame.
Make the frame of 7/e-in.-thick,2-in.-wide
hardwood. The springs are securely tied,
then covered with budap, tow and cuded
hair. One-inch thick foam rubber and cotton can be substituted for the tow and
cuded hair.
Pack and shape the materials smoothly
to a depth of approximately 2 in. Burlap or
muslin is stitched in place over this. After
sewing the seat cover and stapling it over
the frame, I stapled a section of muslin to
the seatframe to cover the bottom (see the
bottom right photo). The complered seat
slips into the chair frame and rests on
cleats screwed to the front and back rails
of the chair, so the seat slopes about 2 in.
from front to back. The back is a loose
cushion filled with cotton floss. Foam tubber 23 in. wide, 28 in. tall and 3 in. thick
can be substituted for cotton.
SeeFW4V #68 or books avallable at your
local public llbrary for more detailed information about upholstery techniques. If
you-or your sewing machine-are not up
to doing the upholstery work, you could
have a local upholstery shop do the seat
andbackcushionforyou.
n
Gene Lehnert teaches uocational cnrbinetruaking/millwork and. builds furniture in
La Marque, Texas.

Making achild's

A tandem \Yindsor"for two toddlers :
by Mario Rodriguez

1.

t

da,ugbter, Isabel, tries a tandem Winclsor rocker. Ifs finisbed

Rodriguez's lJ-montb-old

uitb

latex paint

and bas oiled padauk

anttres:s

F ig. 1: Tan de m ro cking c hair
Top tenons on spindlesand
back postsare s rc in. dia.

Comb, %ex1Tex143/a

3A

Back post, V+xVax1l1/e

All tenons protruding through
seat are % in. dia.

S pi n d le, 3/ax3/ax81s/ts

Armrest is padauk, 3/ax2x7.
Arm post, 3AxV+x53A
1
Seat is pine, 1%x10%x1
3oo

11/ a

Legs are identical,
1t/ax1l/axVl.

P ho lo.:

Gary We r \ enbur ger

dr as ing.

\ ar o n

Aze\edo

4

Rockerslot,
% in wide
by 1%in lo
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-:crr I heard that friends were expecting twins, I set to
;\,irk on a special gift for their jo,vous occasion: a
.,Jc11er-size
tandem rocker with two tinv comb-back
'.
'
that
face
each other Of all the \WindsorsI make,
----. -:::Lirs
s
chairs
are
the
most satisi/ing, but they pose a few
-. ---:---.,
problems.
r
:iesrgr.r
For
instance,the chairs look good with
-, :----cssed
chubbl'legs
posts-like
and
a baby'slegsand arms-but
:' ,recd proportionally stronger joins, since children's furniture
--,ir: lrore abuse than adult furniture Furniture for litt1e people
.-r ,-riclbe easl-to clean,becausekids are sure to grab it with oat::'c,r1-corereclhands. So, even dtough I reduced tl-ie height of an
,.:nlr chair b,v 50ok,I reduced the diameter of the turned pafis onlv
lf :r. and I simplified d-reshape of tr-rrnedparts by not decorating
:rerr n-ith covesand beads,The tandem rocker's turnings are pleas-..nrh plurr-rp, so they have heavier tenons and thus stronger joints,
-nd oatmealdoesn't have anlnvhereto hide. As -voucan guess,these
design solutions work for single rockers, as well as for tandems.
I ll te1lyou how I built the tandem rocker shown on the previous
page, and, where appropriate, I'll tel1you how to adapt the design
'.rr' a single rocker In most casesI'11describe how to make parts
ror' a single chair, but remember to double everl'thing for the tan.1emversion. You'll see that the posts and legs are simple to turn,
rr-rdsince there aren't anv stretchersbetween them, ,vou don't have
ro drill angled stretcher sockersin the legs. Drilling rhe sear'scompound-angle post and leg socketscan be intimidating, but rhe pro.ess can be simplified if vou break it down into two factors: the
rr-rgleat which the member meets the seat and the direction in
n'hich tl-repart leans,which I call the direction line. I simply use a
i-rand-helddrill with guide blocks ro set the angles and then aim
the drill along the direction line, And don't let steam-bendingthe
seatback combs throw cold water on vour desire to build this tiny
\\ indsor, becausethat part of the project is fun. The same is true of
scoopingout the seat:it onlv has to look good, because1itt1epadded rumps don't staf in oue place long enough to get comfortable
Alr\lr''av,In fact, this design is as forgiving as the toddler it's intended for and sys6r part can be made to fit together during assembly,
er en if you've drilled a few holes a lirtle off.

Drilling ttre seat-\Vhen drilling angled holes, imagine you,re
shooting them with a hand gun. I used shopmade guide blocks
(described later), like the one in fie photo below, to arrgle the drill
bit accurately, and I aimed the bit and dre guide block's ply'u,.ood
base along the direction line. I marked the seat rop with direction
lines, the centers of the post and leg sockets,and traced the seat,s
oudine from a thin pllwood pattern, as shown in figure 2. It's easier
to mark the seatwith direction lines and clamp the guide block on it
before ,vou scoop it out Holes in the blank won't affect saddling
(carving the seat) if you use wide carving tools, like an inshave.
If you drill Y"-in.-dra.holes in the pattern to indicate the socket
centers, a pencil point will fit in them so you can transfer the centers to dre seat accurateiy.Likewise, saw %-in.-wide kerfs on each
angle direction line in the pattern edge, to transfer the lines Select
a pan of 11sx1.1.x1,1
clear pine sear blanks with the grain running
front to back. This size will provide 3Yz in. of wasreon the back of
the seat for clamping when.vou drill it and scoop it our. Align rhe
front edges of the pattern and blank, mark the hole centers and
dreir direction lines, trace the seat'soutline and bandsawthe waste
from its front edge. Altl-roughI marked the pattern with an ourline
of the scooped out saddle,I drew it freehand on the seatblank. As
I said, the saddle doesn't have to be carved accurately
I made the drill guides by gluing and nailing 5hx5/tx2Yz
angled
blocks on the end of 1/q5/s8 pll,wood strips, marking each block
with the socket type and appropriate angle. To drill a /r-in.-dia.
socket, align and clamp the block's pl1.v,'oodbase to the seat on
the direction line, with d-ie biock's angled fronr edge I/t in. (half
the socket diameter) from the hole's center. Center the bit's point,
align its angle with the block's angle and aim rLrebit in the direction
of the line. Use the guides to bore dre post and leg socketsthrough
the seat into a backing block, and then drill the 36-in.-deepspindle
sockets by e,ve,without guide blocla. Do this by puning the back
posts in their sockets and align tl-re bit angle parallel widr the posts
while you aim the bit along the direction line through the socket.
Carving the saddle-After drilling rhe seat, I clamped it to the
workbench and scooped out the saddle, a simple dish about

To drill tbrougb-sockets in tlre seat, for
the legs and posts, tbe autbor uses a
guide block to set tbe drill angle and
points tbe drill bit in tbe direction of
lines marked on tbe seat. He marked tbe
direction lines a.nd socket centers from a
p lytl)ood seat pattern.
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t/a in. deep, with
an inshave (see the rop photo). The angle and
length of the handles on my inshaveprevented me from using it to
make a steep cut into the seat,and so I finished carving the abrupt
radius at the back of the saddle with a 1-in.-wide +3 carving gouge.
Since the seat is small, you could use a wide gouge exclusively to
scoop out the saddle.
I used a drawknife and a spokeshaveto shape the front of the
seat.The front of irs top rolls over ro the beveled (undercut) bottom edge to accommodatea seatedtoddler's legs.As shown in the
center photo, dre sharp corner on the front edge, where the top
surface meets the bevel, is a curved line: it begins on the top adjacent to the arm post, curves down below the seat,smid-thickness
at its round front corners, and then sweepsup to the pommel (the
center of the saddle'sfront), To visualize this cutve, use your finger
as a guide to draw a straight line at the mid-tl-fckness of the seat,s
bandsawn front edge I then used'that line as a guide to draw the
curved sharp corner on the front edge. To make the tandem seats
identical, I carved their rolled over fronts until they were symmetrical and looked alike, and then I carved their bevels. The bevel
angle changesfrom 90oin the hollow curve near the arm Dost. to
45oaround the seat'sleft and right corners,to 30oacrossthe fronr. I
clamped the seat on the benchtop to spokeshave the rolled over
edge and then on edge in a vise to carve the bevel with a drawknife.
\fhen you're finished caffing, bandsaw the seat,sback edge on
the pattern line, setting the saw table at 20o to bevel the edge as
shown in figure 1, and then smoorh it with a spokeshave.Vhile
you're at the bandsaw, cut out the rockers and a pair of combs
according to the dimensions in figures I and 2 on pp. I23-I24. If
you're building a single chaiq refer to figure 1 to alter the rockers;
the rest of d'ie chair is the same. I laid out, bandsawed and
smoothed the edges of the tandem rockers and the combs from
singie pieces of 1-in.-thick green oak. I then resawed them into
matched pairs. By cutting out the combs now, you can steam bend
and dry them while you turn the spindles, posts and legs
Steam'bending the combs-Ir doesn,t take much effort to bend
these small combs and they are less likely to break than larger
ones As you can see in the bottom photo, I generated steam with
an electric wallpaper steamer, which you can rent at most paint
stores, and used a section of 6-in.-dia. plastic sewage pipe as a
steambox. I supported this long pipe in the middle, to prevent it
from sagging,and elevated the lidded end so condensarionwould
drain through a hole at the opposite end. While waiting for steam
to fill the box, wrap your combs in damp towels to keep them
green-they wili bend easier than dried wood.
Wahensteam is billowing from the box, indicating that ir,s hot,
put the combs in for about 45 minutes (or longer if rhey,re dry). e
good rule of thumb is 45 minutes to an hour per inch of thickness,
Use caution and wear gloves when you open the steambox lid and
insert or remove hot wood-scalding steam can be invisible (I recommend that beginners wear a iong-sleeve shirt to prevent burns
on their wrists.) By the way, you can quickly heat vour lunch in the
steambox and this is a good time to break and eat rt
I bent both combs on a fkture that has two 10-in.-radiussoiid
wood bending forms screwed to its l-in.-thick pllwood base,
which you can see in the bottom photo. The fixture's pllvood
base has 3/4-in.-d1a.
dowel holes that are 3A in. from the bending
forms. After I wedged an end of a hot comb againsta dowel at one
end of the form, I bent fie comb and inserted a dowel at the other
end to hold the comb loosely in place. I then hammered a wedge
between the second dowei and the comb, driving it against the
form. The solid bending form rerards drytng on rhe face of the
comb against it, so wrap *re hot comb with a wet towel for more

Aboae: Rodriguez scoopsout the
saddle uith an inshaue. Since the
tool's long, angled handles preuent
him from cutting steepl! into the
seat, he'llfinish around, the back
edges tuith ct u.tide gouge. Right:
The author carues the front of the
seat uith a drauknife. He shaues
to a line that is marked on the
middle of the edgeand that curues
around the shcarpcorner tuhere the
top rolls ouer. Belout: Rodriguez
steam bends the colnbs for about
45 minutes in a ctosedptastic pipe
connected to a \Dallpctpersteamer.
Then the combs can be uedged
against forms on his plyu,,ood
bendingfixture.
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even drving. Although even drying retards springback when you
remo\€ the piece from the form, you'll still get a small amount,
s-hich is all right Leave the comb wedged in place to dry for a
couple of dar..sand go to work on the turnings.
Turning tl:e spindles, posts and legs-As you can see in figure 1.
on p. 72J, the turnings don't have any decorative coves or beads,
as on most $Tindsors.And none of the parts are longer than I03/strt.
in., so you can use hardwood cutoffs from your
or thicker than 11/a,
scrap box; any hardwood will do, because this chair, like a traditional \7indsor, is painted. Eighteenth-century chairmakers used
green wood, becauseit turns easily,but it is supple, and the limber
spindles might whip as you tum them to their finished diameter. You
can overcome this by using a steadyrest or by following the tool's
cutting edge with your free hand. If turning the spindles proves
too difficult, you can whinle and scrape them smooth by hand.
Taper the tops of the spindies and back posts to fit holes in the
bent comb, and taper the spindle bottoms to fit the seat sockets.
To fit the posts to the armrest holes, turn a l.-in.-dia. by l-in -long
straight section in the top of the arm post and a 5/"-rn.-dia.
by Yr-in.long straight section with a %z-in.-wideshoulder in the middle of
the back post. Each post has a tenon in the bottom to fit its seat
socket, Before taking any of the parts off the lathe, sand them to
100-grit,being careful to leave the shoulder in the back post crisp,
for a good fit in the armrest.
A11of the chair legs are identical: they flare to 1.y4in. dia. at the
bottom, where *rey're slotted to fit *re rockers, and they have a
tenon at dre top, which fits a socket in the seat. I sized each turning
by holding an open-end wrench over it with one hand and slowly
cutting to the diameter with a gouge I held in my other hand. Turn
the legs from billets that are 3 in. to 4 in. too long and leave a
square section on each end, to facilitate cutting the rocker slots. I
cut these slots by guiding the legs' square ends on the bandsaw
table. You can either bandsaw or chisel out the waste and then cut
the square ends off the legs. If the slots aren't wide enough, plane
the rocker slightly thinner, which is easier than opening the slot.
Assembling all the palts-Assembly is similar for a single or tandem rocker, since you only assemble one chair on the pair of
rockers at a time. First, sand the seatwith 100-grit paper. Leavethe
corners crisp and sharp, but use sandpaper to round them where
the flat top culves down into the scooped out saddle.
Before assembling the posts and armrests, cut a shoulder on
each post so it fits flush on its seat top. Set the post in its socket
and mark around it at the seat top. Remove the post and refine the
shoulder by sawing it to y16in. wide at the line, and then put each
post back in its socket to fit the armrests.
I bandsawedthe armrests to the pattern lines shown in figure 2
padauk, and fit them to the back posts and arm
from %-in,-t1-rick
posts before shaping them. I also drilled two holes in the armrests
after marking their centers, an angle line and a direction line,
again before shaping them. By doing it this way, you won't have
invested time and effort shaping the armrests and you shouldn't
feel badly throwing a piece away and starting again if the angled
holes are drilled a little off. To set up for drilling, Iay the seat on a
flat benchtop with the back post and arm post in their socketsand
hold d-rearmrest parallel to dre seat,againstthe posts and with the
armrest at the height of the shoulder in the middle of the back
post. Then, as shown in the photos above, draw a drill-angle line
paraliel to each post on the edge of the armrest and draw direction lines on the armrest top. \Xtren you sight along a direction
line, its post should app,earplumb. Drill the f'-in.-dra. arm-post
hole and t/"-rn.-dia.back-post hole, and bend the posts so you can
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Lefi: Before drilling tbe a.rtnrestfor tbe ba.ckposts and affn posts,
tbe autbor bolds it in position and marks tbe edge uthere ea.clt
post uill meet it. Tben be sigbts tbe direction to point tbe drill,
ubere eacb post appears plumb, and marks direction lines on tbe
tup of the artnrest (rignD.
slide the armrest down in place. Once it fits *te posts, mark the
excesslength beyond the armrest, cut it off, apply glue on the post
tenons and in the armrest sockets, and assemble the seat, posts
and armrests, I wedged the top of the arm post and pinned
through the armrest into the back post with a dowel.
Now, align the seats,legs and rockers by first assembling them
without glue. Push the legs into *re seatsand rockers by twisting
them into the correct holes. Fit the front leg slots over the humps
in the rockers; then bend the rockers and fit the back-leg slots on
them wherever the legs land. \Xlhrenbotlr seats are in place, the
rocker should look balanced, with the seatsat symmetrical angles. If
they aren't, change the seat angle by shaving the rocker's top edge.
I checked the seat height symmetry with a measuring stick and
then by eye; when ever)'thing looks right, it is. Next, mark a line
from the seat bottom to the leg and around each leg where it protrudes through *re seat.Disassembleeverything, saw off the excess
leg tenons (leaving the line), apply glue to the tenons and slots,
reassembleeverything, and align the marks on the seatsand legs.
Then drive wedges in the leg tenons to bear agairst the seat endgrain, errd pin each leg to the rocker with dowels.
After you remove the steam-bent comb from the bending fixture, sand it smooth. Then, before putting the spindles in the seat
sockets, hold the comb symmetrically against its two back posts
and mark the comb's edge for the post socket centers on the surface of the comb for the drill angle. Then, drill the comb and put it
on the posts, insert the spindles in their seat sockets (aligning
them so they are symmetrical and spacedabout equally), and mark
the centers and angles of the comb's spindle sockets. Drill the
spindle sockets freehand in the comb by aiming tl-re drill at the
marked angle and straight betlveen the comb's surfaces.Now glue
the comb to the posts and spindles.
painted my tandem rocker with flat latex
Finishing the dnir-I
paint after I sanded it with 100-grit paper, Since the armrests aren't
painted, I sanded them to 220-grit and rubbed Vatco oil on them
(you could coat armrests with clear lacquer) before applying any
paint. Finish the armrests first, though; otherwise it would be difficult to remove any paint that might drip on the wood. Flat or satin
latex paint comes in a varie|y of colors, it goes on easily by brushing or spraying, and it sands easily between coats. To make the
painted surfacesmore durable, you can spray it with a light coat of
satin lacquer, but I prefer a flat finish rubbed with wax.
!
Mari.o Rodrigt,rez is a cabinennaker and 18tb-cetxrurywoodtuorking
cotnultant, and be teacbesantique restoration in New York City.
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Ma.kea Chairfrom a Tree (Alexander): cited,
91
Make a Winkor Chair (Dxnba:t): cited, 94
Marking: triangle method for, 77
l{cCall, Gene: on sofatable,2T-29
Milkelsen, Lars:on coffee table, 76-79
Miters:
end, tenons for, 36, 37
lengthwise, for legs, 36
Models:
for cardboard "lumber," 111-12
for duplicator iigs, 97
for tables, 25
Monteith, Edward R : on convertible fumiture,
62-65
Mortise-and-tenon:
fotIegs,44,7l5
raised-and-chamfered,56-57
through, router templates for, 34
tusk, 13, 14-15
twin tenons for, loose, 55, 56
wedg e d , 3 9 , 4 0
wet-dry 85-86,88,91-94
Seeako Mortises.Tenons
Moftisers:
hollow-chisel, angle block for, 119, 121
horizontal shopmade, 56
Mortises:
angled, routerjig for, 68
for chair slats, 102-104
chopping, 73,1175
cleaning,13, 14
drilling, by hand , 72-13,14
hollow-chiseled, jig for, 127
with horizontal mortiser, 56
oversize,for loose tenons, 78
router jig for, 78, 20, 59
\lotor tools:
forinlay, 32-83
router basefor, 56
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Nalbach, WalterB

:table by, 8G84

n
Oak (Quera.s spp ): bending, anti-blackening
pfecautions fof, 119
Oldfield, Ken: on rocking chair, 100-104

D
T
Pittman, Frank M : on gateJegtable, 80-84
Planers:taper iig for, 106, 107
Plastic:high-densirypolyethylene, source for,
22
Pl).wood: edgebandingfor, mitered, 61
Ft
K
Rabbets:on shaper, 28
Radial-am saws:angle block for, 119, 121
Reamers:
test tapers for, 89, 93
using,91
Respirators:air-pack, 97
Ridder, Clara:Basic Design Measurementsfor
Sitting, cited, Tll
Rodriguez, Mario:
on child's tandem rccket,1,23-26
on Windsor-chair seats,98-99
Rogowski, Gary: on gateJegtable, 1620
RoLrtefs:
aflgleswith, jig for, 68
ellipsejig for, 66,68,69
inlay groove with, 82
mortises with, iig for, 18, 20,lO2-701
plunge, mortise i ig for, 59
templates for, 38-39,40
drawer-opening, 10
mortise-and-tenon,34
Seea/so Motor tools
Router tables: template routing on, 79
Rule joints: making, 45
Rush fiber: source for, 103

S
Sanders:pads

for, source for, I 15
Sanding:
of curves, withflexible stick,79
sequencefor, 77
Scarf,oints:
for chair arrns, 779, l2O
rorwnees, /4-/)
Schiirch, Paul: on butterfly expansion table,
30-34
Sculpture: duplicating, 95-97
Seats:rrrshfiber, weaving, 103
Settees:Windsor, making, 105-108
Shakerstyle: dropJeaftable in, 50-53
Shapers:
rabbets on, 28
templates with, rirg fences for, 39, 40
Shavinghorses:pictured, 85
Shelves:
mortised, for movement, 76, 77
fo r ta bl es,28,29
Spindles:turning, 126
Steambending:
of chair-back slats, 119
ofchair combs, 125-26
of chair parts, 102-104
of circular forms , 74
of setteeback, 106
steamerfor, making, 102
Stem, Seth:Desrgning Furniture, cited,26
Stereosystems:cabinets for, 55

TT
Tables:
aprons for,
curved laminated, 82-83
gateJeg,84-85
assemblyof, 60
basesfor, 25-26
buttedly-extension,
makhg,30-34
mock-up for, 31-32
coffee,
Arts-and-Crafts style, m king, 76-79
glass-top,makiflg, 35-37
twin-tenoned,55
designing, books on, 26
dining, designing, 24-26

dropJeaf, makng, 42-45, 5O-53
elliptical veneered, making, 66-6!
end, making, 5861
finishfor, 11,41
foldin g-rail exten dtble, 62-64
gate{eg, making , lG2O, 8O-a4
hall, with Chippend^le motl'fs,27-29
models of, quafter-scale,25,26
occasiona.l,making, 8-11
pedestal, making, 38-41
pedestalsfor, 25-26
Queen Anne extension, making, 21-23
tea, I apanese-style, 16-4)
trestle,
dimensions for, 25, 26
rna'king,12-75
twin-aproned hall, naking, 51-57
woodfor, preparing,26
Seealso'fabletops. Tea carts
Tablesaws:
curved stock on, cross-cutting,66-68
dovetails on, sliding, 8-11
taperiigfor, Tl
tenon iig for, 10, 18, 20
thick stock ori, with two miter gauges,17
Tabletops:
attachment methods for, 9, 71, 13, 7J, 26,
39,67,69,84
drop-leaf, making, 50-53
edgebevelfor, 13
elliptical, routed, 38, 41
glassinsets for, 28
making, 15
marking, for orientltion, 77
oval, making, 19-20
sanomg, / /
veneered,57,69
Taguanuts: inlay with, 66, 69
Tapers:
bandsawn,5T
tablesas,.iig for, 61, 7l
reacaf6: Duilorng,/u-l)
Templates:
making,38-39,40
router,38-J9,40,79
drawer-opening, 10
for mortise-and-tenon,34
shaper,ring fenc e fot , 39 , 4O
for shrptng,24,26
'I'enons:
angled, with router, 68
dovetail, with routet, 47, 48
for dovetailed rall, 7O,72
jigfor,59-60,6r
loose, for table shelf,77-7a
offset,78
round, drive plate for, 88
tablesawjigfor, 10, 18,20
Tischler, Peter: on dining tables, 24-26
Treanor, Robert: on drop-leaftable, 42-45
Trimble, Dan: on sculpting chajJse ts,95-97
Tumer, Bill: chair seatsby, 97
Tuming: gaugesfor, wrenches as, 126

\/Y
Veneef: fortabletop, 69
Vises:
three'peg,91,93
Seea/so Shavinghorses
Yogt, C Michael'.ontea,ta,ble,46-49

W

lvaters, Alec: on seatcarving, 97
rlfheels:
txlesfor,T2-73
IOf tea caft, maKrng, / z- /\
rVood: .SeeGreen wood Lumber

Tobles
ondChoirs
These 28 articlesfrom the pagesof Fine'Wood,utorking magazineoffer a
wide vafiety of styles and types of tables and,chairsfor woodworkers to build.
Tablesinclude everlthing from a dining tablethat expands to accommodate
14 peopleto a simple end table. Chairs rangefrom the refined beauty of a
bowback Windsor to the sturdy comfort of a Momis chair. But it's not all just
projects: Mixed into thesepagesare countlesspractical techniquesthat can be
applied to otherfurniture-making endeavors.There are tips on carving chair
seats,working green wood and designingchairsthat fit. Awhole menu of
joinery techniquesis alsoservedup.
The "Bestof Fine Woodu orking " seriesspansten yearsof Fine'Woodtaorking
magazine.In book form for the first time, the material is organized,bysubject
and indexed for easyreference.There is no duplication between thesebooks
and the popular "Fine Woodutorking on. .." series.
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